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The Application of Americanization to Housing
By Frances A. Kellor

Former Chief of the Bureau of Industries and immigration of New York State

AMERICANISM is an old word— it has a history, tradi-

tions, and a definition more or less familiar to every Amer-
ican. Americanization is a new word, born with the

European War, with a very short past and a very big future.

Two short years ago the nation awakened to the fact that it

was not all of one mind and spirit and heart for America, as it

had supposed. It suspected that it might be harboring more
disparity of ideals, ideas, ambitions, and purpose than a sound
nation can endure, and that divided allegiance might be grow-
ing in proportion to its many diverse languages, colonies, camps,
and other evidences of unassimilated peoples.

Then there ensued a long discussion of "hyphenism," and an
attempt to locate the offenders. In the process an interesting

discovery was made,— that there are some fifty-seven varieties

of hyphenated Americans, and that while some are foreign-born,

the ancestors of others came over in the Mayjlo'wer.

With the tremendous increase in war orders, America wit-

nessed a shifting of its labor population. Certain industries in

cities were curtailed, while "war industries" increased their out-

put, thereby drawing a considerable number of workers into

smaller towns; men were drafted to heavier industries, while
women hitherto unemployed were drawn into the lighter forms of

work. In some places new towns sprang up almost over night,

factories appeared in waste places almost by magic, and towns
and cities were left with tenantless houses. The rush to the
gold-fields was in a small way paralleled by the rush to muni-
tion plants, with similar effects upon the home life of America.
These unusual conditions brought to the attention of the

American people one of the fifty-seven varieties of anti-Ameri-
cans; namely, those who believe in a double standard of living,

—

one for the foreign-born and another for the American-born.
The most conspicuous evidence of this anti-Americanism is to

be seen in housing. In the thousands of labor camps, in the colo-

nies in cities, in the immigrant sections of small industrial

towns, it is easy to locate the foreign-born residents,— by the
side of the railway track on which they live, by the differences

in the regularity of garbage collections, by the conditions of

sidewalks and lights and sanitation and water supply and other

necessities of life. In the smaller industrial centers, "tar-paper"
has come to be the distinguishing feature of these temporary
shacks that, in the rush of business, continue to serve for many
years a permanent purpose. Inside some of the better houses
one discovers that pernicious instalment plan used by the small

wage-earner to buy a home, and resulting only too often in its

changing hands repeatedly, with a fresh coat of paint with each
change, to cover the wear and tear of the previous occupancy.

Coincident with the discovery of this anti-American species,

America made another,— that you c<annot really Americanize the

immigrant who is badly housed. Americanization has for its ob-
ject the establishment of one language, one citizenship, and one
loyalty to America. The immigrant workman who is badly housed
moves from place to place; he demoralizes the labor market and
his family at the same time. The government, the school, the
church, the civic and social activities of the town, are the great

Americanization agencies; but the man and his family that are

always moving from town to town and district to district can never
get the permanent roots necessarv to become Americanized. To

ftf

learn English requires regular attendance at claaacs; to hccomt «
citizen means that a man must stay in a given locality a specified
time; to become loyal to America a man must have Amertaui
friendships, and civic and '

"

i •rmorr. we be-
gin at the wrong eml of A; .vc try to teach
patriotism and loyalty and love ior Amenta to a man whose
house is overrun with boarders, and who has no y' for
family life; whose roof leaks and whose family is sick ; is;

whose tar shack costs him almost as much rent as the frame
house of his American neighbor, an<l who must reach his work
through the muddy unj)aved streets of his living district. A
smoldering sense of injustice, a dim realization of cin '^'-nc-
tions, a daily experience of social ostracism, a discrii in

opportunities and enjoyment of the > f his labor, art |)oor
soil in which to plant AmericanizatJ.

A number of employers who have had the making of their
towns, and who were doing Americanization work long before it

became popular as a result of the h>-phen alarm, had discovered
that good housing is one of the prime .»(

a sound community life, and of a sti

.

i>.

covered that the man who has a house and a garden stays for the
garden, and that next to the job-stake the home-slake in America
is the big, vital, Americanizing influence. .\ railway engineer,

finding his railway had trouble keeping l:

'
" '

.n

the plan of giving each man a jxitato
j

p-

idated box car where he lived, and then nearly every man
stayed through the summer to har\'est his potato crop in the fall.

The Immigration Committee of the Chamber of Conunerce of

the United States of America, cooperating with the National
Americanization Committee, made a sur\cy of sf)me two hundred
and fourteen small industrial communities, many of them filling

war orders. 'I"he conditions described in a few of the towns arc

typical of many. In one " boom " town many immigrant workmen
were housed in frame bunk-houses, or shanties, lined with three

tiers of bunks. The roofs were covered with tar-pajx-r, tightly shut

small windows pro\ided the light, and the air was foul through

inadequate ventilation. From fift\- to one hundred men lived in

each "stable-like" house, lacking privacy of any kind. Waste
water and refuse were thrown all around the house. Toilets were

open privy vaults, dirty and seldom cleane<l. In another town

the two-family ty])e of house prevailed, and families kept lx>ard-

ers. In one three-room apartment a father, mother, daughter

and baby, and six boarders occupied small and dilapidated

rooms. The family and boarders used the same kitchen sink for

washing purjioses and the same tumble-down outhouse. Board-

ers and family mixed promiscuously — the condiUons making

privacy impossible. In still another place, small shanties, made

of old wood and tin, housed small groups of immigrant workmen.

No windows made ventilation imiKis.sible. Cooking facilities,

garbage collection and disposal, and drainage were unknown.

In other industrial commum'lies. the company h^ 'c

workmen to the plant m.et its housing problem with
. ,

-y

and understanding. In one place, for instance, frame four-room

bungalows were erected containing kitchen, dining-room, two bed-

rooms, and inside tbilet, running water, and basement. Under-

grour.d drairage was provided, ard ground for a V-

patch and flower-garden set aside. Tic 1 oardcr evil d;-
, .

d.
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family life improvtxl, and the workmen made contented. They

were also encouraged to buy these bungalows on small payments.

The comnMttec found, on the other hand, a tremendous de-

sire on the part of employers and townsmen to improve the

housing. In the haste of getting a plant erected and putting in

the necessan,- machinery- to fill the waiting orders, workmen are

only too often forgotten, and their flimsy temporarj- buildings

are thus erected and, in the burn,- of things, never get changed.

Then, again, the employer has catalogues of machinery, and can

conunand numerous salesmen on things concerning his plant,

but does not know where to turn for housing-plans or informa-

tion on town-planning, sanitation, and construction of homes.

The percentage of employers who are really coldly and selfishly

indifferent to decent housing for their workmen is small in

number and is decreasing. The number of employers who still

think housing is not a matter of their concern, but should be left

to the town, is still considerable. The number of employers who

are beginning to see a real connection between efficiency, health,

steadiness at work, interest in the business, reduction in waste,

and the housing of their employees is encouragingly large. And
the hopeful part is that the subject is being approached less and

kss as a "welfare" matter, as a paternal and philanthropic in-

terest, and more and more from the standpoint of good business,

to be covered in terms of business risk, investment, and return.

Assuming that the business man is going to build houses for

his workmen, on what basis shall he build them? Is he to build

"company houses." which are in a sense a part of the mechanism

of the plant, which can never belong to any but workmen in the

plant, and which belong to these workmen only in their relation

to the plant, and conditionally upon this relation? Or is he to

build houses which shall be available for his workmen on exactly

the same terms from the employer as from any other agent,

and the possession of which either as lessee or buyer has nothing

whatever to do with the conditions or the tenure of the job?

These questions are far too complex for a "yes" or "no"
answer— that is, if the answer is to be practical. Ideally, of

course, we all believe that the second type is the house for Amer-

ican workmen, and the increase of such houses the task for his

employer— if he has a choice. This he does not always have.

The company house has come in for a large share of criticism

— especially during labor troubles, where workmen and their

families are e\-icted without dilTiculty, in the interests of com-

munity order and for the good of the service. In a large way, we
easily recognize industrial housing of this kind to be feudalistic

in character, and apart from American industrial ideals. But
above and beyond all this, the real perniciousness of this kind of

housing, as a principle, is that it has absolutely no community

aspect. It really does not tend to stabilize the workmen in a

community, or to associate his interests with the community.

Quite the contrary'. It makes his presence in the community
and his interest in it dependent on a particular job, a particular

employer, perhaps a particular foreman. You cannot build civic

interest and civic responsibility — which in the individual work-

man are the real stabilizers of industry— upon these premises.

And there are other exceedingly practical reasons why the

company house is not the answer to the industrial housing-

problem. It is verj' nearly a practical impossibility for an em-
ployer to supply enough of them. In the industrial stress of the

past two years, when the expansion of a new industry' has created

a town in an incredibly short time, company housing has been
put to rather a maximum test. Yet after surveying many com-
munities in which it has largely prevailed, I can cite no one in

which I can say that it in any sense solved the housing-problem

,

either for the particular industry or for the community. I recall

a conversation overheard between two women returning on the

train from a shopping trip in a nearby city to the munition
town where they lived. One had been there eight months, the

other longer. Both had families. Neither had a home, merely
rooms, which they seemed in imminent danger of losing, because
the families who had taken them in really needed the room.
"Yes." sighed one to the other, "you '11 [)robably get a house in

the spring, but my husband 's in the construction, and I don't
see as there 's any hope for us." There was not. In most of our
ndustrial communities, if the company house can be made to

take care of the clerical force and the more highly paid work-
men, the employer has carried it as far as he thinks at all prac-

ticable. To pro\'ide the great host of the remaining working-
force with houses that could in any sense be called pern-anent,

would mean a tremendous expenditure for building alone, and
an investment in real estate that often would be rendered diflicult

by the land exploitation and the holding out of "original own-
ers," who often control the real-estate destinies of new towns.

This indeed is the real source of complexity. And just as it

often makes the extension of the company house impossible, as

outlined above, so it often makes anything but the company
house impossible, at least in the beginning, and in the case of

entirely new towns, created by new industry. The employers

may have an ideal not to build company houses at all, but to

facilitate the building of houses for his and other workmen, as a

community rather than an individualistic and paternalistic

project. But the employer whose business is in the center of the

small town, or whose capacity varies at different times of the

year, finds it very difficult to secure the interest of real-estate

men and outside capital in a proposition that may not pay the

year round. While the activities of the hosts of real-estate spec-

ulators that flock to boomed towns to seek whom they may de-

vour often make anything but company houses almost impossi-

ble. Great companies have been criticized for buying up land of

a new community. It must in justice be said that it is often the

most humane and most social thing that could be done.

All these things simply serve to show that in many places,

and under certain conditions, the company house is an immediate,
if a temporary, necessity. But neither this nor any other fact or

condition blinds us to this: the employer's ftmdamental service to

industrial housing must ultimately be to the community, not to the

individual workman. The American business man must recog-

nize that, in promoting industrial housing, he is doing no per-

sonal favors, no welfare service to his own workmen, but is

simply rendering to the community a service, and fulfilling to it

a duty commensurate with his privileges. He is making the com-
munity a possible home for other industries besides his own, a

decent place where American citizens may live as well as work.

It was these conditions and the needs of the employer, as well

as the country's need of Americanization, that led the Na-
tional Americanization Committee to appoint a housing com-
mittee. It seemed to the committee it could best serve America
by conducting a housing contest which would be of service to

small communities where housing is a serious concern, and where
Americanization does not progress so rapidly as in larger cities.

This contest was made possible through the interest and gener-

osity of Mrs. Wm. Bayard Cutting, of New York, whose work
for helpless Americans of all kinds in other lines is well known.
A full description of this contest appears on another page.

America for a long time was possessed with the idea that most
standards can be set and maintained by legislation — that all we
needed was to discover a defect or a need, and pass a law, and
everything was all right. We are learning that the more enduring

way is to make men desire to do things. So long as men of

power do not know or care how their fellow-workmen live; so

long as justice and fair play are not a vital part oi the organiza-

tion of business; so long as living conditions seem to bear no rela-

tion to output and cost of production, men will evade the best

housing laws in the world and will find ways of defeating legis-

lation. Laws may set the standards, but understanding and
sympathy and justice, and desire to give a square deal, are the

means of enforcing them. The housing contest has aimed to show
employers and builders, ail those interested in America first, as

well as its efficiency needs, how practical and inexpensive it is to

do something about this great problem. It hopes to show them
also increased benefits to themselves and the community, and

make them realize the matter as their own responsibility, for

which America in time of stress and need may hold them to ac-

count. The health and happiness and good citizenship of this

country arc very vitally nurtured by decent housing, and the

opportunity is squarely before the lousiness men of America to

abolish that double standard of living which has so long been a

source of the race riots and labor troubles of the country, and

which obstructs Americanization to-day.
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New Homes for Old

By Philip Davis

Head-Worker, Civic Service House. Boston

THE infantile paralysis epidemic which has for months
ballled the local, state, and national boards of health, in-

cluding the greatest experts of the country, first broke
out in a congested tenement distiict in Brooklyn. In two months,
three thousand five hundred cases were recorderl in Brooklyn
and New York alone. Of these, more than seven hundred died.

A similar epidemic broke out, in substantially the same dis-

trict, in Brooklyn, in 1907. Mr. Thomas J. Riley, General Sec-
retary of the Brooklyn Bureau of Charities, called attention to

the fact that the seat of the epidemic well-nigh corresponds
with the housing district which has given the charities most of

their cases of tuberculosis, diphtheria, and scarlet fever, as well

as other contagious and infectious diseases. The same district

furnished most of the dispensary and district nursing calls, and
most of the cases of malnutrition and ]:)hysical deformity.

Mr. Riley's survey thus showed that the little children of the

infected area, so many of whom are tubercular, defective, sickly,

or even delinquent, come from the same kind of homes and neigh-

borhoods, the same income groups, the same untutored parents,

that supply most of the cases of general povert\- and neglect.

The spread of the epidemic to similarly congested centers of

other cities showed that what is true of Brooklyn is true of all

American cities and towns where poor housing and living condi-

tions prevail.

It is well to remember that these districts also represent the

huge immigrant centers of population. Thus new Americans un-

wittingly become victims of housing and living conditions which,

instead of creating them, are totally foreign to their experience.

We may well blame new Americans for accepting, and, indeed,

later, for aiding and abetting them; but we cannot fairly lay at

their door the responsibility for the existence of these conditions.

Too often the immigrant family, immediately upon its landing,

will make a bee-line for the cheapest rooms available, only to

discover — too late — that they have apparently located in a

saloon or vice district. Is it fair to say that the individual family

created the saloon or vice district? Another immigrant family,

moving into more expensive quarters, crowds the home with

boarders, only to realize, sooner or later, that it has virtually

capitulated to these "king-pins" of the average tenement home.

Yet the boarding system is an American expediency, alien to the

average peasant family of southeastern Europe, whence comes
our new immigration. Many nationalities, who bring with them
a high degree of home morality from the old country, thus ex-

hibit unfortunate tendencies and reactions under housing con-

ditions in America. They err sadly in their adjustments to these

conditions; but we more than err in suffering these conditions

to remain, year after year.

We speak of the American home as though it were like a yard-

stick, standardized by the Government and invariable for all

time. As a matter of fact, there are as many kinds of homes as

the industries and wage scales which determine them, and the

families which inhabit them.
The minimum standard of what a home should be to satisfy

the State has recently been worked out in Ohio, especially in the

interest of children of the State. In view of the fact that the

immigrant family is blessed with many children, and that their

children are often the sole reason for coming here, perhaps it is

just as well to apply the Ohio Home Standard to this discussion

on homes for new Americans, since it represents the minimum
requirements for decent living.

'i'he Standard provides for a modern fire-proof building,

which should, of course, conform to the requirements of the

building and health departments. We all know that the average

tenement is far from lire-proof. A housing investigation of the

North End of Boston, made in 1915. shows that many of the old

w(M)den buildings are serious fire hazards. Wooden two, three.
or four story buildings are likewise numerou.s in other dtJe* and
towns, and arc characleriml as "regular tindcr-lxixes." San
Francisco and Salem! These cities, and many others, have K""-
down in history as classic illustrations of what may happen to
the homes of the i)eople over night. In many quarters, the in-
spection of tenements and the enforcement of tenement-hou.se
laws is so lax that the new Americans of the locality organize
into civic clubs to protest against such conditions.

I he Standard makes sjmh ial |)rovision against overcrowding.
The greatest housing evil, everywhere complained of, is conges-
tion. Special local studies bear out the truth of these cor ' ' •

Chicago reports the results of a study of fifty-seven
showing that the average space jK-r (K-rson is about half a r<«.in.

A Boston study reveals a .similar situation. In many cases four,
five, or even six families live where one family formerly did.
This means putting in |)artitions, thus shutting out light and air.

Privacy is destroyed and modesty threatened.

The Home Standard calls for deanlini-ss and sanitation.
Hardly fifty per cent of the tenement homes meet with these re-

quirements. Stairways and entrances are narrow, unlightcd. and
seldom swept. There are numerous instances of firc-c*scapes be-
ing littered with boxes and pots, contrary to law and in .spite of

the recent warning of many tragedies. Insufficient ins[>ection

perpetuates these dangerous conditions in many quarters.

The Standard Home calls for adequate natural ami aitlticial

Ught for studying, reading, sewing, writing, and other work re-

quiring close ai)plication. Obviously this re(iuiremenl is the vcrj-

minimum, calculated only to eliminate eye-strain. Light is un-

natural when it comes through an air-shaft, or jwnetrates a dark
room through the window in the next room. These air-shafts

and dark rooms are very common in tenement districts. Artifi-

cial light, either lamp or gas light, even if adequate as a means of

lighting the room, is away below this standard.

The Standard Home demands adequate ventilation of all

li\'ing and sleeping apartments. In the average home the fear

of drafts is still ver\' real. It is almost a superstition. Be the

reason what it may. the windows are generally closed, and fresh

air has to come in through the (kxir, which, however, usually

opens on a dark and unventilated hall. The kind of ventilation

which guarantees not only a constant current of air to replace

that which is being vitiated, but pure air, free from smoke, dirt,

or germs, is unknown in most tenement homes.

According to the standard, every home where there are chil-

dren should have a cheerful play-room, or play-space. In the

average home there is no play-room, and the chance for play

is less than the chance for study, which is small enough.

The recreation surveys of the various cities show that where

the population is densest the facilities for home recreation are

most inadequate; the rooms, though of miniature size, are gen-

erally preoccupied by grown-ups.

The Standard insists upon a well-lighted airy dining-room.

The kitchen, where the meals are universally ser\ed, is neither

well lighted nor airy, although normally cheerful enough.

The Standard stipulates that slt^p must Ix? had in fresh air.

Unfortunately, bedrooms, as a rule, receive the least considera-

tion in the lay-out of a tenement house. The front room and

kitchen aic first entered on the plan. Bedrooms are then located

in the middle or on the side, too often facing the alley or the air-

shaft. The middle bedrooms are apt to be dark, inside rooms,

receiving air only through the adjoining room. Not infrequently

some member oif the family is e\en relegated to a cot in the

kitchen. A social worker tells of a night visit to a home in a rear

tenement at the end of an alley. The mother was still at the

wash-tub. Near her a sixteen-year-old boy slept with his head on
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the kitchen table. "Do you have to wash at this time of night?
"

she said to the boy's mother. "I could not get at it till the baby

went to sleep, she cried so hard." was the reply. " Why is Hymie

asleep here? " inquired the ^^sito^. "Why does n't he go to bed?

"

"He has to wait until I take the tubs out, so I can roll the table

away and let the cot down."

The Standard Home emphasizes the importance of personal

hygiene. But. as another social worker pertinently asks, "What
chance is there for such luxurj- where there are only two hydrants

for sixteen families in four-stor>- houses?" Unsanitary condi-

tions in and out of the home ine\-itably tend to enforce un-

h>'giauc habits among our newcomers.

The nation-wide investigation of the United States Immigra-

tion Commission unearthed much overcrowding. Si.x persons

were found sleeping in one small room, sometimes without light

or direct access by window or door to the open air. About ten

thousand, or fifty-seven per cent, of the households studied by

the Commission report two or more persons per sleeping-room;

thirty per cent, three or more; ten per cent, four or more; and

three per cent, five or more. According to the investigation, less

than a third of the households have separate toilets. Nearly

half share their accommodations with at least one other family.

These conditions should be wiped out in the homes of }-esterday

and to-day before we begin to build the homes of to-morrow.

In the language of the Committee on Standards of Living and
Labor, of the National Conference of Charities and Corrections

(191 2—1914), the welfare of society and the prosperity of the

State require for each individual such housing conditions and

other necessaries and comforts of life as will secure and best

maintain physical, mental, and moral health. These are the

essential elements in an American standard, below which society

cannot allow any of its members to live.

In the same spirit, social welfare demands for every immigrant

family a safe and sanitary home; healthful surroundings; ample

and pure running water inside the house; modern and sanitary

toilet conveniences; adequate sunlight and ventilation; reason-

able fire protection; privacy; and rooms of sufficient size and

number to decently house them. These fundamental require-

ments for normal living are the birthright of every American,

old and new.

A Statement of the Requirements of the Program

for the Design and Judgment of the

National Americanization Committee Immigrant Housing Competition

THE program aimouncing the Competition for Housing

Immigrants, under the auspices of the National Amer-
icanization Committee, said that the purpose of the com-

petition was "to produce good and economic plans for low-

cost dwellings which might be used as standard t^-pes. ... in

directing the attention of manufacturers, property owners, and
municipalities to the importance of the problem and the factors

constituting it. and to pro\-ide definite indications for the solution

of the particiUar problems which may be presented." The re-

sults obtained— and here published— should accordingly be

judged by their success, or failure, in achieving these announced
intentions.

The program assumed a level site, existing in an industrial

community of about 35,000 inhabitants; and a limit of 65 per-

sons to the net acre (exclusive of all areas given to public streets,

sidewalks, alleys, etc.) was prescribed as the maximum per-

missible density of population.

Three general problems were presented. In the first, for the

four and five room house, the requirements were identical—
with the exception that an additional bedroom was to be pro-

vided in the larger dwelling. The program stipulated that the

house was to be for a "single family, and to include cellar;

kitchen, with sink and two laundry tubs; combined living and
dining-room; two bedrooms; bath-room, with water-closet,

basin, and tub. There shall be not less than 100 square feet of

floor area in each bedroom. Other areas are not stipulated."

The second problem was for a house for a family with four

lodgers. The stipulated requirements were a "cellar; kitchen,

with sink and two laundry tubs; combined living and dining
room; family bath, with water-closet, basin, and tub; two bed-
rooms for family, not less than 100 square feet of floor area each;
two lodgers' rooms, providing for two lodgers in each room,
with 50 square feet of floor area for each person; and lodgers'

bath-room, with water-closet and basin, and tub or shower.
These plans must provide for the separation of the living of the
family and lodgers, with no meeting of the two groups except in

the dining-room, and with no means of communication between
the two portions of the building except through the dining-
rooms."

It was also provided that competitors might submit schemes
for each of the several possible type arrangements that might be
dev'eloped in the solution of these problems: the individual
building; the two-family house, either in the double or semi-

detached form, or the two-family flat arrangement; or that the

buildings might be individual units capable of being grouped
into terraces or rows.

The third problem was for a "boarding-house for thirty single

lodgers, two lodgers in each room, not less than 50 square feet

of floor area for each lodger; family and servants' sleeping-rooms

and bath-room separate from lodgers'. No communication of

family and servants' section with lodgers' section except through

dining-room. Separate outside entrance for lodgers. Kitchen
with sink, dining-room, two family bedrooms, family bath-room,

family sitting-room, two servants' rooms; one bath and toilet-

room on each floor for lodgers, each with one water-closet, three

wash-bowls, and two showers for every ten lodgers; basement;

laundry, in basement or on first floor; pantry and storage spaces;

office, general reading and recreation room for lodgers." It was
also required that each room was to have a total area of windows
not less than one eighth of the room floor area.

In addition to these requirements — and the stipulations as

to the floor spaces and presentation of the various drawings re-

quired — the committee in their program emphasized the prac-

tical side of the competition in the endeavor to produce usable

suggestions "as to possible methods of construction for low-cost

houses which may be an improvement upon the simpler standard

forms of construction now in use." Competitors were urged to

specify, in one thousand words, the methods of construction,

suggestions "as to possible methods of construction for low-cost

materials, etc., as well as to include, bound into the specifica-

tions, scale drawings of any methods of construction proposed

for the plans submitted, which methods and materials were to be
considered by the jury in making the prize award.

The program further provided for the consideration of the

merits of the plans in economy of space and material, so far as

both would aid in securing a low construction cost; "the merits

of the plans in this particular will be determined by an appraiser

employed by the committee, who will make estimates of the

cost of building from the plans on a standard basis as to materials

and methods, so that the relative economy of diflerent plans

may be determined upon the basis of uniform methods and
materials." [This appraiser's report has not been received.

—

Ed.]

The membership of the jury was announced, as well as the

fact that it was to be constituted the sole judge of the merits of

the designs submitted, and required to consider them on the

basis of the following factors:
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1. Sanitation: covering light and ventilation, dryness, pro-
vision for cleanliness.

2. Convenience and comfort: including arrangements of

rooms and equipment.

3. Privacy: the separation of family from lodgers.

4. Economy of construction and maintenance.

5. Esthetic values.

The competition closed the first of June, 1916, but the jury
were unable to meet until July 8. After the jury's report was
transmitted to the National Americanization Committee, it was
then considered desirable to delay publication of the designs

until the principal competitors should have an opportunity of

rendering perspectives showing their designs, so that they could

be thus more effectively presented to the general public for their

consideration. Numerous delays were encountered in obtaining

these additional drawings; and these delays, added to the time
necessary to secure the accompanying articles,— critical and
otherwise,— bring the history of the competition down to the

date of this present publication.

A portion of the competition had also to do with the arrange-

ment of a plot plan. In this connection it might be indicated

that few of the competitors attempted intelligently to solve this

part of the problem, as a comparatively small number of draw-

ings showing the plot arrangement were submitted, and the ma-
jority of these proved to be of the simplest and most elementary

type, almost all being based upon some commonplace arrange-

ment of the rectangular gridiron plan. This problem, indeed,

developed a most lamentable and rather unexpected weakness

on the part of most of the competitors, so few among them treat-

ing this drawing with any intelligence or comprehension of its

possibiUties as to indicate the need for a far greater further

amount of education along the line of the importance of the
"community plan" than would otherwise have seemed to be
necessary in this day and generation. A number of the competi-
tors, having placed their dwellings so as to provide for 6 s in-
habitants to the acre, expressed a nalv< hat
there still remained a considerable an. md
left over and unprovided for! — while only two comi)clilors in-
dicated in their layouts any possible relation of their group plans
to any buildings of general interest to the community, such as
schools or club-houses, - and, in general, -

" " ' no-
ranceof this entire side of the problem was «ii m-
I)etitors as to make it seem advisable altogether to ignore lliis

aspect of the competition in this general publication of its re-

sults.

In regard to the selection of the designs illustrated in this
issue, we have published all the designs winning first or second
prize in any one of the separate grou|)s. We have further made a
selection from the drawings given honorable mention and re-

served for exhibition purposes by the jury; and we have made a
still further selection from the other drawings submitted in the
competition, picking out those that we deemed possessed archi-

tectural interest of general scheme, plan arrangement, or exterior

treatment, or that contained some interesting or novel method
of arrangement or construction. As published, this material
contains not only houses available for immigrant w ' ' en,

but also many schemes of suggestive value in the gi idy

of low-cost or working-men's houses of a much more general

application and ty-pe. All the competition drawings containing
plans or elevations have been uniformly reproduced to one third

of their original dimensions, and these illustrations will accord-

ingly be found to scale consistently twenty-four feet to the inch.

The Report of the Jury

THE 369 entries in the National Americanization Commit-
tee Competition for the Housing of Immigrants were con-

sidered at a meeting of the jury, on July 8, in New York
City, with the following result.

Those present at the judgment consisted of Mr. Chester H.

Aldrich, Chairman, New York; Mr. Morris Knowles, Pitts-

burgh; Mr. John L. Mauran, St. Louis; Mr. Milton B. Medary,

Jr., Philadelphia; and Mr. John Ihlder, Washington, Secretary.

The decision of the jury is announced as follows

:

Class i-A: First Prize, $300, awarded to William Lyon Sum-

merville, 331 Madison Avenue, New York; Atwell J. King,

137 East 2ist Street, New York, Associated.

Second Prize, $100, to Murphy & Dana, 331 Madison Avenue,

New York.

Class i-B: First Prize, $300, to Murphy & Dana, 331 Madison

Avenue, New York.

Second Prize, $100, to J. Theodore Hanemann, 103 Park

Avenue, New York.

Class 2: First Prize, $300, to William Lyon Summerville and

Atwell J. King, Associated, New York {see address above).

Second Prize, $100, to John Ambrose Thompson and Ernest F.

Lewis, 1 01 Park Avenue, New York.

Class 3 {Boarding-House): First Prize, $300, to Harry E.

Warren, 6 Beacon Street, Boston.

Second Prize, $100, to E. F. Strassle, 16 East 42nd Street,

New York.

Plans submitted by the following designers were given honor-

able mention in each class named, and were suggested to be re-

tained by the committee for exhibition purposes.

Class i-A
Fred B. O'Connor, Albany, N. Y.
R. N. Hazelwood, H. W. Peebles, 1408 Whitney Buildmg,

Detroit, Mich.
Newell Buckingham, Room 405, Cor. Building, Washington,

D. C.

Robert M. Farrington, Grand Central Terminal, New York.

E. F. Strassle, 16 East 42nd Street, New York.

J. & G. Harder, 120 West 32nd Street, New York.

J. Theodore Hanemann, 103 Park Avenue, New York.

Edmund T. See, 17 East 40th Street, New York.

Schenck & Mead, 105 West 40th Street, New York.

Louis H. Bull, 305 Union Avenue", Chattanooga, Tenn.

Class i-B
Evans & Warner, Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Louis H. Bull, Chattanooga, Tenn.

G. Adolph Johnson, Boys' Trade School, Worcester, Mass.

Robert Tappan, 33 West 42nd Street, New York.

Robert M. Farrington, New York.

Ach & Prochazka, i Madison Avenue, New York.

Wilfred A. Norris, 35 Coolidge Hill Road, Watertown, Mass.

Daniel E. Shea, 33 Lyman Street, Springfield, Mass.

Newell Buckingham, Washington, D. C.

Class 2

Murphy & Dana, 331 Madison Avenue, New York.

Wilfred A. Norris, Watertown, Mass.

Schenck & Mead, New York.

John MoHtor and E. Lewis Dales, 130 South isth Street Phila-

delphia, Pa.

E. J. Bresemann, 326 Perkins Building, Tacoma, Wash.

Louis H. Bull, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Fred B. O'Connor, Albany, N. Y.

Class J {Boarding-House)

Wm. Lyon Summerville and Atwell J. King, Associated, New
York.

. „ ,

John Ambrose Thompson and Ernest F. Lewis, loi Park

Avenue, New York.

Henry Edward Hill, Lyndhurst Hotel, Kansas City. Mo.

Edwin Sherrill Dodge, 15 Exchange Street. Boston, Mass.

There were no prizes to be awarded for group plans, but the

arrangement of these was taken into consideration by the jur>'

in making their awards, and two or three group plans were also

reconmiended for exhibition as containing suggestions worthy of

being studied.
John Ihlder, Secretary.
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The Prize Designs in the National Americanization Committee

Immigrant Housing Competition

Accompanied by the Competitors' Full Specifications and Descriptions

[Thtpriie pl«»s are im several cases atcompcnied by the other house designs submitted by the same compelilor as alternates

or in the other dasses.—Ed.]

SPECIFIC\TIOX and De-

scription accompanying

First Prixe Four-R<x>m

Singlr-Fainily House Design.

Class i-A (Figs, i to 5 inclusive).

by William Lyon Summcrville

and Atwcll J. King, associated.

Economy in construction de-

pends upon the materials ob-

tainable in the local market,

and the climate. Two general

t)-pes are therefore suggested:

Type A for cold or damp cli-

mates, and t>pc B for a warm
or dr>- climate, such as that of

the Southwest States or South-

ern California.

Q Ct
^

I r»o«T £ii<kiioi ic.ii H'ttiini' ll»t iLIVfcTlOK

Rg. I. Rrst Prize, Class I-A, Four-Room Single-Family House
Wifam Lyon Summeiville, New York CHy; Atwell J. Kind, Associated

Two t\'pes of plans are also

submitted, one suitable for

building in terraces or rows (as

is, shown in designs — Figs. 2,

3, and 5 — for groups of two
and three houses), the other for

a single or double house, a plan
for single house— Fig. i — be-

ing submitted. In case of sud-

den increase of population, or

other unusual circumstances,

single houses of the type of

Fig. 3 may readily be altered to

accommodate four lodgers, as

shown by design submitted for

problem No. 2 (Figs. 17 and 18
— or 7).

ftOIT llltlTIOI

llcot* Il«*i fifcST t LOOK.

fift. 2. Four-Rooni Single-Family [)out>ie House
Class lA

^V«a Lyon SuamacvSe: Alwel J. King. Auocialed

$l>t IllNkTlOK

CONSTRUCTION-TYPE "A

Foundation Walls and Poolings

shall be of concrete, rough stone,

or hand-burned brick. Where
necessary to damp-proof, exte-

rior of walls shall be given a

coat of coal tar pitch, to be ex-

tended through the wall and
over rough concrete base of con-

crete floor, as indicated on detail drawing hereto attached.
Exterior Walls of superstructure and jiarty walls shall be of hollow terra-cotta tile,

the exterior to have a wire cut or glazed surface; the interior surface to be scored for
plastering and painted two coats of damp-prooting paint, preparatory to plastering.

Entrance Porch floor and steps shall be of concrete over cinder fill. Parapet, where
indicated, to be of terra-cotta tile.

Fig. 3. Four-Room Single-Family House, Class 1-A (Alternate)
William Lyon Summerville. New York City; Atwell J. Kin4, Associated

.
AMERJCAlilZATlON COMMITTEE HOUSING COMPETITION

SlHGLt Tamuy Houii I-

A

CtOUF or SlNGlt ANt Uupuix Housi/
Rg. 4. Perspective, Group of Single-Family Houses (Figs. 2 and 3)

WSam Lyon Summerville, New York City; Atwell J. King, Associated
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I C O H

Roofing shall be
either asbestos com-
position or wood
shingles, the former

to be laid over sheath-

ing and the latter on
shingle lath. Flash-

ings of copper; gal-

vanized iron may be
used, but is not recom-
mended on account of cost

of maintenance. Gutters

may be omitted on ac-

count of the large projec-

tion to eaves.

Interior Partitions, with

the exception of those

sup]X)rting floors, shall be

built up of reinforced metal

lath plastered on both

sides. Bearing partitions to

be terra-cotta tile.

Floor and Roof Framing
shall be of wood, unfin-

ished. Second-tier joists to be

dressed and left exposed in ceil-

ings of rooms on first floor. The
appearance may be improved
by increasing the thickness of

the second-story flooring and
the size and distance between
joists. This constiuction adds to

the cubical contents of the

rooms on first floor without in-

creasing the distance between
floors.

Finished Floors throughout
shall be of wood, with the ex-

ception of those in basement,
which shall be of concrete. First

floor to be dressed on one side.

Second floor on both sides.

Interior Trim: Door frames
to be one inch wider than thick-

ness of partitions, a small quai-
ter-round niitering around frame
to cover joint between frame
and jamb. Window-frames to be similar in treatment.

Plastering to consist of two coats, except on terra-cotta walls
or partitions, where one coat may be used. Finishing coat to be
gypsum bonding plaster, troweled to a smooth, hard surface.

As the color and texture are pleasing, no painting is necessary,
except for freshening appear-
ance after it becomes soiled,

in which case one coat of

cement coating may be used,
which covers better than lead
and oil, and may be washed.

Exterior Painters^ Finish is

to consist of three coats of

lead and oil on doors, window-
frames, and sash. If wood
shingles are used on roof,

these may be either dipped or

coated with creosote. Porch
posts, under side of roof

sheathing at eaves, and ex-

posed rafter ends shall be
coated with creosote.

Interior Painters' Finish is

to consist of one coat of min-
eral oil or composition of

Russian tallow on all interior

woodwork, standing finish,

miiaiiiJiTici
Hoillia CDMKtITIOI

tn<)i.i ItNiir iairt I k

.
Ic... ttHWtei

Rg. 5. Row of Three Four-

Room Sin^le-F-Btnily

Houses. CIb»s 1-A (Fig. 3)

Wiliain Lvon Summmvile
New York CHv

Alwell J. Kint, Associated

and on all woud fltmnt

thr ' • This
rcii in watcr-
pr«M»l anil prevents
st^inint;, ami may l)C

rencw«l or applied
with unskilled lalMtr.

Plumbing *hnll l>c

carrii-d out i -

ance with local ri„ ;. .;i.,.

Uea4mg to l>c supplied
from hot-air furnace in

basement in climates re-

quiring artificial heat for

mure than three months
of the year.

Eltilric Li" '!" ' to

be done in ai h

the rules of the National
Board of Fire Under-
writers, using flexible cable

or knob and tub' *
i.

The former is rec<.: d
for permanent work.

Auiucuiiitiioi Qanrmt Ibeino QaKtmoi
flsQic IkViiy HcMirt I

A

Fig. 6. Perspective of Three Single-Family House Row (Fig. 5)

William Lyon Summerville, New Yoik City; Atwell J. Kin4. Associated

f I I t T f loofc

Fig. 7. Two Five-Room Single-Family Houses, Class !-B (Alternate)

William Lyon Sumtneivillo, New York Qly : Alwell J. King. Associated

CONSTRUCTIOX-TVPE " B "

This construction '.<•

useti (but is not recon ;)

in climates other than ilu»sc

which arc warm and dry, where
economy, initial cost, and rapid-

ity of construction arc ' '

Foundation Walls an: . . t

same as Tyix; "A."
Exterior Walls of superstruc-

ture shall be framed of wood and
sheathed with shiplap siding,

as shown on detailed drawings
attached.

F.ntrance Porch floor and steps

to be built of wood, supported

on cedar pwsts.

Roofing same as Tjpe "A."
Interior Partitions shall l>e

framed of 2-inch by 4-inch

studs, turned the 2-inch way,
in non-bearing partitions.

Finished Floors same construction and finish as Type "A."
Plaster or Composition Bonding shall be nailed to all w '

and ceilings, with the exception of ceilings to rooms on tirst \\" r..

Plastering on walls and ceilings of bath-room and walls of

kitchen shall be one coat of g>-psum bond plaster, as described

forT\pe"A."
Exterior Painters' F:

shall consist of three coat :

lead and oil for doors, win-

dow-frames, sash, and trim.

Shiplap siding, shingles on

roof (if used), jwrch |><)sts.

under side of eaves, including

rafter ends, shall be coated

with creosote.

Interior Painttrs' Finish

shall consist of one coat of

mineral oil or composition of

Russian tallow on all trim and
wood floors throughout. This

renders them water-proof and
prevents staining, and it may
be renewed or applietl with

unskilled labor. All interior

w^alls and ceilings made of

com|K)sition or plaster board

shall be finished by covering

I t C O I »
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with wall-paper. This

reduces the amount of

plastering and mini-

mices the length of

tune neccssaiA- for

oonstniction. This is

not reconunended for

a damp climate, where

pbstering, same as

described for T>-pe

•*A," should be used.

fig.

Specification and
Description of Second

Priie Four-Room
Sin^e-Family House
Design, Class i-A
(Fig^8andQ). This

specification also ap-

fdies to First Prize

Five-Room Single-

Familv House Design.

Class' i-B (Figs, lo

andii),both byMurphy&Dana.

GENERAL
In this design the grouping of

the houses b preferred for the

faOoving practical and esthetic

reasons:

By bringing a number of the

smaller units together, it would

be cheaper to build, because

there would be fewer walls, as

the party walls between the dif-

ferent families are common to

each. One line of plumbing
serves for two families; one

chimney also serxcs for two
families. This group arrange-

ment would also be easier to

heat, as each house would have

fewer outside walls exposed to the weather and cold air in winter.

The disadvantage of separate houses, with narrow, damp
spaces between, would thus be avoided. There would be no
looking from the windows of one house into the windows of an-
other. All windows would look out into a large expanse of light

and air.

As the plan is kept very shallow (only two rooms deep), there
would be splendid cross-ventilation in warm weather.

It is also assumed that a common path at the back could be
used for ddivery, leading directly from one back door to another;
thereby increasing the ease of delivery and reducing the cost of

separate paths.

The plan is so arranged that each single house has its own
private drjTng green, beyond which, in its separate enclosure,
space is given for a small vegetable or flower
garden.

From the esthetic point of view this group-
ing also avoids the spotty and restless effect

of a lot of little houses dotted about. Small
siqgle houses are always much tfx) narrow for

their hei^t, and consequently disagreeable
in their proportions. Xluch better propor-
tions are obtained by this group-
ing. The general effect is long
and low, and gives an air of

comfort and stability.

The building is actually two
stories high, but is given a cot-

tage effect by bringing the roof
low at the comers and carrying
a roof between the first-story

window-heads and the second-

story window-sills.

The common lawn in

front of the group of

houses would give a

sense of spaciousness

and unity to the

front elevation; and
the increased and un-

broken area, brought

about by the building

of the houses in rows,

gives greater possi-

bility for attractive

planting.

A small park, or

playground, is left in

the secluded center of

the block for the use

of the tenants living

in that block.

•SI It ClLl^-F » M I L Y HOUSE • l-Av

Rg. 8. Second Prize, Class I-A. Row of Four Four-Room Single-Family Houses
Murphv & Dana, New York City

SINGLE FAMILY HOU5E Ns 1 A
NATIONAL AHtRICANIZATION COMMITTEE HOU.51NG COMPETITION

9. Perspective, Group of Four Single-Family Houses, Class 1-A

Murphv & Dana, New York City

Fig. 10. First Prize, Class 1-B, Rye-Room Single-Family Double House
Murphy & Dana, New York City

OUTLINE OF CON-
STRUCTION

The footings are to be of con-

crete, with the foundation walls

made of Natco Hollow Tile, lo

inches thick, smooth on both

sides. If the conditions of the

local soil demand, the exterior

of the tile may be given a coat

of tar water-proofmg. An ap-

proved equal substitute for the

tile manufactured by the Na-
tional Fireproofmg Company
may be used.

The exterior walls above the

first floor are to be of 6-inch

Tex-face tile, as made by the

National Fireproofing Company.
A few smooth-faced tile are to

be mixed in with the Tex-face to

give a little variation in texture.

All exterior tile are to be laid so that the mortar on both ver-

tical and horizontal beds will come only on the outside web of

the tile; thereby leaving an air space of 3 inches or 4 inches in all

joints, which will serve as damp-proofing.

Interior bearing walls are to be built of 4-inch hollow tile, and
all non-bearing partitions of 3-inch hollow tile. Surfaces of tile

coming on the inside of rooms to be rough faced to receive

plaster.

The cellar is to have a cement floor. The other floors are

made on the concrete reenforcement system of the Berger Man-
ufacturing Company, or some other equally good. Rib-truss

plates with f-inch rib, 26 gauge, laid on yellow pine beams
spaced 4 or 5 feet on centers, according to the requirements of

the plan, will form the floor. On these plates a bed of cinder

concrete, a])out 2 inches thick, is to be laid,

and on this a finish coat of cement, floated

to a smooth, even surface. The cement floor

may be lined into squares of suitable sizes,

or left an even floor, as conditions may dic-

tate. These floors may be painted or treated

with cement hardener such as "Lapidolith"

where a finer finish is desired. The finish

coat of cement is to be carried

up on the walls 6 inches, to

form a base, with a rounded
cove formed in the angles. The
stairs are to be built of the same
general type of construction.

The interior walls and under
side of the Rib-truss flooring be-

tween the beams, except in the

cellar, are to be plastered with
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an approved patent plaster,

such as King Windsor, and
troweled to an even surface.

This plaster is to come neat and

mix with local sand, according

to directions given by the

manufacturer.

The roof rafters are to be of

wood, sheathed with matched

boarding. On these a layer of

felt and asbestos shingles of

mixed shades is to be laid in a

standard American method.

The shingles are to be like those

made by the H. W. Johns-Man-
ville Co., or of any other ap-

proved kind of equal durability

and appearance.

The interior trim is to be

yellow pine throughout, or some
good grade of local wood, which,

as well as the exposed joists sup-

porting the reinforcing floor, are to be stained one coat of an oil

stain. Monotony of treatment may be avoided by varying the

color of the stain, and a coat of varnish may be applied for a

certain class of houses where such an effect is desired.

The exterior surface of the tile walls is to be given a cement

coating or paint, such as Wadsworth, Rowland Company's

Bay State Cement Coating, which has very durable quality. As
these coatings come in white and in colors, a pleasing variation

in the exterior appearance can be obtained. For example, using

a white coating -with a shade

of green or brown paint on
the exterior trim. The red

color of the tile in itself will

serve as well for a finish, and
with white painted trim will

make an attractive building;

but a change to lighter tones,

as produced by the coating,

would be advisable where
great many houses are to

built.

All the windows are casement

sash windows, as these are more
economical and give better

means of ventilation.

By the system of construc-

tion and finish, as outlined

above, a house, although in first

cost above the standard forms

of present construction, will

probably be more economical in

the encl, as so little has gone
into it which will suffer by de-

terioration. It is practically fire-

proof, there being but little

combustil)le material in it. It

would be vermin-i)roof, as there

are no accessible hidden voids.

It can be easily cleaned, as the

floors will not suffer by the use

of water. The hollow spaces of

the tile make a dry house, warm
in winter and cool in summer.
A small, hot-air furnace in the

cellar of each house will form an

economical method of heating.

hig. I I . Second Prize, Class 1 -B, five-Room Single-Family Double House
Muiphv & Dana. New Yoik City

Rafters: 2" x 8" hemlock - 10'

Joists: 2" X 10'

Studs: 2" X 4'

Class i-B f Fir. 14). by J. Theo-
dore Ilancmunn.
Foundation: Footing of con-

crete, t cement, 3) sand, 5

aggregate.

Water-pni < tr and acpbalt

on oui' <A foundation

walls. Asphaltum felt under
roof tile.

Walli: Buehlcr's vttrilied tcrra-

rolta 8 " bl<K-k.

Bricks: ( hard burnt
brick.

Roof: Buchle^^. .\... I r. A tile.

1 50 to a square. $ 1 8 per square

laid. Torch - tile on purlins.

Floors: Cellar and [)orch, 3"

concrete.

Stucco: Cement stucco, dash

coat finish.

Plaster: Patent — Ivory, Wind-
sor, or Acme.

' on centers.
" hemlock— 16" on centers— bridging every 5' o".

hemlock — 16" on centers.

Specification and Description

of Second Prize Five-Room
Single-Family House Design,

'"«-.

ilNGU PAMI1.Y HOUJt N» 1 6

NATIONAL AMERICANIZATION COIflllTTM MOUJINC COMPtTlTION

Fig. 13. Perspective, Row of Four Five-Room Single-Family Houses. Class 1-B

Muiphv & Dana. New "lork Cil\

Plate: 3" x 6" hemlcKk.

Floors: J" comb-grained yellow pine — tongued and grooved.

Doors: Stock 6-panel cj-prcss ij" thick.

Frames: Cypress, stock.

Glass: Single thick American.

Sash: Cypress \\" double hung, stock sizes.

Trim, Base, and Picture

Mould: C>-prcss, I" x 6"

stuff.

Plumbing: Trapped and
vented; hot and cold

water; enameled iron

basins and tubs.

Heating: Steam, gravity

system, direct.

Leaders: tJalvanized iron, with

one leader box on front of each

house.

Gutters: Galvanized iron, hung.

Painting: Floors, oiled; interior

trim, stainc<l; exterior trim

and metal, three coats paint.

Electric: Knob and tube system.

EXTERIOR FINISH

Roof: Red tile.

Rafter Ends: Dressed, and

painted bottle-green.

Stucco: Dash coat finish.

Porch Floors: Cement, with led

brick stretcher border.

Steps: Red brick.

Belt Course and Windou^ills:

Red brick header course.

Sash and Frame: Three coats

paint, finished bottle-green.

leaders and Boxes: Two coats

metallic paint, third coat

bottle-green.

Gutters: Two coats metallic

paint; third, red. to match

roof tile.

INTERIOR IINI^H

Trim. Base, and P. M. Golden

brown stain, rough grain.

Floors: Oiled.

Exposed Girders: Built up of I"

stuff, stained.

Group of Five-Room Single-Family Houses, Class I-B (Alternate)

Murphy 5i Dana, New York City
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Slain: RtsrfS. treads, and rail,

o*k: I J" X I J" c>-pre&> balus-

t«s. with newels reaching to

ceiling of }" x 6" stuff, stained.

WsUs: Brown coat, cork float

Bttk-n^m: Dust and water-proof

painted cement floor and 4"

base; 6'o" hard plaster wain-

scot, with enamel pkaint finish;

i" c>press moulding at top.

Clouts: In bedroom to have

AeU and clothes hooks strip

under. In kitchen to have

three shelves.

Dressers: In kitchen and dining-

ak~o\'e to have glazed doors,

drawers, and cupboards.

Skt^: A i" X 9" c>-press shelf

supported on brackets, to run

around kitchen 6' o" above

finished floor.

Specification and Description

of First Prize Six-Room Single-

Family House Design, two rooms

nanged for four boarders.

Class J (Figs. 17, 18). by Will-

iam Lyon Summerville (Atwell

J. Ring, associated), is precisely

the same as that accompanying

the plans submitted by the same
designers and given First Prize in

the Four-Room Single-Family

House Design. Class i-A, printed

and reproduced on pages 6, 7, and
8 inclusive.

NAnONAI:AMEWC:AN]2ATIONl-CCMMlT'

• H0V5ING COMPETITION

• nONT EllYMICH

SCALE ; CNt INCH EqvAlS DCHT KLT
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L
51NGLE FAMILY HOVSE ih

Rg. 14. Second Prize, Class 1-B, Five-Room Single-Family Double House
J. Theodote Hanemann, New York City

Spcciiication and Description

of Second Prize Six-Room Single

House Design, two rooms ar-

ranged for four boarders. Class 2

(Figs. 19 and 20, page 11), sub-

mitted by John Ambrose Thomp-
son and Ernest F. Lewis.

SPECIFICATION
Foundations to tirst-floor level

to be of rubble-stone or cement

concrete.

Cellar floors to be of cement.

Walls above first floor to be

of hollow terra-cotta blocks, fin-

ished outside with stucco, in-

side with damp-proof paint and

plaster.

Roofs to be of metal tile,

Spanish form.

IF OF FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION

All framing to be of metal

lumber, covered with metal lath,

to receive plaster on walls and

ceilings, and granolithic surface

on floors.

Hard-finish plaster walls and

ceilings throughout, granolithic

floors throughout, with sanitary

base; flush jambs of steel for

doors, and wooden doors and

window-frames and sash.

IF OF NON-FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION

All framing to be of spruce,

with finished floors of comb-

M/mDNAL-AA^EmQ\NlZAnON-COMMITT£&
• HOVSING COMPETITION •

• fVOHt titVAIiOH -

I t1^ 1 11 /*'•:»« .

* »*-* 4

' MM noot.

SINGLE FAMILY HOVSEIA

NATIONAL'AMERICANIZATION-COMMITTEE

• HOVSING COMPETITION »

3CAIL oOHt INCH LOVALS ilGHT-fLLT ' f
\i a s o >|-

riC^T f-1.006. StcoJSP Moot

SINGLE FAMILY HOY^E Z
Fi^ IS. Four-Rooni Single-Family Double House, Class I-A

J. ThMdix* HwMmann. New Yofk Citv

Fig. 16. Double Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2
J. Theodore Hanemann, New York City
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grained pine; otiier wood linish

to be of cypress, stained or fin-

ished natural.

Hard-finish phister walls and
ceilings throughout.

Fig.

Specification and Description

of First Prize Boarding-House

Design. Class 3 (Figs. 81 and 82,

page 29), by Harry E. Warren.

It is proposed that the first

floor of the building between

the wings be but three steps

above grade. These steps are

at the entrances. The wings are

to be three steps higher. These
steps are in the corridors. This

difference in level is made for

two reasons: First, to give greater

height to the larger rooms than

to the bedrooms, at the same
time keeping the second floor

level; second, to save in cost

of excavation and founda-

tions by building floor of

central portion on the ground,

giving also a firm foundation

for sanitary granolithic or tile

floors, which all the common ,

rooms and corridors should

have.

Large rooms of first floor,

including laundry, pantry,

etc., to be 9 feet, 6 inches high

in the clear; minor rooms, including

bedrooms of both stories, 8 feet.

Excavalioii: Material excavated

from cellar under each wing to be
placed under main portion of

building. Cellar under lodgers'

l)edroom to be 6 feet in clear, to

insure dryness of rooms. Cellar

under servants' wing to be deep
enough to accommodate the heat-

ing apparatus. Cellar floors are

to be of concrete.

Foundations: Foundation walls to be concrete

or local stone, 16 inches thick.

Exterior Walls: Exterior walls to be "Fisklock" or similar

brick 8 inches thick, interior plaster to be applied directly to the

brickwork.

Floors: All low portion of first floor, as already mentioned, to

be constructed as follows: After
earth has been leveled and well

tamped smooth and solid, 4 inches
of cinder concrete is to be laid.

With the exception of reading-
room and office, cover all with a
granolithic finish i inch thick with
6-inch sanitary base. Floor of

.4^^

t
s©--——

AitiiciiiUTiai
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i-xiniiiiiii: noo/m
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in
.'Hill

1 7. First Prize, Class 2. I^erspective. Single-Family House with Four Lodgers
William Lyon Summerville. New York City: Atwell J. Kins. Auocialed

W'itiJous: All windows
reading-room, dining'fom
one in kitchen (op

be French w'indiiw>, an "IUlt
windows to be u.sual type of

doub' ish.

/•'»> / ,.1; Under window
in each second-floor bedroom is

to be placed a patent rojjc fire-

escape; or an iron fire-escape

may be installed from the
ground to connect with all

stories, reached from lodgers'

l)ath on each fl<x)r.

Trim: All interior trim to b^ of

hard wood, without m'

General Points: No t . n
is to be made between the two
cellars.

Servants and family on sepa-

rate tlfjors.

Oflke near Uxlgcrs' en-

trance for convenience of mail

,

strangers, etc.

Rccrcation-room, dining-

room, and I

sure on tw „ ',

sun, and ventilation.

Lodgers' bath placed over

plumbing l)clow.

Family sitting-rcKim away
from noisy parts <jf house.

Closet for every- individual.

Fig. 18. First Prize, Class 2, Single-Family House with Four Lodgers

William Lyon Summerville, New York City; Alwell J. King, Associated

12 inches thick.

Specification and Description of

Second Prize Board!' ' De-
sign, Class 3 (Figs. 8,^ , I>age

30), by E. F. Strassle.

General Conditions: Of approved
standard tvpe.

Excavation: Remove all rubbish,

etc., and do all excavation for all

contractors necessary to complete

the building. Top soil to be
stacked. F"ill in trenches and do all

rough grading.

Materials: Sand — Clean, screened, and free from loam.

Cement— Portland or Atlas, Alpha or equal.

Mortar— Composed i part cement to 3 parts sand.

Concrete— Composed i part cement, 3 parts sand, and

5 parts screened gravel or broken stone,

Concrete Work: Footings

^aar:

Fig. 19. Second Prize, Class 2, Single-Family House with Four Lodgers

John Ambrose Thompson and Lrnest f. Lewis, New 1 ork City

recreation-room to have under and upper wood
floor nailed directly to the cinder concrete, to

provide a warmer floor than is necessary in the

other common rooms. Floors of toilets and
baths to be terrazzi with sanitary bases. All

other floors to be ordinary wood floors.

Partitions: All partitions resting on cinder

concrete floors to be 4-inch terra-cotta block

with hard plaster finish, elsewhere wood stud

with metal lath and hard plaster finish. All plas-

ter walls to be painted. All ceilings, plastered.

Roof: The roof is to be of wood frame covered

with asbestos shingle or slate.

Fig. 20. Second Prize. Class 2

J. A. Thompson and t. F. Lewis

8 inches thick and 6 inches larger

than wall above. All outside

foundation w^alls to grade 12 inches

thick.

Cellar and Porch Floors —
Gravel, tamp, and spread 3-inch

stone concrete with i-inch wearing

surface.

Cinder concrete fill between

beams of bath-rooms.

Brickwork: .\\\ outside walls above grade to

roof plate shall be of "Fisklock brick," to be

laid up in Portland Cement Mortar.

Plastering: % inch by \\ inch spruce lath

wherever plaster is speciticd. Plaster t

'

(smooth, white finish) all ceilings, parti: i

stair soflSts throughout first and second tloors.

No cornices. Keenc's Cement Wainscot 4 feet.

6 inches high, lined off, in all bath-rooms.

Carpenter: Timber — Of .spruce or hemlock.

Shingled — All roofs, also walls of dormers

shingled with 18-inch random width. Michigan
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cedar shingles, 5 inches to

weather, cUi^ied in approxied

shingle stain.

Exterior Finish — Shall be

of c>-press or white pine.

Windows — Bas«nent,

casement. All others of double

hoBC ^M^ (stock make).

Fty-Sarais—Of white pine and

copper wire mesh for all of the

exterior window openings.

Interior Finish — Of yellow pine,

4i-inch stock trim. 6-inch base and

picture mould. Doors of Morgan or

equal make. Kitchen dresser with

drawers, cupboards, and sash doors.

Stairs — Cellar stairs i J-inch

dressed spruce treads and strings,

2 inch by 2 inch double rail.

Main stair N. C. Pine, ij-inch

tread and j-inch riser. Square,

plam, turned balusters and simple

moulded hand-rail; square newels and landing-posts.

Floors — i inch by ij inch clear N. C. Pine

throughout.

PatHting: Exterior— Paint all exterior wood-

work (except shingles) with priming and three

coats of oil and lead.

Interior — Paint all interior woodwork with one

coat of white shellac and two coats of floor varnish.

Floors and Stairs— One coat of white shellac

foDofwed bv two coats wax and oil wiped off.

Mdal Work: Flashing— Of 16-

ounce copper.

Leaders and Gutters— Of gal-

\-anized iron.

Plumbing: Surface Drain — 3-inch

cast-iron If^er drains coimected with

bouse drain.

Rising Lines— Soils, cast iron;

\Tnts and wastes, galvanized wTought

iron extended above roof.

Branches— W. C, 4-inch soil,

7-inch vent. Basins, i§-inch waste,

•t .ttiif^i^

^lOt E Lt V ATlON

ILiT FLOOR. PL*^J 5teON0 FLOOR- PLAN

Fig. 21. Class I -A, Four-Room Single Family Double House
John Ambrose Thompson and Lrnesl F. Lewis, New York Cilv
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i^-inch vent. Wash-tubs,

2-inch waste, ij-inch vent.

Bath-tubs, i^-inch waste,

i^-inch vent. Sinks, 2-inch

waste, 1 5-inch vent.

Traps — All fixtures to

have traps connected with

vent-pipes.

Drainage: House Drain— 4-inch

cast iron.

House Sewer — 5-inch cast iron

pipe connected to street sewer.

House Traps — 4-inch cast iron

running trap with two cleanouts.

Fresh-Air Inlet— Connect to

house drain at inlet 4-inch cast iron

pipe with return bend above gravel.

Water Supply: Direct to fixtures.

Piping — For hot and cold

water, galvanized wrought iron.

Main— |-inch taps in street

main, i-inch pipe into building,

i-inch branches to W. C. cisterns

fllUT FLOOR. fLAN iCCOW FLOOR. PLAN

TKom fLtVATlON 51 r> e E LF.VATlOrt

Fig. 22. Class 1-B, Five-Room Single-Family House
John Ambrose Thompson and Ejnest F. Lewis, New Yorl< City

Branches

and basins, and J-inch branches to all other fixtures.

Sill Cock— One outside, with brass screw nozzle.

Hot Water: Supply— All fixtures throusjhout,

except water-closets, to be supplied with hot water.

Gas Piping: Pipe buildinfif for gas from meter to

various outlets shown on plans. Pipes of black

wrought iron. No pipe smaller than 5-inch.

Electric Work: A complete system of BX wiring

provided for light and power from where service

enters building to all outlets. BX
cable. Standard outlet boxes and
switches and panel board.

Bells— Front and rear doors, push-

buttons to 3-inch bell in kitchen.

Lighting Fixtures— Simple stock

fixtures installed and connected.

Heating: Low-pressure steam with

cast iron sectional boiler to heat all

rooms at 70 degrees in zero weather.

Complete with fittings, radiators,

valves, piping, and pipe coverings.

A Competition for BUILDLR5 of Workmen's Houses!
First Prize, $500; Second Prize, $250

THE publishers of The Architectural Review, realizing

the great need for actual information on the comparative costs

and rentals from the construction of working-men's homes in

Sorlh Amerifa, desire to supplement the purpose of this issue and
Jwrther assist in obtaining appropriately sanitary, wholesome, com-

fortable modern duellings for all A merican citizens. They there-

fore announce a '" competition " the sole purpose of which is to ob-

UuH enough actual information on the practical side of housing to

emabU them — approximately two years hence — to publish the in-

formation they may have received for the benefit of all who desire

facts about the actual costs and rental returns of working-men's houses

in this country. Tlie preliminary conditions are given below.

Those undertaking to build working-men's houses derived from
any of the plans contained in this issue are to notify The Archi-
lECTVRAL Review, 144 Congress Street, Boston, Mass., so that

they may he properly registered, and notified offinal details and the

exact conditions of closing the competition.

Oh completing the construction, competitors are required to file:

(/) A full set of the plans, elevations, and specifications from
vhkh the house or houses were built.

{2) A plan showing the arrangement of the site — and its whole
dtvdopmaU where more than one house has been constructed. <

(j) Drawings showing any particular type of construction util-

ised as an integral part of the plan, for purposes of economy or per-
mamency and inexpense of maintenance.

(4) Ah exact and complete tabulation of the costs of building, and

computation of the rentals actually received, from the different types

of houses, a brief statement of the particular local problem, and any
information disclosed in the use of different materials, or different

sized house plans, accompanied by information on the extent to

which the plans meet the needs of this special class of occupants.

(5) Plans and other information are to be accompanied by photo-

graphs showing the houses as finished and furnished, with their

surroundings. Photographs of interiors should be submitted when of
interest or obtainable, but are not required for judgment.

This material is to be submitted to the publishers in a sealed

envelope, containing the separately sealed name and address of the

participant, by the first day of January, igig. Two intervening

years are allowed for building these houses and developing their

landscape surroundings. Before the closing date the publishers will

notify all registered contestants, individually, and Review subscri-

bers generally, and announce in these pages the names of the jury of
three {an architect, an housing expert, and a representative of the

publishers) to consider the plans and award a first prize of $500 and
a second of $250 to those contestants who have made the best, most
practical, most economical, most artistic, and most incotne-pro-

ducing use of the material obtained in this current competition.

Construction anywhere in North America may be submitted, and
the participation of at least twenty-five competitors required. The
publishers also reserve the right to extend the dale of closing the com-
petition if, by so doing, they have some assurance of obtaining a
grealer number of contestants.
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Results of the Immigrant Housing Competition
5een from Three Points of View

[These three expressions of individual points of view, chosen from amonR ,n „: : >
arul rcpresening m turn, the practical expert in housing, the eni^inecr, ani
ted, are profcred instead of the composite "critique" usually rendered by the jury ^ liu

j

fig. 23

THE recent spectacular growth of many of our industrial

towns and cities has compelled us to pay attention to the
dwellings provided for workers, and particularly to those

provided for the immigrant laborers. The problem, without
ceasing to be one of philanthropy, has become one of business.

For not only is the unskilled laborer of increasing value, but in-

dustries that need him cannot get

him unless a dwelling is provided.

This increase in the laborer's value

has made us see things to which we
were before, if not wholly, at least

partially, blind.

Having gotten the laborer, the next

thing is to keep him. The great labor

turnovers at many industrial plants

have represented an enormous waste,

for the new man must not only be

hired but must be familiarized with

his work. This means loss of work for

other men, loss of time. Now having

progressed so far, we have begun to

see beyond. If there is loss in having

the worker drift from one plant to

another, there is greater though not

so clear-cut a loss in having him grad-

ually lose his efficiency and health, and
become a dependent for whom soci-

ety must care. And beyond that we
see his children, who are to do
the work of the next generation.

What kind of workers will they

be? Whether immigration or

emigration is to follow the close

of the European War, it is evi-

dent that our industries must
depend to a considerable extent

upon the native-born children

of the present immigrant.

While all this has become
obvious, equally obvious has be-

come the fact that so far we
have made only the most tenta-

tive attempts to solve the prob-
lem. Here and there industrial

concerns have made efforts by
building houses for their em-
ployees. In the aggregate their

number seems large, and just

now it is growing rapidly. But
each has worked for itself; and
compared with the industries

that are facing the problem,
their number is small. It was to

meet this need that the Housing
Committee of the National
Americanization Committee held
the competition, the results of

which are here illustrated.

Three problems were sub-
mitted to the architects of the
country: First, to design a small,

single-family house, one plan
to show four rooms, the other
five. Second, to design a single-

family house which would con-
tain two bedrooms for the family

froc

that

-3KOMOru)0H.PU»(

Class 1-A, Four-Room 5ingle-^amily House
t. A. Lehli. Biooklvn. N. Y.

NATIONAL AHtWCANIZATlON COMMITTEt

HOUSING COnPETITlOM

aiNoit FAMjuv Ho uat lA
;

Fi§. 24. Class 1-A, Four-Room Single-Family Semi-Delached House

( Honorable Mention) tdmund T. See. New Yotk Cilv

and two for lodgers, each lodgers' room to Iw large enough for
two men. There was to be no connection between the hxlgers'
rooms and those of the family except through the dining-r<K)n)
This meant a sejjarate entrance for the hxigers. Third, to <le<igii
a boarding-hou.sc for thirty single hxigers, with stiMirate rooms
for the family, connected' with the lodgers' part of the building

only through the dining room.
These problems increa.se<l in clifTi-

culty from one to three. As there was
no question of cramfK-d lot spaces —
the houses were supposed to l>c in a
community of not exceeding 35,000
|)opulation, and there were to lie not

more than 65 jKTsons to thi

including those in the large 1

houses — the contestants were
from the necessity of adapt i--

plans to verj- narrow or ver

lots. Moreover, there is

lively little range of jK)s.sihili

four or five rvtom house, and
range has been already fairly well ex-

plored. Yet it is surprising to note
the difference in the values of the de-

signs submitted. The addition of two
rooms for lodgers made the problem
more difficult and added a decided
contribution. For so far only a little

pioneering has been done in this

field, the lodger having been
taken into dwellings designed

without any reference to his

presence. For that reason

largely he has become a stKial

problem of the first magnitu<le.

Most ditficult of all was the

design of the large boarding-

house, and this despite the fact

that such boarding-houses have
existed for many years in some
older mill villages. Yet with all

this long exjjerience, the con-

testants found the problem a

hard one, and the winner of the

second prize was distinctly less

successful in his solution than

the winner of the first. Some of

the designs show large, unneces-

sary- vacant spaces which the

authors labeled "recreation" or

"smoking" rooms, though ade-

quate provision for these had
been made elsewhere.

The jurj- felt that it was no

part of its duty to set down the

reasons for its decisions, so any

comments made here must be

taken merely as those of an in-

dividual, and in no sense as re-

flecting those of other jun,men.

The majority of the jurj-men

were architects. With them were

associated an engineer and a

housing specialist.

The plans submitted were

divided into four classes: i-A.

FRONT tlX*T10H
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the four-room single-family house; i-B, the

five-room single-family house; 2. the single-

family house with two rooms for lodgers; 3,

the boarding-house. All the plans in a class

weiv examined one by one. and those obvi-

ously unfit were laid aside. The remainder

irere then compared, thoroughly discussed,

and the winning designs selected by vote.

Other designs which contained suggestions of

value were given honorable mention. While

some of the jur>men may feel that certain

l^ans not awarded prizes were superior in

traj's that appeal most strongly to them
intlividually, all agreed

that each prize-winner

does make a contribu-

tion, and that, consid-

ered from the pt>int of

\new of all the jur>-men,

the prize-winners aver-

aged highest.

This is as it should

be, for it was not even

hoped that the competi-

tion would produce any
perfect plans. The best

can be improved upon;

and many of those

awarded mention con-

tain suggestions that

should be incorporated

in the houses when they

are erected. These plans

form the basis for future

SI (I- 1 CUMKI

Cltlttll

^ 1
*•• n'

rit/T rioot n*i. /icon Twot rm.
Fig. 25. Class I -A. Four-Room

Single-Family House
Robert Bowler. 51. Paul. Minn.

itMin) Miiait

would pro\'c unnecessarily expensive. The
fundamental need is to make every foot of

space enclosed within the walls count. Rooms
should be large enough for comfort. They
should be brigiit and airy. They should be
conveniently arranged, so as to reduce steps

to a minimum. Many of the plans selected

for illustration in these pages— and an equal

or even greater proportion of the plans sub-

mitted by those taking part in the competi-

tion — are better adapted to the require-

ments of a small American family of moderate
means than they are to those of aliens who

are on the lowest rungs

of the economic ladder.

There are other plans

which come between
these, and contain val-

uable suggestions for the

dwelling of the thrifty

American working-man,
whose needs also merit

serious consideration.

With all this in mind
there are some features

of the plans which,

while admirable and
even desirable, are too

expensive. A house only
one room deep has ad-

vantages, but it is ex-

travagant, since it is

easily possible to get

light and air into houses

two rooms deep. So too

hilt U>iyr>L. • -.. - ^
Fig. 26. Class I -A, Four-Room Single-Family House

Andrew F. Leddy, Mamaroneck. N. Y.

large or long halls, that must be warmed and cleaned and trav
ersed, mean not only unnecessary expense of construction, but
also unnecessary expense of maintenance and operation. In

,

-^ these houses, it is to be remembered, the wife will do her own
' housework, so there is little reason for a separate hall from the

^^ Cs^^ii ^'t'^hen to the front door. She can go through the living-room.
"^

""ijCia High-peeked roofs, low eaves, roofs with dormers or other breaks,

f l~^ walls with projections or recesses, may add to the "interest" of
: a building, but they also add to the cost of construction, and some-

siot titvHum times to that of maintenance. In these dwellings every dollar
counts. Moreover, they may make the dwelling less livable, for
rooms with sloping ceilings, with odd corners, however attractive

fiv JwoK. Tun

Rg- 27. Class I -A. Four-Room Single-Family House
Mil. Janes HBuata Reaof, Columbus, Ohio

iciiL or titns &. tuvitioiiwork — they are not the work completed. But for
the manufacturer who contemplates building,
the>' do show the essentials, they give a starting-
point, something that he may put into the hands
of his architect and builder.

It is with reluctance that I essay any com-
ment ufjon the plans illustrated here, for after
all, what is the best house is largely a matter of
opinion, and the opinion of one whose predomi-
nant interest is in securing wholesome, livable
dwellings at the least possible cost is likely to
conflict with that of those who lay more empha-
sb upon other features. But from my point of WlOIIM-^MtClCANlZATION-COMMITTEE-ttOl/^ING -COMPETITION roii, .51NGL[-rAMILY-t10U5EV l-Aview It seems that most of the houses illustrated Fig. 28. Class I -A, Four-Room Single-Family House

(Honorable MenlionJ Ha/.elwood & Peebles, Detroit, Mich.

srcoiiD riao!!,..
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they may be when of ample size, are less com-
fortable when they must be made so small that

every foot of floor and wall space should be util-

ized. Small dormer windows may add to the

attractiveness of the faq-ade, but they do not

light and ventilate the room as well as full-

sized windows set in a straight wall. This does

not mean that the house must be an ugly box.

While the cheapest form is the cube, it probably

will not prove the most economical, for a length-

ening of one dimension or another adds to the

attractiveness of the dwelling at comparatively

small expense; and attractiveness is an asset

that must be included in any figuring. The
point is that it is possible to produce a very

attractive house with very little ornament,

depending chiefly upon good lines and good
proportions.

Again, our interest being mainly within the

house, we emphasize the economy of having

the bath-room over the kitchen, so that

plumbing bills may be reduced. We also see

an economic argument for the two-story

house rather than the one-story bungalow,

quite aside from the amount of land they oc-

cupy. And added to the

economic argument is a .
"

social one, the greater

privacy in the two-story
,

house, balanced though

this is, to a slight de-

gree, by stair climbing.

Going a little more into

detail, we note that some
of the plans here repro-

duced do not indicate

the kitchen equipment,

nor its location, nor the

position of beds. Per-

haps these may be fitted

in properly, but to the

housewife, to her who
is responsil)le for oper-

ation, these things are

important. In some
plans the kitchen equipment is so placed that the worker's body

will shadow her work. In others there is only one kitchen fixture

indicated. In one the kitchen will probably be gloomy, as its

only window opens on a

15
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Fig. 29. Class 1-A, Four-Room House
E.dwin Shenill Dodge. Boston, Mau.

Pla/i of /ECO/id hooi. fiM of Fil/t FUX)t.

Fig. 30. Class 1-B, Five-Room House
tdwin Shenill Dodge, Boston, Mau.

such inadequacy will add to the interett of the
elevation. In one instance stnall windows in
two lH"flr<H)ms are compensated ' y con-
verting the third bedroom into a ,..:.^ jwrch.
On the other hand, a suggestion of value is

contained in one pbn. where \m>V ' ;nd five

room houses are combined in n <fr i-> gives
a variety or elasticity that i

'

.;i.-incnt will

find of con.sidcrable utility \m. .. imes to the
human problem of fitting houses to families.

John IhldtT

AN ENGINEER'S POINT OF VIKW
HE writer ran add little to the comment
on the architectural features of the
plans submitted in the competition o(

the National Americanization Committee, but
he would like to comment on nxw or two gen-

eral features of the con ip-

pealed to him csiKtially a „ n-

ber of the Housing Jury.

The first of these is the impres.<uon in tt-

ceived of the very great value of the flinn-t or

experimental methotl of attack a to

this jx-rplexing problem. While it i lat

the 'perfect house was not presented to the

T'

riiisT Fleet pur; .StcoKft fLooe Pi»v

Fig. 31. Class 1-A, Four-Room Single-Family Double House
(Honorable Mention) Robert M. Faninglon. New Yotk City

jur>', no such consum-
mation was to be ex-

I>ected; and while criti-

cism might Ix" directed

at almost every plan,

according to the critics'

personal tastes and in-

terests, the 'ing

facts are tin .ity

of the American archi-

tect when concentrated

on a particular problem,

the value of the sugges-

tions contained in the

plans as to particular

features, and the prom-
ise of the ultimate satis-

facton,- solution of the

problem by similar re-

search in design. In en-

recessed porch.

Another point of im-

portance in the eyes of

the housing worker is

the labeling of small

rooms "Trunks and
Stores" or "Pantry."

There is a dangerous

size in rooms as there is

a dangerous age in chil-

dren. And the room of

intermediate use which
is too small to be an ade-

quate bedroom, but is

large enough to contain

a cot, is of this danger-

ous size. There is alsojfQj^. <^

illustrated here a tend-'' tL^SUiiu

ency natural to some
architects to treat win-

dows as ornaments
rather than as things of

use, and so to make
them inadequate when

* f c M u r

Fig. 32.

gineering work it is recognized that it may require generations

to accomplish by experience the progress that may often be

made in a short time by experiment. The writer Ijelieves that

the comjK'tition would

have justifietl itself if it

had done no more than

call attention to the fact

that the problem of the

design of the small

house is one that lends

itself to this method of

solution.

A related suggestion

growing out of the com-

petition is the possibility

of applying the experi-

mental method to

the construction and

maintenance, as well as

the design, of small

houses. Our construc-

tion methods are the

outgrowth of experience,

and the writer knows of

no instance except, per-

haps, the very interesting

experiments undertaken

bv the Russell Sage

tOT- PLktl-

Class 1-B. Five-Room Single-Family House

Ha/elwood & Peebles. Detroit, Mich.
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Foundation, described

in Mr. Atterbun's pa-

per before the recent

Naticnal Housing Con-

ference, in which the ef-

fort has been made to

determine, by carefully

controlled experiment,

the comparative cost of

constructing a gi\-en

type of dwelling by va-

rious construction meth-

ods. Many interesting

operiments in organiza-

tion and maintenance of

smaO houses have been

undertaken. But there

b room for more re-

search in both fields.

and e\-en.- encourage-

ment should be given to

originality and ingenu-

ity in the development

of new materials and

KM=SM
TftsNT Clcvsti©^ Oioc CJJ;VATlO^/

WsiPitST Fl.«?R B-Aw .^c«^^lDnooB"PtAK.

Rg. 33. Class l-B, Five-Room Single-Family Double House
(Honorable Mention) Ach & Piochazka, New Yoik City

methods of construction, and new forms of building organiza-

tion and construction management.

Finally, the writer was left, by the consideration of the com-

petition plans, with a

strcMig impression of the

wide limits within which

the cost of small houses

might var>-, depending

on the requirements of

local building ordinances

and on methods of or-

ganizing construction.

The problemof thebuild-

ing code is a perplexing

one, invohing as it does

the problem of efficient

municipal government.

But it is to be hoped
that waysmay soon be
found tu eliminate this

political element, and to

permit building codes to

be standardized on a basis of sound
engineering and architectural princi-

ple, instead of on the necessity of pro-

\-iding for the possibility of official

dishonesty and graft.

With respect to organization of

construction, the problem is simply

one of production, such a one as has

been solved in everj' one of the indus-

tries that have placed America at the
forefront of the industrial nations of

the world. And it must be solved in

exactly the same way,— by standard-
ization, brge-scale production, and
efficiency. The writer is not one who
believes that standardization and
large-scale production necessarily

mean sacrifice of beauty. He is con-
vinced that designs that are attract-

ive because of good lines and propor-
tions, and manifest atlaptalion to use,

can be stantlardizcd as well as unat-
tractive boxes. The "tin Lizzie" is

no more t>pical of American stand-
ardization than is the most beautiful
automobile, and the propfjrtionate re-

duction in cost, aided by large-scale

production, differs, if at all, only in

degree, and not in kind.

The writer believes

the time has come to

apply I the methods of

"big business" to the

construction of small

houses; that the day of

construction of one or a

few small houses at a

time, by local contrac-

tors, is rapidly passing;

and that there is a field

for a large organization to

undertake the manufac-
ture and erection of large

groups of houses based
on a variety of good
standard plans, with a

fair margin of profit, and
at costs considerably be-

low those possible in the

present disorganized

state of the industry.

Morris Knouies, C. E.

AN ARCHITECT'S CONTRIBUTION
The purely architectural

cheap housing should by

Fig. 34. Class l-B. Five-Room Single-Family Double House
Robert M. FarrinSton. New York City

POBCH

Flooe Plan

-B, Five-Room^Single-Family Double House
O. HaldAn<> Tcri). Altentlale. N. J.

possibilities of the treatment of

no means be overlooked. That
cheap houses must be
the least interesting ar-

chitecturally is not the

fact. While the cube,

demanding the least

amount of wall and roof

area, is regarded as the

cheapest and least at-

tractive shape, yet to in-

crease one dimension and
diminish another gives a

more "possible" archi-

tectural form, which can
be done by skill in plan-

ning without increase of

cost. English working-
men's houses show a pic-

turesqueness in win-

dow, gable, and chim-
ney not often even sought in this

country. Without following too
clcsely, we can by ingenuity in study-
ing roof lines and fenestration get in-

teresting and good-looking houses
within due limits of cost.

It is chiefly in form and window
spacing that architectural qualities

must be sought, for the choice of ma-
terials is usually restricted; but even
here, when up-keep cost and lire risk

are borne in mind, such more perma-
nent materials as brick for walls, and
slate or tile for roofs, are often in the
end an actual economy. While sim-

plicity of line is essential, a discreet

use of balconies and porches often
gives a note of cheerfulness quite dis-

proportionate in value to their cost.

Even such details as the color of paint

gives chance for an added interest,

even gaiety and charm. These oppor-

tunities for combining strict economy
with a sense of proportion, of archi-

tectural interest and color, should cer-

tainly not be neglected in any effort

to improve the standard of American
Housing. Chester Holmes Aldrich.
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5ome Suggestive Ideas, Arrangements, and Theories for Low-Cost Housing
Selected from the Descriptions Accompanying 5ome of the Competitive Plans

BICSIDES the critical comment so iiluminatingly rendered
by Mrs. Von Wagner, separately printed, along with the
plans of boarding-houses selected for publication, on

pages 29 to 35 inclusive, and the specifications given on pages
6 to 12 inclusive, accompanying the designs awarded first and
second prize in each group, a certain further amount of interesting

or suggestive information was often contained in the descrip-

tions submitted by the authors of other sets of plans, and some
selections from these descriptions follow. First, we reprint
portions of the description accompanying the plans of Schenck
& Mead (Figs. 51 to 55 inclusive, reproduced on page 22), that
begin with a certain general survey of the whole problem.

The question of ihe districtinc of cities and communities, now being agitaled,
will greatly influence housing conditions through making residence districts perma-
nent in character. Houses built in these sections, being jiermanent investments,
may then be well-built structures, erected with the prime object of jjroviding
proper living-conditions for the tenants.

With permanency assured, the cjueslion will not be, "What is the cheapest
material that can be used? " but, "What material will last the longest, and require
the least annual e.xpense for repairs?"

Taking into consideration the cost of maintenance,— including repairs, fire

insurance, and other expenses, which gradually increase from year to year in in-

verse proportion to the stability and permanent character of the structure,— the
all-frame house, demanding frequent paint and repairs, and being at the same
time exposed to the risk of destruction by outside fires, is judged to be the most
expensive investment in the end.

On the other hand, the cost of building the wholly fireproof house is unwar-
ranted, as the fire risk from within is small; therefore a combination of masonry
exterior walls, which are exposed, with frame interior construction, which is pro-

tected, is regarded as the most economical type of house to build. With this premise
in mind, the following solutions of this problem have been developed.

Three different forms oi exterior wall construction, which will be found to varj-

little in cost, might be followed in the building of these houses, as illustrated and
described under the headings of each separate type, (i) Combination of common
brick and stucco on hollow tile. (See Type i-A.) (2) Stucco on hollow tile. (See
Type i-B.) (3) Fisklock brick. (See Type 2, Fisk & Co., Inc., Boston and New
York.) (4) Fisklock brick with stucco on hollow tile. (See Type 3.) None of these
forms, if properly constructed, will require furring on the inside of the walls.

.\11 of the houses might be built after one of these methods, but for the sake of

\'ariety of appearance it would be well to use all these different forms, as indicated,

if the houses are built in sufficient numbers that the cost will not thereby be in-

creased. If the houses are all to be of one form of construction, the use of the
Fisklock brick would seem to solve the problem of construction in the simplest,

best looking, and most economical and generally permanent manner.
For the roofs, which will be of frame construc-

tion, there seems to be no covering better than com-
mon slate. What it lacks in beauty is made up by
its low cost and effective fireproof qualities. The
cornices, window-frames, sash, and porches remain
the only parts necessary to be painted.

The floors and partitions are to be of wood con-
struction. The finished floor will be i-inch comb-
grain N. C. pine, oiled; the trim shall be of i-inch
best flat-grain N. C. pine, finished with a light

chemical stain and a dull-coat varnish.
Note.— An under floor is advised, as il helps to

deaden Ihe sound and makes a much stronger floor.

In normal times the author would recommend to the

far-seeing investir the laying of composition floors
with a sanitary base, which would cost from 23% to

30% more than wood floors; hut with the present in-

flated condition of prices, such a floor would be pro-
hibitive.

The walls shall be covered with hard wall plaster,

and painted so that they may be washed.
Note.— There is a form of concrete house con-

struction on the market which rivals those herein de-
scribed (Lambic Concrete House Corporation, New
York). The exterior finish, however, which is neces-

sarily of stucco, would, in a community of houses,
lend to become very monotonous in appearance. The
floor construction, which is flreproof, and likewise

vermin-proof, is, on the contrary, interesting, and may
be practical later, when steel, with which this floor must
be reinforced, his returned to a normal price. This
floor, in connection with the Fisklock brick walls,

would seem to approach an ideal low-cost house con- .i |
- -

struction, and is worth the investigation of the com-
\ "fijl'

mittee.

Plumbing Fixtures: In considering plimibing fix-

tures there seems to be little choice, aside from the
standard fixtures; but Crane & Company, of Chi- figjrax.oBPmn -

cago, seem to furnish the most satisfactory list,

considering quality and price. None is entirely
satisfactory. It is suggested that the standardiza-

tion of new I
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Fig. 36. Four-Room Single-Family Double House, Class 1-A

C. Clifl. Vineland, N. J.

TYPK I

The Plan: The disposition of th.

convenience of arranwrnent. The
stair hall leads to >

to the living-room
with the re(|iiirc<l Iimi

when at her work, with
closet in each bedroom, .;:. ,.., ,., , „,
space, as there is no attic.

The arrangement of windon-s prr,\ ides cros* M-nlil.ilinn in all >.f (hr rnnm.
the bedroom doors should ha\'

Construction, Form 1 Isrr (,

wall with 8-inch <.: ' '

of first-story wind
a course of vertic;il

brick wall will set out J inch I Tl
the walls will be of 8-inch hoi 1. 1^
6-inch tile. The tile will have stucco finish, except the irindow-titb tind linleb.
which shall be of brick.

The cornices are thin and shaixrly ; the porch roof is supported by slender, nuod
posts with sim()le mouldings.

Heating: Whether or not a heating sy=t - > '• •

climate and location and the rental to 1

door should be placed in the partition la:

so that the heat from the kitchen may serve (or

be necessary, a one-pipe heater manufactured i

pany, Utica, N. Y., would serve. This healer. tboUKh it

furnace, is far superior to stoves, and avts but little wore
produce a circulation of air, thus hi..' ' "

Grouping: Types i-.A and i-H h

single houses, combined into duplex i..,,..-^-. .,; ...,.-,. ...u., 1,, .„, m.,iii .>, uiia<i^
of four dwellings.

Quadruple House {Fig. jz): If this t>-pe is combined with i B in the form of a
quadruple house, the light for the bath-rooms is obtainet!

'

I' inner,
as in the duplex house, .^s the side windows of the bcdr>» .ise cut
off, double windows are indicated in the front and rear instead oi the Mn^le win-
dows shown in Fig. 55.

These different combinations not •— ' ' 'r- cost to a certain extent, but
also plea-sing %-ariety of groupini;
other X.

TVI'K i-B (Fig. 54)
The Plan: The small entrance porr^t leads di-

rectly into living-room, o>i \ small
hall with the kitchen, a I cellar.

The small kitchen if made spanou- i.\ iru- compact
anangcment of the fixtures; space for the refnger-
ator is provided •"> i'"- >••" ixir.li

The down-si

sired by some
|

id

toilet accommodations i.- sriiium iun.>>ider«i. In
this plan a dnor .nnd <t<T>« tn the «latrway over-

come this • "
•

private

access to 1

!

i story.

Of the I.*.. rr

the living-room

Each bedniom i .
•<•

low doors to the storage spairs under the

roof. Transoms will be made over the 1h

doors, to in.sure adequate <;•

Construction, Form 2: 1 ill have an
8-inch hollow ti' " r"!:rr'-!t-nn.

The walls abo\ I
-

.
' up

with 8-inch holh .
rni

light color. The dormer
covered with sheathing an.:

coed to match walls.

Duplex House iFif. fft: In doubling this tv-pe the

wall. ' -iiould be the party wall. The
bath d. and the bedroom door at

foot, V ....: i.ould be glazed t»-itli nitiriue

glass, to light the stairwav.

TYPF : (Fir. -i)

The Plan: .\, small •

room, the center of tl.' e

four lodgers as well. .\

family sleeping-rooms, ba
that the privacy of f:>"-ii'

by the strangers und.

ment of the kitchen i-

. ,3cconprioQpRjvt.

- inc

en, so

-ci
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cnextaScace, and ag»n H>*<* ^"^^ kitdien chair

i» not foipittcn. ... „ •

The fcxlcen* entrance leads into a small stair

kail with a coat cfaaet, so that the boarders need

M oo iKCtaiis to di^f^ o£ their wraps, nor have

for lca\-iiig these things about the family

\ door IomIs from this hall to the family liWng-

foon, where the lodgers go for their meals, and is

the ool)- place where the family and lodgers have

iwi'iw?** to meet.

Stain lead to the lodgers' suite above, which

iiM iiit i of two looms and bath, with low storage

doMts ander the roof.

CMi»arti*w Ftrm 3: The cellar shall have a

o-mA concrete wall with 8-inih foundations, .\bove

gnde the walk will be carried up with Fisklock

brick, which Is pto^ly the most enduring, as well

•5 the mo« economical, of the three fornis of con-

stractjoti meati(»ed above. To those who are not

fond of stucco, this brick will also appeal as being

hetier laokii«. The geoaaX details are similar to

thoac for the other types, requiring the minimum for

painting and repairs.

Bnlimt: The simplest form of heating for this

type of house is probably the hot-air system, with

ducts leading to the different rooms.

Another practical point of view is

demonstrated in Fred B. O'Connor's de-

scription (Figs. 56, 57, 58, page 23). He
appears to be as enthusiastic an advo-

cate of cement as the preceding

competitors were of brick.

To btiild so that the house will never

lack tenants is to exercise true economy.

Let OS rrfMi^t' such a standard of build-

ing that onr houses will still be durable

and attractive after twenty years' occu-

pancy. To obtain these results, consid-

eratioa must be given to those construc-

tion materials that give durability, at-

tractiveness, and economy. Since the

problem is a broad one. and its erection

may be anywhere from Maine to Oregon

and the Canadian Border to Mexico, the

ardutectnral design should be such that

the exterior may be executed in several

materials and still retain its exterior ar-

chitectural qualities. In various locations

certain materials may be readily at hand,

along with a scarcity of others, and local

materials would naturally have to be

OHd to save added costs of transporta-

tion and freight.

The cement industry has now so pro-

Bcaed in this country that cement may
be obtained easily in every State, while it

is also generally employed by a class of

workmen that do not demand high wages.

After careful consideration of the vari-

ous materials, bearing in mind their du-

rability, attractiveness, cost of material,

transportation of same, cost of construc-

tkn, cost of upkeep and maintenance, and
— in future years— their possibility of

deMmction by tenants, their resist-

ance to fife and reduction of in-

soiance, cement is the best all-

raond material to use, either in

monolithic form or stucco.

Where cement is absolutely un-

obtainable and, for example, brick
"*

b abundant, the exterior design i

should be such that it would lend ^
itself to the use of such material,-'

or to a combination of several .

other local materials.

The result the author belie\esr*

has been obtained in the sketches'
accompanj-ing this description.

*

planned for an economical land
"*

division.

It has been proven by experi-

cace that the cost of building may
be Icmened by employing a super-

intendent of works and competent
(occman, and, under his direction,

laborers.

With this in mind the accom-
ponyini; plans may be constructed
cither in monolithic form, stucco
over hoUow tile, or brick, and even
(fame ooostruction— where wood
is in ab«adance.
The fint-fioor rooms are planned

for use of economic sizes in lum-
ber for wood 8oor construction.
Tile floor for bath-rooms. Interior

partitions to be constructed of

^rft1^^?'?ffl^'!'^^>^
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Rg. 37. Four-Room Single-Family House, Class 1-A

(Honoiable Menlionl t. F. Strassle. New York City

Fig. 38. Four-Room Single Family Double House, Class I -A

(Honorable Mention) L. F. Strassle. New York Cilv

Fig. 39. Four Four-Room Single-Femlly Houses, Class I -A

(Honorable Mention) E.. F. 5trassle, New Yoik City

studs plastered each side on plaster-board (fire re-

sisting). If it were obtainable, the author would

favor the use of some incombustible hollow type of

partition — now manufactured and on the market

in various forms.

Doors and windows should be standardized to

size for frames and glass throughout all the build-

ings, cutting down cost of uiikeep and [iroviding for

chance of repairing from central supply house,

using stock doors throughout, with simple lock hard-

ware. If monolithic, tile, or brick were used for ex-

terior walls, the author would suggest omitting trim

around openings, slightly rounding salient angles of

wall openings, using jilaster metal corner bead. If

stucco and steel walls were used, use plain |-inch by
4^-inch trim for oi)enings. If monolithic form is used,

paint concrete with damp-proofing paint.

Finish for walls inside to be sanded finish, and
tinted in bedrooms, kitchen, and service portion;

luird plaster in living-room and hall. Interior wood-

work stained.

Finished flooring, long-leaf yellow pine or hard-

wood, with under flooring of spruce. (See alternate

later.)

Koof to be of frame construction, spruce roof

boarding, and slate (or shingles where slate cannot

be secured economically).

After a careful estimate that has been made, it

has been found that the cost of each unit (100

square feet) is as follows:

Eight-inch brick wall inside 4-inch hollow brick,

stucco exterior, plaster interior, will cost $102,40.

Eight-inch hollow tile wall, stucco ex-

terior, plaster interior, will cost Si 78.00.

In quantities the author believes this

cost can be reduced.

As an alternate suggestion the author

suggests using a composition cement

floor finish over rough flooring— such as

was used as a test sample in the con-

course of the Grand Central Station while

it was in course of construction, and gave

excellent results. The base around the

rooms would be constructed of the same
..material, making a sanitary cove base.

By this means it would be possible to

flush out each room and provide cleanli-

ness. The floors of all closets and vi^ard-

robcs to be raised 8 inches above main

floors, and the intersection of partitions

and walls and partitions to be slightly

rounded in the plaster work.

Mr. George Welsh, who in-

troduces an ingenious method of

construction, separately consid-

ered on page 37, also suggests in

his specification that he had the

requirements of the miner in

mind when considering the prob-

lem, and he includes a note as

to the value of interlocking tile

as a material for foundations.

For the puqiose of the design it is as-

sumed that the house will be occu-

pied by miners, laborers, or others

whose work is such that it necessi-

tates a change of clothing before

traveling through the main por-

tion of the house. For this reason

the bath-room has been located on

the first floor. This also concen-

trates the plumbing and cuts down
the expense of installation.

The kitchen is arranged so it

may be used as a dining-room, and

the living-room is large, well

ighted and ventilated.

Eight-inch interlocking tile

foundation walls have been used

instead of the lo-inch concrete, at

a saving of approximately 25%.
The tile foundations have the ad-

vantage of being erected quickly,

and having passed through last

winter in all stages of construction

without the slightest sign of

movement from frost, and are en-

tirely satisfactory.

A group of designs of a

noticeably English type is

contributed by Charles W.
Short, Jr. (Figs. 43, 44,

and 45, page 20). In his

description he explains his

slnr «l.evAT(0>l

These plans are typical in

illuslrating hew many of the

plans reprcduced can he

adapted, by minor variations

of details of their arrange-

ment, to use as units in

semi-detached houses, or

grouped together in still

longer rows.



ideas for lot divisions and standardiza-

tion so briefly as to make its inclusion

here quite unavoidable.
Gciienil Idtii: The main principle of the planning

is to induce laborers to li\e on the side of their

house away from the street and have their kitchen
yard to the street side, screened by fences or hedges.
The main advantages of this are more i)eacc and
(|uiot in the back and not so much community livinj;

as with the "front door-stoop." It is simpler for

handling deliveries to kitchen on street side, and is

an inducement to kee]) garbage and rubbish in

pro|)cr order, and not piled away in the back, un-
seen. This is the principle on which nearly e\-ery

F.uropean cottage is built, and the immigrants
would be used to it.

The plans of i-,\, i-B, and 2 are made as nearly
similar as possible, so that for the enlargement of

the house it is merely necessary to make additions,

the middle iiarl of the semi-detached house beirg
the same in all three plans. Windows in all designs

are the same size on the ground floor (I'o" inside

frame x n'o") and the same on the upper floors

(z'o" .\ .^'c"). Bath-room fixtures are the same size.

Shower-baths could be merely zinc lined. The de-

signs arc made in semi-detached houses, as they are
the easiest to heat and cheaper in construction.

The lols are a|3portioned with a greater width for

each house, to afford more garden
s|)ace for the increased number of

people. All lots are 100 feet deep,

and the other dimensions are

divided so that two or three com-
binations of i-A, i-B, and two
double house-lots will equal 200

feet,— 250, or some multiple of

loofect,— to meet the common cus-

tom of dividing lots aj'o" x loo'o".

The lots of i-.\ equal 25'o" each;

I-B equals 3,?
J' (6 equal 20o'o");

No. 2 equals 41 '8" (6 equal

25o'o"); and the lots of i-A, i-B,
and 2, together, equal 20o'o". If

divided in this last system they
will disperse the light and air more
generally among all the houses and
not have concentration of it, and
this system is much more advan-
tageous artistically.

Mr. 0. Haldane Torp
(Fig- 35. page 16) is still

more terse and succinct in

his description. It follows:

Outside walls and interior bear-

ing partitions of 8-inch and 6-inch

terra-cotta blocks.

.\11 floors and ceilings, second
floor, to be constructed as shown
on detail drawing attached. (This
method of construction does away
with all forms and temporary sup-
ports and can be put up by inex-
pensive labor.)

Interior partitions of 4-inch
wood stud construction.

Roofs are built of wood rafters
over reinforced concrete slabs,
covered with wood or asbestos
shingles.

Exterior walls finished with ce-
ment stucco.

Ceilings plastered directly on
concrete slabs.

Stairs are to be of cement over
metal lath, with iron strings and
rails, as shown on detail drawing;
and with the exception of the liv-

ing-room and bedrooms, which
have wood floors, the floors are of
cement.

Another form of suggested con-
struction slightly varying general
customs was of two 3 x 8's spiked
together, spaced 4'o" to 5'o"
apart on centers, with 2x4 stud-
ding running crosswise 18" on
centers.

Mr. Torp's construction
idea is further explained,
in the separate article deal-
ing with that subject, on
page 38.

Edmund T. See, one of
whose plans is shown in Fig.

24, page 13, advocates some
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practical, if generally cpstly, method*
and nialcri.-iU,
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Fig. 40. Four-Room Single-Family House, Closs 1-A

Daniel E.. Shea, Springfield. Mass.

Fig. 41. Five-Room Single-Family Double House, Class 1-B

(Honorable Mention) Daniel t. Shea. Springfield, Mass.
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Fig. 42,
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Single-Family House with Four Lodgers. Class 2

Daniel E. Shea. Springfield, Mass.
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pine laid

flfK)rs to Im r

white oak, ij-imh fate, interior
trim "to be cj-press or .Arkansas
pine |-inch thick. All outside trim
to be c>i)ress.

1». ,„»;,.... Ml .1... :.... _ ,-.... I ^

be covered with John 1

roofinR. All flashing v

leaders to be Toncan n elal.

Painlint: Exterior woodn-ork U>
be given three coats of Li|mi-
Salvor. Interior woodwork to re-

ceive two coals of l.i.">;^-.i. ..r-

ihe final coal to be -

finished floors to receiv 1

of .Minwax floor finish. .Ml pluter
walls to be given two coals of
Ke\stona.
/'../".' ;«j; .Ml soil and vent pipes

to be last iron, extra heavy * " —
supply pipes will be
wrought iron of standar.:

Short branches to soil and waste
pipes shall be of lead, best quality,

known as "D."
Size of pipes to be as follows: Soil,

4-inch; vent. 2-inch; s'nks. j-inch;

bath-tubs, 2-inch; wa.sh-basins, ij-

inch; laundry-tubs, 2-inch. Provide
clcanouts at foot of all vertical lines.

All fixtures trust be trapped. Provide

4-inch fresh air inlet. Provide i}-inch

refrigerator drain to sink in cellar. Pro-

vide a ,^o-g.illon wrought iron or steel

tank in cellar for hot water supply, with

gas tank heater.

Fixtures: Lavatories, enamel iron.

Closets, vitreous china, syiihon action.

Kitchen sink to be coirbination X.'ko tub

and sink, siirilar to the space savers

made by the Colwell 1 cad Corrpany.
Gas Fillini;: Pun }-inch riser to range

and g.as water heater.

Ileiilitig: Hot-air system to be used,

with Kclsey or Thatcher furnace. Pro-

vide pi()OS to various rooms, of proper

size. Provide cold-air box on north side

equal in diameter to combined area of

hot-air supply pipes. Provide a relum
pipe from upper hall to cold-air box just

back of furnace. «-ith damper. This pipe

to be used for circulation of air in_ very-

cold weather, taking supi ly f"^"" inside

the house in the general manner.
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Tlie description of Figs. 28 and 32. reproduced on pages 14

and 15. b direct, untechnical, and to the point,— as is also the

indicated tabulation of construction costs appended,— although

the latter still unfortunately lacks in the exactitude of the in-

fonnation it is intended by its authors, R. N. Hazelwood and

H. W. Peebles, to convey.
Baaemeat floor and footings to be of concrete. Walls of exterior to be of selected

holhnr tile or cctnrnt blocks (not imitation or so-called rock-faced kind), from

fi^^^^M» to rool. Chimney to be built of the same material, plastered above roof,

m^^ Jw^ 6 Utdtes of exposed flue lining;. These walls are to be cement coated

« Ike oaliide. beiov grade, and expceed «-ith selected color mortar joints from

o^e to fT**?^ of first-floor line, stuccoed above this to roof line. Interior walls

to be of «aed stndt with lath for plaster. Water-proof the basement floor and ex-

teriorwdk, beknr grade. Piaster all walls and ceilings of rooms except those which

^be te thebasement. Other floors to be of joists, with the ordinar>' double floor-

^ coBotnictiatt. Roofing to be of random laid shingles on shiplap, with approved

paper between. Gutters, conductors, flashings, etc., to be of metal. All glass will

beplain, and woodwork
wiD be stained natural on

tke intctiar and painted

Si*e o( boose u'o" x

14*0'' •• 576 aouare feet.

At mttnge bei^t ot jb'o"

(baacBieot floor to ] roof)

and arcs ot 576 feet equals

I4,97« cubic feet; which
would coat—at $0.13 to

to.to per cubic foot —
$1,946.88 to $1,005.10.

Some of the ^)ecific

siiggestions interest-

ingly worked out in

other specifications, dealing with

special forms of construction, are

siunmarLeed on pages 36, 37, and

38. One of the more individual

descriptions follows, for Mrs. James

Mauara Rector views the problem

ver)' largely from its scientific and

housekeeping side, and has so ex-

tended her foresight to even the

most minute details of kitchen and

service arrangement, as appears in

the following selections from the

description that accompanies her

plans (Fig. 27, page 14).

The main factors which determine the

materials and character of work of any given

itntctare are here absent. It is important to

know the labor conditions of any locality,

the natoral resources, ty-pe of

dt, quantity of materials to

be cDotxacted for, transporta-

tion facilities, and so on.

These specifications are

tbefcfate wntten with the in-

tCBtkn of furnishing a basis

for oomparison, as the program

/MWd(>0fi;Rubble-stone or

ooaoete, in proportions one,

two and one half, and five.

Btuse H'aUs: Common hard-

bomed brick, the cheapest

good quality which the given

locality affords. If a sufficient

bcr of bouses are under
eoMtivctica at the same time
to make the cost within con-

sideratioa, the brickwork shall

be finisbed with cement
stocco.

Fire clay flue linings, and stone door-ateps, window-sills, and chimney-tops.

Roofs: Toughness rather than uniform color shall be the guide in the selection of

the slate. The cheap, tough, "fading" green is best if it can be secured.

Galvanized iron hanging gutters and galvanized down spouts, of best quality,

work, and materials.

Outside Wood'ii'ork: Timber thoroughly seasoned, and in general sawed die square,

and free from imperfections which impair its durability or strength.

Interior Finish: This depends upon location.

White pine is the most desirable unless precluded by the price which prevails

in some localities. .All "esthetic values" must be forfeited if yellow pine, varnished
to make it still more yellow, is to furnish the key-note for the interior coloring. The
function of the walls, and the woodwork, which forms a part of them, is to pro-

vide background. They must be neutrals, not positives, if any harmony is to be
got out of the conllict of furniture and fitments ordinarily assembled together.

Retire the walls rather than urge them on to the fight, as we almost always do.

I therefore suggest a woodwork jiainled a neutral gray-green. Everything that
is harmonious in the way of wall-papers will harmonize with it, and it looks well

plain, without trimmings, bandings, etc., and means a slight saving in cost besides.

Floors: Flimsy floors play a greater part in the elTecls of bad housing than we
ordinarily gi\e thought to.

The feeling of stability

which a good substantial
floor gives, the warmth,
quiet, and security, are
large factors of home life.

Joists placed 12 inches on
centers and sub-floors are
not merely for these needs.
They have a structural ex-
cuse if durability is to be
a desired feature.

The finished floor may-
be No. I maple flooring,

|-inch by 2j-inch, treated
with one coat of linseed oil

and floor wax, mixed to-

gether while boiling hot, and also applied
while hot, being well brushed in with a stifT

brush.

Plastering: Particular care must be used
to see that the plastering is done by
thoroughly experienced men, so that straight,

true, even-surfaced walls shall be the result.

Anything else than first-class work in this

respect causes unnecessary expense and
l.ibor in fitting the trim, and daily adds to

the burden of the housewife.

Wood fiber plaster shall be used.

Three-coat work, extending clear to the
floor.

.\11 outside door and window frames to be
pointed up, carefully.

Plumbing: Only jjlumbing of the first class,

both in labor and materials, shall be in-

stalled, according to the best modern
practice.

All soil-pipe shall be extra heavy cast iron,

coated inside and out with as|)haltum.

Two essentials have been
kept in mind in planning these
houses for families of working-
people.

First, they are designed to

receive the maximum of light,

direct sunlight, and ventila-

tion. Porches, therefore, are

not placed where they darken
the interior; or pantries, halls,

or stairways where they keep
sunlight and currents of air

from the main rooms.
Second, they are designed

to aid the processes which go
on within them, and these are
given the place of first impor-
tance — not the second, or
third, or last. For instance, it

might seem that to concen-
trate the plumbing, and place
the laundry-tubs and sink to-

gether, would be the logical

Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2

Charles W. Short. Jr., New York City

iir^ .__
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Rj. 44. Four-Room Sii^le-Tainily Double House, Class 1-A
Ch«»e» W. Short, Jr., New York CHy
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Fig. 45. Five-Room Single-Family Double House, Class 1-B

Charles W. Short, Jr.. New York City
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SECOND FLOOR. PLAN. „

F-* Aa c- „ FRONT ELEVATrON.
rig. 46. Five-Room Single-Family House, Class l-B

Henry tdwud Hill. Kaiuu CHy. Mo.

and economical way. But by that ar-
rangement every kitchen process would
be immediately obstructed. The sink it-
self is a process. It is a machine; it takes
raw material and turns it into finished
product; it takes soiled dishes and makes
clean dishes of them. .X sink which does
not have a counter-shelf on each side of
it, of sufficient size to hold all of the soiled
dishes, silverware, pots and pans, is as

combination hot and cold water faucet
set above the tubs, with short hose at-
tachment, so that both tubs are supplied
from a single fixture. Low benches for
rinsing-tub and for basket to catch
clothes from wringer arc built in, brack-
eted to the wall, so that the floor under-
neath may be cleaned easily; and an
ironing-board and rack for airing freshly
ironed clothes are a part of the buiit-in

SIDE ELEVATION

SiPE F.LEVAT10N pro^.^ Elevation

Single Family House. -|-A.__

Se^m-Petacmed.

FIRST FLOOR. PLAN.

Fig. 47. Single-Family House with

Four Lodgers, Class 2
Henry Edward Hill, Kansas City. Mo.

defective as a machine process which
dumps the finished material back on
the raw. Hands overworked and the
tired backs of women are hourly
making up for these defects. Laundry-
tubs must be placed where they do
not interfere with the main traveled
path from pantry, to sink, to stove, to
dish-cupboard, to table.

Also, since clothes-washing
is a sloppy process, it should
be confined as much as pos-
sible to an area which can
be mopped up without
necessitating the cleaning
of the entire kitchen floor.

For convenience it needs,
too, to be near the outside
door for summer use, or the
basement door for winter
use. Also the tubs in this
location serve a double
purpose. They are near at
hand for the wash-up of the
men of the family upon
their return from the day's
work, which otherwise
would inevitably take place
at the sink, a bad arrange-
ment at best. Possibly be-
cause of the grease and the
grime, and the consequent
need of a roomy bowl, the
sink is used in preference to
the small bath-room lava-
tory. The size of the
laundry-tubs, and their
nearness to the basement
stairway, where hanging
and airing space is provided
for coats, hats, and sweatv
garments, make this a
most usable arrangement.
A towel-rack hangs at the
right of the tubs. An econ-
omy in the water-supply
fixtures for these tubs is a

SECONOrUBRPLAN.
„ , ,„ ,

^ TlRST rLOOR

Four-Room Single-Family Double House, Class 1-A
(Honorable Mention) J. & G. Harder. New York Cily
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Fig. 50. Five-Room Single-Family Double House. Class l-B

J. & G. Harder, New York City

SECOND FLOOR. PLAN.

Fig. 48. Single-Family House with

Four Lodgers, Class 2
Henty E<lwBrd HPL Kaiuu Oly. Mo.

equipment. Although the scheme calls

for a combination living and dininc-
room, and this condition is fulAlled,

still the present arrangement lends it-

self also to the placing of a dining-

table in the kitchen. Women who have
to do the work are not easily persuaded
to take the extra steps which a second

toom necessitates, and so for

the usual meal they are apt
to prefer the kitchen, espe-

cially if it is light, airy, not
too luicomfortably crowded,
and has an outlook.

In Fig. 37 is shown an ar-

rangement whereby dishes

are washed and set back in

the cupboard from the
kitchen, where they are
ready at the next meal to

be set u|>un the table from
the dining-room side. After
the meal is over they are

cleared olT, set through
upon the sink counter-shelf,

washed, and set back in the
cupboard, with the mini-

mum number of steps and
carrying.

The stairway is another

seldom analyzed feature.

Its function is the same as

that of a hall, which is to

provide p<usate from Ike

ouldoori direct to each and
all of the rarious rooms. A
stairway not fulfilling this

condition does not function-

ate any more than a plugged
artery functionates. No
stairway should have its

opening directly into a room,
and in these plans one may
pass from anv of the second-

floor rooms down stairs and
out — if one needs— at the

grade entrance.
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TO answer the question of what

is essential in housing the wage-

earners of this countrj-, we
should give attention to some things

which have gone too much without

attention. The first essential in life is

health. Without health we are not

good producers, and therefore not

good buyers, good payers, or much
good in any other way. The efficient

indi\'idual is the prime necessity.

Health comes first, then training, edu-

cation, and the development of the

right attitude toward society.

The last-mentioned element we
have too much ignored through ex-

ample, although plenty of precept is

offered for the guidance of working-

men, often by or at the instigation of

those who do not practise what they

preach, wherein lies its weakness.

In the midst of the present crusade

for preparedness our main conten-

tion becomes more than usually im-

portant. If we are wise, if we desire

prq>aredness in its real sense, pre-

paredness for life,— which always in-

cludes the ability to earn a living and
the ability to protect one's country in

case of need,— we begin with the in-

diNidual. We see to it that every in-

di\idual bom or migrating into a
country- is capable of doing his or her

part. This is necessary- for the devel-

(^ment of industries and for the

avoidance of the burden of caring for

those not able to care for themselves.

We have a pertinent illustration of

the meaning of this in the statistics

of the United States Marine Corps
for 191 5. Of 39,122 men who applied

for service, 35,071 were rejected as

unfit and 4,051 were accepted! Men
thus unfit are also more or less unfit

in industry, and they help to swell

the volume of expense going to

the care of the sick, the poor,

the defective, and the delin-

quent.

What, therefore, are the es-

sentials in housing? What is

iiecessar>', in the way of a house,
to develop, or at least not mili-

tate against, health and all that

goes with it? The prime essen-

tials are a home which is well

Housing Essentials

By E.. T. Hartmann

Secretary, Massachusetts Civic League

flEiT fLOOB PLAN iECONDfinOEPl.AN

Fig. 51. Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2
(Honorable Mention) Sctienck & Mead. New York City
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Fig. 52. Row of Four Five and Four Room Single-Family

Houses, Class I -A and Class I-B
Schenck & Mead, New York City
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lighted, well ventilated, and sanitary,

and which is not over-crowded to

such an extent that the first three es-

sentials are rendered impossible.

For light and ventilation, experi-

ence and observation go to prove that

houses should be a reasonable dis-

tance apart. Taking the average

angle of sunlight as at 45°, houses

should be as far apart as from the

ground to the eaves, or from at least

sixteen to twenty or more feet. This

distance is the minimum necessary

also for fire protection.

Each room must have window area

sufficient to admit the necessary light

and air, perhaps one seventh to one

fifth of the floor area. A room of one

hundred square feet would not be

over-lighted with a window measuring

four by five feet, which would be

one fifth.

Each room must be high enough to

allow sufficient space for exhaled air

above the heads of occupants— say

eight and one half feet. This permits

the circulation and purification of air.

The top of the window is the essential

height of a room, and it should be

seven and one half or eight feet above

the floor.

Sanitation requires good drainage,

construction which does not invite

dampness, the proper disposal of ex-

creta and refuse, and the maintenance

of general cleanliness.

Another most important essential

is that the home costs, for purchase

or rent, not more than the workman
can afTord to pay. It does not do to

argue, as unfortunately many do, that

we must provide homes so vile that

the poor may afford them. If the

efficient individual is our immediate

objective we must provide a sufficient

home for what he can pay.

In this connection Pro-

fessor Johnson, of Harvard,

says we must have: "(i)

A suitable lot at an unin-

flated price; (2) Uninflated

first cost of house; (3)

Reasonably low annual

carrying charges; (4) Fair

possibiUty for the occupant
rLOOE PLAN to save enough to pay for

rCONT liLtVATlOfJ

Fig. 53. Double House. Class I-B
SchwKk 5c Mead, New Yofk City

reOMT ELEVATION .MDE f:LtVAT)ON
Fig. 54. Five-Room House, Class 1-B

Sctienck & Mead, New York City

reONT ELEVATION JlPt ELEVATION
Fig. 55. Four-Room Single-Family Double House, Class 1-A

Sctienck & Mead, New York City



the good home, and to earn enough to swing
it after he gets it."

But the essential question is how much of

his wage a man should pay. The estimate
varies from one sixth to one fourth. That
makes but little difference under present con-
ditions, for a man at eight to fifteen dollars

a week can't, even at one fourth of his wages,
rent a decent home. Essentially, therefore,

we must both raise wages and provide better
homes for the money. We must put some
study into the question of

how to produce a good, a

sufficient, home at say fifteen

dollars a month. This will

involve doing away with all

speculative charges and all

unnecessary contractor's and
sub-contractor's charges and
securing efHicient labor. The
laborer must learn to give a

day's work for his sufficient

wage, and non-productive land

parasites must be disposed of.

England knows how to build

a decent home for eight hundred
dollars. A very few Americans
have only recently concluded
that we could do it for sixteen

hundred dollars. The various

items of cost have to be care-

fully considered. The help of

an architect is needed, but he
should for a reasonable fee look

after the general plan of the area to

be develojied (here also the advice of

a planner would help), and consider
the individual house as only one item
in the development of the district as

a whole. On this basis great advan-
tages may be secured and serious de-

fects avoided. Under the architect —
for a development of say ten to thirty

houses, and they should always be
developed in groups — should work
a superintendent who would combine
the functions of a supervising archi-

tect and of all con-
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Fig. 56. Five-Room Single-Family Double House, Class l-B
Fred B. O'Connor. Albany, N. Y.
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Fig. 57. Single-Family Double House with Four Lodgers, Class 2
(Honorable Mention) Fted B. O'Connor. JAlbany. N. Y.

tractors in buying
materials, employ-
ing craftsmen, and
seeing to it that all

work is properly

executed.

The present sys-

tem has many de-

fects. The archi-

tect presumes to

relieve himself of

much detailed su-

pervision by en-

gaging a general

contractor, who
passes items on to

sub - contractors,

who pass them on
to workmen, often

careless, who drive

the owner to loss

of confidence in all

humanity. The ar-

chitects of Boston
recently decided
that an important

Fig. 58. Row of Six Four-Room Single-Family Houses, Class I -A

(Honorable Mention) Fred B. O'Connor. Albany. N. \.

Step in the promotion of their work was the
abolition of the ({eneral contractor. Sub-
contractors will have to mend their ways or
they will by thinking people J>e consigned t<.

the same limbo.

A live man on the job is a prime essential.
His presence in the form suggested will re-
duce expenses and give genuine resulli.

Another chief item in housing reform a
step necessary before homes will liecome
plentiful and cheap, as "

j

in a c. 1,

land reform, or, more accu-
rately, tax reform. Holding
land out of use for a specula-
tive increase, "

'

'

tribuled by tli. ,i

is not the way to housing-
reform or any other kind of
progress. The land is fixed in

amount unlike automo-
biles, baby carriages, and
other commodities. If a

speculator holds it no one may
make more land to satisfy the
normal demand. By the com-
bined system of our assessors of
letting off easily the holder of
idle land and taxing hea\ily the
holder of improved land, cover-
ing as well all imjirovements,
the holding of idle land is en-

couraged and the building of
homes, factories, and mercantile

establishments is discouraged. The
workman ought to have a g<x)d home,
and such cannot be brought within
his reach without this land reform.

There are certain general require-

ments to be considered for such
homes. The cottage, detached or

semi-detached, is better than the

tenement. As one student of the
subject puts it. "The single-family

house stimulates a belter home life

than the tenement, and gives the oc-

cupants more of the sense of really

belonging to the

community and of

ha\'ing a personal

stake in it."

The small house

is preferred by gen-

uine citizens. The
newly arrived for-

eigner is glad to

take what may be

had at the lowest

expense. To allow

him to fall a vic-

tim to such condi-

tions is the way
not to Americanize

him.

The cottage for

a family of five

should have not

less than four

rooms, really five.

Morals. self-re-

spect, and decency,

also health, de-

mand this. ¥oT a

familv of five three
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59. Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2

Cvaru & Wamei, Philadelphia, Pa.

TA* Aowje designs on the three

pages accompanying Mr. Ilart-

mann's article especially illustrate

two or three points made elsewhere

in this issue. First, the plins on
pages 22 and 24 illustrate har-

monious yet varied exterior types

of treatment, as well as the easi

with which individual houses can

be combined into groups of two,

or rows of four (Fig. 52) and six

(Fig. 58) houses. The plans

shown in Figs. 62

and 63 can be

adapted to the same

front elevation shown

in Fig. 61 , which ele-

vation could also he

executed in brick or

brick veneer with

but little change in

its exterior treat-

ment.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN 5E.C0ND FLOOR PLAN
Fig. 61. Four-Room Single-Family House, Class 1-A

Kandel & Mertens, New Yoik City

Fig. 60. Four-Room Single-Family Single and Double House, Class 1-A

Lvans & Warner, Philadelphia, Pa.

sleeping-rooms are needed. If there is only a fourthroom it should be large—large enough
to provide a buffet kitchen and dining-table at one end and living-space at the other.

Where, then, will the daughters of the family receive their callers? There is a tendency
not to care where, but it should be discouraged, for if a room is

not pro\ided inside the home for this purpose, they will go outside

the home to meet them — a most undesirable alternative, as those

with social experience well know.
In the northern parts of this country provision for heat must be

made. A small amount of heat is needed pretty nearly everywhere in

this countrj'. The method of providing it deserves especial atten-

tion and careful consideration on the part of the conscientious land-

lord or by the architect

There should be a bath and two set-tubs, with running water
wherever avaUable. Their absence adds to filth and disease, and
makes also for unnecessary labor and house-

hold drudgery.

Patriotic Americans will work for these
things, to the end that we may be proud of

Americans as well as of America. The day is

coming when we will be ashamed to have
split our throats and marched our legs off

at the nod of those who make the flag an
emblem of tytanny, and religion a mockery,
while all the time ignoring the things of

health and comfort,— the things which alone

make an intelligent and modem democracy
possible.

FIR5T FLOOE PLAN 5E.C0ND fLOOE. PLAN
Fig. 63. Six-Room Single-Family House, Class 1-B

Kandel & Mertens, New York City

Fig. 64. Five-Room Single-Family Single and Double House, Class I-B

(Honorable Mention) Lvans & Warner, Philadelphia, Pa.
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A Good Home for Every Wa^e-Earner
By John Nolen

From an Address at American Civic Associatinn r .

A GOOD ho.e for every wage-earner is possible only by
"""' ''^*'^'"^'°"' '^'«A recogmzing that housing is intimately and permanentlvrX related to a number of large and difficult probkmT Someof these are plannmg " "'cms. :5ome

problems, some ques-
tions of broad economic
policy. For example, we
have the close relation

between city planning
and housing,— how it

is influenced by the loca-

tion of factories; by the
proper districting of the
city and by other build-

ing regulations; by the
street system, and espe-
cially by means of trans-

portation; by the proper
distribution and devel-
opment of parks, play-
grounds, and neighbor-
hood facilities for recre-

ation. Many housing
schemes have been car-

ried through as if they
were isolated phenom-
ena, and thus have of-

ten failed of their purpose.
Then, housing is, of

course, closely related to
the building interests, ma-
terials of construction, and
the loss by depreciation
and fire. It is affected di-
rectly by policies with re-
gard to land and taxation,
the prevailing practice as
to public health and sani-
tation, and especially
standards of hving and
their dependence upon the
minimum wage.
From the point of view

of economics, and I beheve
that the ultimate solution
of this problem is to come
mainly in that direction,
housing is big business, and

• should be handled as big
business is handled. Build-
ing operations in the
United States amount an-
nually, it is said,

to $4,000,000,-
000. More than
half of this great
total is spent in

dwellings—
much of it, in
fact from an eco-
nomic point of
view most of it,

is not either
well construct-
ed nor perma-
nently invested.
By far too large
a percentage of

tin IIIIITIOI'
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Fig. 65.

SlHau FAUItY

Four-Room Single-Family Double House, Class l-B
'"

Mojitor & Dales. Philadelphia, Pa.

tlOUSl u

Fig. 66, Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2
Charles Z. Horvay, Bronx. N. Y.

Jtcoin Jiocs Fui

Fig. 67. Single-Family House, Class 1-B
Robert Bowler, St. Paul, Minn.

the houses, especially the cheaper sorU, are ,., „cdv«i
A frlr r^^"^' r'^

^^'<^ °^ ^" of them a , 7V^A frame house may be a satisfactory hou«^. provided ihej^,
""

between and around
houses makes it reason-
ably safe. Usually then
is an excessive dqircda-
Uon and a fearfully
costly fire risk. This
constitutes a huf;e eco-
nomic loss, rig,

by the mo>i .^.

live estimate, to hun-
dreds of millions of dol-
lars annually, which
sum must l)c paid, as
other carrying charges
are paid, out of produc-
tion, and finally must
be taken care of in the
wage-earner's pay-roll.

Closely related to
housing is the question
of wages and standards
of living. Consider, for

example, these four
points and their rela-

tion to one another:
i. The minimum de-

sirable house of four or
five rooms cannot be pro-
\'ided in the United States,
even under favorable con-
ditions, for less than about
$1,800 or $2,000; that is.

for house and lot, with
street improvements, essen-
tial public utilities, and
neighborhood recreation.

2. A house costing that
sum cannot be offered on
the basis of an economic
rent of, say, $% or 6^7 net,

for less than $15 per month.
3. Unless a wage-earner

with a normal family of

wife and three dependent
children has an income of

$153 week, or SSoo a year,
he cannot afford to pay as
much as $15 a month for

the rent of his home.

4. More than
one half of all

working-men
earn less than

$15 a week.

Thus we see

that under the

present condi-

tions no solution

of the housing

problem in its

most acute
form, affecting

more than 5c^o
of all wage-
workers, is pos-

rifJ/T riCOE
. JtCOO flOOE

Fig. 68. Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2
Robert Bowler. 5L Paul. Minn.
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sible until a bet-

ter adjustment

can be made in

the relation of

these four
points. Here is

our choice.
Either the cost

of the house and

lot must be ver)-

substantially re-

duced; or the

actual standard

of healthful liv-

ing must be low-

ered ; or— the

wages of the poorest paid workmen must be raised. The other

three possible alternatives, if they may be so considered, are to

put the wife and children to work to add to the family income,

to take in boarders or lodgers, or to count upon private philan-

thropy or the public treasur}' to provide not a few but great

masses of wage-workers with a house at less than an economic

rent. Are we content to accept any of these alternatives?

What, then, is the first step toward a solution of this large

and important problem? I be-

lieve it is to recognize that the

subject is primarily one for the

right application of broad eco-

nomic principles. We must in

some thoroughgoing way con-

vert the great forces, working

through regular channels, which

now produce bad housing, to

produce good housing, and we
must do it by bringing into con-

trol and cooperation with them
the forces that believe in good
housing and will gain from it,

which are mainly the manufac-

turing and business interests

that depend upon the efficient

and happy workman. This

great change in housing methods
will come, if it does come, from

the substitution for exploitation

and excessive return, of the rea-

sonable profits of business, from
the transfer of housing from the

field of speculation to that cor-

responding to legitimate manu-
facturing. We shall then pro-

ceed in very much the same way
that the manufacturer proceeds.

We shall want to know the facts

to the nature and extent of

JtUHi-

capital, and then

count upon ob-

taining a fair

rate of interest.

The experi-

ment of the

Woodlawn Com-
pany, at Wil-

mington, Del.,

is an example of

the financial

basis on which
permanent
housing can be
provided for the

wage - earning

as

the demand. We shall have defi-

nite aims as to the product we
require. We shall use our best

skill and experience and efficient

factory methods. We shall back

the enterprise with adequate

TKftS
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Fig. 72.

Single-haniiiy House wiih hour Lodgers, Class 2

Christian 5. Andersen, Brootclyn. N. Y.

class as a good business investment yielding full 5% interest.

The houses are mostly built in rows, containing four six-room

houses, four four-room houses, and six two-family houses. Some
of the houses in the district differ from these, but most of them
come within these four types. There are 270 houses in the twenty
rows which have thus far been built, which provide accommoda-
tions for 390 families in all.

It has been difficult to determine the exact cost of each type

because the contracts usually

covered building at least two
rows of houses, but the cost,

without the cost of the ground,

is estimated for the six-room

house, which rents for $16, at

about $1,775; the four-room,

with rents at $13.50, $1,425; and
the two-family house, of which

the first floor rents for $11.50

and the second for $12, $2,475.

Houses are built of brick, with

slate and slag roofs. All have
sewer connections, city water

and gas, and some have electric

wiring. A range is installed in

each kitchen, with water-boiler

attached. Bath-tubs and kitchen

sinks are porcelain enameled.

Stationary laundry tubs are in-

stalled in the second-floor flats.

There are both front and back
yards, and parts of the tract

have been set aside for park or

playground purposes.

The first houses were built in

1903 and the last ones in 191 3.

They were not built for sale, but

are to be kept in the ownership

of the Woodlawn Company.
The six-room house has been

found to be as large, if not larger,

than the majority of wage-

earners want. It is of actual

value to know that more applica-

tions have been made for four-
Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2 room houses and flats than for

Robert Tappan. New York Cily
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any other kind. This

develoi)mcnt repre-

sents an investment

of $583,000, and has

yielded an average net

profit of about 5%.
The larger part of

low-cost housing in

the United States is

not to-day satisfac-

tory in character, but

a peculiar opportu-

nity for improvement
is now presented.

Employers of labor

are having such great

difliculty in getting

and holding em-
ployees, that they are

ready to consider any
practicable proposi-

tion that will lessen

their troubles. It is

now easy to draw their attention to

the poor character of much of the

housing of wage-earners, and more
especially to the utter inadequacy of

the supply of small houses of suitable

types available at rents which the

working-man can afford.

From a recent study of conditions

in four cities, Waterbury and Bridge-

port, Conn., Kenosha, Wis., and Ak- ^^^^

ron, O., I believe that there is to-day

an opportunity for a substantial and perma-
nent advance. In some respects the problems
are similar to all these cities; in other re-

spects, they are local and peculiar.

In all cases the local organization resolved

that before plunging in and building some-
thing, they would find out by careful investi-

gation the extent and character of the demand
for houses, and also the experience of other

places in meeting somewhat parallel condi-

tions and requirements. The first step, it

seemed to them, was a social and economic
survey, a diagnosis that would give them confidence in the pre-

scription for immediate needs, and at the same time enable them
to adopt measures that would be preventive in character and
apply to meeting the situation in more normal times.

The recommendations submitted to these four cities, of which
those for Bridgeport are typical, have been framed to meet the

actual housing needs of working-men, on terms which their

wages make possible. The proposals are not essentially new; in

fact, they follow conservative and well-tried-out schemes of

other housing companies. Virtually everything recommended
has been successfully executed elsewhere in this country for the

same classes of working-men, with the same in-

come or even less. No one house or method is

endorsed as the only one, although the emphasis
is put upon the single family, self-contained, de-

tached house or

cottage, as on the

whole most desir-

able when possible.

In addition to the

single one - family

house, detached,
the recommenda-
tions include an
endorsement of the
use of one -family
houses in groups;

27

Fig. 73. Five-Room Single and Double House, Class l-B
(Honorable Mention) Louis H. Bull. Challanoote. Tenn.

rl-OOS- TLKS

Fig. 74. Single Family House, Class 2
(Honorable Mention) Louis H. Bull, ClialtanooSa, Tenn.

aUft of wcll-anBaged,
well-lighti'ii a|Ktrt-

mcntn ur Ilat>>. All

of thnc tyjH.-s have
come adv"" of

economy < '^t

or of laml iiuprovr-

mcnt c'<wt, or uf houttr

construction, and all

take intii account the

fact that diffcrrnt

people h;iv
"~

rit

tastes and
i

<»,

as well as ditii-rrnt

nc«ds in hou&inK. as

in all other matter».

What i
' '•fiends

u|M)n as and
circumstances and,

finally, the cost.

In Waterbur>', tw«i

large mat. ' ing

conn-rns l> .in

ofxrations. and a .cr

of new houses of •..'...: .,- '>M
be completed and avaibhic this

autumn. Furthermore, the attention

of the manufacturers of the city has
been effectively drawn to the subject,

and through the publication of the

report in the Waterbury Republican,

as a Sunday supplement, public inter-

est has been aroused and found favor-

able to the, energetic proseirution of

the subject. No joint action, however, on the

part of manufacturers or of business interests

generally, has yet been secured, and it will be
interesting to observe how much can Ix' ac-

complished without it.

In Kenosha, the movement was begun by
the Manufacturers' Association, and had the

approval and support from the start of all the

business interests of the city. Although the

investigation was not taken up until May, the

Kenosha House Building Company and the

Kenosha Homes Company were successfully

Land was purchased and building begun early

F R NT E LEVAT f Nr
''

Fig. 75. Four-Room Single-Family House,

Henry tdward Hill. Kansas City, Mo.

organized in July

in August. Plans have been made for the construction of at least

400 single family houses. Some are already complete<i and <kcu-

pied, and a new house is started ever)' day. So far the operation

is confined to the detached cottage tj-pe of five or six rooms. The
price of the first houses, on 40-foot lots which had already been

laid out when purchased, will be under $2,500. It is hoped that

later operations will make possible houses at about $2,000, on a

minimum of 50-foot lots.

Some forces are now being used in Kenosha for giKxi housing

that formerly built houses less good or were relatively inactive

in adding to the supply of houses. These forces

have been stimulated, tlirccted, and helj^d by

the effective organization of the manufacturing,

business, and financial interests of the city. The
work is on a good

business basis, jneld-

ing a good return. It

places no deix-ndence

upon philanthropy

and charity. It is be-

ing done by the en-

tire community for

the entire community.

It is free from any

taint of paternalism

or embarrassing rela-

SIDE

Class f-A

ftEVATIOW.
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fi^ 78. Rve-Room Single-Family House, Class 1-B

HanY W. Viehman. Pittaburgh, Pa.

tion of employer and employee. It is per-

manent, and intends to occupy the field so

long as there is any need for it. It is of in-

estimable benefit to the four parties most
affected; namely, the employers of labor,

the people of the city as a whole, the legiti-

mate real-estate operators and builders,

and above all, to the wage-earner himself.

With slight modifications to meet local con-

ditions, the method of Kenosha is, I be-

lieve, capable of wide application.

The Bridgeport story is just begun.

After the presentation of the report en-

titled " More Houses for Bridgeport," and
the careful consideration of the whole matter by the Chamber of

Commerce, the Housing Company was incorporated, with a

capital of Si,000,000. A capable manager has been engaged by
the company to give all his time to the problem, offices have been

opened, and negotiations are now under way for the acquisition

of land and the construction of buildings. Definite plans have
been prepared by Schenck & Mead, Architects, of New York
City, for the Bridgeport Housing Company. They include pro-

vision for 86 houses and 138 families. The plan includes also a

liberal playground, and arrangements for agreeable planting of

the entire property.

If successful, I believe that the movement in Bridgeport

will be particularly instructive and significant, because the

demand is so great, and the conditions that the company
has been organized to combat are typical of a modern in-

dustrial city in the throes of very rapid growth.

In conclusion, may I ask, is not the problem of housing,

"How are we going to invest 25% of the working-men's

wages, a very large sum of money, so as to get the maxi-

t mum return for him, for his employer, for the legitimate

building interests, and for the community at large?" The
way followed at

Waterbury, at

Kenosha, at

Bridgeport, and
now being taken

up at Akron, is,

I believe, at

least promising

of good results.

It is worthy of

careful watching.

The other and final

question is, "Who is

responsible for ac-

tion?" After all, our

real problem is, how
to get started, and
while I do not think

that we can prove by
logic that the em-
ployers are respon-

sible, there is no
doubt in my mind
that it will be easy to

convince them it is

most to their own interests for them to act promptly and on a large scale.

The investment in housing should be looked upon as a part of the total invest-

ment necessary for carrying on business. An increase of 5% in the capitalization of

most businesses would provide permanently for the housing of all working-men,

married and single, men and women, in their employ.

Advance in solving the problem of

housing will come as men and women
of vision recognize its controlling im-

portance and discover ways of effect-

ively promoting it. I believe we shall

solve these problems on strictly eco-

nomic lines, and so we shall make one

of the greatest contributions to the

welfare of the wage-earner and to the

increase of our industrial efiiciency.

Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2

E. F. Strassle, New York City

Fig. 79. Single-Family House with Four Lodgers, Class 2

Harry W. Viehman, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fig.

L rVA.TlO« ^i^NT tl.tVAT(OM

80. Single-Family Double House with Four Lodgers, Class 2

Harry W. Viehman, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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The Boarding-House

By Mrs. Johanna von Wagner
Former Municipal Housing Expert of Los Angeles. Cal.

THE importance

of having the

boarding-house

a building especially

planned, built, and
arranged for the pur-

pose of housing immi-

grant working-men

can be appreciated

only by those actually

working among our

cosmopolitan popula-

tion. There is prob-

ably no other country

where the problem of

the large single-man

element is presented

in so important a way
as it is found in our

American industrial

cities and towns.

That this situation

has at last been recog-

nized, is hopeful. The
evils occasioned by
taking boarders into

private famiHes are

of such vast pro-

portions that any truth-

ful estimate is impossible.

Known results have been

recognized in overcrowd-

ing; spreading of vice and
disease; the promiscuous

living together of men and
women boarders sharing

the same room; breaking up
of homes; infant mortality;

the premature death of

mothers unable to stand

the continuous strain of

overwork; birth control

through illegal means, be-

cause "babies are too much
trouble, too many boarders

to keep,"— all these evils

have been known to the

social worker, and many
have been traced directly

to the indiscriminate use of

dwellings of all sorts for

boarding-houses, however
ill-arranged they might be
for that purpose.

The immigrant , receiving

but little pay, not speaking

English or being a skilled

worker, naturally increases

his income by taking in

boarders — usually his own
countrymen or race. The
family occupies the kitchen

;

the other rooms are given
up to the boarders. These
rooms are then so crowded
with beds that, to obtain
more space, the doors are

Fig. 81. First Prize, Perspective, Boarding-House, Class 3
Hatrv L. Wairen, Boston, Ma»s.
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Fig. 82. First Prize, Llevation and Floor Plans. Boarding-House, Class 3

Harry E. Warten, Boston.

often taken off and
replaced hy thin cur-

tains; the vcr)' chairs

even Ix'inK hung \i\xm

nails against the widls

until ntf-flcd! Koomt
an- <-s sublet

to 1... -, and it is

not at all unusual to

find thrif or four

familii>s in a five r<N>ni

Hal or house. sharin>!

the kitchen, and each
family keeping its

n f(x)d 11' ' '

1 and ii.

lirawers!

\N'hcrc men i f
the flat with a fai' )

privacy is in

Some work
and room.s and lx-«is

are often occupicti

continuously. When
asking a nice Italian

girl to wash her neck,

which was ver\- dirty.

shesaid,"Oh,Ican't-
we have boarders." I soon
found that not even a

weekly bath was taken by
many {)e»)ple in these ovcr-

crowde<l structures.

The boarders are privi-

leged characters; they have
the right to the wash-tub
on Saturday afternoons or

evenings. A half tub of

warm water with half a

dozen men standing around

it bare to their waists,

washing at the same tin >

in the same water, tr}ing

to clean off a little of the

black dirt accumulated

during the week is a com-

mon end-of-the-week .sight

in such communities.

Who is to blame? Who
else than an indifferent

public, which does not pro-

vide sufTicient public baths

easy of access to all.

Then there is the pro-

gressive boarding boss, who
saves money to rent or

own a house, and sublets

it for rooming purposes.

He keeps on dividing and

adding to the rental space,

until halls and cellars are

both all occupied. In one

cellar I found, behind a

wooden partition, not coal

and wood, but four cot beds

in absolute darkness, no

ventilation, so much damp-

, Mass.
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ness that the mat-

tresses were wet on
the under side

—"but

it was cheap "
I These

unscrupulous board-

ing-house bosses take

in men and women.
Seeing clothing of

both sexes under the

curtains on the wall,

I went back at night

and found in this one

house twenty men
and five girls between

fifteen and eighteen

years of age, the girls

sharing the rooms
with the men. Most
of these men had
their families abroad.

In speaking to the

priest about these

conditions, I was told

Second Prize, Llevations and Floor Plans,

t. F. SItassle, New York City

Boardlng-House, Class 3

Fig. 84. Second Prize, Persp>ective, Boarding-House, Class 3

E. F. Stiassle, New York City

that "God is every-

where and His people

could share rooms to-

gether and remain

innocent." The city

authorities had never

even been inside these

dwellings. Their
maxim was, "If you

don't trouble these

foreigners, they won't

trouble you."

Where a number of

men rent a flat or

house, things are bad

enough to make even

angels weep. The
men go to bed fully

dressed, not even re-

moving their shoes;

they sleep in bunks,

or three to a bed, with

no linen, filthy mat-

reoNT- t LIVATION
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Fig. 85. Elevations and Floor Plans, Boarding-House, Class 3
Schenck & Mead, New York City
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tresses and
blankets,
and all the

doors and
windows
are tightly

closed. In

one base-

ment room
several de-

veloped
tuberculosis after six

months of such living.

On getting up in the

morning they feel tired,

and each takes a drink

from his own demijohn

— kept under the bed --

to get strength for the

day's work.

From the books o

the grocery store I found

that the cost of living

for these men, including

rent, board, washing,

etc., came to $9 per

month. Their wages

were from $10 to $12

per week. The married

men send part of their

money home, but most

of them spend it in

liquor and gambling.

Who would blame them,

living worse than cattle,

strangers in a strange

land?

Certain nationalities

— the Syrian, Arabian,

Slavonian, Greek, Turk,

and some others—know
nothing about cleanli-

ness. Halls, rooms, and

beds are never cleaned.

Refuse is thrown out-

doors or left indoors;

nothing seems to mat-

ter — only to live as

cheaply as possible.

The Japanese board-

ing-houses are better

conducted; a higher

standard of living pre-

vails; rooms and beds

are cleaner, and food

better handled and
cooked. But even here

supervision is needed.

The Chinese rooming-

houses are much worse,

W 3
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Fig. 86. E-levations and Floor Plans, Boarding-House, Class 3

Kandel & Mertens, New Yoik Cilv
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muchover-

crowded,
u many as

MX bunk*
in a ruum
6by7by8.

hunk
the

r, in

irs and
«ut>-celbn».

anywhere a strip u(

space can be found.

Sanitary !•
" c*

arc also ver_ —
one toilet and <me hy-

drant for lifty to sixty

men representing luxuri-

ous con-?'

The 04 -house

housing several hundretl

the five-cent, ten-cent,

fifteen -cent, and twenly-

fivc-ccnt houses — re-

quires a cliapter by it-

self. It has Rcncrally a

.saloon, ixx)l-nx)m, etc..

ton the first floor, and

the flixjrs above for

lodgers. Words cannot

descrilje the horror of

these places. Floors arc

partitioned oil into dark

cells, or cubicles, each

with two cot lieds or one

double bed. One floor

usually has a dormitory

with "five-cent flops"

(bunks), a toilet with-

out a door in the center

of the room, a sink, a

roller towel, one coml)

and brush on a chain,

and one cup for all. All

floors are in.sufliciently

ventilatc<l. The men
who are not alrea<ly al-

coholic and diseased

soon become so. The
close communion with

diseased fcllowmen and

. all sorts of vermin,

spreading disease, tells

on the strongest. Some
of the inmates, after-

wards found dying in

county hospitals, with

their last breath would

curse these places, and

sav, "Please, lady, tell

r io« T 1 1 1 1 iT

I
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Fig. 87. Elevations and Floor Plans. Boarding-House. Class 3

Molitor & Dales. Philadelphia. Pa.
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Fig. 88. Elevation and Second and Third Floor Plans, Boardirg-House, Class 3
J. Theodore Hanemann. New York City

the city to gi\-e us

lodgings; we would

not be here now if we
had had a decent

place to stay."

Of course the best-

arranped plan jX)s-

sible for a boarding-

house will not, of it-

self alone, altogether

change existing condi-

tions. It will require

both stringent laws,

and their rigid and
continued enforce-

nent, to accomplish

those results now so

much to be desired;

but the fact ren-ains

that, up to the pres-

ent tine, practically

no attention has been

given to the problem

of the boarding-house
— if indeed its exist-

ence has even been

recognized by those

who should most be

concerned about its many evils!

While these conditions— or

their parallels — exist in al 1

suburban American communi-
ties where foreign help is em-
ployed in local industries, and
where still larger— though

probably no more intensive —

-

"shanty towns" or "hell's half-

acres" exist in our crowded prin-

cipal cities, a particular set of

conditions combine to make
most working-men's camps pe-

culiarly abominable.

In a lumber camp where fifty

men were housed and fed, the

woman housekeeper had two
children sick with a malignant

diphtheria at the time of my
\isit. A small part of the dining-

room was curtained off, and the

two sick children were behind

the curtain on a bed, handling

all the tobacco used by the men,
to pass away the time! No pre-

cautions were taken for isola-

tion. The woman spent her

time reading cheap novels, and
used almost exclusively canned
food. Her bread and pies were
impossible to digest.

A few instances exist where
specific gangs of working-men —
as in railroad work or lumbering,

or. far more occasionally, in

mining — have been taken care

of by their employers in some
possible sort of a bunk-house or

camp. In such a situation, however, the entire work about the
camp is generally done by male help; and however unsanitary
or inconvenient the arrangement and equipment may be, the
matter of sex morality, at least, does not enter into the problem.
In the ordinary small town, where the industries employ a
foreign born and unintelligent class of workmen, conditions have
long been acute; and it should clearly be recognized that these
conditions are not confined to remote locations, or to those newly

NAHONAbAMH^CANlZA'nON'CCMMlTTEE

PETITION

• THiaj Hooii.

BOARDING HOVSE

JMAnONAbAA€RICANlZATION«COA4M]T'mE

• HOVSING COMPETITION »

TEONT tttVATiON

HOARDING HOYSE
Fig. 89. Elevation and First Floor Plan, Boarding-House, Class 3

J. Theodore Hanemann, New York City

developed towns
which have had their

accommodations out-

grown rapidly from
the increased and
sudden demand for

help raised by metal
and other munition
factories; but it is a

situation that is of

long standing and
that most exists

through those very
sections of the east

and New England
that we ordinarily

consider most civil-

ized and best looked

after. Some recent

epidemics of disease

could undoubtedly be
traced, by one know-
ing the full situation,

directly to these very

pest-holes.

Inspectors and po-

lice close an eye and
pass them by. In

many communities day or night

inspection is unknown, and so

the people live and die — and

who cares? The landlord hardly

;

he 'd rather have the money
than the property idle. The
officials either have no laws,

lack the intention or desire, or

have insufficient men to enforce

them. The general public? Oh,

no! They never knew such con-

ditions existed; they give to

charities and missions to deal

with these problems. We are

horrified that so many tragedies

happen because of the condi-

tions under which these board-

ers herd. We don't like to touch

elbows with the unclean work-

ing people; we are afraid of con-

tagious diseases bred in the

slums. Until all live well and

clean, morally and physically,

all must suffer. Owners, land-

lords, and architects, will you

not now really consider this

problem?
Granting that it is necessary

for the married worker to take

in boarders in order to pay the

rent of any accommodations,

other than the veriest hovel,

now to be obtained, it imme-
diately becomes obvious that,

lacking proper control, not only

will he at once begin to crowd

every room with the greatest

possible number of beds, but he

will also, whenever an opportunity to obtain a few extra board-

ers occurs, even rent space in dining-room and kitchen for sleep-

ing purposes. And in order to provide his roomers with accorn-

modations at the lowest prices, neither party to .the bargain

hesitates at using beds continuously, divided between working

shifts, so that no opportunity to air the bedding or make the

beds from week-end to week-end occurs! The results, merely

so far as cleanliness and sanitation are concerned, are not pleas-
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ant to contemplate, yet

until housing accom-
modations especially de-

signed to meet the con-

ditions that now exist

so widely are provided,

and legislation put
through which will

make it impossible to

misuse these accommo-
dations,— as they are

commonly misused at

present,- it will be im-

possible to even begin

to correct this evil.

It is safe to say that

not only are all existing

laws and restrictions

violated at present, but
even those fire require-

ments which the east-

ern States normally at-

tempt to make most
stringent and fully oper-

ative are ignored con-

tinuously, and with

comparative immunity,
because of the lack of

constant tours of in-

spection, which must
occur at unexpected in-

tervals, and not more
than three or four weeks
apart, in order to pre-

vent the continuance of

existing conditions.

After twenty years of

housing work, I feel

that at last there is

some prospect of really

enlisting the interest of

owners and architects,

so that this grave prob-

lem will be dealt with in

a scientific, as well as

practical, way. And it

actually means but lit-

tle more than facing the

facts, and providing

houses suitable and
adapted to boarding
foreign workmen under
conditions that will —
so far as possible — as-

sure them better health

and morals.

It is well to reahze
that wc have many dif-

ferent nationalities to

deal with, each with
their own characteris-

tics. When planning for

boarding-houses, we

33
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Fig. 90.

should get acquainted with the people for whom we build and
adjust our ideas to their home ideals. The Greek, Slavonian,
Turk, Arabian, Syrian, Italian, as well as the Pole and Russian,
each has different needs and tastes. We can meet these aliens

half way, and make them feel more contented in a strange coun-
try, by giving them houses which are planned as they would
prefer, plus a proper and economic arrangement and our own
ideas of modern and sanitary equipment.
Some races prefer the boarding-house managed by the family,

others prefer a boarding "boss." Others have a community

Elevations and Floor Plans, Boarding-House, Class

Henry Edward Hill. Kansas City. Mo.

some indirect fashion -

whrre
.11

-cntial fea-

' ' arding-

toall;

salL'ty, I i-r

construe 1

1

n--

'c's; sanitary con-
.i...inces; suflicient

ventilation and plumb-
I adc-

pro-
visions, either in s|>C(ial

room.s or field or garden,
and, if possible, a work-
shop. L< '

n-

sidcr the it-

merits of some of the
|>lans submitted in this

com|)etition, meanwhile
holding these require-

ments in mind.
I believe that all of

them could be improved
u{K)n. For instance, not
one of these plans pro-

vides for a lavatorj- on
the first fliKjr — an es-

sential feature and a
great convenience be-

cau.se, as male help is

preferable in the Ixjard-

ing-house. it can be
made available for the

common use of boarders

and ser\ants. Only
one plan has a serxants*

bath. The laundr>- is a

very neces.sary part of a

foreign boarding-house

equipment, for many
foreigners prefer to do
their own laundry work.

Laundries should there-

fore be entirely separate

from kitchen or lava-

toPr', adjoining neither,

if possible. Laundries

in basements or cellars

are also not desirable,

for steam condenses on

the walls, causing con-

tinuous moisture.

In order to secure

adequate ventilation, all

halls should be proxnded

with windows and sky-

lights. Interior halls,

or those closed on one

end. should be dis-

couraged; or air should

then be supplied in

- never so desirable in a building for this

knows how difficult it is to keep such

Elspccially when deal-
purpose, as every one

systems working surely and efficiently

ing with foreigners, the simplest and most obvious methtxls are

always the best. Any one familiar with boarding-houses knows

what heavy bedroom odors exist, especially where inunigrants

live with windows tightly closed from year's end to year's end,

and to keep out the "deadly" night air. This is especially true

where men sleep during the day, when the excuse is made that

"light and noise must be kept out."
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By all means
let us have a

clean and sani-

tan- wall— but
that need not

prevent its be-

ing covered with

a pleasing and
light - colored

paint! If floor

and stair cov-

erings are needed, a rub-

ber matting or linoleum

strip which is easily

washed should be used;

and all carpets, straw

mattings, etc., prohib-

ited. Front and rear

doors leading into halls

and passageways ought

always to have transoms.

Rooms should have win-

dows as near the ceiling

line as possible, and
transoms over all doors.

Built-in ventilators for sleeping and living

rooms are of little avail, as they are soon

closed off or stuffed up so that these igno-

rant people may avoid all fresh air. Glass

doors would help pro%'ide light to the halls.

The doors also should not reach down to

the floors; the thresholds should be omitted,

and at least a three-inch open space left

between, which would allow the passage of

cleansing currents of air. Closets in board-

ing-houses need more ventilation than in

private houses, and space could be pro-

vided both above and below closet doors

for that purpose. Working clothes crowded

into these small and restricted spaces, sel-

dom cleaned, need continuous airing to

keep them wholesome. Direct or indirect

ventilation must be supplied. Double beds,

so often found in lodging rooms, should be

prohibited by law. Single beds or cots —
even the "double story" variety — should

be insisted upon. Walls of interior halls

ought to have windows, so that, during the

day, currents of air could be established

between rooms. If these interior window
openings are high enough, and protected

with heavy wire screen, ventilation can be
provided by this means for the night as

well as for the day.

The arrangement of rooms on the first

floor is important. The location of the

SECOND FLOOR. PLAN THIR.D rLOOR. PLAN
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Fig. 91. Llevalions and Floor Plans, Boarding-House, Class 3 (Honorable Mention)

John Ambrose Thompson and Ernest F. Lewis, New York CitY

should lead into

the dining-room,

one for serving

food and the

other for return-

ing used dishes.

The range
should not ad-

^ join the ice-box.
"^ Most of the

plans still show

office should be such that the men could

all reach it without having to cross any other room. It should
also be so located that the owner can reach the boarders' rooms
as easily as his own. The recreation room should have an open
fireplace if possible. The kitchen should be arranged for the con-
venience of the help; a separate pantr>' is desirable, with higher
sinks than are ordinarily supplied; two large serving windows

T\^.^^ riooi r hn
Fig. 92. Elevations and Floor Plans, Boarding-

House, Class 3 (Honorable Mention)

William Lyon Summerville; Atwell J. Kin4, Associated

O E. E- LEVATI ON'

insufficient toilet accom-
modations. Even if the
law allows ten persons
to one toilet, it is hardly
sufficient. An addi-

tional lavatory on the
first floor would go far

to improve this condi-

tion. Also, the placing

of toilets away from the

windows, and on or near
interior walls, is objec-

tionable, especially when
we have clothes closets

or other dead spaces on the other side of

those same walls.

The attic or half story, while picturesque,

is hardly desirable for boarding-houses.

The air space is lessened through lower
ceilings, and heat intensified during the

summer months.

REMARKS ON BOARDING-HOUSE
PLANS

The first prize design provides a two-
story building, with separate entrances for

family and lodgers, a well-arranged first

floor, a separate laundry, and office that

lodgers can enter direct from entrance hall.

The second floor has good ventilation if

doors have transoms. The toilets are in-

sufficient; a common lavatory on first floor

is essential. A first-floor toilet, but no bath
for servants, is provided.

The second prize drawings show a two
and a half story building with separate en-

trances. The first-floor arrangement is

good; the office again being well located.

A recreation room with open grate and a

spacious porch are provided, but a first-

floor lavatory is lacking.

The second-floor ventilation would be
fair if windows are large and doors have
transoms. The store-room should be well

ventilated. The toilets are insufficient. No
separate laundry shown nor bath for

servants.

Fig. 85 shows a two-story building with separate entrances;

the first-floor principal rooms well planned, with open grates and
opening on terrace. There is a separate laundry, but no servants'

lavatory, on first floor, and the office is badly located.

Fig. 86 is a two and one-half story plan with three entrances,

—

one to office, and two side entrances for family and boarders.

LhUHItY llHStl.
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Fig. 93. Llevations and Floor Plans, Boarding-House, Class 3

Charles W. Short, Jr.. New York Cily

The first-floor rooms are well arranged, but lavatory is lacking.

Lodgers' bedrooms are very small; barely enough air for two,

but hardly comfortable. The second-floor sitting-room is a

pleasant feature, but again no servants' bath is provided. The
toilets would better be nearer windows. Second-floor hall re-

quires skylight and door transoms.

Another two and one-half story building is Fig. 87, with sepa-

rate entrances. The first-floor arrangement is not desirable —
lodgers pass through recreation room to oflice, there is no lava-

tory, and family is too far separated from main kitchen. The
second-floor ventilation should be good, but toilets are badly

placed, adjoining hall closets.

No laundry and no fire-escape.

Figs. 88, 89 show a three-story

building with separate entrances.

The first-floor rooms are con-

venient for administration, but

the second-floor halls are too en-

closed. The servants have well-

ventilated corner bedrooms, the

family inner rooms. No separate

servants' bath, no laundry, and
no first-floor lavatory shown.

Fig. 91 is another three-story

building. Arrangement of first

floor is good. Second-floor ven-

tilation fair. Third floor good.

Toilets should be near the win-

dows. Laundry and fire-escape

are not shown, and the first floor

lacks lavatory.

A two-story building, with sep-

arate entrances, is shown in Fig.

90. All first floor but office well

arranged. A separate bath for servants, which b essential, and an
open grate in recreation room ; but first-floor lavatory is needed.
Lavatory is centrally located, but toilets should be nearer win-
dows. A slop-sink (an excellent feature) is provided and fire-

escapes shown. Laundry is not shown.
Figs. 92, 93, and 94 arc all two and one-half story buildings.

All have separate entrances for family and boarders, with first-

floor rooms well arranged. Ventilation on second and third floor

halls of Fig. 92 is poor. Family bedrooms on third floor seem
far away. Laundrj' in cellar not desirable. No first-floor lava-

tory for common use. Fig. 93 is apparently for families, and is

hardly to be encourage*!, unless

planned for widows with chil-

dren. Family rooms might be bet-

ter arranged. Bath-room loca-

tions make special line of plumb-
ing necessary'. Ventilation not
good; the comer bedrooms
should have other windows, and
second hall is poorly ventilated.

Lavatory- needed on first floor.

Insufficient toilets. Kitchen gar-

den and field very desirable.

Recreation room in Fig. 94
opens onto side porch and has

open grate. The second-floor

owner's bednxims should l>e bet-

ter ventilated. Ventilation on
second floor insuf!ident. Lodg-
ers' lavatory- good. Toilets well

placed. No lavatory or laundry

on first floor, and no fire-escape

shown, probably because of

porches.

Fig. 94. Elevations and Floor Plans, Boarding-House. Class 3

tvans & Warner, Philadelphia. Pa.
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A Consideration of Construction Methods Proposed by

Various Competitors

By Maurice Paris

IN
deciding on a happy me-

dium for a fireproof building

material for the low-cost

houses in this competition, con-

crete came in for much atten-

tion from contributors. Many
<rf the descriptions showed con-

vincing results of careful study

in a search for the fullest realiza-

tion of the architectural possi-

bilities of this problem.

For cast cement houses, the

necessity of inexpensive con-

struction necessarily imposes the

flat roof. The flat roof has cer-

tain ob\ious advantages and
disadvantages. It is hot, more likely to

leak Mvith serious results, at the same time

that it provides an open-air sleeping space

in summer. It also unfortunately eliminates

interesting sky-lines of gables and dormer

windows, and at the ver\' outset estab-

lishes a quadrangular block of masonry,

with only the vertical sides— the walls —
remaining available for any characteristic

architectural treatment.

In casting cement house walls, the in-

troduction of mouldings retards construe-
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Fig. 95. Four-Room Single-Family Double
House, Class I -A (Honorable Mention)

I .& LNewell Buckinftham, Washington. D. C.

lion and adds to its labor cost.

There is then left little oppor-

tunit)' for any display of taste,

save in the grouping of the open-

ings, the treatment of the cor-

nice, with the possibility of a

balustrade, and the use of inlaid

or pattern ornament. In the de-

signs submitted, the balustrade

was rarely used, and what inlaid

or pattern ornament was shown
appeared in a belt course or

frieze so placed as to give inter-

est and color to the cornice

shadow, which had usually a

deep projection.

One of the most economical uses of these

possibihties is shown in Figs. 96 and 97, on
this page. The designer of these houses has

localized his interest, aside from his mul-
lioned windows, in medallions occurring as a

part of his cornice treatment. In Figs. 98, 99,

page 37, appears a design with the addi-

tion of mouldings between the stories, and
the use of arched openings for the porch.

This latter feature is interesting, but it is

also more expensive. The designer of the

cement house shown in Fig. 95, this page.
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however, seemed to rebel at the flat roof, and dis-

regarding for a moment the expense of the pitch roof

he has, with great simplicity of surface treatment and
tasteful spacing of window openings, shown an ad-

mirable attempt at an artistic expression of cast ce-

ment construction.

Though it was one aim of the competition to pro-

duce suggestions as tc possible constructions for low-

cost houses to be improvements upon the simpler

standard forms now in use, a large majority of the

competitors failed to make any logical ami serious

study of this important feature. Instead of assuming

it to be a part of the original problem, in sympathy
with the creative spirit of the plan, many competitors

apparently waited until the houses were designed and
the specifications in preparation before considering

construction details. And even then numerous specifi-

cations but casually suggest the use of "two-by-four

stud frame walls" or "masonry construction" with-

out discussing cost or adaptability. There were offered

labor-saving construction notes in the form of refer-

ences to certain standard methods used in various

localities, sometimes even becoming almost named or

implied advertisements of these special types of

construction.

There were, however, a small number of practical

designers who seriously considered this part of the

problem, and discussed new methods of construction

or original adaptations of old ones. In

some few cases only did the competitors

put precept into practice in endeavoring

to limit the architecture to the best ex-

pression cf the materials used.

Fireproof construction is of course

more advisable than perishable building

for investments of this sort, and the

question of just how near the houses

could he fireproof was given much
thought by some competitors. The solu-

tions included designs in which the con-

struction was entirely fireproof, with

masonry or cement walls, floors, roof,

and partitions; semi-fireproof designs in

which the exterior walls were of masonry
and the walls supported upon wooden
joists; and designs in which everything

possible was of wood.
Designers of fireproof or semi-fire-

proof houses usually considered the

question of permanence with relation to

the cost and upkeep. In spite

of its higher cost, the entirely

fireproof building was urged
by some because of its greater

durability and sanitary ad-
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Fig. 98. Five-Room Single-Family Double House, Class l-B

Molitor & Dales, Philadelphia, Pa.
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ing for concrete mm " " ' vith the wall* and floon.
and others u.sing till out.

For the monolithic construction in which the walls.
floors, partitions, and roof arc of concrclc. Milton
Dana Morrill (Figs. 96, 97) offers an original device,
shown in Fig. E, to pnxiuce a "mouldcl
house. It consists of a new system of stt< i.»r

moulding houses by stages or successive courses, of
two scries of upright plates so hin".-! .,,,1 . ...metted
that they may be swung up alt' act as
flat forms as the walls are built. may be
used over and over again on difT<

Where tcrra-cotta tile or brick arc to \>c use<l, it is

common to find sj)ccified an 8-inch l)caring wall,
stuccoed on the outside and plastered within. A
number of variants were noted, 1

most interesting being submittctl

(Fig. A). This design calls for extcri

sist of "a steel frame, built of 3-inch I :

by 5 inch angle iron ledger to carry the .sc

joists, and 3 inch by 5 inch angle for the piatc.

I beams are spaced approximately 7 fitt on centers.

The space between the I beams is filled with 4 inch

by 12 inch by 12 inch thrcc-chamljcr standard
hollow tile, the tile blocks being so cut by the mason
as to fit about a column or pipe when ncces.sary."

Wooden joists are u.sed for the flfK)ring. and J inch

tie rods are placed between the joisLs and secured to

the 3 inch by 5 inch ledger angle, to

prevent the building from spreading.

The hollow tile, with ste( !
•

'

lies

wide and iV inch thick.
|

ry

third hori»)ntal joint bc-lwcen the I

beams, is supposed to ferffl- « lateral

bracing for the colunuis. Otherwise it

is merely a curtain wall, as' iM k̂HKX
load is placed upon it. After water-

proofing, a J-inch layer of stucco is ap-

plied to the exterior.

The author of this suggestion states

that "steel and hollow tile construction

has been adopted for this design for the

reason that it has been actually built

and proven to be substantial, sanitary.

and fireproof. It can be constructed

with great speed, at approximately the

same cost as frame, with a minimum
upkeep." It is interesting to note that

"such a house was built for 1 1 cents per

cubic foot, including plumbing, heating,

and electric wiring. From the

top of the foundations, the

erection of the steel, joists,

rafters, stud-bearing |Mirti-

tions, roofs joist, and roofing,

exterior tile walls and party

walls, including the setting

of the window-frames and the

application of one coat of

stucco to the exterior walls,

was done in one week." He
goes on to say that 8-inch

interlocking tile foundation

walls were used instead of

lo-inch concrete at a saving of

approximately one fourth the

cost.

When brick was us^ for

the outside walls, 8 incH^s of

masonry was usually speci-

fied. Messrs. Dean & Dean

(Z. Fig. B) think that money

could be saved in a wall cor*

Jl
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posed of brick, concrete, and a stud

frame built in the following manner.

They would lay up a 4-inch brick wall

2 inches outside of a 4-inch stud frame,

to be anchored to the frame by wire.

Then telescopic steel frames would act

as forms and permit of the space be-

tween the studs being filled with con-

crete. " This," says the competitors' de-

scription, "costs less than soUd brick or

concrete walls, is capable of rapid con-

struction, effective around the openings,

and can be poured after the building is

enclosed." A number of others, like

Charles W. Short, Jr. (Fig. 93), would

simply put a 4-inch brick veneer against

a stud frame.

An interesting study of the possibil-

ities of a stud-frame construction is

found in the specifications of Messrs.

Dean & Dean (Y, Fig. B). By adjusting

the number of layers of paper to be used

in the construction of the wall, they

adapt their house for three climatic con-

ditions. " We have devised an outside wall for dwellings " (Y, Fig.

B), the discussion says, "suitable for three climatic zones.

Upon the 2 inch by 4 inch studding marked F is placed vertically,

with joints lapped on the studs, a durable paper E, followed by a

plaster board D and an impervious paper C. Upon this is placed,

stapled through to the stud, a galvanized wire lath B, with j-inch

metal furring, which in turn is plastered with a good cement

plaster A. Inside of the studs is a thickness of paper G, followed

with a plaster board H and plaster I." The insulating value of

this wall is claimed by the designer to be better, for protection

from the cold, than a 1 2-inch brick wall. By leaving off the paper

G, the insulating value is reduced. If the wall were built minus

both paj)ers "G" and "E," he figures the value to be equal in

the matter of cold resistance to an 8-inch furred brick wall.

In floor construction, a number of competitors offered designs

for reinforced concrete, fireproof even to the cement surfacing;

while others specified tile or wood upper floors. Naturally, how-

ever, the wooden-joist type of floor construction was most gen-

erally used or implied. Instead of using wooden joists. Competi-

tor O. Hald;me Torp tried to figure out a fireproof joist of re-

inforced concrete, substantially 2 inches by 10 inches, 18 inches on

centers (Fig. D). Unfortunately, there is no evident indication

that this form of construction is a tried and accepted or prop-

erly manufactured product, and he offers no definite data to

show how he figured cost of construction or to allow another to

do so.

With reference to concrete floor construction, the system of-

fered by Messrs. Dean & Dean, and shown inW and X (Fig. C), is

of interest. "Tlie concrete floor being two and one-quarter inches

thick," he says, "permits of one hundred and forty-four square

feet of this floor being laid from one cubic yard of concrete. Tele-

scc^ic steel forms suspended from the joists, which, being set first,

sixteen inches on centers, carry all piping, conduits, etc., permit

Fig. D. Floor Construction

O. Haldane Totp, Allendale, N. J.
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Progressive Cast Cement Wall Construction

Milton Dana Morrill, WashinSton, D. C.

Floor. CoJi/TRUCTio/i
Pig. C. Floor Construction Methods

Dean & Dean, Chicago, III,

after the buildings are under cover,"

In W (Fig. C), lath is shown nailed to

the under side of the joists, and wooden
floors to the upper. In X (Fig. C),
joists 2 inches less in height are used,

and a top dressing of cement or other

composition flooring takes the place of

the wooden floor. "This floor in some
localities," they declare, "costs no more
than ordinary wood construction. More
than 350,000 square feet of this floor are

in use, and it tests out one hundred
pounds per square foot on sixteen foot

spans," and is claimed to be so light that

it can be carried over small spans on
2-inch by 4-inch studding.

Hardly any of the contributors sub-

mitted dependable schedules of the cost

of building their designs. Usually the

costs were given in relative terms, with
the generally known cost of a frame house-

as a base. The costs were either claimed

to be "the same as frame construction"

or "but little more," Competitors ad-
mitting that fireproof or semi-fireproof designs cost more than
frame, claimed the offsetting benefits of reduced insurance rates

and maintenance as a saving grace.

An elaborately prepared construction schedule embodying
five different schemes was submitted by D. F. Creighton, His
plans showed a tj^pically plain engineer's flat-roofed design,

two stories in height, the overall dimensions being: Class i-A —
16 feet by 29 feet; Class i-B — 22 feet by 26 feet; Class 2 — 24
feet by 34 feet. Each house had a porch 7 feet by 13 feet. He
estimated the cost would be exactly the same in either concrete

or tile, and a Uttle less if built entirely of wood.
In the first scheme, with every structural element concrete or

tile, including walls, partitions, floor?, and roof, he claimed the

Class i-A single house would cost $2,996,59; the Class i-B single

house would cost $3,347.94; and the Class 2 single house would
cost $4,693.35,

In the second scheme, all of masonry except the inside parti-

tions and top floors, the Class i-A house costs $2,780,26; the

Class I-B house, $3,152,97; and the Class 2 house, $4,276.66. In
the third scheme, with a further substitution of wood for the roof,

he claims the Class i-A house would cost $2,771.68; the Class i-B

house, $3,215,69; and the Class 2 house, $4,352,91. In his next

selection, with only the outside walls of masonry, and the rest of

the house of wood, he claims the cost of the Class i-A house,

$2,636,86; the Class i-B house, $3,055.78; and the Class 2 house,

$4,126.57. In his last scheme, with the whole house of wood, the

cost figures given are for the Class i-A house, $2,547.11; the Class

i-B house, $2,845,75; and the Class 2 house, $3,989,24,

For the double-family house, Class i-A, he figured a general

saving of $280 over the cost of building two single houses; and in

a six-house terrace row, the cost $1,412 less than for six single

houses. In the Class i-B double house, he figures a saving of

S260 over the cost of two single houses, with the saving of $1,298
of pouring in the cheapest possible manner, and in cold weather, in the six-house terrace row over six different single houses.
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The Architecture of Row Houses for Working-Men

By Robert Leavitt Davison

x
Row Houses Buill l.\ \\,isl

iiipt has here been nuuli lu n ij,

THE housing of well-paid

employees and working-
men is not such a very

different problem from an ordi-

nary real-estate development,

but model housing for the poorly

paid employee and the day
laborer is a very different prop-

osition entirely. It is very diffi-

cult to provide healthy homes
that are attractive and at a

rent that places them within

reach of the man who can pay
only eight to twelve dollars a

month. Where land is very
cheap, as in an agricultural

community or in a mining town,

single or two-family houses may
be employed, but where the site

is in a town or city, tenement
houses, "three-deckers," or row
houses have to be built in order

that the land cost per house will

not be too large.

The tenement has proved to

be highly unsatisfactory, and is

never used in model housing,

except where the land cost is so

high as to be prohibitive for

other types of buildings. The
wooden "three-decker" has been used quite largely for housing

laborers, but it greatly increases the fire hazard. When "three-

deckers" are placed close together (and they generally are), the

^<iliil.,i\ lrii|.l..\iMlcnl Co.
iijiiutuny ut tre<iijtnl repetition

Fig. 2. Row Houses, Washington S,
1

rx I lousing Co. A. P. Clark. Archl.
Occupied by colored tenants. Rent is $1<) for thro- rooms and bath, first floor, and $12

for four rooms on second floor. An attempt at relieving monotony is here i^hown

first-floor rooms do not receive
sufficient light, and the apart-
ments lack privacy, for the win-
dows of neighboring houses arc
too close. In properly built row
houses, on the other hand, there
is little danger of fire, they re-

ceive unobstructwl light and
air, and a greater degree of
privacy is secured than in a
"three-decker" or tenement.
Another big advantage of the
row house over the other two
t>Tx;s is that each family has a
yard of its own.
Most row houses have been

built without making any at-

tempt to relieve the monotony
of constant repetition of the
commonplace features of which
they are composed (Fig. i); but
of late several attempts have
been made to avoid this monot-
onous uniformity by grouping the
units and by more intelligent

design. Figure 2 shows how the
monotony may be somewhat re-

lieved' merely by grouping the
central and end houses, by vary-
ing the roof treatment, and by

placing hoods over alternate pairs of entrances. A roof such as
is seen in Fig. 2 would have added greatly to the appearance of
the row shown in Fig. 3, but the management felt that the

Fig. 3. Row Houses Built by Octavia Hill Association, Philadelphia
John Irwin Bright. Architect

Rents from $8 to $12.50. Furnace heat

Fig. Four-Room Row Houses Built by Am. Woolen Co., Lawrence, Ma*>.
James L. Alien. ArchHecl

Rents. $2.50 and $2.75 per week. They should rent for $3 and $.t ?s ^wf wm>Ic

Fig. 5. Two-Flat Row Houses for New Haven Improved Housing Association

Cement blocks, stuccoed. End houses rent for $13 and $14, interior ones for $12 per month

Fig. 6. Five-Room Single-Family Row Houses, No. Andover. J. E.. Allen, ArchL

Rough brick, plastered. Each house rents (or $3.25 per week
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1%. 9. First Floor Plan

Typical stx^room row houses. Marcus
Hook. Pa. Built of bride

Fig. 7. General Perspective View, Development of Marcus Hook, Pa.

Fig. 10. Second Floor Plan

Typical six-room row houses, Marcus
Hook, Pa. Built of brick

Fig. II. First Floor Plan

Eight-room four-house row. Marcus Hook. Pa.

ih

• •

rmJirj 1 ijj 1 zrH^t^
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Fig 12. Second Floor Plan

Eight-room four-house row, Marcus Hook. Pa.

^

Fig. 13. Ei, I our-House Row, Marcus Hook, Pa.

hoiises should be built as cheaply as was

possible in order that they might be

available for poorly paid working-men.

The block arrangement of this develop-

ment is shown in Figs. i6, i8, 20, and 22.

It will be noticed that three sizes and

t>-pes of houses are supplied, thus pro-

\iding various requirements for different

families.

At Lawrence, Mass., Fig. 4, the in-

come-producing value of a strip of prop-

erty between two streets has been in-

creased by placing a series of rows, of

seven houses each, at right angles to a

side street. These houses alternately

back upon each other and face upon
a private courtyard, planted with

grass, flowers, and shrubbery. This

arrangement — indicated in Fig. 1

5

— is applicable to many sections, ob-

taining greater privacy at the same
time that it avoids the monotony of

a long row of houses facing upon the

side street, while the cost of building

each individual house is no greater;

and when it is possible, by this ar-

rangement, to place a greater num-
ber of houses upon the same area, an
increase in the rental value to the

property is immediately obtained.

The houses of the New Haven Im-
proved Housing Association (Fig. 5)

show the influence of English "Gar-

den City" architecture. In these

houses the rep)etition seen in most row

Fig. 8. Plan of Deveiopinenl at Marcus Hook, Fa.

Two hundred fifteen dwellinKS. two 'boardinR-houses
(sixteen tenants), store. dininR-hall, and recreation
building. Houses vary from six to eight rooms, with
cellars, water, gas. and hot-air heat

f- l6'<-!(» 39- o", * 45.»' * 39.'o"-i d^He.^f

-^ ^IC::^^ C^.

•Scale 25. J13.

Fig. 15. Typical Arrangement, Houses for American

Woolen Co., Lawrence, Mass.

eiMiJtttm 4t

Fig. 16. Arrangement of Houses, Octavia Hill Association

Philadelphia, Pa.

Fig. 14. Six-Room Row Houses, Marcus Hook, Pa.

houses is avoided, but this improved ap-

pearance has been obtained somewhat
at the expense of reduced interior ac-

commodations. It is sometimes difficult

to decide how much interior arrange-

ment and equipment can justly be sac-

rificed to exterior appearance. In the

higher priced working-men's houses,

some extra expense devoted to beautify-

ing the exterior is certainly justified;

but in low-cost houses very little should

be spent on exterior decoration alone.

The houses should benefit by what
beauty can be obtained from the group-

ing of units, good proportions, honest

expression of the construction, and
good arrangement of the ground plan

,

rather than from applied architec-

tural decoration. AtHopedale, Mass.,

good results have been obtained by
the use of a gambrel-roof arrange-

ment; and monotony is avoided by
building along a curved road on a

gentle slope. Figures 7 to 14, inclu-

sive, are of Marcus Hook, Pa., where
the American Viscol Company has

built a group of houses for its em-
ployees. This company is the Amer-
ican branch of an EngUsh concern, and
the effect of the Enghsh Garden
Village influence is noticeable. The
houses are attractive, but much of

their attractiveness is due to the plan-

ning of this general scheme. No
street is over two blocks long, and

|^
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Fig. 1 7. Philadelphia Type Fig. 1 8. Floor Plans
Rent. Sl.i a month (See Kiu. J) $8.0(1 a month

all vistas have been

terminated with

carefully selected

groups of houses.

City planning is

always a valuable

aid to architec-

ture, but it is of

particular value in

working - men's

housing, where the

units are apt to be
_ ;

similar and where,

if the street is long

and straight, the

effect would easily

become very flat and continue to be depressingly uninteresting.

There are two main t^-pes of row houses,— single-family row
houses, where one family occupies both the first and second floors;

and two-family or two-flat row houses, where there is a family on
each floor. Figure 17 shows a typical Philadelphia single-family

row house such as is built by real-

estate companies in that city. Phila-

delphia has thousands of these houses,

and although they are better than

tenements or "three-deckers," there

are many ways by which the plan

might be improved. In Fig. 19, placing

the stairs in the center of the house

permits the living-room to have

greater width, and has the added
advantage of making the stairs ac-

cessible from both kitchen and Hving-

room. These houses also have a rear

porch, pantry, and closets. All these

features are of value, but are not to

be found in the Philadelphia houses.

In the Octavia HiU Association house,

shown in Fig. 20, a hall runs from the

front door to the dining-room, thus

making the front room available as a

sleeping-room when necessary. The
space taken by the hall is compen-
sated for by putting the stairs in the center of the house, thus

giving the parlor the same width as in the Philadelphia house.

The space over the stairs is used for closets for both rooms,

while the Philadelphia type has a closet in the front room only.

Figure 23 shows a good two-flat house. One of the noticeable

features about the plan is the large amount of closet room pro-

vided. The apartment is heated by two stoves, supplied

with the house. An air-shaft furnishes light and air to

the bath-room. Were the bath-room so placed as to

obtain light and air on an outside wall, it would
in the loss of a bedroom, and it is

a question whether the additional

bedroom does not offset the ob-

jections to the air-shaft. In well-

maintained and carefully super-

vised houses of not over two stories,

the air-shaft is not so objectionable,

but where the property is not care-

fully inspected, dirt and decaying

matter soon collect in the shaft.

In comparing Fig. 23 and Fig. 18,

it should be noted that one has a

20-foot frontage and rents for $10
to $12, and the other has a front-

age of only 16 feet and rents for $8.

The kitchenette is very small in

Fig. 18, but the rent is very low.

The larger two-flat houses of the
pj^ 22. Floor Plans

Octavia Hill Association at Phila- (See Fig. .*) Rent. $10 a month
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delphia (Fig. jj)
earn the same rent

as the fir«t- floor
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FIHST PIOOR APARTMENT ^^^O"" '''•0°'' ^PA'TMENT

Fig. 21. First and Second Floor Apartments, Improved Housing
Association, New Haven, Conn.

Fig. 19. Floor Plans Fi^20. Floor Plans
(Sec Kin. 4) $2.50:, wrelt (S«- Fi». 1) $11.50. month

a question whether it is better to have the bat
room o|)en into a court (Fig. 22), or have the bath-room open
into a light-shaft and the betiroom open directly into the outside
yard, as in the Washington houses (Fig. 23). Fijfuif ?j uses
considerable hall space, becau.se the plan is ! uw,

while Fig. 23, with :alJy

located, requires only a small hall. •

The most pronouncc<l feature in the
plan of the Xcw Haven two-flat row
houses (Fig. 21) is the large kitchen-
living room. This plan brings up the
question, so long in dispute in Eng-
lish Garden Cities and, of late, in this

country', of the kitchen-living rotim

(Fig. 21) vtnus the living-room and
kitchen type (Fig. 23) of house. It is

a well-known fact that most working-
men's families cook, eat. work, and
live in the kitchen. It is easier to get

meals, fuel is saved by mak'
kitchen stove available for

antl heating, and there is greater socia-

bility, as the entire family are in one
room, and this permits all the other

rooms to be used for
-'

Three different typt

been developed to meet these condi-

tions. The first type (Fig. 18) is intended to improve the working-
men's standard of living by providing such a small kitchenette

that he is forced to eat in the living-room. This W' ' for

the better-paid American family, but has not proveti lory

for the poorer-jmid working-rran or foreign laborer. Ihe second

type (Fig. 23) provides a large kitchen of the ordinary type, and
a parlor or living-room. This is popular with the

average working-man, for the family gathers around
the kitchen stove in winter. The kitchen may be

used as a living-room, but there is a parlor where

guests may be received, which may also be
used as a bedroom, if properly

planned. The third type (Fig. 21)

is general in English (Jarden Cities,

and improves the kitchen as a li\nng-

room by the small "scullery,''

where dishes and fotxl are handled.

This helps the kitchen, but does

not provide a parlor. .\ parlor-bed-

room added to this plan might

make a very good type.

Most of these improved plans

have not been in use long enough to

judge their comparative value, and

the determination of their actual

worth is greatly complicated, be-

cause these houses are generally oc-

cupied by a better class of tenants

than was originally intended.
Fig. 23. Floor Plans

(See Fig. Xl Rents. SlOand $12 a month
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The First Prize Design for Working-Men's Dwellings

Submitted by Charles Keyser, Jr.

In Competition for the Walter Cope Memorial Prize, Philadelphia, Pa.

-v-^"'
^i,.

THE recently awakened interest in the problem of working-

men's dwellings, with which The Rev'iew especially con-

cerned itself during last year, is again indicated by the

Committee of the Walter Cope Memorial Prize selecting this sub-

ject for last year's competition, recently decided in Philadelphia.

Of the designs submitted, the one awarded the prize was con-

sidered by the judges to be without doubt the best, many of the

other competitors ha\'ing failed to consider the practical finan-

cial and conmiunity aspects of the established problem as of

sufficient importance to give them due consideration, and had
so neglected these fundamental essentials in their interest in de-

veloping the purely architectural features of their design. This
was a grievous error, as the committee, in selecting their subject

and writing their program for last year's competition, had quite

as much in mind the necessity of developing among the archi-

tectural draughtsmen, from whom they expected to draw their

competitors, a realiza-

tion of the importance

of those practical ele-

ments that, while they

are never separate

from any architectural

problem, were in this

case especially to be

regarded. In stress-

ing this portion of

their program, the

committee had also

in mind the possibil-

ity of deriving from

the competition ma-
terial results, which
could be exhibited to

arouse interest in cor-

recting bad housing

in crowded sections,

as well as in those

mushroom cities that

have sprung up near

someofour newly built

industrial centers.

With this purpose

in mind, the program
was circulated among
local real-estate men
and operative build-

ers, with additional

literature dealing

with housing and
town-planning prob-

lems, which propa-

ganda work was fur-

ther pointed by ad-

dresses arranged for

meetings at which

the competition was
brought to the atten-

tion of those who
might conceivably de-

velop their under-

standing of the prob-

lem by being urged

into taking part.

While the number of

Bird's-eye Perspective Sketch, showing General Arrangement of the Scheme

Block Plan, showing Layout of the Lnlire Plot

Chailes Keyser Jr.

drawings submitted was less than had been hoped for; as a re-

sult of the propaganda undertaken in connection with the com-

petition, the committee believes that it has been of considerable

help in creating among local architects, real-estate men, con-

tractors, and operative builders more open minds as to the value

to the community of building small houses— especially when
they can be so arranged as to obtain more advantage from a

definite area of land than is possible by building separate

houses, or than is desirable by constructing the flat or tenement

building. Special insistence was placed upon the importance of

studying unbroken plats of ground of moderate area, in the en-

deavor to increase their income-producing value by more eco-

nomical and better-planned arrangements than are to be ob-

tained by forcing a gridiron pattern of small streets upon a site

naturally perhaps quite unadapted to that conventional type of

real-estate "improvement." The committee even undertook

painstakingly to ex-

plain the value of the

community plan as a

benefit not only to

the individual living

in the community,
but also to the entire

community at large

— the benefit extend-

ing even to the na-

tion; when the differ-

ence in the physical

development of those

living under good or

bad conditions is real-

ized to equal such

tremendous ratios of

improvement or de-

preciation as have
been proved to be the

case.

So to the committee

having last year's

competition in charge,

Messrs. George Howe,
Donald M. Kirkpat-

rick, Bernard J. New-
man, Clarence A. Sie-

gel, with John Moli-

tor, the chairman,

every credit should be

given for so care-

fully considering and
working out their pro-

gram, always with the

intention of obtaining

the most practical

possible solutions of

the problem of pro-

viding houses for

working-men at feas-

ible rentals, and at

the same time securing

an adequate income

return to those own-
ers who might, under

those circumstances,

be encouraged to un-

i
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dertake the improve-

ment of appropriate

properties on the only

proper and safe basis of

providing for an ade-

quate and business-Hke

return upon their in-

vestment ! This prac-

tical aspect is not only

essential to any true

success in solving the

housing problems of

America, but it is also

too often lost sight of

by those selecting the

theses of our school

competitions— who are

thus responsible for es-

tablishing unfortunately

false and theoretical

standards for those ar-

chitectural students to

whom these competi-

tions are mostly de-

signed to appeal.

In this instance, and
in order to emphasize

as much as possible the

practical side of the

problem, a certain defi-

nite lot, comprising two
and seven-tenths acres

near the Midvale Steel

Works, was selected for

this proposed develop-

ment, this lot being val-

ued at $36,000. The
competitors were then
given a free hand in

planning the arrangement of this plot

of land, in order so to utilize it as to ob-

tain as many rentable houses as possible,

while still retaining a sufficient propor-

tion of the land for open spaces and
playgrounds. Each competitor was
allowed to use either individual houses,

or rows of houses, whichever the indi-

vidual competitor felt would yield the

best practical investment returns; as

this very factor would, in actual prac-

tice, comprise a very important part of

the architectural problem! The gross

yearly rentals were required to be not
less than ten per cent of the total im-
provement cost, including land and
houses, this being the sum generally re-

garded necessary to provide a net re-

turn of five per cent on an investment—
the remaining five per cent being crossed
off against depreciation, maintenance ex-

penses, taxes, janitor control, etc. It was
also stipulated that the rentals were to

be computed on the basis of having
houses and apartments available for

renting at from $9 to $15 a month, with
a few stores at $25 a month. As Mr.
Charles Keyser, Jr., the successful com-
petitor, solved the problem, he provided
tvyenty two-story two-family . houses,
with apartments to rent for $9 and $12
a month; sixty-one two-story single-

family houses, to rent for $13 and $15 a
month; and four two-story buildings.

E-levation of Type "B" Two-Story Single-Family House Row

First and Second Floor Plans

Type "A" Two-Family House
First and Second Floor Plans

Type " B " Single Family House

First and Second Floor Plans

Type "C" Two- story Building: Store, with Dwelling above

withr stores on the first

floor and a dwelling on
the second — the rental
of the former being $25,
and of the latter $12 the
month. Figuring on this

.schedule, and estima-
ting the cost of the
group at what the com-
mittee deemetl a reason-
able figure, they re-

garded it as probable
that the actual annual
gross return would some-
what exceed the ten per
cent limit, possibly by
as much as several thou-
sjind dollars. It was also

considered that Mr.
Keyscr's arrangement of

his ground plan was a
better practical and ar-

chitectural sfilution than
was pro\ided by any of

the other competitors—
especially in the retired

arrangement for chil-

dren's playgrounds and
the introduction of serv-

ice roads serving the
kitchens of the houses as

separate from the prin-

cipal boundary, or inter-

mediate, thoroughfares.

The houses are designed

along simple, direct—
and therefore econom-
ical — lines, and are to

be built of brick, with
rough plaster walls and variegated slate

roofs.

It is an open secret that the commit-
tee was partly actuated in selecting this

particular lot for development because

it was actually hoped that it might be
possible for the Midvale Steel Company
to later develop this piece of land thus

selected for the purpose of the competi-

tion in exact accordance with the prize

design; while it was hoped that the rela-

tion of the problem to an actual and
known site might not only ser^•e to in-

spire the competitors them.selves, but

would also help further to interest in-

vestors and real-estate operators in the

community in attempting to apply some
of the schemes that might be drawn out

by the competition to their own prop-

erties, thus greatly increasing the gen-

eral educational value of the whole com-
petition. Meanwhile, the competition

has. by this and other means, been used

by those concerned locally to interest

the Philadelphia architects, contracting

men and real-estate operators, investors

and builders, in a way of spreading the

importance of good houses and the prac-

ticability of improving property along

thoroughly planned and artistically

treated lines, without sacrificing its in-

vestment returns; which could thus be

made to become a considerable future

profit to the commimity.
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How Can the Profession Assist in Improving the Architecture

of the Low-Cost American House?
A New Symposium Is Here Opened for Our Readers. Let Us Have Your Advice and

Assistance in Its Discussion

nV are irry jW to harf Ike opporlunily of publishing Mr. Lord's Idler in this

issue of The Architkcti-ral Rkxtew,— a-AtVA ar hope uill finally reach all those

imttrested in the problem of hti--<osl housing,— and uw hope it will receive many re-

plies from our readers. We Tcill publish any such replies as indicate any practicable

mtiins of the profession to assist in obtaining better lo-u--cosl houses in America, an
ambition in -uhick sif arc oursches ritally concerned and interested.

Mr. Lord's communication divides itself naturally into two sections. First, he

stales the situation, and hints at one or two means of combating it that have already

been aUempled — the most important of which hare already been described at length

upon our pages. Second, he requests the co-operalion of The Architectiral Review
in bringing this subject prominently before the profession and the public. That co-oper-

alion »< cordially promise, and present this rery issue as proof of our desire to co-op-

trale to^i-ard finding elfcctive means of bettering the low-cost house situation in A incrica.

H'e are al.<:o placing the problem — in his own statement of it — before the profes-

sion, and will give any future space necessary to its discussion, or to illuslraling exam-
ples of actual solution or results obtained in working out the problem that can he sup-

plied. We have even some hope that this very number may help, in some small pari,

to meet the definite request made us in Mr. Lord's letter,— to begin the publication

of a folio containing illustrations of low-cost house material.

As we understand the matter. Mr. Lord had in mind the definite possibility of ex-

perienced draughtsmen in architectural offices working upon— and even possibly super-

To the Editor of The Architectoral Review:
Nothing in this age of progress contributes more to that

progress than efficiency. We hear the idea preached on every

side. It has long been the watchword of the Agricultural De-

partment of the United States, with the result that the great

farming regions of the countrj' have been put upon a very re-

munerative basis, and the value of the land accordingly in-

creased. The practice of efficiency is aimed at in all our com-

mercial undertakings, in the professions, and in our households,

but its practice seems to have been overlooked in one of the

most vital interests of the entire country; namely, that of cheap

and comfortable housing of our suburban and rural populations.

The man who farms scientifically to-day does not rely upon his

own information, or upon that of the farmer he employs, to get

residts. He does, however, employ an expert, a "scientific"

fanner, to make plans based upon conditions as they exist upon
his particular property, as these conditions relate to cUmate,

soil, and market facihties. Experience has shown that, if the

owner of the property proceeds along the lines laid down, he will

get results, not only in crop returns, but in an increase in the

land value. Through long years the owner has been brought to

the realization of the importance of employing expert advice in

this particular direction, but it has never occurred to him to

adopt a similar method in connection -with the housing problem.

^Tiat is true of our great rural population is also true of our

suburban population— they all buUd unintelUgently, and there-

fore expensively. They build unintelligently from the standpoint,

first, of poorly planned habitations; secondly, improper use of

building materials, with the result that the maintenance charge

is out of all proportion to the expenditure, and the actual phys-

ical labor entailed in the daily routine of housework and the up-

keep of the premises is vastly increased. It is to this class of our

population that our Architectural Journals should also be made
to appeal. The journals pubhshed to-day reach only a very

limited class, even of professional men, and although these

journals are almost without exception excellent in their way,
their field is much broader than the professional circles to which
they seem to confine themselves.

The building done by our suburban and rural population

probably covers in volume one half to three quarters of the

building of the countrj'. The design and construction in this

field are left generally to carpenters and builders, or to incom-

petent architects — as most of our best architects deem this

work unworthy their attention. Furthermore, the architect is

rarely offered the opportunity to perform services in this direc-

tion. Although this class of building receives almost no atten-

tion from best-known architects, still it is one of the greatest

fields in which the younger skilled architects might work — not

only to their own advantage, but to the advantage of their

clients. How to interest the people who build these houses rang-

ing in cost from $1,500 to $2,500, is a question that seems never

intending the construction of— such low-cost house work as t!oc.<; not now come regir
larly into the professional practice of most architects, carrying it on in such a way as
to require comparatively little supervision from the heads of the firm, and ulili-ing a

simpler and more direct process than the ordinary office routine. It was the idea that

such an arrangement would serve the double purpose of bettering the arrangement, plan,
and design of our lo'w-eo.':! American dwellings, at the same lime that it would be of
the greatest possible help in developing a sense of responsibility, a more intimate and
actual knowledge of methods of construction, and a heller realization of those problems

of planning and design which the ordinary draughtsman no'w loo seldom experiences in

much office work or school education. .Is somf architecis consistently maintain a policy

of discouraging individuals in their employ from undertaking any outside work, this

suggestion should at once form a basis for argument, both pro and con. .Many individ-
uals — both draughtsmen and architects— must have had experiences that would be

helpful along these lines. IjV should he pleased to hear from them.
We shall hope to receive any such material as may be available for publication in

the special Housing number announced for April, and will he glad to devote our reg-

ular .Ipril plates, both half-tones and live drawings, to the publication of photographs'
and working drawings of si(cccs!:ful Urw-cost .1 merican homes — providing only that,

we receive such material from our readers.' To be included in the special .Ipril issue

such communications should reach us as early as possihh— and by March 2j at the

very latest.

to have been seriously attempted in this country. There have
been occasional small competitions, organized by newspapers,
or by the publishers of technical journals, or by some popular
journals that devote a section of their publications to these

matters, but outside of that the only movement that I recall

looking to the betterment of this class of construction was or-

ganized in Minneapolis some time ago, with a view to develop-

ing better plans for farmhouses. I believe there has been some
movement of this character at Cornell University. The fact

remains, however, that there exists no concerted movement,
and I know of no better way of bringing about this movement
than through the agency of some live architectural journal. We
must realize that in nearly every city and town of importance
in the country there is either a library, or a large or small art

collection (depending upon the size of the town), and this means
there are people in these places who are interested in education

outside of our schools and colleges, and that they are open to

suggestion looking to betterment in any direction. It is only

because the question of better housing has never been brought
to their attention that they are not interested in it; and it needs

only some initiative on the part of a responsible publication to

advocate the idea upon this class of people throughout the

country that there is an opportunity for improvement in this

direction. Furthermore, in most all of these towns there are

either skilled architects or skilled draughtsmen who could be en-

listed in this work, and who would be among the most valuable

men to assist in carrying out such an undertaking.

Should you begin by the publication of a folio which outlines

such a plan, and which at the same time includes illustrations of

houses, out-buildings, etc., worked out under fixed conditions,

then an interest would be created the growth of which could not

by any means be estimated. It might mean some additional

expense upon your part at the beginning, but it certainly would
be returned a thousand-fold. It would require but a few years

to bring about an entire change in this field; instead of the sordid

conditions that exist in suburbs of large and small cities, we
would see well-planned, attractive houses, built to meet the

requirements of the people who live in them. Instead of the

haphazard, inconvenient, and expensive structures we observe

in all our rural districts, we should have economically planned,

artistically and scientifically built houses, which it is not diffi-

cult to show would be a much better investment. In our sub-

urban districts this improvement would help the civic authorities

in the more rational construction of cities and towns, as it affects

the laying out of streets and the upkeep of parks, etc. It

would enable the rural population to live better and more
economically, with far less drudgery on the part of those who
do the work inside of the house, as well as outside.

I trust that ypu may become interested in this movement,
and lend the aid of your valuable journal to its development.

Yours very truly, Anslin W. Lord.
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THE greatest obstacle existing at present to prevent our
attempting to correct the evils of housing, now so gener-

ally recognized to exist in America, is our total lack of

nearly all the dciinite information that is most necessary in order

correctly to estimate and solve the financial side of the problem.

In England — and in Germany — the costs of building many
different tvpes of low-cost houses are so exactly known that they

can be worked out in new communities with considerable assur-

ance of varying but slightly from known data based on previous

constructions. The problem in America is complicated by short

hours of labor, the inefificient customs of working-men and their

contracting employers, the high costs of labor and materials, and
our general disinclination, as a race, to bother with small amounts
and small problems; while it is, of course, made still more diffi-

cult by the great variety of conditions that affect building costs

over the wide extent of the United States, making it impossible to

formulate or deduce from one experiment much that is helpful for

the guidance of others in other parts of this great continent.

A solution — as has, indeed, been pointed out before, and
several times touched upon in this very issue — might be found
along the line of multiplying and standardizing the small dwelling

into a duplicatable unit, and then erecting these units in suffi-

cient numbers to make their total cost quite worthy the applica-

tion and study of those more efficient and larger business inter-

ests. A house worth $2,000 to build might understandably be
quite beneath the attention of a contracting firm that would per-

haps be rather keen for an opportunity to build one hundred such
buildings at the neat total of $200,000!
Every dollar invested in a wage-earner's home means a tax

of ten cents on the tenant, or for every J? 100 invested a tax of

$10, if the investment is to net live per cent for the investor.

Therefore, if $500 can be saved on a building it means a saving
of $1 per week in rental to the tenant, which is more than the

weekly saving of the average wage-earner! To make any such
housing as we desire possible, it is therefore necessary to put up
these buildings at a cost of about $200 per room— or $250 per

room, including the lot. While it is not always possible to keep
the cost down to this price, it is the figure that must be kept
continually in mind, as it alone makes it possible to rent profit-

ably houses at the rate of 50 cents per room per week

!

THIS statement should emphasize sufhciently the necessity

of finding some feasible way of building working-men's

houses at a cost low enough to make them capable of meet-
ing the needs of workmen of low-wage capacity, and at the same
time being sufficiently remunerative to the investor to prevent
any suspicion of their being a charitable venture or project.

Hence there are the best of all reasons for emphasizing the im-

portance of the economies that are so painstakingly jxiinted in

this issue. The saving possible from merely combining two

d>yellings into the one semi-detached or "double" structure ap-
plies^to a much greater extent - and increasingly, as the number*
of the type unit are increased - to the construction of houses
grouped into rows of four, six, and ten units; esj>ecial!y if they
can be built in groups of fifty to one hundreii house units at a
time! These economics, too, need not be lessened materially by
intelligently made minor variations of plan or of exterior. Such
variations are quite capable of l)eing made without losing the essen-
tial economies of the general principle of standardization of parts.
Dormers or bay windows, single windows or grou|)s of win-

dows, can be obtained at considerable less exjjcn.se j>er unit if

ordered in large numljers. The fact that the windows are used in
the dining-room gable of one house and placed in the living-room
bay of another; that they arc grouped in the center of the gable
in one case while used as two separate windows in another,—
provided the arrangement is duplicated a sufficient numlicr of
times,— can all be developed by an intelligent designer to pro-
duce an architectural effect of needful human variety without
increasing the initial cost of material or construction - provided
only the architect has the opportunity to study the whole prob-
lem of a community development at one and the same time, and
is not forced to take on each one of its house units as a separate
house problem unrelated to any of its near-by neighbors!

If this is the most obvious and possible solution of the diffi-

culty, it points inevitably to the fact that working-men's hou.ses

in America must, in the future, be financed and constructed
either by building concerns or rental associations largely created
for that purpose, urged or managed by the larger interests of
capital, or built by the individual employer. These three alter-

natives are listed in their obvious order of preference. The sec-

ond and third have already been tried in this country. The
latter was at one time common in the older milling districts of

New England, and failed to be satisfactory' either as rn invest-

ment to the employer (and this despite the fact that the costs

of building then were less than half the cost to-day!) or — on
its sanitary, human, and practical side— to the tenant employee.
The first is the solution managed in England and — very gen-

erally — in Germany, even though the larger organization is

there most often actually merely a shield to cover the individual

emplo}-er, representing the paternalistic governments of the Cen-
tral Empires, who are equally interested in producing efficient

workmen as well as healthful human beings — both being essen-

tial to the manufacture of cannon and cannon ftxider!

In England these organizations are most frequently created

from a great mass of small capitalists, many of whom arc actually

the dwellers occupying the houses that have thus been built for

and supplied them ; but it must again be realized that conditions

are different in England and Germany from those existing in

America. The foreign workman is happy and satisfied in the

small home, one of a " terrace" or row of houses— each of which

is perhaps given some individuality. He, in fact, seems naturally

to prefer this particular di\ision of ownership, or leasehold, with

its accompanying narrow strip of garden land in front and back

rather than the layer or "flat" stratification, which ajipcars to

better meet the desires of the laboring-man in .America.

Why it should necessarily happen that the immigrant should

seem entirely to lose his interest in gardening and growing plants

and flowers by the mere process of coming to America has never

adequately been explained. In the case of the Italian race, ob-

servation indicates that the change of country has not materially

altered the customs of this people. The women still go into the

fields to labor in gardening — even though they are forced to

travel, in the early morning and late afternoon, many miles

from the slums where they herd, in order to reach the little strips

of land which are theirs to till. Yet various efforts that have Ijeen

made to bring the identical families interested in these suburban

gardens from the city to live in the \er\ suburbs where their

gardens lie have, for one reason or another, apparently been un-

successful. Possibh- it requires some foreigner who understands

to analyze this question and provide us with the right answer.

Certainly, some answer there would seem to be. It is. in itself,

one of the many reasons that have existed to make the develop-

ment of the "Garden City," and the improvement of workmen's

houses in America, so slow and difficult of practical realization!
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Current Periodicals
A Review of the Recent American

And Foreign Architectural Publications

(From "The Bikkbuildei ")

Pacitk Gas and Llectric Comp)any Building

Ld$ai A. Mathews, Architect

Masonic Temple, Worcester, Mass.

GeoiSe C. Halcott, Architect

(From "The Brickbuilder ")

THE Brkkhuilder for Decem-
ber is largely devoted to

buildings of fraternal socie-

ties, with an excellent article upon
Masonic Temples by H. P.

Knowles, who calls attention to

the fact that comparatively few

of these buildings are of admirable

architectural character, because of

lack of appreciation of the best

means of obtaining the best work.

The illustrations are evidently

selected from the better examples

available, and readily fall into three

classes: First, monumental build-

ings, of a dignified character appro-

priate to the nobility of their pur-

pose; second, buildings reminiscent

of various types of architecture

which have little in common with

the inherent quality of the prob-

lem; third, office buildings which
contain Masonic halls, etc. We
share Mr. Knowles' feeling that

commercial interests ill accord with

Masonic rites, and deplore the loss

of opportunity when, for economic
reasons, the combination is made;
but we also regret the treatment

of facades, no matter how satis-

factory- in proportions and details,

which is so little indicative of the

large halls, etc., as in the Temple
at Salem, Mass., by L. S. Couch
and Little & Browne, the attract-

ive little Tudor Building at Ben-
nington, Vt., by Harding & Seaver,

and the distinctly domestic building of the Pythian Temple at

Brockton, Mass., by James H. Ritchie, which is a very well-

designed apartment or Students' Club. A Masonic building

has, or should have, in its purpose a certain solemnity, which
would be best expressed by the inherent dignity of Classic Archi-

tecture. The recognition of this fact is evident in the building

for the Scottish Rite at Washington, the Toronto, Ontario,

Temple, by H. P. Knowles, the Temple at Worcester, Mass.,

by George C. Halcott, the Temple at Nashville, Tenn., by Asmus

Masonic Temple, Indianapolis, Ind.

Rubush & Hunter. Architects

(From " The &rickbui)der")

First Congregational Church, Toledo, Ohio
Mills. Rhines, Bellman & Nordhoff, Architects

Masonic lemple, Nashville, Tenn.

Asmus & Norton, Architects

& Norton, the Temple at Indian-

apolis, by Rubush & Hunter, and
in a much less degree the Elks

Club House, Cambridge, Mass.,

by Charles R. Greco. Of these the

Worcester Temple is the best. The
plain walls of the lodge room be-

hind the columns upon the second

floor would seem to be an excellent

opportunity for bas-relief sculp-

ture. (Incidentally, very few

American buildings have well con-

sidered sculpture or painting asso-

ciated with their designs, and to

that extent are inadequately de-

veloped.) None of the interiors

shown is especially interesting,

excepting that of the New York
Temple, by Mr. Knowles. Of the

remaining plates of this number,

the First Congregational Church
in Toledo, Ohio, by Mills, Rhines,

Bellman & Nordhoff, is well pro-

portioned, has a fine portico, and
is very well detailed. The plates

devoted toworking-men'shousesare

interesting. The houses at Marcus
Hook, Pa., are at times eccentric

in skyline, but those of Albert

H. Spahr, at Massena, N. Y., are

simple and good, but with some-

what broad verge boards to the

gables.

The Architect, San Francisco,

for November, illustrates the Pa-

cific Gas and Electric Company
Building, San Francisco, by Edgar

The proportions and detail are good, but thereA. Mathews
is too varied a treatment of wall spaces between the second and
eighth stories. This is a not infrequent mistake, and produces a

building in which decoration is spread so evenly that there is

insuflicient contrast. The detail sheet is admirable. Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church, San Francisco, by Shea & Lofquist, has

three poorly harmonized entrances, a central motive which lacks

structural feeling, two tower terminations which need study

as to light'and^shade, and an interior in which the decoration
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This is the Bond
that guarantees your

roof for 20 years

Office Building of NashviUe. Chattanooga, and St. Louis Railroad. NatlniUt Ttnn-
1 he owners are protected by the Barrett tO- Year Guaranty Bond. '

Why We Can Afford

To Give a 20-Year Guaranty

MANY people have asked: "How can you afford to
give a 20-Year Guaranty on thousands of roofs

all over the country laid by hundreds of different local
roofers?"

Well, the answer is simple.

No other type of roofing approaches a Barrett Spec-
ification Roof in the amount of protective water-
proofing material used in its construction.

The weight of this wateqiroofing is not less than
235 lbs. to IOC sq. ft. compared with 75 to 125 lbs.,

at most, in other types of roofs.

And on top of all this waterproofing material is laid

a wearing surface of gravel, slag, tile or vitrified brick.

77ia/ 's ivliy it lasts. That is why we can safely
giiaratitee itfor 20 years.

The 20-Year Guaranty is now given on all Barrett
Specification Roofs of 50 squares and over in all

towns in the United States and Canada with a jx>p-

ulation of 25,000 and over, and in smaller places
where our Inspection Sen'ice is a'iUiilal'le. Our only
requirements are that The Barrett S|x'cification

dated May i, 1916, shall be strictly followed and
that the roofing contractor shall be approved by us.

We believe the broadness of the proposition is with-

out parallel, not only in roofing, but in the whole
building industrj'.

A copy of The Barrett 20- Year Specification, with roofing diagrams, sentfree on request

Firsi.We know the materials are right because
we manufacture them.

Second, The Barrett Specification, while it

may seem complex to a layman, is straight-
forward, plain-sailing to experienced roofers.

Third, Under the guaranty plan the roof
must be constructed under our supervision
and receive our O. K. both as to materials
and workmanship.

We further know from 50 years' experience
that a Barrett Specification Roof, properly
laid, will last a good deal longer than twenty
years untliout maintoiaiice or repairs.

A Barrett Specification Roof is constructed
of five plies of Specification Felt, with a liber-

al quantity of Specification Pitch (the greatest
waterproofing material known) between each
layer.

The
Largest Manufacturers in the World of Roofing and Roofing Materials

New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston St. Louis Cleveland Cincinnati Pittsburuh

Detroit Birmingham Kansas City Minneapolis Nashville Salt Lake City SeatUe Peoria

The Paterson Mfg. Co.. Limited: Montreal Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver St. John. N. B. Halifax. N. S. Sydney
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overwhelms the structure and the waU surfaces.

J W. Bumes' residence, Pasadena. Cal.. by

MNTon Hunt and Elmer Grey, has the charm of

deiicacv and simplicity, the same being true of

the garden details of the Loring residence, by

Mvron Hunt. Mr. Hunt's Bard residence we

have alreadv conunended. The house of John W.

Proctor, San Francisco, by Wilhs Polk & Com-

pany, lacks adequate eaves and dormers. The

plate copied from The Architectural Review, Lon-

don of a design for the Thames Bridge is an

effective bird's-eye \-iew, with a simple bridge with end pylons

of the usual motive of the base to the CoUeoni statue at Venice,

not too well proportioned. The unnamed decorative paintings

shown are the masterly compo-

sitions of Puvis de Chavannes

at the Sorbonne.

December's Architectural Rec-

ord has an article upon "The

Park System of Kansas City,"

by George B. Ford, of which the

most attractive view is that of

the West Terrace. The distinct

t>-pe of Post-Colonial house with

stepped end gables, along the

Seneca Turnpike, which is

described by Edwin Bonta,

may have an historical inter-

est, but has no special merit.

"Cravardan," the residence of
, „ „ -u

John Glass, Highland Park. 111., by Meade & Hamilton,

is praised by I. T. Frary as representing a departure from the

stiffness and formality of protot>T)es. He is quite right -it is

neither stiff nor formal - and it is neither beautiful nor dignihed.

The interiors are much more attractive than

the exterior. " Xew Houses from Old Models,"

by WiUiam G. Massarene, is ingenious, as it

naively lays bare one of the methods of de-

signing. Vaudremer stated that originaUty was

the possession of books (or material) that

other men did not have. Here are attractive

buildings of the past to be used as costumes

for modem work. If they fit, well and good.

Themselves, they came from demand and

supply and good taste; adapted, unless the

demands are ver>- similar, they become arti-

ficial and exotic. Especially is this the case

where manners and climate are different from

those of the localities of the originals. For one

example onlv: Do the small grouped windows,

far apart, leaving delightful stretches of wall

in the illustrations, adequately light the mod-

em house? Is it not wiser to get utilitarian

results and then beautify them, rather than

to take beautiful results and attempt to

utilize them? Frederic Lees' article upon

the Palace of Diocletian is a resume of Mr.

Hebrard's work upon this building. It is a

III.
Fulton Street Tower

Telephone and Telegraph Building

Wm. Welles Boswoilh. Architect

(From "Ttie Western Arctiitect")

Carter H. Harrison Technical High School. Chicago,

A. f. Hussander. Architect

(Ftom "Architecture")

,. I,. V. Z. Owens. Bronxville, N. Y.

Bloodgood Tuttle, Architect

well-done restoration that expresses certain

ideas of its author with skill, and has added

something, but not much, to Robert Adam's

admirable work. The gratifying fact in regard

to the examples shown of current architecture

is that they are almost uniformly good. The

amount of good taste and careful detail that is

shown in modern work by so numerous a group

of young architects is unparalleled in any other

country.
, ,. , , ,

Architecture for December publishes the draw-

ings for the Le Brun Traveling Scholarship. The requirements

state specifically that the Pueblo Architecture should be recog-

nized in the designs. Otherwise, No. 3 is a niore artistic per-

formance than No. i. Mr. bos-

worth's Telephone and Tele-

graph Building, in New York,

tills the remainder of the num-

ber, excepting for three plates.

No complete elevation of the

building is given, so it is not

possible to see if the entasis upon

which Mr. Bosworth lays such

stress in his description is per-

ceptible in a building of this

height. The first story is firmly

and correctly Greek Doric, the

second Roman Ionic, and the

mezzanine garlands are a very

sudden transition from a tri-

glyphed frieze, and are disturbing. This is undoubtedly the

"solid base of masonry to give rigidity to the columns of which

Mr Bosworth speaks. The "little Ionic temple" over the thirty

storied wing of the building is well proportioned and interesting,

and the stepped roof is justified by the statue,

which is not the case in the stepped roofs of

the corner pavilions of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. The three final plates

are of the New York State National Bank of

Albany, built in 1803 by Philip Hooker. To

state that the introduction of a triple wmdow

in the first story and the erection of a parapet

and pooriy designed story above the roof are

"slight changes," shows but Uttle apprecia-

tion of the proportions of the original design.

The Western Architect for November is no

more interesting than usual. The designs have

the crudeness of attack and the exaggeration

of minor factors which belonged to all Amer-

ican work two decades ago,— oval windows

outside brick chimneys, cut stone walls, with

rock faces to small stones, squint dormers,

undulating eaves, segmental arches, all thrown

together in a joyous disregard of simplicity,

harmony, or textures. The Carter H.Harrison

Technical High School, Chicago, by A. F.

Hussander, alone has a studied character, but

is overloaded with cheneaux.

The Le Brun Traveling Scholarship

Competition

Prize. Austin Whittlesey
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N the home of refined taste — where the "home
spirit " and elegance are combined into one magnifi-

cent structure — there is sure to be found a " Bruns-

wick" room.

Our Architectural Department is composed of com-

petent men who have made a specialty of assisting

architects. You are free to command them at any

time. They can inform you on correct dimensions,

the nature and variety of finishes on our tables, and

of the many choice woods used in the various styles.

There are many other ways in which they can serve

you, and they will be glad to do so.

A representative from our branch nearest you,— we

have 54 in the United States and Ginada,— or from

the main office at Chicago, will bring this ser\-ice to

your office upon request and at no cost to you.

You should have one of our de luxe catalogs, "Bil-

liards—The Home Magnet," in your files for ready

reference. May we send jour copy now ? .\ note from

you will bring it. Write to-day.

The Brunswick - Balke - CoUender Co.

Dept. 440,623-63.3 S. Wabash Ave.

Chicago

NUMBER TWO OF A SERIES
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(From ""The Amefkan AichHecl") (From "The Ameikan Aichilecl") (From "The American Architect ")

Church. West Newlon, Mass.

Allen & CoOens, Architects

The Old King Garden
Little & Browne. Architects

Church, Brookline, Mass.

Ldwin J. Lewis, Jr., Architect

Good Furniture for December opens with an article on "The
Gifts of Christmas," an excellent article full of historic conver-

sation and illustrated by xiews of the walls of the Exhibition of

the National Society of Craftsmen in New York, with some deco-

rative embroideries by Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Armfield in which
the figures are bizarre and uncouth and the ornament ill-drawn.

Perhaps the color saved them. It seems an obsession amongst
so-called craftsmen to be as crude and exaggerative in their ex-

pression of their crafts as some architects are in their designs.

The metal work is much better.

The views of the Davanzati Palace,

Florence, are interesting. Mr.
Hunter's article on Cretonnes is

excellent. Mr. Thomson, in his

Article II on "Art Histor>' Re-
vealed," goes out of his way to

show European Renaissance is the

result of sex in ornament. He
could have more tritely stated the

elaboration by mentioning that

various different types of orna-

ment intermarried and produced
variant otTspring, and so on ad

infinitum. It is no new thought or

fact. His article is full of instruct-

ive surmise, examples, and illus-

trations. Mr. Harris calls his arti-

cle on Musical Instruments, No. X, "The Problem of Auto-
matic Players," and then chats delightfully of musical instruments,

and illustrates them equally delightfully. This pleasant, intimate

conversation, the causerie of Good Furniture, is one of its chief

assets, and it has many. Art in the Home is well illustrated, as

usual.

The American Architect of December 6 draws its material

from the Joint Exhibition in Boston of Architecture, Landscape

(From "The American Architect")

House of Dr. Vanderpoel A IriciiKc , Williamstown, Mass.

James Putdun, Aiciiitect

Architecture, and Allied Arts. This exhibition was of unusually

high merit, and was especially strong in the designs for country

houses, from which we select for reproduction the house and ga-

rage, at Manchester, Mass., by Bigelow & Wadsworth, and the

old King Garden, by Little & Browne. The frontispiece and one

full page of this issue are devoted to the beautiful garden at

FranJclin, Mass., adequately published in the Review for October

last. December 13 continues with views of country houses, which,

however, are not as good. December 20 gives two churches,

both of which are good, but form-

ally dry. December 27 has the

house of Dr. Vanderpoel Adriance,

at Williamstown, Mass., by James
Purdon, a dignified Georgian house

with dormers somewhat too broad;

an excellent, simple, brick house for

Professor Tozzer, at Cambridge, by
Kilham & Hopkins; a good Colonial

Second Unitarian Church, at Brook-

line, Mass., by Edwin J. Lewis,

Jr. ; and a view of the Church of

the Blessed Sacrament, Jamaica
Plain, Mass., by Charles R.

Greco, of which all but the facade

is excellent, the columns in antis

of the fagade being out of scale

with the rest of the building.

The locating of the Department of Architecture in the old

Rogers Building of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

instead of moving it across the Charles, and housing it with the

Engineering Courses in the new buildings, was a wise move.
"Rogers" provides ample space for exhibitions, lectures, and
professional gatherings, available to all the architects of Boston.

How well the building is adapted to serving professional interests

was demonstrated by the joint exhibition recently held there.

(From "The American Architect")
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House at Manchester, Mass.

Bigelow & Wadsworth. Architects

Garage for a House at Manchester, Mass.
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The Special Requirements and Planning of Golf

Club-Houses

By George C. Nimmons

THE ancient and honoiable game of golf has become an in-

stitution of such importance in this country that there are

now over a million Americans who play the game, accord-

ing to the Golfers^ Magazine.

At first golf-clubs in this country were not inclined to invest

substantial sums of money in their lands or buildings. The
customary plan was to lease the land and use the farmhouse
that usually went with it for a club-house after making the

necessary alterations. In most cases, however, it followed that

members built homes around the course, and so enhanced the

value of the property that when the club came to renew its

lease for the course, the price of the land had advanced so much
as to make the rental prohibitive for club purposes. The only
practical recourse left for the golf-club was to seek a new loca-

tion and construct a new course all over again.

Now, however, the atti-

tude toward golf and its
^

necessary equipment has en-

tirely changed. Nothing
seems to be too good for the

golfer. Land is now usually

purchased outright, so as to

make the club permanent,
and nothing will do short of

a new club-house, special!}-

planned to meet the require-

ments of each particular club.

As men and women have
come to regard golf seriously,

they have begun to attribute

to it functions that play a
vital part in the life of the

people. It is no longer to

them a silly game in which a
small white ball is knocked
about indiscriminately, but it

is the only game that seems attractive enough to induce any
considerable number of grown-up people to take time regularly

from business for recreation and outdoor play. It has been
demonstrated beyond a question of doubt that golf, properly
indulged in, prolongs life, by reason of the consequent develop-
ment and strengthening of both the physical and mental j)owers

of the player. In other words, golf has come to be looked uj)on

as a great and beneficial institution in this country, and on ac-

count of their regard for, and appreciation of, the game, the

people are now usually willing to put almost any reasonable sum
into the grounds and buildings.

Golf club-houses and the improvement of the grounds have
therefore grown in favor with the people, so that the architects
and landscape gardeners frequently have most attractive and
pleasant problems of this kincl to work out.

The laying out of the grounds has not been done only with a
view to making them correct from the professional golfer's

standpoint, but the landscape architect is consulted for the pur-

V^teoMH^H

L:-
'X

y^i
Detail View of Central Fountain on Veranda, Flossmoor Country Club, Flossmoor, III

George C. Nimmons, Architect

pose of conserving the beauty of the local landscape and for
developing new beauties in connection with each hole of the
course. In fact, land that is either beautiful, or at lea.st attract-
ive, in landscape has become an absolute essential in the estab-
lishment of a modern golf course. This is so for two verj- impor-
tant reasons: first, the best modern hazards for play arc created
by utilizing the natural irregularities and the timber and water
courses of the land, which are the very elements that make the
landscape beautiful; and secondly, part of the object of the
game is the enjoj-ment and appreciation of the beauties of the
landscape in connection with the playing of the game itself.

In some cases plaster models have been made of the difTcrcnt
holes of the course, and the landscape gardener and the i)rofes-

sional golf expert have together studied from these the Ijeauti-

lication of the grounds similar to the <\'ay in which it would be
done for a garden or park. It

has been said that the most
successful gardens are those

which have been laifl out
with a series of attractive

surprises for the obser\'er as

he goes about from one part

to the other. In laying out a
golf ground the landscape ar-

chitect can plan his effects

with even greater certainty

of delightful surprises, be-

cause the observer always
goes along certain well-de-

lincd paths and always in the

same direction and order in

following the game.
What a variety of new

problems in landscape work
the modern golf course pro-

vides! It is like preparing a

great lawn of perfect grass, a hundred acres and more in extent,

undulating and varied, with hills and valleys, streams and ponds.

woods and meadows, and a score or more of wld-shaped hazards

and pits that break the monotony of the fair ways here and
there, and add a pleasing contrast to the velvet-like surface of

the grass at the putting-greens.

Whether the practical golfer will admit it or not, the perma-

nency and increasing popularity of the game undoubtedly can

be attributed in an important degree to the effect of the beauti-

ful landscape of our courses. No golfer can conceive of the game
being played satisfactorUy on low, level, monotonous land, lack-

ing in attractive scener>'. Therefore, here is a game, a diversion, a

recreation, or whatever you may call it, which is perfectly unique

in this respect,- that it combines a sport and the appreciation

of the work of one of the arts, xiz., landscape gardening. If we
were to keep on we might easily get the game of golf elevated

to the plane of one of the Fine -Arts, if it were not for those

familiar poses and attitudes of the players which we recall as

Copyright, igiy, by The Architectural Review Company
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being so unlike the "stance"

of a regular \'enus or an

Apollo. At any rate, this side

of the game undoubtedl)- ap)-

peals to the architect, be-

cause it has to do with the

work of his co-laborer, the

landscaf)e architect.

The architect has also an

important part to play in

pro\nding the essentials for a

golf-club. Although a club

may have a good course,

beautiful landscape, proper

transportation facilities, in go-

ing to and from the city, yet it is the club-house which is the

last word that really fi.xes the character of the club. There are

certain requirements which must be met in the character and
appointments of the club-house in every community, or the club

will fail to reach the highest standard in its locality. These re-

quirements, of course, vary according to the local standards for

buildings, their conveniences, comforts, and enjoyments. How-
ever, everj- new club seems to be setting a higher standard of

building, and the development in golf club-houses is therefore

advancing rapidly.

To attempt a thorough discussion of the many features of

these club-houses would be lengthy and difficult, but there are

certain prominent features of them which may very properly be

taken up.

The essential requirements for every golf club-house are few

and comparatively simple. They are, first, a locker-room with

toilet and shower-room facilities, where members may com-
fortably change their clothes and take a shower bath after the

game; second, a place to eat; third, a place to sit and rest, which

usually includes a large room called the lounge, or living-room,

and a veranda; and last an office, with its departments, and the

li\ing-quarters for the manager and help. To these require-

ments may be [added others, such as card-rooms, a ballroom,

private dining-rooms, men's buffet and quick-lunch, near their

locker-rooms, sleeping-rooms or dormitory for members, etc.

Outside of the club-house, the caddies, professional club shop,

etc., are, of course, to be taken care of. If there are other fea-

tures in connection with the club, such as polo, cricket, tennis,

etc., then there will naturally be added special requirements to

suit these demands; but so far as golf is concerned, the first four

requirements are the necessary ones as a foundation for the club's

appointments. These principal requirements may be provided

for in one main building or in a group of buildings.

The experience which has been had with those club-houses

which were built during the early stages of the game shows con-

clusively some important defects. These defects probably came
about naturally enough, be-

cause the golf club-house at

that time was, in most cases,

an entirely new problem, with

few precedents to go by. These
defects were often none the

less important, and in some
cases had a most harmful ef-

fect in running the club-house,

particularly the defects in the

"back of the house," that had
to do with the dining-room

service. Although out of sight,

these defects were none the less

serious, as they made extra ex-

pense and added to the incon-

venience of members.
One of the most important

features about every club-

house is the locker-room.

Ever}- member uses the locker-

room more than any other

Dormitory, from Main Club-Houso, Flossmoor Country Club, Flossmoor, III

George C. Niminons, Architect

View in Loclcer-Room, Flossmoor Country Club, Flossmoor, 111.

GeorSe C. Nimmons, Architect

part of the building. In
these old buildings it was
often dark, crowded, poorly

ventilated, and inconveniently

located. The lockers were

i:)laccd together so closely as

to be almost inaccessible, and
the shower and toilet rooms
were inadequate and poorly

provided for.

The kitchen, as a rule, is

too small, and the serving of a

large crowd well and promptly
entirely impossible. Proper

space for help's quarters and
the manager is, also, not well provided for, and sometimes not
at all. Few clubs have planned their buildings well for closing

up part of the house for winter and maintaining economically

the balance of it open for winter sports and winter golf.

In other words, the greatest defects in the old buildings seem
to be in those parts which have to do with the practical running

of the club. In most cases the front of the house, the part which
the visitor sees, including the entrance, lounge or living-room,

and the dining-room, seems to have been treated so as to meet
their requirements fairly well; but the part which is behind the

scenes has often been woefully neglected. These defects are sure

to incur poor service, great difficulty in securing and keeping
proper help, and a material increase in the cost of running the

club-house, which uses up, as a rule, from three-fifths to three-

quarters of the total income of the club.

While the above comments have referred to the most notice-

able defects in the old buildings, there are many admirable
buildings which have been worked out with excellent skill, in

harmony with their locations and the requirements imposed.

One new requirement to be encountered that adds materiallj-

to the cost of these buildings is the provision for fire prevention.

So many club-houses have burned down that the insurance

authorities have been obliged to require fireproof construction

with good water-supply in order to secure any reasonable rate of

insurance at all.

To illustrate, in a way at all adequate, the progress made in

the design and construction of these club-houses would require

more space than is available. The writer, therefore, has not

undertaken to do this, but simply presents examples of three

club-houses that have fallen within his own experience for solu-

tion. These three examples, however, have been worked out in

full accord with the principles discussed in this article, and a

special effort was made to avoid repeating any of the defects or

shortcomings of the old club-houses which were considered

above. The three club-houses illustrated are as follows:

The accommodations of the Flossmoor Country Club, Floss-

moor, 111., are provided for in

two principal buildings, the

main club-house and the dor-

mitory for members; while

the other needs of the club

are taken care of — in this

case — in various other sub-

ordinate and minor buildings

for the use of the help, club

repair shop, caddies, etc.

The main club-house is

thoroughly fireproof, it being

the third building erected

by the club; both the two
previous buildings ha\Tngbeen
completely destroyed by fire.

The ground floor is occupied

by the members' locker-rooms,

the men's buffet or quick-

lunch room, and the mechan-
ical plant, etc. The entire

arrangement of the building
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was determined largely by

the men's locker-room on

this floor. It is free on

three sides, has good light

and ventilation, the lock-

ers are two feet square, ar-

ranged in alcoves with wide

aisles between. The toilets

and shower room, with ten

showers, are located con-

veniently in the center, and

there is an important space

near the entrance of the

room devoted to a valet,

with work-shop for clean-

ing and repairing clothes

and shining shoes, and also

a specially prepared clothes

dryer room for taking care

of things that get wet. The
men's quick-lunch room, or

Rathskeller, as it is called,

is furnished with a service

counter and steam table

for rapid service to the

more enthusiastic golf players, and is also provided with a bar.

The floor above, or first floor, is occupied by the entrance

lobby, office, living-room, verandas, dining-room, and kitchen.

Having a lobby between the living-room and dining-room, and

locating the ofhce and manager in it, brings the activities of the

club to the center of the building, and leaves the living-room, or

lounge, free from the dis-

turbances that would be

there if the ofhce were in

the living-room, as is often

the case. The verandas

surround the living-room

on two sides, and they are

so located as to afTord a

commanding view of the

first tee, where the players

start ofT, and the eighteenth

green, where all matches
are terminated. This ar-

rangement gives the per-

sons on the verandas a view
of two of the most inter-

esting stages of the game,
and should always be pro-

vided for, as it is a most es-

sential point in locating

the club-house.

Patio, Main Club-House, Ravisloe Country Club, Homewood, III.

Geoige C. Nimmons, Architect. From Color Sketch by Ijiwrencis Buck

Plot Plan, Ravisloe Country Club, Homewoo<t,
George C. Nimmons, Architect

The veranda at the east

is very large, and is ar-

ranged with a fountain,

(lowers, etc., in the center,

with an (>|)cning to the sky
above it. The dining space
is divided into two parts,

so that the space under
service can \>c rctluced

when the attendance Is

small.

Ihe size and equipment
of the kitchen may seem
large, but they have al-

ready been fully justified

by the exjiericnce of the

last year. While a large,

well-equipiK-d kitchen does
not interfere with the serv-

ice of a small crowd, it is

the only thing that will

permit of good and prompt
.service on holidays, when
large crowds of members
come out. and bring their

friends, to be entertained. Poor service at such times will hurt
the reputation of the club, and therefore it is wise for this reason
to provide ample working-space for the kitchen, and for the addi-

tional reason of economy at all times in operating the club.

Living-quarters for the manager and his family are located on
the second floor, together with various storer<x>ms. Sleejjing-

rooms and living-rooms for

members are provided for

in a separate dormitory

building. The construction

of the main building con-

sists of reinforced concrete

floors and columns, brick

walls, steel trusses, fire-

proof and tile roof. The
furnishings are carried out

in a simple manner by the

use of wicker furniture in a

light brown finish, gener-

ously cushioned with bright-

colored cretonne, sunfast

draperies, and rugs in har-

monious colors.

The total appropriation

by the club for all im-

provements was $io5,cxx).

and a verj- unique feature

General View from Southwest, Ravisloe Country Club. Homewood, III.

George C. Nimmons, Architect
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Tower of Main Building, Ravisloe C(>unlr\ (^ lul

George C. Nimmons. Aichitctt

been completed

of the undertaking was that

when all work was done and all

bills paid there was $2cx> left of

the original appropriation 1

The erection of the Ra\isloe

Country Club, Homewood, 111.,

is now under way, the founda-

tions being completed and the

walls partly up.

The plan of the building is en-

tirely different from the Floss-

moor Club, although the re-

quirements of the two do not

var>- materially in the main.

The Ravisloe Club is built on

the theon,- that inasmuch as a

club-house of this kind is utilized

largely in the summer time, the

adoption of the court plan, so

frequently used in southern cli-

mates, would not only be appro-

priate, but would ser\e also to

bring the principal rooms of the

building in the closest possible

touch with the growing things of country life. The main build-

ing, therefore, has been planned like the Spanish building, with

a garden, or patio, in the center, and the rooms arranged sur-

rounding this. The patio is sixty-three feet square, and will be

traversed by two walks crossing at the fountain in the center,

which will form the di\'isions of a garden tilled with flowers,

^^nes, and small foimal trees.

The living-room and dining-room are placed so that one .side

of each room overlooks the patio and the opposite one the golf

grounds. On the east, also overlooking the patio, will be the

main lobby, with offices, cloak-room, card-rooms, private dining-

rooms, etc. Over the lobby, the entire second floor is to be given

over to the women for their locker-room and all its appointments.

The little girls are

also to have their

separate miniature

locker-room on this

floor, with small

lockers and show-

ers and toilet-room

arrangements com-
plete. East of the

main part of the

club-house will be

a separate locker

building, connected

with the club-

house by a pergola,

which will enclose

a second garden,

or court, of much
larger dimensions

than that patio in

the center of the

Hoiiiewood, III.

First Floor Plan, Olympia Fields Country Club
Georfte C. Nimmons, Architect

building. In this garden will

also be a large outdoor swim-
ming-pool, connected conve-

niently with the locker-room.

The old Spanish bell-tower,

which is to form the dominating

feature of the exterior, will have
several lounging and observa-

tion rooms in the upper stories.

At the top of the tower is to be

a set of chimes, to l^e operated

by the clock. The color-effect is

to be white walls, light red trim-

mings, and a red Spanish tile

roof. Sleeping-quarters for mem-
bers are provided in separate

buildings, about five hundred
feet away from the main build-

ing-

The appropriation for the

work is $150,000.

The Olympia Fields Country
Club, Olympia, 111., is a new
organization which has recently

It is intended to be a great center for golf and
outdoor sports. It is planned to take care of a membership of

one thousand five hundred, with five courses radiating from the

center, where the club buildings are located in a tract of land

comprising six hundred and fifty acres.

Three of the golf courses are now being constructed, and work
on the first unit of the permanent buildings is to be started this

spring. The plan for the buildings contemplates the erection of

a club-house group in three units: first, the main club-house, with

its ofiices, dining-rooms, assembly room, kitchen service, etc.;

second, a locker building, containing necessary requirements for

one thousand five hundred men, and one for five hundred women;
and third, a dormitory with sleeping-rooms for the members.

The name of the

club naturally sug-

gested the Greek
Colonial style of

its architecture.

The main club-

house is shown in

the center, with the

large pediment at

its main entrance.

The other two

units are connected

with the main
building by colon-

nades. The build-

ing is located on a

bank overlooking

the water course,

giving vistas of

rolling and beauti-

ful countrv.

rfKTir^cJa

-I ^ - -r-

General I. View, Olympia Fields Country Club
George C. Nimmons, Architect
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dow and balcony in the Borgo
Xuovo; the little Spada Palace;

the little palace next the Palace
Lante; decorations, the finest of

their kind in Italy, in the Cancellia

Palace room, so appreciated by
Ingres, the French painter; poT-

trait of Bindo Altoviti, etc. His
friends in Rome were among the

most famous men of the day, and
his ability and trustworthiness are

recorded in a letter from Sebastiano

del Piombo to Michelangelo.

January- 28. 1528.

In 1 5 14 Peruzzi made a model
for the Duomo at Carpi which was
seen there in 1704 by Spaccini;

probably designed the walls of

Carpi, and also a model (15 13) for

the Church of San Xiccolo; a new
front for the "La Sagra," the

ancient cathedral, which motive
Palladio used again in Venice; the

"Rotunda." now destrojed, was
also by Peruzzi. When Cardinal
Bibbiena gave his performance of

"Calandra" for Isabella d'Este,

Peruzzi invented and designed
movable scenery and the machin- Exterior and Dome, San Eligio, Rome

Peiuzzi and Raphapl, Archilecls

ery for it. for which the modern
stage owes him a great debt.

Frizzoni states that fre.scocs in

the Palazzo dei Conservatori in

Campodoglio, formerly attributed

to others, are really Peruzzi's work,
and Vasari records Peruzzi's em-
ployment to paint a large scene for

the celebration of Giuliano's ap-
pointment as Commander of the
Papal Army. The beautiful and
widely celebrated frescoes of the
Ponzetti Chapel in Santa Maria
della Pace. Ron-e, discovered in

1893, and restored by Bartolucci,

were painted by Peruzzi. and have
been placed by eminent critics

above those of Raphael just across

the aisle. Here also he painted the
"Presentation in the Temple" for

another donor, which Annibale
Caracci praised so highly ; and in it

we see one of the first Renaissance
uses of rusticated columns, which
probably were repeated on the
Villa Santa Colomba near Siena,
where they may now be seen.

Peruzzi's "Venus from the Bath"
is now much prized in the Gallery

Detail, Cornice and Frieze of the (drnesinu I'alncc, Koniu
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of the Borghese' Palace at Rome.
After Raphael's death, on August

I, I j20. Peruzzi was appointetl ar-

chitect of St. Peters, and no archi-

tect enjoyed so long a connection

with it, inasmuch as he was for al-

ternating years in charge of its con-

struction, until his death, in i53(>.

and began his sketches with Bra-

mante before 1506. It seems cer-

tain that no one knew more about

St. Peter's, itshiston.-. construction,

and design, than Peruzzi. His plan,

founded on Bramante's, is highly

praised, not only by Serlio, but

modern critics have placed it high

among e.xamples of beautiful and
logical construction, suggesting al-

most unm.istakably what the eleva-

tion must logically be.

In 1522 Peruzzi was called to

Bologna, where the writer adn-ired.

as thousands of others have done.

his beautiful design for the restora-

tion and rebuilding of great San
Petronio. now hanging in the sac

risty — but the old building wa^
too weak to admit of the work, and
the best thing Peruzzi left in

Bologna was the doorway, and
possibly the designs, for the porch

and court at San Michele in Bosco,
Plan of the Duonio, Carpi

and the Albcrgati, Boncompagni,

and other palaces, probably com-

pleted by Serlio, although there are

many other interesting designs

which can fairly be called Peruzzi's

in Bologna. The Lambertini Pal-

ace, recently destroyed, was once

an e.xccllenl design of his. but only

the courtyard columns. Professor

Collonarini tells me. clearly

showed his hand, so much of it had
]irevious wreckers destroyed.

In Bologna, too, he jiainted for

Hcnlivogli the "Adoration of the

Main." so often copied and en-

graved, a subject which was a

favorite with him, for in England,

Spain, and Italy arc different treat-

n:ents of the their e by bis hand.

In Siena and its environs, where
he next went, may be found con-

siderable of interest relating to

Peruzzi's career. The most notable

buildings are the PoUini, the

Mocenni, and other palaces; St.

Catherine's house (court, etc.);

House No. 24 Via Baldassare

Peruzzi; the Carrrine Tower; the

beautiful city wall bastion; the

Porta Camollia and other gates,

the "Podra (podere) delle Loggie,"

just outside the city (little known)

;

t'<;ru//i 5 taijade lor "La iagra " {the Duomo), Carpi
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1 ^ T

Ik
Pe. .ise. Via Camollia, Siena

Cloisters of the Osservanza, San Mar-
line, and Carmine churches, etc.; and

numerous \-illas near by, among which

the most beautiful and famous are

Belcaro, Vicobello, Santa Colomba,
Celsa (part), and the interior of the

Saracini; while there are numerous
other smaller works which critics and
traditions assign to him, some doubt-

ful, but most of them worth study as

showing his hand or influence. Ht-

left Siena in 1535, as a dated design

shows, for he died, in 1536, in Rome.
Undoubtedly he married in Siena.

for his house is there inscribed:

Questa Casa

Fu Possedata ed Abitata

Da Baldassare Peruzzi

Pitlore ed Architetlo Senere

Palazzo Farnese, at Caprarola, now Owned by Count Caserta

Peiujji, Antonio da 5an$allo, and Vi^nola. Architects

—
-

- • - -^

1

Plan of Rocco (or Villa) de Caprarola (otherwise known as

the Palazzo Farnese), by Peruzzi

Circular Chapel at Villa Celsa

Celebre e Sventurato Ingegno

Che Per Sublime Opere

Lascia Fama Imtnorlale.

He bought this house September 16,

1528, borrowing money to pay for it

on the strength of his appointments
and salaries from the Sienese govern-
ment, which are too numerous to be
fully treated of in this brief sketch,

but he held the positions of chief ar-

chitect of the city and Duomo while

he was architect of St. Peter's, a

record unequaled by other architects

of the I^enaissance. He married,

probably about 1528-29, Lucrezia
d'Antonio del Materasso, and had
daughters Emilia and Sulpizia, and
sons Giovanni Salvestro, Simone.
Onorio or Onofrio, and Claudio.

Front Towers, Villa Celsa Villa Celsa, near Siena, Partly by Peruzzi. Restorcil \,y I' \ill< Maiinni, Siena
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Advertising in Relation to Architecture

Contributions by Llmer C Jensen, F.A.I. A., and L. C Vinson

Two fiirlher nnilribidiou.s, both strongly emphasizing the need of the profession
undertaking somk roRM of advertising in order lo provide the public with better stand-
ards in regard to arehitectural design and service, are printed below upm this pige.

Mr. Jensen gives a particularly sane and telling presentation of a practical, common-
sense point if view, that indicates a full realization of the problem at the same lime that

it is dominated by a thorough appreciation of the proper ethical standards in regard to

advertising that should be maintained by the profession. Mr. Vinson shows how.

Editor The Architectural Review, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:

I am convinced that there is a genuine necessity for more
publicity concerning architecture and the practice of architec-

ture, not for the reasons which I fear prompt some to crave for

advertising or publicit\-, namely, increasing business, but for the

benefits which should come to the pubHc as well as the architects

due to a better understanding. I fear the responsibility for this

necessity lies almost entirely with the profession. If good archi-

tecture were delivered in very frequent and both large and small

doses by architects, there would soon be no necessity to attempt
to define good architecture. The public, with all of their alleged

'depraved taste," would soon enough come to recognize and
appreciate it.

I am convinced that an almost complete reversal of present

conditions would follow the proper participation of architects, on
the physical side at least, in civic affairs. In my opinion archi-

tects have been and still are either too timid or too selfish in their

contributions to the public welfare. I am sure the communities
in which the architects have had an active part in public works
have been benefited in proportion to the services rendered, and
that Hkewise the standard of the profession has been automat-
ically raised in the same proportion. The public will soon enough
recognize architecture, when architecture recognizes it. If the

public taste is depraved, is it not largely due to the fact that

architects have not appreciated and assumed their responsibili-

ties in various directions? For instance, when architects permit

unscrupulous or dishonest speculators and builders to fix the

standards of the modest dwellings (as well as immodest flats), in

both city and country, is it at all surprising that the majority of

these buildings are not alone ugly, but utterly lacking in com-
mon essentials? Likewise, when architects surrender the plan-

ning and building of cities to those not qualified either by train-

ing or practice, are we to wonder why our cities are generally un-

attractive, as well as impractical, from many viewpoints?

While architects fail to insist on the proper regulation or con-

trol by competent Art Commissions in states or cities, of public

works of art and public structures, will our parks and cities not

continue to be depositories for disfigured quarry products?

The architects, by education and practice, are the ones best

qualified to provide the leadership in these affairs, and just so

long as they neglect this duty, just so long, in my opinion, will

be withheld the standing they feel should be theirs.

Advertising or pubHcity will do much, but actual examples of

genuinely good architecture and hearty public service on the part

of the architect will do more.

I believe the results of the efforts of the Central New York

Chapter would be good rather than harmful, although I believe

the same space occasionally devoted to announcements of the

aims of the Institute concerning the proposed AlUed Arts medals

and the Institute's proposed interest in elevating the standards

of small-house design would reach a broader field, and might well

be a scheme to be tried by various chapters. Pubhc knowledge of

efforts of this character on the part of the Institute would be a

genuine contact with the people. I believe that when the Insti-

tute reaches the point of actual accomplishment in these two

matters, the press will heartily give due recognition and pub-

licity; but faiUng in this, I would be in favor of paying for the

space necessary for such announcements.

Yours very truly,

Elmer C. Jensen, F.A.I.A.

through m effective organization of the tarioui community cUmenli conemuJ in i«<-
tertng the smaJlcr American city. It w'li >' »..././. .. .., 'tTdini txkil'- .

which could be sent from town to lo-wr. !ly cnrr tk'
country,and would undoubtedly be pr::
Such a scheme would not be at all diJUuil of carrying out, and shtmU he melt -.^orlh

while undertaking by any organization conicifnliauily reprtienlint the tarioui Ckat
ters of the profession scattered over the Unitei StjUt.

Dear Sir:

I have been much interested in the campaign vou 1

'

n
conducting in criticism of the architects for not advert i ,r

profession more. It seems to me that the architects, l.Kaily or
through the Institute, will sooner or later have to take up mme
such comprehensive scheme of public education before they will

ever get anywhere in overcoming public prejudices, and the .

petition of the cut-priced 'Arch'-i-tect" and Building Cuntr;i. ; ;

In connection with this, it is possible you may be interested
in a plan which I laid out for the .Architectural League of the
Pacific Coast a few years ago, but which, for various reasons, did
not go through. The plan I advocated was to be built around a
series of exhibitions. These exhibitions to be small in number
(they should not be over two or three hundred items at the out-
side), each devoted to one subject, principally smaller houses.
My idea was that the smaller size dwelling would be a subject

in which the greater proportion of the general iiublic is most in-

terested and could most easily understand. That, previous lo

each exhibition, a series of lectures should be given \.y the archi-

tects in the various local neighborhoijd centers, such as library

and church auditoriums. These lectures should be of the most
elementary character, but illustrated With diagrams and photo-

graphs of examples covering - in the simplest possible way —
the subjects of design, plan, and period in relation to the average
residence. This would serve to provide the general public with
the basic principles, upon which they could begin themselves to

judge, to some extent.what comprises good architecture.

These lectures should cover not only the exterior but the in-

terior of the house, as well as the setting or garden - - and they

should be continued until they would come to be recognized as

an annual event. From this, in a year or two's time, the public

interest could be lead up to the more important civic problems,

such as city planning, the relationship of public-school buildings

and churches, municipal buikhngs, etc., to public life. These

lectures could be syndicated to newspapers of the territory adja-

cent to the exhibition. Lectures during the exhibition could direct

attention to the best work shown.

Several smaller travehng exhibitions could also be formed to

be siiipped into smaller cities to any society that would arrange

to hang and exhibit them— along with lectures and lantern

slides, to be used during the exhibition.

Another feature that had been planned in connection with

this work was, for instance, where a small town in the territory

intended to build a school or library, to secure a collection of the

best buildings of the character required and loan the collection

to them. This would give them a standard from which they could

select the t>-pe of building and architect best fitted for their par-

ticular needs — instead of having to depend upon the local con-

tractor, or on an expensive junketing tour, either of which would

not supply them with the archileclural information needed.

It is 'my own experience that there are, at present, verj- few

architects or organizations ready to take up educational work on

a big scale; in fact, there are very few of them who seem at all

able to realize the problem, and to appreciate that it is one that

can be intelligently solved only by the aid of just such trained and

expert advice as they have fitted themselves to provide for the

public in another direction, but which most of them are quite

incapable of supplying in this equally sptxrial line. Hoping that

the idea developed above may be of interest to >our readers in

connection with the other letters upon the subject you have been

publishing, I am, Yours very truly, L. C. Vinson.
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THE architect often does not sufficiently realize the legal

responsibilities connected with his position as a represent-

ative of the owner. The architect's plans and specifica-

tions are the official documents upon which the entire agreement
for the work to be done in the building construction is based.

They are those documents that are accepted by both the owner
and contractor as representing the work to be executed by the

one and paid for by the other. As such, the architect has no
more right to alter the plans or the specifications, once the con-

tract has been signed, than has the owner or the contractor so

to do. Strictly speaking, they should remain inviolable and un-
alterable parts of the contract. Any changes or departures made
should be incorporated on separate sheets, or so added to the

original drawings as to be clearly distinguished from that part
that was in existence at the time the drawings were accepted or

signed by the contracting parties.

Again, regarded strictly on its legal aspects, the architect has
also no right to make any change from a material called for in

his specifications as the work goes along— or to deviate froin

his plans as first laid out — without obtaining the written con-
sent to those specific changes from the owner, and their accept-

ance as a part of the contract by the contractor. These are the
facts, despite that it is the very general custom of the architect

unthinkingly to exercise his judgment throughout the carrying
on of the building to make occasional minor variations from the
letter of the specifications, or as to details in the plans. This he
has no right to do — even though these changes are actual Ijct-

terments. of which the owner is to obtain the benefit either in

construction or design; and even though they are accepted
equally by custom and without question by the contractor—
unless they are likely to make some definite increase in the cost
of the work that he has contracted to execute for the owner!
They are. nevertheless, in essence, variations of the contract
in so far as they depart from the specifications or the original

plan, and as such legally would place the architect in a very un-
pleasant position that would lay him open to action on the part
of either the contractor or owner, provided either one should at
any time choose to consider himself thereby an aggrieved party
- - a p<^sibility that is likely to occur at any time, human nature
being what it is, and that could very possibly place the architect

in a position from which it would be impossible for him to escape

without being held accountable, provided the matter was con-

sidered from a legal point of view.

In illustration of the sort of interpretation liable to be made by
the legal mind, a judgment rendered in an important building

suburb of Boston might be advantageously recalled. The suit

was brought by a gas-fitter for extra charges in installing piping

in a commercial block of some 250 feet frontage. The specification

had required the supply to be brought in at the approximate

center of the building, and then carry separate pipes from these

meters to the numerous risers supplying the individual stores and

offices. The architect made a change, allowing the contractor to

connect his risers with four or five gas pipes already inside the

street line of the property, thus saving him many runs of hor-

izontal pipe. As a result, the owner was compelled to pay the

claim, because of the fact that a change was made in the work,

as the judge was entirely incapable of realizing that the change

had actually required a less amount of labor and material on
the part of the sub-contractor than had been called for in the

original specifications!

THE fact remains, however, that in carrying on most build-

ing construction, it is practically impossible to avoid ma-
king changes, of one kind or another; changes that often,

as has been said, benefit the owner without imposing any greater

expense upon the contractor. During the last few months, espe-

cially, it has often been impossible to obtain certain building

specialties that were easily found in the market a few months
previously, and it has therefore occasionally been necessary for

the architect to substitute other materials which he could fairly

consider as being— as nearly as possible
—"adequate equiva-

lents." Under these conditions it should be the regular practice

of the architect's office to stipulate these changes, and the rea-

sons requiring them, in writing, in a form that would at once be

sent to both the contractor and the owner, retaining a duplicate

for his own information in his office file.

As to changes from the plans, the problem immediately be-

comes more complicated, because these changes are those most
often developed in the purely esthetic handling of portions of

the work, and are generally only suggested by making the

further studies of the designs usual as a necessary preliminary

to carrying them out in the final construction and detail draw-
ings. Oftentimes these changes are such as would not be recog-

nized as changes from the original drawings by either the owner
or the contractor. So far as they entirely conform to the original

plans, it is certainly agreed that the architect should be allowed

without question to use his judgment in calling them to the atten-

tion of the contracting parties. However, it is difficult to draw
exact and definite lines in a problem of this sort. No one can be
an exact judge as to jusi when this line is reached — least of all

the architect interested in working out for his clients the best

possible solution of the complicated problem upon which they
are supposedly emj^loying him as their expert adviser. Often-

times a thing of this sort can easily grow to such proportions as

would cau.se it to be later recognized or detected by the owner;
while it is also not beyond the bounds of possibility that, if such
a change had been accepted by the contractor without ques-

tion, an overly suspicious owner might easily assume that such

a discovery would go far to indicate that the change actually

was of such a nature as in some part to depreciate to him the

value of his jjurchase, and thus become a breach of confidence

on the part of his official representative, the architect!

The position of the architect is made none the more easy be-

cause of the generally prevalent custom of basing his remunera-
tion ui)on a i)ercentage of the cost of the work,— a system that

cannot help Ijut make him the more lial)le to be misunderstood

by certain individuals with whom the action of the law of aver-

age will throw him into contact some lime during the practice of

his profession. For that reason, he should most particularly exer-

cise all due care to guard, himself against such unfortunate mis-

understandings as might arise under entirely human and pos-

sible conditions. In order to preserve his professional integrity

untouched, it is of prime importance that he exercise such due
discretion and care in this practice of his profession.
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5ome Architectural Drawings and Office Studies
by Charles Z. Klauder

Part I. Illustrating the Use of Different Delineative Mediums

IN
selecting some representa-

tive examples of the render-

ings of Mr. Charles Z. Klau-

der. one is confronted by a real

embarrassment of riches. The
examples appearing in this tirst

instalment have, however, been

chosen to fulfil two purposes:

Urst, to enable the student of

rendering to trace from the

drawings themselves the devel-

opment of a definite and suggest-

ive technic of architectural ex-

I^ression; and. secondly, to indi-

cate the variety and interest of

the methods of expression that

can be utilized by the artist,

both in regard to the different

mediums employed and also as to

the surfaces and materials upon
Portion of Dinin^-Hall Group. Princeton I ni\«t-

Charcoal Study. 1914

m-

which these mediums arc u-scd.

Perhaps no belter introduc-

tion could be supplied than a

paragraph from Mr. Klauder's
letter in resjwnse to the request

for this material. He writes: ".As

I view them. I fear I cannot dis-

iussociate from my mind the sub-

jects as bits of architecture;

whereas your estimate of them
as I take it, will be as rendering.

Vou will note that the sketch

which I regard as absolutely the

best of the lot is the one of the in-

terior of Burgos; and that where
the sketches are freer, generally

speaking, they are more inter-

esting to me. But it must alway>

be remembered that when an ar-

chitect is making renderings. h<

m

Fig. 2. Interior of Burgos Cathedral. From Water-Color, 1895 Fig. 3. Rear Entrance, Independence Hall. From Pencil Sketch, 1897

Copyright, IQ17, by Tin- Anliilecttiral Revicu^ Company
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Fig. 4. Upper-Class Club-House at Princeton. Water-Color Drawing, 1908

has continually to

bear in mind the

fact that they are

to be shown to

clients, who care to

see details carefully

indicated. Let nre

reiterate that the

latter t>-pe of

sketch is not the

one that I am tht

more interested in.

but the former."

To further fully

understand thest-

drawings, it should

be said that some
of them arc the

actual studies for a

satisfactory expres-

sion of an arctutec-
Fig. 5. Stock Pavilion, State Collciji-. \\ ater-Color on Window-Shade Material, 1913

irrrr

.irrrr t m ^ mrr?* J rrrr Ir 4

Fig. 6. Gymnasium, University of Pennsylvania. Pencil Sketch, 1902

tural idea before it

had been trans-

lated into working-

drawing form, -

while, in more than

one instance, this

sketch has eventu-

ally become an
"office study"
from which to

"project back" the

elevation of the

Iniikling. as was
actually done, for

instance, from this

l)erspective of the

gymnasium for the

University of Penn-

sylvania (Fig 6).

In regard to

the mediums em-
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Fig. 7. Dormitories at Cornell, Now Built. Water-Color, 1912

^" ^ • ^1 ^ '^

Fig. 8. Dormitoiies for Delaware College, Newark. N. J. Lithograph. 1916
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ployed, thesketch of Bur-

gos Cathedral (Fig. 2)

considered by Mr. Klau-

der as particularly ex-

pressive of his point of

\iew— is a water-color,

the earliest in date of ex-

ecution of the drawing?

here shown. Along with

the Independence Hall

pencil study, it is the

only sketch of other than

an architectural prob-

lem designed in the

office of Day & Klauder.

This latter drawing is

also the next oldest, in

point of time, of all the

reproductions shown.

On the same page is

printed a preliminary

charcoal study, under-

taken to work out an ar-

chitectural idea (Fig. i)

—

later used in the dining-

halls at Princeton. An-
other older drawing (Fig.

4) for a Princeton upper-

class club-house shows a

f)erspective. first drawn
in pencil or crayon, and
finally completed by
quickly laid on water-

color tints— undoubt-
edly, if understandingly

employed, one of the

most effective means of

expressing a design in a

form to cause its readv
ig. 9. Proposed Church, Wilmington. Pencil 5ketch, 1913

realization by the client.

The drawing of the

Cornell dormitories (Fig.

7) showsasimilar, though
more elaborate, treat-

ment; while- the inter-

esting study for the

State Stock Pavilion

(Fig. s)—drawn on win-

dow-shade material !
— is

a still simpler expression,

which the building's

simplicity of design and
material made it pos-

sible to reduce to almost
the directness of a

"poster" subject. The
Delaware College dor-

mitory drawing belongs

to the latest group of

Mr. Klauder's work, be-

ing the first reproduc-

tion from a lithograph, a

process which this de-

signer has come recently

to employ. Only a brief

reference is required to

the two interesting stud-

ies (Figs. 9, 10), both for

churches, made in pencil,

and only a year apart.

These drawings show the

pencil carried to its ulti-

mate limit for this kind
of sketch, and also illus-

trate the transition from
pencil to lithographic

crayon, which Mr.
Klauder now employs.

Fig. 10. E-piphany Church, Philadelphia. Pencil Drawing, 1914
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"Roman" Brick and Their Use

With 5ome Consideration of "Texture" and "Pattern"

in Brickwork

IT
is natural that, with the recrudescence of interest in the

real craftsmanship of brick employment, we are beginning

to realize and take advantage of the opportunities for tex-

tural treatment natural and latent to the architectural employ-

ment of the brick unit. We are apparently again just beginning

to develop a feeling for those treatments of brick that are most
capable of bringing out its true qualities of surface texture;

those qualities that we are, in turn, also beginning to realize

were those most continually and effectually brought out by the

old and historic employments of this same material.

W^e have ample evidence that these qualities were recognized

and availed of in old brickwork of all times. We find evidences

of that fact in the early remains left by Roman builders, although

it is of course impossible to base any definite judgment [upon

the joint treatment the most important element in obtaining

variety and interest in brickwork — from such examples as are

now existing, both because of the depreciation of these joint

surfaces from the wear and tear of the elements, and because of

the changes in their structure and aspect that have resulted

from their experiences at the hands of man.
We also know that in Roman wqrk many of these walls were

built in the first place with an intentionally rough surface, in

order that their finish treatment with smooth plaster, as at

Pompeii, or by slabs or applied marble, as in the late Roman
and Byzantine fashions, could be more easily effected. Yet we
can, on the other hand, the more naturally expect from these

Roman builders an appreciation of the beauty of surface texture,

because they could not but have developed such an appreciation

through their constant use of materials approximating our

present-day cement concretes for so much of their building con-

struction. Such textural efltects as appear — perhaps acci-

dentally — in the photograph of the Fornoc Mulini, at Pompeii
(Fig. lo), occur even more definitely in the rough surfaces of
the cement portions of the wall than in those portions where the
brick surfaces seem to have been given a more expert or finished
handling.

The admixture of stone— or "tufa"— exposed in the layers
between the double rows of brick faces showing in a jxirtion of

this same wall construction, thus early hints at possible surface

treatments that were in later days developed so extensively in

France, and even in the southeastern portions of England,
where, by alternating courses of flint and brickwork, very similar,

and equally characteristic, patterns were obtained. Still another
portion of this same picture shows another supposedly " mo<lern

"

treatment, in the employment of brick at the corner angles, then

blending off into the rougher field of the wall of cement, filled

with random stonework, which closely approximates similar

treatments of window-jambs and quoins to finish a wall of cement
or rough stone, sometimes roughly surfaced or plastered up
with mortar,— used to such great advantage in some modern
English and American dwelling architecture.

Entirely accidental as the development of the present shape
of the so-called "Roman" brick may have been, it is neverthe-

less a shape that has distinct architectural possibilities possi-

bilities that are capable of being still further emphasized in

handling. It is, for instance, especially adapted to obtaining cer-

tain horizontal effects, appropriate to certain types of architec-

tural design,— effects that have been well utilized, though

perhaps at the expense of some falsification of ethics, by some

exponents of our "Chicago school," where, by concealing the

short upright and emphasizing the long horizontal joints. Mr.

Wright and other designers ^have sometimes given a whole

Fi$. 7. Detail ol Ancient Brickwork. A.D. 80. Baths of Titus, Rome Pig. S. Uelail ot Ancient Dnckwork, A.D. 80. Baths ol liiu^. i\ume
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course of brick the appear-

ance of being composed of a

single long unbroken layer of

clay.

In a similar way the bricks

have sometimes been used

with occasional carefully con-

cealed upright joints, so as to

obtain the effects shown in

Figs. 15, 17. and 20, where,

by laj-ing the upright joint

close and using a mortar care-

fully colored to match the

brick, two bricks are made to

appear as one. when, by cor-

re^x)ndingly emphasizing the

other joints, a certain effect

has been secured that at once

increases the '"scale" of the

building unit and at the same
time somewhat increases its

" horizontality " of effect. Ex-

actly this treatment was util-

ized by Mr. John Russell

Pope in his alteration of the

residence of Mr. McLean, at

Washington, D. C, where,

taken in conjunction with the

adopted color-scheme of burnt

brown tones, and the empha- Fig. 9. Detail of Wranda, James A
Carrert' & Ha:

Blair

stings.

House (r

Architects

M)S), Oyster Bay. L. I.

sis added to the very wide

joint by the still larger spaces

of cement disclosed in frieze

and chimney panels (Fig. 14),

one of the most successful

and characteristic insular uses

of brickwork along revived

antique or niedieval lines in

tliis country is available for

study by our architectural

designers. These bricks were

8f by 35 by i| inches, laid in

double stretchers Flemish
liond. with a i|-inch rough

gray joint. A very similar

employment of the long Ro-
man brick unit (18 by 6 by 2

inches) is found in Carrere &
Hastings' Blair House (Fig.

9), at Oyster Bay, L. I.; only

developing, in this case, a
quite different color-scheme—
using the full range of the

red matt group — and a dif-

ferent handling of the bond,
with a rough light gray joint

one inch wide. In both in-

stances, however, the joint

was from one half to two
thirds the width of the brick,

Pig. I'J. vJ.. ...ick or Koiiiiin file Wall, Fornoe Mulini (Old Bakeshop', i 'ompeii

v^^r^
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and it is through the

effect of "pattern"

obtained by the

use of the joi)il -

rather tlnin by the

use of the brick itself I

that tlie character-

istic aspect of the

whole wall is ob-

tained.

As long ago as

1888, McKim, Mead
& White indicated

their appreciation of

this latent character

in their material in

the court-yard of the

Boston Public Li-

brary by the use of a

Roman shaped brick

of brown and tan

tones, laid in an un-

usually characteristic

old-Italian fashion. The brick were apparently 12 by 34 by 1

5

inches in size, laid in four courses of stretchers with rows of

pseudo-headers occurring every fifth course (Fig. 18). The joint

is a clear gray mortar, mixed with medium-size washed gravel,

and the horizontal joints vary from | to i inches wide, the per-

pendicular joints i to ^ inch wide. The liorizontal jomts are

divided by a line incised by a rounded quarter-inch iron tool.

The variation in the length of the faces exposed should be stud-

ied - the "header

courses" show some
faces as long as 5}

inches, the stretcher

courses some bricks

as short as 8f inches,

as may l>e tested by
applying a {-inch

scale rule (where

ever>' } inch equals 4
inches) to the cut

(Fig. 18). The varia-

tion and range of

color are also well

shown in this repro-

duction.

Although this ex-

ample passed un-

heeded in its day, it is

now possible to real-

ize how effectively

beautiful it is, and

also to appreciate

something of the line feeling for craftsmanship of material, and

the gamut of architectural effectiveness to be ranged through

the use of burnt clay units along inherent and properly direct

and logical lines, that enabled this firm to emjjloy Roman brick

in this antique fashion and with a joint of this extreme texture

and width, at that comparatively "early" date.

That the Romans themselves appreciated this mosaic princi-

ple in using these beautiful surfaces of burned clay is evident

Fig. I 1 . Detail ot Pattern in Brickwork, San Stefano, Bologna. 1 1 fh Centura

The textuie of the brkk faces and the joint treatment are better shown in F(8. 1 3 below

Fig. 12. Detail of Brick Pattern. San Stefano, Bologna Fig. 13. Detail of Brick Pattern. San Stefano, Bologna
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from the two detail

views of the brick

wall from the Baths
of Titus. Here ap-

pears, on the one

hand, in Fig. 8. the

material-texture as it

shows in the two

arched rows; and, in

the other picture, is

given an even better

opportunity to realize

how. between the ir-

regular lengths of the

clay units and the

apparent lack of any
delinite mechanical

standard of bond, a

peculiarly attract-

ive method of hand-

ling the brickwork re-

sulted. The upper

right-hand portion of

Fig. 7 clearly illus-

trates this point. The
bond is always defi-

nitely maintaine<l —
at least, so far as it

is necessary-, for con-

struction purposes, to

break up the overlay

of upright joints.

They occur over each

other with rare and
unexpected exacti-

tude in alternate or

third courses, as

would almost invari-

ably be the case in

modem bond stand-

ards of workmanship.

On the other hand.

a very interesting

play of irregularity

over the location of

these upright joints

and clay units is ob-

tained fa sort of rag-

time, or syncopation,

as it were!) which

goes far to explain

,j,^j^_^.

,-fUUHii-
Fi§. 14. John K. McLean Residence (1907),

John Russell Pope, Architect

8!" X I i" X 3!" brick, laid in "double stretcher " Flemish bond, with a I i" rouSh gray joint
Red matt brick, mixed medium and dark, are used throughout

the charm of much medieval and old Italian brickwork, as seen

to-day in the buildings of old Italy. The use of any recognizable

header, or "header course"— at least, of the modern propor-

tions — seldom occurs. The bond appears to be obtained by
using units of different lengths, or else by clipping the tile faces

so as to fill in between a more regularly laid out course, as "clo-

sures" when finishing off each section of the wall's height. So,

also, the perpendicular joint rarely, if ever, appears over the

cenUr of a brick face. It more frequently occurs a quarter or an

eighth of the distance from one end— or whatever apparently

happened to be the easiest way of irregularly, yet efiiciently,

breaking up the bond uniformity of joint pattern.

In general, the brick joints in medieval Italian brickwork are

always broken sufficiently to obtain the requisite strength —
without any attempt being made at mechanical exactitude or

perfection and balance in maintaining any truly perpendicular

line. And here we know that the brick were structurally used, and
not— as they so often were employed by the Romans — as a

mere retaining form, or permanent "facing," for a concrete or

rubble wall.

It is also instructive to contrast the treatment of the arch on
the Blair House veranda fFig. 9) with the old Pompeian arch

shown in Fig. 10. No
attempt has been

made in the Blair

House to alter the

l:)rick unit to help in

filling out the splay

of the arch, but all

tlic dilTerence occur-

ring in the wider radius

has been overcome in

the joint by increasing

its thickness at the

end of the brick fur-

ther from the arch

reveal (and crowding

or condensing the

joint in the reveal

itself). The result is

not wholly satisfac-

tory or happy, even
to a casual glance.

On the other hand,

the arch at Pompeii
(Fig. 7) shows where
approximately every

other brick has been
ground down on both
its abutting faces in

order to level its sur-

faces to a point where
they will very nearly

accord with the actual

line of the arch ra-

dius. In obtaining

this result, certain in-

teresting inequalities

in the bricks l/iem-

selves have resulted;

but the joint in the

arch is in size con-

siderably nearer to

that used in the wall

courses. If it comes
to a rr atter of weight-

carrjing or thrust-

trarsrrission, there

are also obvious struc-

tural advantages to

be obtained over the

modern example from

this more closely knit

and more structurally perfect method of employing the material.

No consideration of pattern in l^rickwork could be definitive

without reference to the great profusion of medieval examples
of brick patterning shown in the walls of San Stefano at Bologna
(eleventh century). With the exception of some of the richer

examples of French patternwork (where greater emphasis has
almost universally been placed upon perfected regularity in the
pattern), hardly any other examples of this type of design are

as informing and suggestive to the architect. There here appears
not only a profusion of pattern, and pattern obtained, too, with-
out any too definite regularity in its application; for the circles

do not always balance — nor do the triangles, or diamonds, or

the squares. Even though they may be placed side by side, one
is oftentimes larger than another. The scale of these patterns
also always remains thoroughly harmonious with the scale of

the brickwork and of the architectural quality of the design. It

was to such sources of inspiration as these that the designers of

the Pennsylvania Museum went for the mosaic patterns they
evolved with such reckless prodigality in the earlier portions of

that beautiful brick group. Indeed, hardly any other examjile of

brickwork in America equals this structure in its artistic feeling

for beauty of design, color, and material in the utilization of

Washington, D. C.
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mosaic i)attern,

employing not only

l)rick of many dif-

ferent colors, land-

ed with ccn ent.l lit

also marble, tile,

glass, slate, and
other ecjually ]'er-

manent iralerials.

incorporated into

])atterns and de-

signs that are

themselves nearly

as satisf\ing and
beautiful as any
of earlier or more
historic precedent.

The brickwork

of the Pennsyl-

vania Museum of

Arts and Sciences

(Fig. 17) also gains

materially from

two or three further accidental causes. First, mention should

be given to the many brown and black bench marks, or fire

flashed sections, shown cutting perpendicularly across the red

brick faces as they are laid into the wall. 'J'hese cross bands of

color are quite evident in the reproduction. Second, there is the

variation in the color of the brick headers, which are generally

brown in tone, and many of which are brightly and highly glazed

with a dark florescence; and, finally, there is the intentional and
emphasized difference between the width of the horizontal and
upright joints. These bricks are the ordinary make of local

red material commonly found on the market in the vicinity of

Philadelphia, but not obtainable elsewhere, except at consider-

ably greater expense. The brick are somewhat larger than the

hard burnt water-struck "brick of New Hampshire, running about

81 by 4 by 2| inches in size; while the horizontal joint — very-

rough and imperfectly "flushed"— varies from 5 inch to ij

Fig. 15. Detail of Brickwork, John R. McLean Residence (1907), Washington, D. C
John Russell Pope. Architect

- inches, and the per-

|>endicular joints

from i to t inches

wide. The mor-
tar is of a very

rough texture, ob-
tained from a
coarse concrete car-

rying many cleanly

waslicd and very
brilliantly colored

yellow fjcbbles;

while no inconsid-

erable part of the
present beauty of

the whole has re-

sulted from the de-

posit of mu h dirt

and soot upon the

brick wall surface

from engines pass-

ing over the many
adjoining railroad-

tracks — as has been prominently brought out by the addition of
the new portion, where the difference of aspect where the old
work ended and the new work began is thus unexpectedly made
clear.

Of course, the variety of "pattern" available to brickwork
may be considerably increased by introducing courses or groups
of brick with the broader face exposed - - or by the use of tile,

as appears in Figs. 9 and 11. In the Blair House, at Oyster Hay
(built 1908), the full range of color in red matt bricks was
utiHzed, using the larger sized Roman shape brick, 18 by 6
by 2 inches, laid with a rough light gray joint of about i inch
width.

The court-yard of the Boston Public Library utilizes a 12 by
4 by 1 2 inch Roman brick, made of a yellow-red clay of a great

color range, containing many "iron spots" and other impuritiL>s;

but a predominatin_'•" brown in tone. The wide and closely

iiiuuiitiiiiifrii
Fig. 16. Detail of Brickwork, Russell 5a§e Hall UW81. Northfield 3eminar>, Northtield, Mass.

Delano &: Aldiich, Architects
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grained gray joint is

here horizontally em-
phasized by a tool in-

cision drawn along

its center, as clearly

appears in the detail

photograph, Fig. i8.

The exact treatment

of the brick used in

veneering the McLean
House is shown in

¥ig. 15. These

l)rick were 8| inches

long by 35 inches and

1 1 inches thick. They
were laid in a rough

gray joint which

averaged about
1

J

inches wide, and again

the false Rorr an

brick was simulated

by "doubling" the

stretchers, or laying

two together, end to

end, and coloring and
laying the intermedi-

ate joint as close as

was possible. M ixed

medium and dark

tones of red matt
brick were here em-
ployed; while the

joint itself was so em-
phasized in the de-

sign — both in color

and width — as to

suggest that the brick

units were actually

inset into a real ce-

ment wall.

Figure 16 shows a

detail of the brick-

work in the Russell

Sage Hall, at North-

field, built by Delano
& Aldrich in igo8.

The bricks here vary

in color from red to

blue, while again the

thin ("real ") Roman
warped brick, 18 by
6 by 1 5 inches, are

employed, with a gray

jointing that runs to

rather more than ij

inches thick and with

a roughly cut "flush"

face. The effect of the

fireflashing across the

face of these bricks

should be noted as

also important in

giving the effect.

Finally, the three

contrasted samples of

brick uses shown on

this page have each

their particular ex-

perimental value.

Fig. 19 is laid with a

roughly made matt
brick of real old

Roman shape, 18 by

Fig. 19. Lxperimental Panel (Fiske & Co.) (1900)
UsinS Real Old Roman Shape, 1 8 x 6 x I ! inches

Fig. 20. Experimental Panel (Fiske & Co.) (1908/

Usins Indian Tapestry Brick. 8i x 3! x I ! inches

Fig. 21. Lxperimental Brick Panel ^Fiske 6c Co.) U908)
Usinfi a Rough Surface Biick, 9x2x35 inches

6 -by I J inches, that

is (Kcasionaliy much
warped by the burn-
ing. The color runs
the entire range of

the red-clay group,

and the brick arc

laid with a rough gray
joint I inch wide and
cut flush with the

face of the brick. Fig,

20 shows the full

range of color of

the red matt brick

groujis of the size of

^« hy 3i by 1 1 inches.

These bricks were
then laid in "double
stretcher" form, with

a concealed upright

joint in a fake Flem-
ish (or "double
Flemish") l)ond, and
a cream white mortar
joint I J inches wide,

with a rough cut sur-

face. F'ig, 21 was
laid up with gray and
light brown headers

and stretchers, with

dark brown headers

added. The brick are

rough cut, 9 by 3} by 2

inches in size, with a

rough white horizon-

tal joint ! inch wide

and alternate upright

joints 1 5 inches wide.

It should be noticed

that the stretchers in

this wall are again

somewhat groupe<l by
narrowing the up-

right joint coming im-

mediately under the

headers, and corre-

spondingly increasing

the upright joints on

each side of the head-

ers. This photograph

also indicates how a

flattened diamond-

shape pattern can be

introduced into this

wall face by using

two dark stretchers

with dark headers

above and below con-

sistently over the

whole wall surface,

and this %\-ithout in

any way modifying

the form or repetition

of the bonding as it is

expressed in the ar-

rangement of joints.

Thus the insertion of

a diaper pattern in

a brick wall surface

can always be done in

this way without in-

terference with the

scheme of the bond.
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TO those interested in tracing the progress of public taste

or artistic appreciation in America, definite encourage-

ment is to be found from the fact — becoming more defi-

nitely apparent every year — that the element of simplicity is

coining more and more to mould and direct the expression of our

architecture. Not only are we beginning to realize that it is

architecture of the simplest tj-pe that best holds its own in the

march of time, but inversely we have begun also to find that

those parts of buildings that least interest us are details of orna-

mentation which we now regard as either too profuse, over-

bold in development, or— even more frequently — as being

entirely unnecessary to the best expression of the architectural

scheme. Not only have we come to realize that this is frequently

true of indi\'idual bits of ornament, but we have also begun to

definitely accept it as a fact that, when using such material as

brick for a house or building, for instance, it is most unnecessary

to introduce other materials— such as stone; and least of all

wood, as a cheaper substitute for stone! — merely for the pur-

pose of recei\-ing decorative ornamental carving or moulding

treatment. It is safe to say that most brick designs based upon
classical precedents, where such a motive has governed the in-

troduction of other materials and elements into the design,

could invariably be much improved merely by eliminating all

this extraneous material and substituting the simplest uses of

the brick material instead! The unconscious process of this self-

educational development has been slow and lagging; so slow

that it still remains the unusual rather than the usual thing to

find appreciation for those extremely simple but direct structures

of the late and post-Georgian periods that persist in English

Domestic architecture during the period that our builders in this

country had fallen completely under the influence of the neo-

Greek revival. Probably we will in America 1 efore long begin to

appreciate those few existing instances of post-Colonial archi-

tecture that are the contemporaries, in this country, of this tj-pc

of design in England -- with the exception that, where the

English building of this period almost invariably took brick forms
of expression, wood persisted as the principal building material

in the Americas. A few years ago no one could have been found
sufficiently presumptuous to state that buildings of this type
possessed any architectural style or beauty of their own. They
were regarded as inconspicuous and retiring examples of com-
monplace architecture and design that, somehow, occasionally

"happened" in between the more pretentious and grandiose struc-

tures reproducing Greek Doric temple facades, Erechtheum door-

ways, and Ionian porches, with what we are now beginning to

suspect was perhaps somewhat too httle rhyme or reason —
even when the designer had been so considerate as to study their

originals with full appreciation for the delicate proportions and

inherent architectural beauties of the models they were endeavor-

ing to reproduce in another material, country, and clime.

TT is perhaps something of this same tendency that is to be

I
held responsible for the stcad\- development of interest in crafts-

1 manship, and for the appreciation of qualities inherent in mate-

rials; upon which all true craftsmanship in modern design is

now acknowledged to be based. How many designers or draughts-

men two generations ago devoted any of their time or thought

to the frank consideration of the qualities natural to different

building materials and the j)roper technic of their building

expression? At that time,— and for a number of yeais before,

—

while architects had been grounding themselves in a better

knowledge of historic architectural ornament and motif, they had

not yet begun to have the first glimmerings of the necessity of

adapting the conclusions thus learned before making use of these

historic forms in the different conditions and for the entirely dif-

ferent purposes for which they were now required.

At that time wood was being used broadcast, in the closest

possible imitation of stone forms and prototypes, with very

rarely any attempt being made to reduce the scale of parts or

the ornamentation to one appropriate to the different material

in which it was then being executed. At that time individual

bricks were being laid up into walls with the smoothest possible

surface and the smallest possible joint, in the evident desire to

make the resulting building appear as much as possible like an

unbroken soUd cube of polished and mechanically even clay.

Plaster Vas being overlaid on various kinds of foundations,

and then marked off and jointed in imitation of stone. Iron

was being cast into designs and shapes that were essentially

imitations of hand-wrought and hammered metal; and Httle, if

any, thought was given to appropriateness of material to design,

and the current methods of manufacture, or working that material

into the arbitrary shapes and forms chosen for its final expression!

In short, the whole outlook of structure and craftsmanship was
still a blank wall to most architectural practitioners. We are

therefore now all the more fortunate in being able to regard the

great change that has taken place since that time; and these

paragraphs are given to emjihasizing and directing our own
attention toward this change in outlook — if only so as to draw
the regard of other individuals to this fact, and cause its realiza-

tion to become more conscious and definite in the minds of most

of our readers.

It is both enlightening and instructive thus to find that we
are to-day coming to a point where we desire to employ brick-

work in those very ways and fashions that are most reminiscent

of, and most closely based upon, old precedents. That we are

discovering these methods and this technic all anew is quite be-

side the question. That, other than in the case of a few leaders,

we have hardly before realized either the opportunity or the

need for sufficiently considering the inherent qualities in these

commonly used materials for us to obtain the needed freshness

in outlook necessary to perceive these opportunities, is in itself

perhaps the most informing element in the whole situation!

That— once realizing these possibilities — we are beginning all

over again to arrive at the same conclusions as were found by
workmen and artisans hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of

years ago, is merely the proof that those conclusions were, in

themselves, both natural and inevitable. This new point of view

may mean, however, that we are perhaps at the beginnings of a

new and more acute comprehension of a craft spirit, that ma>'

perhaps later result in a freshness of outlook upon the whole

problem of architectural craftsmanship and design that maN', in

its turn, mean our eventually obtaining a point of view in design

from which we can depart with a real directness in the use of

materials that can alone bring about the logical renascence of

our architecture in a way which might, eventually, result in our

discovery of the long awaited "modern style" that would come
to be accepted as appropriate to conditions as they exist in this

day and time in North America

!
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Gidea Park
A Typical English "Garden City" Development

By Frank Chouteau Brown

THE principal garden suljurbs of

London are to be found at Hamp-
stead,— near Hampstead Heath,

— four to four and a half miles from
Charing Cross; at Ealing, eight miles

distant from the same terminal; at

Squirrels' Heath and Gidea Park, thirteen

and one half miles from Liverpool Street

Station; at Nast Hyde, nineteen miles

from King's Cross; the new Garden Vil-

lage of Knebworlh, twenty-live miles

from the same station; at Eshcr, four-

teen and one half miles from Waterloo;

and at Northwood and Ruislip, lifteen

miles by railroad from Charing Cross.

All these garden suburbs

are distinguished from other

suburban real-estate develop-

ments because of the fact that

they are being built up along

defmitc and carefully thought

out lines, and are not being

allowed to grow up haphazard.

They are arranged to be eas\-

of access for their inhabitants,

and comfortable and pleasant

places in which to live,— and
this is intended to be their

distinguishing characteristic

!

No attemi)t has been made
in their layout to imitate the

streets or the appearance of a

city, and they are rot to be
permitted to grow up filled

with close-set houses com-
prised of mere inert masses
of brick and mortar. In

direct contrast to this, in

fact, they are intentionally so

planned as to be retained as

perpetual suburbs,— with
only a certain number of

houses permitted to the acre,

with plenty of trees, large

open spaces, and many restful

green fields,—always to rep-

resent rather the village type
of human habitation, of which
England provides so many
charming and historic ex-

amples.

The houses built in these

garden suburbs art further to

Fi§. I. Garden Front, House Costing f500 (First Prize)

Geoffry Lucas, Architect

Houses in Reed Pond Waljt

Baillie ScotI, Arcliitecl

Second Floor Plans of Cottages

Classes I and II

First Floor Plans of Cottages, Reed Pond Walk

M. H. Baillie Scott. Architect

be so carefully grouped and arranged as
not to allow any one of them to spoil a
neighbor's view or depreciate the value
of a neighbor's property. That this

projjer grouping of dwelling-houses adds
a distinct charm has been well illus-

trated at Hampstead just as it is now
again being proved at Gidea Park —
and in the latter, especially, because of

the very fact that the greater majority
of the dwellings are single houses and
small in size, and therefore more inge-

nuity and skill have been required to

make them seem simply attractive as well

as ample in scale.

The principal characteristic

of Gidea Park, the new dwell-

ing suburb now growing up
at Romford in Essex, is that

it represents one of the most
ambitious developments ever

attempted in town planning

along mcxlerate lines — while

it is also fortunate in possess-

ing the most attractive site

available within a half hour's

ride of London. Gidea Park

has been a private estate for

more than five centuries, and

is now a peculiarly beautiful

tract of unspoiled countrj-

that is full of the most inter-

esting features. There is,

first, the historic old mansion

house of Gidea Hall, with its

old gardens, orangery, and

cloisters, and a most un-

usually picturesque range of

stables and out-buildings.

The spacious grounds sur-

rounding it have also been

improved — century after

century — with fish-ponds

and artificial lakes, alleys of

lime and orange trees, long

ranges of mellowed brick

wall, coppices of thickly

planted underbrush, with fine

straight avenues of oak and

beach trees and great stretches

of timbered park land. Of

the five hundred acres that are

available, the eighteen-hole

Copyright, igiy, by The Anhikctural Review Company
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golf links extending

across the ven- mid-
dle of the new sub-
urb will remain as the

largest portion of the

'Ihr collages
submiiud in the

Cidea Park
Competition
were grouped in
two classes:
Class I indicat-
ing those to cost
^500 ($2,500)
apiece;Class II,
those to cost

;C,n5 ($1,750)
apiece.

Fig. 6. Cottage in Reed Pond Walk, Class I

Herbert A. Welch. Architect

Rg. 4. First Prize Scheme for Layout
of Gidea Park Garden Suburt)

W.C. Gibson and Reginald Dann. AichHecIs

o n e

hun-
dred

.^ acres
j^ - -^ ^=^

" "which
IL— -^5>>

^

have
been set

aside in

the plan

for per-

manent open and recreation space.

Other portions include the gardens and
lawns around Gidea Hall, which is itself

being retained as a dominating element
in the new arrangement— while each
new road has been so planned as not
only to follow the ancient avenues, but
to have as its terminus some piece of

striking architectural or natural beauty.
Gidea Hall itself is supposed to stand

near the spot where stood the Roman
town of Durolitum. The present build-
ing supplants a still earlier castle, built

Rft. 5. Cottage in Meadway, Class II

Uooel f. Crane, ArchHecl
Fig. 7. Plan o( First Development (Housing Lxhibition) at Gidea Park

Michael Bunnov and C. C. Making Architects
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Fig. 9. Cottages in Heath Drive (Not for Competition)
Michael Bunney and C. C. Makins, Architects

in 1465, during the reign of Edward the Fourth, "of stone and
chalk, turreted, moated, and embattled." This old structure
was pulled down two centuries ago by Sir John Eyles, who built

the present impressive manor houses of brick in its place.

The first cottages to be constructed were built in the south-

Fig. 10. Interior of Furnished Collage al Oidea Park

west section, nearest the new railroad station, and more or less
grouped around the end of the Romford Golf Course and the
beautiful grounds of Gidea Hall. This secUon is nearest both to

Ronriford V^illage and the station at
Squirrels' Heath, and was consequently
most suitable for the purposes of the
Housing Exhibition — with which the
suburb was first opened to the public.

Gidea Park was laid out and opened
to public purchase in July, 1910. In the
autumn of that year more than one
hundred firms of architects and builder^
erected houses in the section between
the new station and the old Hall, a
"Garden City Exhibition" was held, and
most of the houses — and, in some cases,

even their furnishings — were sold, along
with many acres of unimproved land, to

those seeking new homes near the city.

Fig. 8. Plan of First Development (Housing Lxhibition) at Gidea Park

Michael Bunnev and C. C. Makins, Architects

Fig. H. Collage in Meadway. Class II

Arthui H. Mooie. Aictiitect
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Hrst TUxx Plan. Cottage in

Heath Drive

This new London garden

suburb is situated about one
mile east of the town of Rom-
ford, the land being partly

bordered along one side by
the old Roman road, now
called " Hare Street," the ex-

istence of which was one of

the reasons for Romford be-

coming a great coaching cen-

ter during the eighteenth cen-

txiry. Although Squirrels'

Heath Station, located imme-
diately to the south of Gidea
Hall, would be the most con-

venient entrance to the sub-

urb, and the exhibition, the

most interesting approach
would be along the old Roman
road leading from the market
town of Romford, when, im-

mediately after passing the

boundaries of Raphael Park,

an attractive elm-shaded lane

leads, on the right, to the sta-

tion, and on the left towards
Gidea Hall, the intersection of

the roads being marked by a

dozen or more of quaint cot-

tages and countrj- inns com-
prising the old hamlet of Hare
Street, shown in one of the sketches

so cleverly inset into Mr. Charles
Wade's interestingly rendered plan.

When the Gidea Park exhibition

was opened, it consisted of one

m
rJjBtDRCBM? KDOOOM '

I

Fig. 12. Cottage in Heath Drive, Class I

G. L. Pepler and E.. J. Allen. Architects

Fig. 13. Living-Room Interior, House in the Parkway, Class
Foilies & Tate. Architects

L-U^

Second Floor Plan, Cottage in

Heath Drive

hundred and forty finished

houses, built at the cost of

about $250,000. Many of

them were fully furnished,

and for all to be thoroughly
seen required visits on at

least two or three separate

days.

The entire area of the prop-
erty to be developed is best

shown in the preliminary plan,

Fig. s- The old Roman road,

marked "Hare St.," is dis-

tinctly to be seen cutting

across the plan about a third

of the way from the extreme
Ijottom of the cut, the rail-

road station being shown at

the lowermost edge. The
Golf Course begins just above
the Roman road, and extends
diagonally u]:>war(l and to-

ward the right, the new de-

velopment occurring in the
area on both sides of and be-

low the Golf Course, in part
enclosing the site of Gidea
Hall. This illustration is from
a preliminary study, which in-

dicates sufficiently well the

principal centers of the develoi^ment,
although the exact arrangement of the

Rg. 14. First

C^'^.'cSr;:,^*"'''^'""" f'^'^- SecondPn^e, cottage m Headway. aassH
Herbert A. Welch. Architect

Fig 16. First Prize, Cottage in Parkway. Class I

Geoflry l.ucas, Archill ct
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Fig. 17. House in Reed Pond Walk, Class I

Mauchlen & WeiShlman, Architects

portions first built are shown to better advuntage

in Mr. Charles Wade's attractive "perspective

plan," reproduced in two sections at the bottom
of pages 74 and 75. The general plan of the

property arrangement that is being carried out

has been made by Messrs. M. Bunney and C. C. Makins, who
also designed a few of the houses first built by the projectors.

In all these suburbs the houses are built by large development
companies; stock companies in which the owners of these houses

are themselves given an opportunity to participate, as individ-

uals, in the profits, and by which
these individuals can themselves
— along with others — obtain

houses at a small sum, which it

would otherwise have been quite

impossible for them to purchase
— even for a considerable addi-

tional price.

The cost of these houses is

kept down, first, by the corpo-

ration, in the planning and de-

velopment of these estates. The
property itself is, in the very be-

ginning, secured in bulk, and
on terms that we in America —
with our real-estate agents and
owners "booming" property to

inflated v^alues far out of pro-

portion to its cost — can hardly

realize to be possible 1 The de-

veloping company in England does not
think of attempting to capitalize the land's

"unearned increment" at all, but rather
establishes its sales or transferal value at
something near its cost, plus the cost of its

improvement and development, plus a

small percentage of profit. This method
has been well expressed by Mr. Raymond
Unwin as follows: "This new type of com-
pany is prepared to cooperate alike with
the site-planner to complete his scheme,
and with the individual plot holder to se-

cure to him just the house he wants. It re-

lieves the builder of all the risks and temp-
tations which spring from the speculative
side of his business, which does not righth'
belong to it, and enables him to do his work
as well and as cheaply as it can be done.
Its building opera- ^^
tions are on a scale y^
large enough to se-

cure the real cheap-

ness of wholesale

buying and organ-
ization, a real ad-

vantage which the

individual who
builds his own First Floor Plan Fig. 21.

Fig. 18. Plans

of House Shown in Fig. 17

Fig. 20. House in Risebridge Road,

Noiman Hick, Aichitect

Fig. 19. House in Reed Pond Walk, Class I

house is so Retfnald T. Lontden. Aichitecl

seldom able

to get. The company, in cooperation with the site planner, is

able to secure these economies, and the advantages of cost of

plans and speed of construction which come from a reasonable

amount of repetition of work,
without doing injur>' to the
whole scheme or producing
monotony of eflect."

The cooperative companies
purchase blocks of lots from the
original holding company as

fast as the roads and other im-

provements are finished. They
then begin to build up their

property in groups of houses or

individual units, appKing all

those principles of standardiza-

tion to their minor details and
fitments that their experience

has shown them to be profitable

and possible. They are thus able

to assure to the owner the most
economical and permanent pos-

sible construction of his home,

they engage their own architect,— or

architects,— who can thus provide for its

design being pleasing and harmonious with

its neighbors. In short, they undertake not

only to assure the owner a good investment

for his money, but also to safeguard that

investment through future years by pre-

venting its depreciation or injury by poor

or objectionable development of other prop-

erty adjoining, which remains partly under

their control — or the control of another

similarly interested corporation — forever.

The company or companies formed to

eftect this arrangement with the owner are

generally separate from the original build-

ers or developers of the estates, although

they remain largely controlled and man-

aged by them; and it must easily be un-

derstood that, to

mamtam perma-

nently the value of

all this property,

control of a pretty

definite and super-

visory- form must

be continued over

the entire area thus

being developed.House in Reed Pond Walk. Class I

Gripper & Stevenson, Atchitecis

Second Floor Plan
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An English Competition for a Low-Cost Housing Exhibition
in Connection with the Opening of "Gidea Park"

a London "Garden City" Suburb

THE "Housing Exhibition Com-
petition," which has been re-

ferred to as having been under-
taken in connection with the develop-
ment of Gidea Park, is tvpical of sev-
eral other schemes of the same sort

that have been utilized in England to
attract attention to new "Garden
City" developments. In England
this method appears to have been so
generally successful, both in interest-

ing many people in better houses,
and also in incidentally starting the
boom of the better class of real estate
developments in new sections and
areas, that it is worth}' of more exact
description for the benefit of those
architects and builders, and the gen-
eral investing public, who should be
glad to have complete information as
to how it was so planned and managed
as to produce the desired results.

"Housing E.xhibitions" are under-
taken on a different basis abroad than— so far as we know — they have
ever yet been attempted in this

countr)-. Instead of showing plans
of imaginarj' buildings — or even
photographs of completed ones — the
exhibitions consist of the buildings
themselves— actually put up, with
their surrounding gardens laid out and
planted, and the interiors of the
rooms attractively and tastefully fur-

nished. The houses are arranged and
classified according to cost — and
there is generally in evidence a cer-
tain scheme for keeping houses of the
same general cost in the same group,
or "zone," arranged with some ob-

Fig. 22. Cottage in Headway. Clasi II

Cecil H. Hignetl, Architect

Fig. 23. Garden Front. Cottag<
A. P. Slarkey, ArIhI.

|'l"a\. Cl.,ss li

vious reasons of convenience or acces-
sibility — depending upon the cost of
the land and the size or sale and rental
value of the houses themselves.

.\ closer examination of the pur-
pose of these "Housing Exhibitions"
indicates that their creation of a
group of houses has not only drawn
tlie public to visit them — and even
sometimes to pay a small admission-
fee for the privilege! — but it has also
drawn a great many profitable and
space-paying advertising exhibits to
the same vicinity for the coveted
opportunity of showing their prod-
ucts under such exceptional conditions
to those attending,— among whom
would most presumably be found in-
tending builders,— or those at that
tmie interested in building, buying, or
furnishing their own homes.
As the exhibition is arranged, each

one of these houses is catalogued and
labeled with the name of the archi-
tect, the names of the builder or build-
ers, the names of the material manu-
facturers, and the costs — arranged
item by item — and the totals. Each
room can also be arranged to perform
the function of an advertisement for a
fijrniture concern or concerns. The
pieces in each room are listed, giving
the prices of each, as well as the total
cost of each room completely fur-
nished. To prevent any possibility of
double dealing, those taking any part
in the exhibition are required to en-
gage to put up duplicate houses for
the same price, within a reasonable
distance of supplies and their head-
quarters, just as the exhibitors them-
selves are required to supply such
furniture as they exhibit, either in

Fig. 24. Street Front. Cottage in Meadway. Class II

A. P. Sttirkey, A(cl)itect

Fig. 25. Cottage in Meadway. Class II
JooM. Pha«>« & Whilbv, AKl*etl»

E^SPv^ , \

Fig. 26. Uving-Room Interior and Plans. Cottage in Headway, Class II
A. P. Slaikey, Aicliitett

Fig. 21. Cottage in

C. M. Critknii

Headway. Clnss I

r. Architect
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fig. ^ii. Cottage in Kisebridge Koed, Class I

H. T. B. Spencer, Architect

sets or individual pieces, to any cus-

tomers for the sums noted; while those

who are successful in winning any of the

prizes given for the best and most suc-

cessful houses are also under contract to

huild any delinite number of the same
houses at the same cost, in the same
locality, on the demand of the manage-

ment of the exhibition. The houses thus

built and furnished are also for sale, and

many people who would entirely lack the

ability to imagine or conceive the

l)uilding of such houses themselves are

among those who, finding their ideal

realized by these actual structures, are

most often likely to purchase and settle

in them - thus immediately creating a

nucleus for the development of these

new suburbs. By this means also is it

possible for those inaugurating the com-

petition to most definitely control the layout of the land, the

allotment of houses, the l)-pes, sizes, and prices of each group of

houses as they are afterwards built; as

they have thus, in advance, thoroughly

well established the character of the in-

vestn:ent and of the development, mak-
ing it all the easier later to maintain

these established standards in connec-

tion with new purchasers or builders.

These exhibitions also serve the purpose

of placing much important information

before the public in a way that is calculated

to make them familiar with the cost prices

and values of such i)roperty; and they are

thus consequently, as individuals, better

able to figure out what they can reasonably

expect to receive in exchange for their

money value, when invested in a home, with

less opportunity of being swindled by self-

ish real estate men or over-shrewd com-

mercial builders.

At Gidea Park, for instance, the lots in

the section set aside to be thus developed

were assigned to those entering into the

competition, and the cottages were built - -

and in some cases furnished
—"on spec"

by various contractors and house-furnishing

concerns. This exhibition then became of

sufficient interest to serve as an advertise-

ment to draw the general public out to in-

V as ti - ^

riR.5T
FLODR

they were as ca.sily interested in an unde-
veloped lot as in one of the houses actually
constructed. The whole scheme was run in

precisely the way that we, in America, arc
accustomed to conduct so commercially suc-
cessful an affair, for instance, as our annual
automobile show, and the result to the pub-
lic was, of course, far more interesting than
the tyi)e of architectural exhibition customa-
rily held in this country, while it was also cal-

culated to be far mt)re prtnluctive of results to

all those directly interested in the building
trades,— the jjroperty owner, builder, con-
tractor, and material men, as well as the
architect.

In one particular only was the fJidea Park
development notably tliflerent frtjm other
English (Jarden City e.\ix;riments of the same
type, and that is that in this case the houses
are almost invariably single-family structures,

thus making them more nearly applicable to the home-building
sentiment current in America; whereas, in most other English

garden suburbs, the indi\idual houses very
generally have become units grouiK'd into ter-

races or rows of greater or less length, an eco-

nomical and attractive form of housing that

somehow does not appear to possess much
appeal for our American mechanic or laboring

classes.

The development of Gidea Park was other-

wise typical of the English methcKl of ar-

ranging a Garden City Exhibition. First, prizes

were offered,— a first prize of $1,250 for the best

single or detached house to cost $2,500, with a

second prize of S500. Another prize, of $1,000, was
offered for the best detached house to cost $1,875,

with another second prize of $500. A prize was also

offered for the best-furnished house in either of the

above classes — and other prizes were given for the

best general plan for a garden; for a house or cot-

tage smaller in size than either of the above; for

excellence of workmanship; for furnishing; or for

any improvement in the use of materials, or in

fittings, or in furnishing. Of the one hundred and
twenty architects that participated in this compe-

tition, each architect took at least one lot and
erected a hou.se, although they were probably ac-

tually constructed and financed in each case by the

builders associated with them, who undoubtedly

r I I mjL. »̂. fct^utaw under-

gate the

p r p -

erty —
so that,

when fi-

nally on
the site.

Fig. 29. Cottage in Risebridge Road, Class 1

1

Gripper & Stevenson. Archite,.ls

took all

the ac-

t u a 1

risks.
The in-

centive
;) n i m.T-

Fig. 30. Cottage in Meadway, Class II

tl. T. b. Spencer. Architect

Cottage in Meadway, Class II

Fair S; Myer, Architects

Fig. 32. Living-Room and Plans. Cottage in Meadway, Class II

Fair & Myer. Architect:.
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Fig. 34. Cottage in Meadway, Class II

huigess & Myers. Architects

Fig. 33. Cottage in Meadway, Class 1

1

Grippet & Steveiuon, Architects

ting both was solely the inducement of

having their work so exhibited (or, in

other words, of thus benefiting from so

good an "advertisement" of their abil-

ity and workmanship) on the chance of

obtaining a prize, and with the almost certain

assurance of eventually selling the houses thus

erected — and thus in any event fully reim-

bursing themselves for their actual expenditures.

After these one hundred and twenty or more
houses were built — and many of them furnished
— the exhibition was announced, along with the

special facilities that were provided for reaching

the new suburb from London. An illustrated

book, entitled "The Hundred Best Houses,"
was published, and sold at a small price, adver-
tising the estate and its development, and at the

same time showing all the houses and their plans.

The result of this advertising and exhibition was
— as usual — highly satisfactory'. Many sales

were immediately effected, and the building of

further houses continued very rapidly — but the

exhibition itself showed a truly interesting col-

lection of small houses, representative of the best
modem tendencies in English domestic
architectural design.

It is true that, where a great many
houses of such different designs are closely

placed — as oftentimes happened — along
the same street, the effect was sometimes
such as has been aptly described as "ab-
normally picturesque!" It was certainly

occasionally open to criticism as being lack-

ing in any effect of architectural repose,

such as has been obtained in more re-

Fig. 36. Cottage in Squirrels' Heath Ave.,

Gripper & Stevenson, Architects

Fig. 37. Cottage in Risebridge Road, Class II

Mauchlen Si WeiShtman, Architects

Fig. 35. Cottage in Meadway, Class II

Philip Tilden. Architect

stricted developments, or in commu-
nities — as at Hampstead — where

Class II houses of a larger size were built, and
where the general aspect of certain

sections was much simplified by group-
ing small houses together into rows. In this par-

ticular instance it happened that few of the de-

signs were of Georgian character, most being of

the domestic cottage type associated with the

names of Mr. Lutyens and Mr. Baillie Scott,

developed by them from the domestic cottage

village architecture of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. Thus great contrasts of style

were largely avoided — but many sharp con-

trasts of material were still left to be accounted

for.

Turning to an examination of the very small

houses, that form so much of an element in the

building up of this estate, it may be noticed how
waste hall or passageway space is generally con-

densed in favor of a central compartment around
which the sitting-rooms can be grouped in such

a way that they can be used separately or as a

whole, as may be required. The ceilings are, too,

usually low, making it easy to heat the

house, saving unused cubical space and long

fiights of stairs.

The second element that is held in mind
in ail English CJarden City building is based

upon the lower maintenance cost possible

because of the greater durability of the

chosen materials, and the elimination of

architecturally unnecessary or cheaply ap-

plied ornament. After being built, many of

these low-cost houses are sold on a system
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Fi§. 38. Cottage in Squirrels' Heath Ave., Class I

Gri[jper & Stevenson, Architects

of payment which covers an annual sum
Httle in excess of the ordinary house
rental to which their tenants would he

accustomed — thus distributing the pur-

chase price over a period of ten, or fifteen,

or twenty years; when the annual pay-
ments have by that time liquidated the

principal and interest of the original

mortgage on the property. This arrange-

ment almost invariably includes provi-

sion for a sufficient life insurance clause, so

that if the investor dies before the end of

this term of j-ears, the remainder of the cost

of the house is paid, and it immediately be-

comes the property of his legal represent-

ative without further payment or delay.

While the plans of these English houses
are, in many cases, less immediately inter-

esting to us because they appear to be less

directly applicable to our American cus-

toms of living, a more careful exainination

will reveal the fact that they are yet quite

worthy of consideration for any small Amer-
ican family that finds it necessary to con-

sider the cost

of building in

connection
with an eco-'

nomical ar-

rangement —
a practicable

and livable
arrangement

Fig. 40. Cottage in Squirrels' Heath Ave., Class I

Giippen & Stevenaon, Aichtlecls

t.\ yC
*

r it^

,

1
1 M.IAO0M -•HBiwwen y

T"
Fig. 41. Cottage in Squirrels' Heath Ave., Class I

t. Wilmott. Architect

First Floor Plan Fig. 42. Cottage in the Parkway (Not for Competition^

Michael bunney and Clifford Makins. Architects

- of the plan, and it should further be

noticed that many of the arrangements

here shown will be exactly suitable to

that constantly growing number of

families that desire to be generally inde-

pendent of the ser\ant-girl problem by
providing themselves with comfortable

homes of such simple arrangement that

it is easily possible for memlxTs of the

family themselves to run the household

without undue drudgery. In both these

directions these English plaas will be found

fruitful of helpful suggestions.

This competition was held in igio. and

by 1913 prices had so advanced in England

as to add about Si 2s to the cost of the

Si.875 cottage, with, of course, a consid-

erable further increase during the last

three jears. Vet any attempt to compare

these cottages with -American examples

shows immediately that here their cost

would run to twice, or even to three times,

their cost in England - and even then we

would not obtain the same straightforward

finish and workmanship.

At Ciidea Park the cost

al.so includes a fair pro-

j^ vision for builder's

profit and architect's fee

"f I
— both elements too

^—J often omitted from the

costs of cheap houses I

Allowing four cottages
Second Floor Plan
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Fig. -43. Cottage at Crossways
May & Peirin. Aichilecls

to the acre, and a

land value of $5cxd the

lot, they would be

built in England to

produce, at 12 shfl-

lings a week rent, a

six per cent return on

the capital invested—
which is impossible,

of course, underAmer-

ican conditions!

The English artisan

is also not ashamed
to Uve in what is

ob\-iously a cottage;

whereas the American

working-man insists on living

in a structure aping the bom-

bastic pretentions of his em-

ployer's abode! The lower

cost cottages at Gidea Park,

for instance, frankly provide

only one room for either

living and dining, or dining

and cooking, purposes — thus

obtaining one large and livable interior. Where the kitchen is

combined with dining-room, the separate English scullery be-

comes of a larger size — and so fulfils more the purpose of the

American kitchen. The higher-priced cottage plan generally

provides four bedrooms instead of

three, and two sitting-rooms ^^ be-

sides the kitchen and pantries.

Mr. Lucas' first prize house

(Figs. I and 16) in the more expen-

sive class is an especially distinctive

design. The walls are not plastered,

but of lime-washed brick, with a

roof of red tiles and quarry tile

floors in hall and scullery. The
garden front, with the two flanking

garden and tool houses, enclosing

the garden and ensuring privacy to

the tenant, is an attractive feature,

and the three second-story bed-

rooms are supplemented by an-

other in the attic. The plan is

economically contained within a

cube, and the larder could be

made a connecting china-closet,

and the sitting-room a dining-

room. The front stairs, recessed

for privacy from the more public

hall, are an unusual feature.

The cost was £462, netting 5|
pence a cubic foot.

Mr. Crickmer's first prize

cottage in the cheaper class

(Fig. 14), while essentially

practical, has an exterior cer-

tainly not lacking in distinc-

tion. It provides three bed-

rooms, and a closet separate

from the bath, - a conve-

nience seldom found in Amer-

Fig. 44. Cottage, Heath Drive (Not for Competition)

Barry Parker and Raymond 1
1 nwin. Architects

Fig. 45. Cottage in Reed Pond Wali^, Class 1

Clough WiUiams-E-Uis, Architect

ican plans! Assuming
the tenant employs
no servant, the first

floor plan is conve-

niently arranged for

household eftkiency

;

and the Englishman's

garden ])roclivities

are shown by the out-

side living-room door

and the location of

service entrance,

Mr. Herbert Welch,
whose design (Fig, 1 5)

won second prize,

utilizes an exterior

treatment not unlike the

first prize house, al-

though his plan is essen-

tially different. His

kitchen becomes the

larger living-room, with

a smaller sitting-room,

also with its garden en-

trance, while the elim-

ination of the cellar -

customary in English

cottages —provides space under the stairs (used, in this plan, for

bicycles! — abroad a necessary and welcome feature). The sec-

ond floor is even more convenient

than the first prize plan, although

the plumbing seems somewhat scat-

tered for American ideas. The
walls are 11 inches thick, with air

space, given two coats of lime-

wash, with a tarred base, an hand-

made sand-tiled roof, and finish of

white painted deal.

A straightforward plan distin-

guishes Mr, Curtis Green's design

(Fig. 46), an unusual combination

of brick, rough cast on the second

story, with oiled interior basswood

finish. The contract for this house

was £475 (6 pence a cubic foot)

and the area about 800 square feet.

In Fig. 45 Mr. Clough Williams-

Ellis succeeded in getting five

bedrooms — and of rather better

sizes — into practically the same
area. Despite the distinctive —
and "different"— exterior, this

house cost £450, or 5-4 pence a

cubic foot.

Most of these plans are in-

geniously comprised within

square or cubical outHnes, but

occasionally a more spacious

one appears, as in Figs, 2 and

3, or Figs. 23, 24, and 26. Here

oak and elm were used for

doors and floors, and Mr,

Starkey's construction price

per cubic foot was 61

{)ence.

BED RA Id. SIbed RnJii

First Floor Plan Fig, 46. Cottage in Heath Drive, Class I

W, Curtis Green. Arcttitect

Second Floor Plan
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A Check List of the Principal Housing Developments in the United States
Alphabetically Arranged and Prepared by

Robert Leavitt Davison

While at Harvard University, from Material in the Social Lthics Library and Social Museum
(Additions and corrtxtions to this list, for future publication, arc invited by the Publishers)

Where popitlation figures are given, Ihey arc based upon United Stales census of igio. An allempl has here been made to sugfesi the (ompar
alive artistic or architectural value, of these different developments, and where possible the name of the archiUcl is given. It should he remrm
hered. hcr,cever. that the slandnrds for mining-lvwn housing are very much heUru' those for other communities, bath in plan and in arthitrctural
treatment, and that in many cases the architects named have deiigned only comparaJivdy few of those houses that have been erected.

Akron, Ohio. "Goodyear Heights," Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. Pop., 69, 067.

Built by employer for employees. Value of property, $445,000.

Lots and .single houses sold at cost, on the instalment plan; and

a special diminishing life insurance policy is carried by the pur-

chaser, so that in case of

death the property is paid

for by the insurance.

CJarden City principles

have been applied to the

laying out of the property,

which consists of 400 acres.

The houses, of which some
160 have been built, are in

some cases of ])Ieasing de-

sign, and have cost from pig. I. Floor Plans of Cottage at

$1,800 to $4,000. Goodyear Heights, Akron, Ohio

Inge at Goodyear Heights, Akron, Ohio

Warren H. Manning, Landscape Designer, Boston; iMannTt
MacNeille, Architects, Xew York City.

Albany, N. Y. (See next below.)

Albany Home Building Co. Albany, X. Y. Pop., 100.25.^.

Improved Housing Association, begun in igip by the Chamt)er
of Commerce. Capital, Sioo,ooo. Dividend limited to 5 per cent.

Houses are sold on the instalment plan to the better-paid
working-men, and while the houses are mostly of wooden con-
struction, some consideration has been given to their architec-

tural appearance.

General View of Street in First Operation, Albany Home
Building Co., Albany. N. Y.

3«r-

H Pi Hi ' • '

Z Ji 1——F==r-^.-J

Fig. 5. Floor Plans, Albany Home
Building Co.. Albany, N. Y.

Fig. 6. Floor Plans, Albany Home
Building Co.. Albany, N. Y.

The house shown al left (Fig. 5) sells,

with lot. for $,j..50o; the house shown in

plans illu.strated abox-c (Fig. t>) s»ld,

with lot, for $2,950.

Fig. 3. General Plan, Goodyear Heights Development, for

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

American Rolling Mill Co. (See Middklown, Ohio.)

American Sheet Steel Co. (See Vandergrijt, Pa.)

American Steel and Tin Plate Co. (See Gary, Ind.)

American Steel and Wire Co. (See Fairfield, Ala.)

American Viscose Co. (See Marcus Hook, Pa.)

American Waltham Watch Co. (See Wallham, Mass.)

American Woolen Co. (See Laurence, Mass.)

Amoskeag Mfg. Co. (See Manchester, N. H.)

Atlas Coal Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. Mining towns.

Built by employer for employees. Hou.sing begun in 1913.

Capital invested, $125,630; in four, five, auid six room houses,

which rent at $2 per room per month.

The company encourages gardening, and has attempted to

give some consideration to the architectural appearance of the

buildings.

Barre Wool Combing Co. (See next below.)

Barre, Mass. Barre Wool Combing Co. Pop., 1.700.

Houses have been built by employer for employees. Work
was begun in 1908, and a number of two-family frame houses of

simple construction and type have now been erected.

Beverly, Mass. United Shoe Machinery Co. Pop.. 18.650.

The company loans money to its employees for home building.

BiLLERicA Garden Suburb, Inc. (Near North Billerica.) Pop.

(North Billerica), 2,000.

An Improved Housing Association was formed in 191 4, with

a paid-in capital of $16,540, and with dividends limited to 5 j>er

cent.
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,?^-:

Fig. 7. General Plan of Billerica Garden Suburb, Billerlca, Mass.

Arthuf C. Comev. Designer: Wairen H. Manning. Advisory Architect

An attempt is here being made to establish a cooperative or

co-partnership Garden City Association after the English model.

Garden City jirinciples were applied to the laying out of the

property, which consisted of 56 acres, but the first houses built

were unfortunately bought of a mail-order house, had pcK)r

floor plans, and possess no architectural merit. Houses built

later are much better in arrangement and design, but remain
unpermancnt in character. At the present time seme twenty or

more houses have been built for rental or sale on the instalment

plan.

Arthur C. Comey, City Planner. (Warren H. Manning, Land-
scape Designer, Advisory.)

r
^
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Fig. 8. Detached House Designed for Billerica Garden Suburb
Arthur C. Comey, Designer

Billerica, Xorth. Mass. Talbot Mills. Pop., 2,000.

One hundred and forty company houses have been built by
the emploj-ing organization for their employees, to whom they
are rented at from $3.25 to $14 a month.

Gardening has been encouraged by the giving of prizes and
supplying of hand-book, "Planning and I'lanting Home
Grounds," by Warren H. Manning, Landscape Designer, •

Fig. 9. View of Houses, Talbot Mills Development. North Billerica, Mass.

Bird & Son. (See Neponsel Garden Village.)

Bound Brook, N. J. Westerly Gardens, Inc. Pop., 4,000.
An Improved Housing Company has developed Westerly Gar-

dens with houses built of hollow tiles, stuccoed on the outside.
Forty-nine dwellings have been built at a cost of $80,708.54.
The improvements — streets, sewers, grading, filling— have
cost $18,000. The rents average about $14.50 a month. The

K^i^ i^,
^
^i^Ajlii^i;^^^ i,^ ^-^h^^ ^ -^^^^^ "k^.

WrsifRLY flAI<pEN5

BOUND BROOK N J.

Fig. 10. Plan of Westerly Gardens, Bound Brook, N. J.

John Nolen. Designer

total possible rent per year from the existing houses is $8,604,

equal to a gross income of 8.7 per cent on the investment. The
houses are of modern plan but commonplaoe architecture. Land-
scaping principles have been applied to the laying out of the

sub-division.

John Nolen, City Planner, Cambridge, Mass.

Fig. 1 1. View of Street and Houses, Westerly Gardens, Bound Brook, N. J.

Bridgeport, Conn. Remington Arms Co. Pop., 102,450.

Built by employer for employees. Operation begun in igi6.

High-priced single and double houses, with some consideration

of architectural appearance, are provided — but unfortunately

the company docs not provide houses of those types that are

most in demand.
Bridgeport, Conn. Bridgeport Housing Co. ]\)p., 102,450.

The Bridgeport Housing Company has been recently organ-

^ »* ^
T I! r I T.

1 ig. \\L. Portion of iJi'vi'lopminl, Ciiil'^i-poil I lousing Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
John Nolen, Lcindscdpe Designer
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ized by the directors of the Firidgejiort Chamber of Commerce.
One of the first developments Ihey propose to undertake is here
illustrated.

John Nolen, City I'lanner; Schenck & Mead, Architects, New
York.
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Fig. 13. typical Floor Plans, Bridgeport Housing Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Schenck & Mead, Architects

Briogeport Housing Co. (See Bridgeport, Conn.)

Chicago, III. (See Pullman, III.)

Cincinnati Model Homes Co. (Sec next below.)

Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati Model Homes Co. Pop.,

363.591-
An Improved Housing Company has been formed, with divi-

dend limited to 5 per cent. Thus far development has been of

row houses, rented to negroes and whites at S7 to $15 a month.
Two-family houses are for sale on the instalment plan. It is

expected that the purchaser will sub-rent one side of house and
live in the other side. The floor plans for the later houses are

improAcments over those first built, but the houses have no
architectural merit.

Fig. 14. Houses Built by Cincinnati Model Homes Co., Cincinnati, Oliic

City and Suburban Homes Co. {See New York City.)

Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. Mining towns.

Built by employer for employees. Good four-room frame

houses, with no architectural merit. Gardening has been encour-

aged by selling plants at reduced prices and by giving prizes.

Coldspring, N. Y. J. B. & J. M. Cornell Co. Pop., 2,549.

Built by employer for employees. These houses were built at

the time the works were removed from New York City, in 1898.

Development is of conveniently arranged, seven-room houses,

which rent for $12 to $15 a month. An attempt was made to

give some consideration to architectural appearance. All activity

in this building development has now ceased.

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. Mining towns.

Built by employer for employees. Well-built four-room one-

story frame houses, renting for S2 per room per month. Although

little consideration has been given to architectural appearance,

these houses are well proportioned, have hip roofs, and are better

looking than the average mining-town house.

A few concrete houses have been built as an experiment, but

do not appear to have been followed up. Unfortunately, in

design they are no better than the wooden shacks they are in-

tended to supplant.

Connecticut Mills Co. {See Danielson, Conn.)

Cornell, J. B. & J. M. Co. (See Coldspring, N. Y.)

Cumberland Mills, Me. Pop., 2,500.

Built by employer for employees, with a total of capital in-

vested, in 1895, of $150,000. Some consideration to architec-
tural appearance appears to have been given.

The company now encourages housing by loaning money at a
lair rate of interest.

Danielson, Conn, Connecticut Mills Co.
The Connecticut Mills Co. is developing a tract of 150 acresm extent (and contemplating other developments at Sherboume,

guebec, and Taunton, Mass.), through the Danielson Construc-
tion Co., with a working capita! of $40,000. The hou.ses are rented
by the month for three years at 10 ]iCT cent of their cost, and

,

sub-let to employees at approximately a S4 weekly rental. Four-
family houses were first built, but now single houses are princi-
pally being put up, with a few of the two-family semi-detached
t>pe. Each house is about 25 feet square, with eight r<K)ms an<l
bath. The cost has been about $1,900 each, an<i wood has Ix-en
the material employed.
\Vm. H. Cox, Architect.

Fig. 15. Houses at Danielson, Conn.
John Boinaid, Aichitecl

Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western R, R. Co. (See Xanti-
coke, Pa.)

Dennison Mfg, Co. {See Framing/mm, Mass.)
Derby, Conn. The Osborne Cott.ages. Pop., 8,991.
Group houses of from two to four families for Miss Frances

Osborne have been built, beginning in 1913. Frame ccmstruc-
tion, with gas lighting and hot-water heaters. Rents from $15
to $17 per month per family.

The grounds were carefully planted when the houses were
built, but the tenants now keep them in order. P'our-family

typical cottage costs $9,631, or about 82,400 per family. These
cottages have been very popular, and Miss Osborne has now a
waiting list of over sixty people.

Murphy & Dana, New York. Architects.

Draper Company. (See Hopedale. Mass.)

DULUTH, MiSSABE,
and Northern
Railway Co.

Proctor, Minn.
(And other min-

ing towns.)

Built by employer

for employees. Four-

room frame houses

with little considera-

tion for architectu-

ral appearance. They
rent for Sio a month.

The illustration shows

about the best t\1ic.

Fig. 16. Floor Plans. Duluth. Missabe Sc

Northern Ry. Co. House. Proctor. Minn.

Fig. 1 7. House for Duluth, Missat)e & Northern Railway Co., Ptcctor, Minn.

Geiman 5; Lignell. Aichilect*
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EcHOTA. {See Niagara Falls, N. Y.)

Ellen Wilson Homes. (See IVashingloii, D. C.)

Ellsworth. Pa. (See next below.)

Ellsworth Collieries Co. Ellsworth, Pa. Mining towns.

The housing is carried on by a subsidiary real estate compan\-

with an invested capital of S5 15.000, and net profit of 5 per cent.

Two hundred and thirty double houses, costing under $i,ooo

per family, have been built, with no consideration of architec-

tural appearance and on an ill-arranged plan.

Evans\ille. Ind. Model Homes Co. Pop., 69,647.

An Improved Housing Association began work in 191 5 with

a capital of $50,000 (cost of development under consideration is

$36,000) and with dividends limited to 5 per cent.

Single and double houses of the bungalow and cottage tjpe,

with two. three, and four room^, are to be built, with the rentals

estimated at S8 to $15 a month. The plans and architectural

appearance are satisfactory.

Gilbert-F'abian and Brentano, Architects.

Fairfield, Al.\. U. S. Steel Corp. (Tennessee Coal and
Iron Co.) Pop. (1914). 1,200.

Housing for employees is being conducted through a subsid-

ian, (the Tennes.see Land Company, capital, 8500,000). Houses

of an attractive t\pe of bungalow architecture are pro\idcd for

the better-paid employees only. City planning principles were

applied to the laxing out of the town.

George H. ^filler, Landscape Architect, Billcrica, Mass.;

William Leslie Welton, Architect, New York.

F«4. 18. House Built by Tennessee Land Co. for the Tennessee Coal,

Iron, and Railroad Co., Fairfield, Ala.

Fairfield, III. Sexton Mfg. Co. Pop., 2,479.

Development undertaken by employer for employees. A grouj)

of 15 four-room concrete cottages is rented to the girls who
work for the company. All the cottages arc heated from a cen-

tral heating-plant, and a central dining and reception hall is

provided. Little consideration given to architectural appearance.

Forest Hills, Long Island, and Woodbourne, Forest Hills,

Mass.
These developments are sometimes included in Working-

men's Improved Housing lists, but the houses actually built arc

way beyond the means of the working-man, particularly at Long
Island.

Framingham, Mass. Dennlson Mfg. Co. Pop., 12,948.

Previous to January, 1914, 10 houses have been built on
company land by money furnished by the cooperative banks,

7 being now owned by employees of the company. The land has

3:: Bl .
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Floor Plans, House at Framingham, Mass., for Dennison Mfg. Co.

been valued at $250 per lot. The construction has been cairicd

on under the name of the Framingham Associates. The houses

vary in cost between $2,100 and $2,300.

Gary, Ind. U. S. Steel Corp. (American Steel and Tin
Plate Co.) Pop. (1914), 50,000.

The housing is carried on by the Gary Land Co., a subsidiary

of the U. S. Steel Corp., and work was begun in 1908. The de-

velopment extends over 27 square miles of territory, and about

1 ,000 houses have been built by the company.
The rents run from $12 a month up. Houses are provided

for only the better-paid employees. Some houses arc of fairly

good architectural a])j)earance and arrangement. Some concrete

row and apartment buildings were built, but have not proved
very satisfactory.

The part of the town not controlled by the company has been

built up with .shacks.

I iy. .:'I. Concrete Houses cit fjary, Ind., Built lor American Sheet and Tin

Plate Co. by United States Steel Corporation

"Goodyear Heights." Goodyear Tire and Rubbkr Co. (Sec

Akron, Ohio.)

Hauto, Pa. Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. Mining town.

Built by employer for employees. The houses rent for $1 1 to

$17.50 per month, and are built of hollow tile left without a

stucco surface. The tile have a brush-finished face and are

8 by 12 inches in size.

Fig. 19. Houses at Framingham, Mass., Built by Dennison Mfg. Co Fig. 22 uses, Lehigh Coal and Navigatii '

Mcinn & MacNeille, Architects
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The interior walls of the four-room bungalows are not plas-

tered, but whitewash is applied directly to the tile. The walls

of the five-room two-story houses are plastered. Some consid-

eration was given to architectural appearance. (See also Arciu-

TECTURAL REVIEW for May, 1916, i)ages 79, 80.)

Mann & MacNeillc, Architects.

HoPEDAi-E, Mass. Draper Company. Pop. (1916), 2,400.

Built by employer for employees. Five hundred and fifty-one

families arc now housed.

Most cf the dwellings i)rovided are double or semi-detached

frame houses with shingled walls and roofs. Monotony has been

avoided by varying the design of the houses. All of the houses

are of pleasing architectural types, but are not built of perma-

nent materials, and rent from $4 to $16 a month.

Some pleasing eight-family two-flat row dwellings were built

for the foreign laborers. 'J'hese flats rent from $5 to S6 a month.

The town was laid out in accordance with advanced Garden

City principles, and from an architectural and landscape stand-

jioint is one of the most interesting examples of Garden City

work in this country. (See also fully illustrated description pub-

lished in Architectxjeal Review for April, 191 6, pages 64-67,

incl.)

Robert Allen Cook, Architect; Arthur A. Shurtleff, Landscape

Architect.

Fig. 23. Houses for Foreigners, Hopedale, Mass., for Draper Co.

Improved Housing Association of New Haven. {See New
Haven, Conn.)

Indian Hill Development Co. (Norton Grinding Co.)

(See Worcester, Mass.)

Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. {Sec Woodlawn, Pa.)

Kistler, Pa. (Near Mt. Union.)
Built by employer for employees. A tract of 50 acres is laid

out with lots 40 by 100 feet. Single and semi-detached or double

houses of a modified Colonial type of architecture have been

provided. Complete town planning principles have been applied

and local parks and playgrounds provided.

Mann & MacNeille, Architects; John Nolen, Landscape
Architect.

Lawrence, Mass. American Woolen Co. Pop., 86,892.

Although built by employer for employees, some of these

houses are also rented to the general public.
Six rows, seven houses to a row, have been built at right

angles to the street. These houses face upon a court which has
been planted with grass, flowers, and bushes, and rent from $2.50
to $2.75 per week. Some consideration given to their architec-
tural appearance.

The company also has 12 large houses and 52 small cottages,
which are rented both to employees and the general public. (See
also Architectural Review for January, 191 7, pages 39-41,
incl.)

James E. Allen, Architect, Lawrence.
Lawton Mills Corp. {See Plainfield, Conn.)
Leclaire, III. N. O. Nelson Co. Pop. (1913), 800.

Built by employer for both his employees and the general
public. The company developed a tract of land near the factory,
and .sold lots and houses to employees and the public, on the in-

stalment plan, at from $1,700 to $2,000. The development was
begun in 1892, and all the houses first built were of the "jigsaw"
type of architecture. The later ones are of the "bungalow"
type. 'J'he village was well planned and has curved streets with
narrow macadam and cinder pavement. One hundred and twenty-
five houses have been constructed.

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. {See flaulo, Pa.)
Lomax, III. William Love, Manager.
A real-estate city-building scheme, possessing some unusual

features.

Ludlow Mfg. Co. {See next below.)

Ludlow, Mass. Ludlow Mfg. Co. Pop., 3,350.
Built by employer for employees. The company In-gan its

housing developments in 1874. It now houses about 575 families.

The majority of the dwellings are single wooden cottages of a
famihar box type of design. They rent for $1.50 per room per
month.

Fig. 24. House at Lawrence, Mass., Built by American Woolen Co.

James D. Allen. Architect

Fig. 25. Cottage at Ludlow. Mass., Built by Ludlow Mfg. Co.

Manchester, N. H. Amoskeag Mfg. Co. Pop., 70,063.

Built by employer for employees. The company has both

row houses and tenements. While some of the row houses are

attempts at pleasing design, the company does not consider

them available for publication.

The company also suppUcs land upon which employees may
build houses with money borrowed from a bank. The mortgage

on the lot is cancelled at the end of ten years if the tenant is

still in the employ of the company and living on the lot.

Marcus Hook, Pa. American Viscose Co. Pop., 1,573.

Two hundred and sixty-one row houses have been built by

employer for employees, with perhaps over-pretentions to at-

tractive design. Well-known principles of Garden City arrange-

ment were applied to the laying out of the \-illage — jierhaps ex-

plained by the fact that this company is the American branch of

an EngUsh concern. (See also Architectltial Review for Jan-

uary. 1917, pages 39-41, incl.)

Ballinger & Perrot, Architects and Engineers, Philadelphia.

M.A.RYLAND Steel Co. {See Sparrows Point, Ind.)

Middletown, Ohio. American Rolling Mill Co. Pop.,

13,152.

Built by employer for employees. This company has provided

houses intended mainly for its foreign employees. The company's
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fx^. 26. Cottages for Immigrants. Amer, Rolling Mill Co., Midolelo>kn, Ohio

experiments have included both a double and single house of

good plan and ordinary "bungalow " exterior. In this experi-

mental group a bath-house was pro\-ided for every four families.

(See also .Architecturai. Review for May. 1916. jxiges 79, 80.)

Fig. 27. Concrete Houses at Midland, Pa., Old Development
Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Co.

Midland, Pa. The Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Co. Pop.
(1914), 5.000.

Built by employer for employees. The town was originally
laid out in 1906, by the Midland Steel Co., on the checkerboard
system. When taken over by the present company, in 191 1,

the unsold portions, consisting of about 600 acres, were laid out
in accordance with city planning principles. Houses for the bet-
ter-paid employees, already built in the new development, are
of attractive architecture. (See also fully illustrated description.

fij. 2& General View of Typical Street. New Development, Midland, Pa.
Albeit H. Spahi, Atchilect

published in Architectural Review for March, 1916, pages
33-36, incl.)

The new development was laid out by MacClure & Spahr,
Architects, Pittsburgh.

MiNEViLLE, X. Y. (See Wilherbee, Sherman 6* Co.)
Model Homes Co. {See Evansville, hid.)

Mt. Ukion. {See Kistler, Pa.)

Nanticoke, Pa. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R.
Co. Pop., 19,877.

These houses were built by employer for employees, and the
work was begun in 191 1. Twenty double houses (40 families)
have been built of concrete made from slag. The walls and
floors were cast in metal molds of the Morrill system.
These houses are not stuccoed or plastered, but are painted

inside and out with white oil paint. They rent for $8 per month
pel family. The houses are absolutely plain, but present a neat
exterior appearance, which is helped by the liberal planting of

Fig. 29. Concrete Houses, Nanticoke, Pa„for Del., Lack. S: West. R. R. Co.

the home grounds. (See also Architectural Review for May,
1916, pages 79, 80.)

Milton Dana Morrill, Architect, Washington.
Nki.sox, X. (). Co. {See Lcdairc, III.)
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Fig. 30. General Plan, Neponset Garden Village, Last Walpole, Mass.
John Nolen, Landscape Atchilect

Neponset Garden Village, Walpole, Mass. Messrs. Bird
& Son.

There is a tract of 1 50 acres to be developed. Only a few houses
have thus far been built. Town planning principles' and methods
are to be applied, including co-partnership.

John Nolen, Landscape Architect, Cambridge, Mass.

Fig. 31. Proposed House, Neponset Garden Village, East Walpole, Mass.
Allen & Cox, Architects
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Fig. 32. Plans, Proposed! House, Neponset Garden Village, E. Walpole, Mass.

Allen & Cox, Architects
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Fig. 33. First Development, Neponset Garden Village, Last Walpole, Mass.

New Haven, Conn. Improved Housino A.ssociation of New-
Haven. Pop., 133,605.

This Improved Housing Association has i)uiil a row of 16
two-fiat row houses which rent at $12 per month. The houses
are constructed of cement hioclcs covered with stucco, and are
of pleasing architecture. 'I'he plan consists of a large kitchen-
living room (the cook-stove is placed in this kitchen-living room
in winter for warmth and convenience), a kitchenette, two bed-
rooms, and a bath. (See also ARcinTECTt'RAL Review for Jan-
uary, 1917, pages 30-41, incl.)

Mann & MacNeille, Architects, New York City.

^W

Fig. 34. I wo-Hlat Houses for New Haven Inipi:

New Haven, Conn.
i i lii... I. iv Association

New Jersey Zinc Co. (See Palmerton, Pa.)
New York City. City & Suburban Homes Co. Pop., 4,777,883.
An Improved Housing Association that was begun in 1896.

The capital is $4,000,000, with dividends limited to 5 per cent.

The company has $5,913,727 invested in tenement property
in the city, and $780,252 invested in suburban property at
Homewood. The suburban development of the company con-
sists of 250 individual and semi-detached houses. A few houses
are for rent at $20 a month, but most of the houses are sold on
the instalment plan. Life insurance must be carried so that in
case of death of the purchaser the property is paid for by the
insurance. The land was laid out on the checkerboard system.
Niagara Falls Power Co. {See next below.)

Niagara Falls, N. Y. (Echota) Niagara Falls Power Co.
Pop., 30,445.

Built by employer for employees through a subsidiary corn-

Houses at fichota. Niagara Falls, N. Y., for Niagara Falls Power Co.
McKim. Mead & White. Architects

pany, the Niagara Development Co. Single, two. three, an<l four
family houses for about 100 families were built in 180? The
rents varied from $9 to $28 a month.
These houses have good floor plans and are of agreeable desijm

lor the period in which they were built.

McKim, Mead & White, Architects.
North Billerica. (See Billerica Garden Suburb !,u and

Billerica, North.)

.\oRTH Plymouth, Mass. Plymouth Cordage ( .,. i'op
1 ,000.

*^

'

Built by employer for employees. The company has built
most of the town of North Plymouth, where their works arc lo-
cated. Their first houses were one and a half story row hou.ses
with slight consideration for architectural api)earance. The
later dwellings built by the company are two and four family
frame houses with shingled .sides. These houses are somewhat
better and of more pleasing, if still sufficiently depressing, design
The rents vary from $1.50 to S2.50 per week jier dwelling.
W. E. C. Nazro (Manager of Housing Department), Archi-

tect.

Norton Grinding Co. (See Worcester, Mass.)
OcTAViA Hill Co. (See Phikidelphia.)
Osborne Cottages. [See Derbv, Conn.)
Palmerton, Pa. New Jersey Zinc Co. Mining town.

Built by employer for employees. The development consists
of rows of four-room frame shacks. The monotony is partially
relieved by alternating the roof design, using hip and gable roofs.
Peacedale Mfg. Co. {See next below.)

Peacedale, R. I. Peacedale Mfg. Co. Pop., 6,000.
Built by employer for employees. The company began hous-

ing its employees in 1850, and most of the \-iIlage was built
shortly after that time. Single, two, and three family houses,
with some consideration for architectural ap{)earance, have been
constructed. The rents vary from $V4i to Si 2.50 per month.
Pelzer Mfg. Co. {See next belou:)

"

Pelzer, South Carolina. Pelzer Mfg. C(x Pop., 6,000.
Built by employer for employees. The town is not incorpo-

rated, but is held as private property by the company. There
are about a thousand four-room cottages. The rents are $1.50
per room per month.
Philadelphia. Pa. The John B. Stetson Co. Pop., 1,549,008.

This company gives stock in a building and loan association
to its employees for efficient service.

Philadelphia, Pa. Octavia Hill Association. Pop., 1,549,008.
An Improved Housing Association, organized in 1896. Its

main business consists in fixing up run-down tenement property
and renting it under improved conditions. The rent collectors

are trained social workers who tr>' to improve the home condi-
tions of the tenants.

This company built some new two flat and single family row
houses in 1913, at a cost of $60,000. The exterior of the houses
is very plain, but there is a grouping of units which slightly re-

lieves the monotony. Pitched roofs were planned, but were dis-

carded in favor of flat roofs, on account of cost. The fl(K)r j>lans

of these houses are good, considering that the rents are S8 to

$12 a month. The Octavia Hill Association is limitetl to 4 f)er

cent profit on its capital, but it is making 6 per cent from these

new row houses. (See also Architectural Review for January,

1917, pages 39-41, incl.)

Pittsburgh Buffalo Co. Mining towns.

Built by employer for employees. The rents are $2 for brick

and $1.75 per room per month for frame houses.

Pittsburgh, Pa. {See Atlas Coal Co.)

Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Co. {See Midland, Pa.)

Plainfield, Conn. Lawton Cotton Mills Corp. Pop., 1.200.

Built by employer for employees. The town is located in a

rural district, and many of the employees live on farms. Two-
family houses are largely provided.

PlymoI'TH Cordage Co. (See Sortli Plymouth. Mass.)

Proctor, Minn. {See Duluth, Missabe d* Xortheni Railway Co.)

Pullman Co. {See next belou:)

Pullman, III. Pullman Co. (Is now part of Chicago, III.)

The town is not now owned by the Pullman Company. .As

a law was passed that forbade a manufacturing company owning
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land for other than purposes directly connected with its business,

all of the houses were sold about eight years ago.

About 1,500 row houses were built in 1881. Broad streets,

parks, recreation grounds, theaters, etc.. were provided. The

town was a model in many ways, but it was too paternalistic,

and the rents were higher" than in neighboring towns. It has

been said that the strike of 1894 was largely a piotest against

the paternalism then being practised. Pullman has been utilized

as a warning against the dangers of paternalism.

Remington Arms Co. {See Bridgeport, Conn.)

Roebling's. John A.. Sons Co. {See next below.)

RoEBUNG, X. J. John A. Roebung's Sons Co. Pop., 2,000.

Built by employer for employees. The town was laid out in

1906 on the checkerboard system. The company has built row

and double houses for 531 families. The later houses built have

good floor plans and a pleasing exterior. The design for houses

has been alternated so that monotony is avoided. The rents

vary from $5 to $30 a month.

Fig. 36. Double Houses at Roebling. N. J., for John A. Roeblings Sons Co.

FIRJTruX>R, JBXM^TUSX. [

Fig. 37. Floor Plans, Houses at Roebling,
N. J., and Salem, Mass.

Saleh Rebuilding Trust Co. {See next below.)

Salem, Mass. Salem Rebuilding Trust. Pop., 43,697.

Improved Housing Association, which began in 191 5. The
capital, $100,000, was part of the money left over from the relief-

fund raised after the Salem fire. Two-family or semi-detached

houses have been built, with two types of e.xteriors and floor

plans. The first type has a living-room and kitchen on the first

floor and two bedrooms and a bath on the second floor, 'i'he ex-

terior is two-stor>' brick with a hip roof. The second t>7)c has a

combined kitchen and living-room, a bedroom, and bath on the

first floor, and three bedrooms on the second floor. The first-

floor exterior is brick, and the second floor is enclosed by the

gambrel roof. The houses cost $2,027.50 per family and rent

for $15 per month, and due attention was given to their archi-

tectural appearance. (See also Architectural Review for

April. 1916, page 68.)

Kilham & Hopkins and Philip Horton Smith, Architects,

Boston.

Salvation Army.
The Salvation Army has three small agricultural colonies

where a small tract of land and house may be bought on the in-

stalment plan.

Sexton Mfg. Co. {See Fairfield, III.)

Fig. 38. Cement Block Houses, Sparrows Point, Md., for Maryland Steel Co.

Sparrows Point, Md. Maryland Steel Co. Pop., 4,000.

Built by employer for employees. The company owns the

town, has provided fire and police departments at its own ex-

pense, and built about 800 frame and brick houses. In some of

the earlier houses little attention was given to architectural ap-

pearance, but while an attempt to better this condition is shown
in later houses built, yet the plans are wasteful of space and
badly arranged, while cement block architecture still remains the

typical standard invoked.

Stetson Co., John B. {See Philadelphia, Pa.)

Talbot Mills. {See Billerica, North.)

Tennessee Coal and Iron Co. {See Fairfield, Ala.)

Tennessee Land Company. {See Fairfield, Ala.)

United Shoe Machinery Co. {See Beverly, Mass.)

United States Steel Corp. Mining Towns. {See also Fairfield,

Ala., Gary, Ind., Vandergrift, Pa.)

The Steel Corporation has provided houses for its employees

in many mining towns. Some of the mining towns have been

very well laid out, and a good type of house has been built. The
rents vary from $1.50 to $2 per room per month. Little atten-

tion has been given to architectural appearance.

Taconite, Hubing, Vermillion, Bessemer, Frick, etc, are among
other towns developed, in whole or in part, by this organization

after purely commercial methods.

Vandergrift, Pa. American Sheet Steel Co. (U. S. Steel
Corp.) Pop., 7,114.

Built by employer for employees, by means of a subsidiary

The company laid out the town site in

improvements, such as paving, sewers,

Lots were sold to employees, who borrowed money
with which to build from building and loan associations.

Frederick Law Olmsted, City Planner.

Virginia Highlands Real Estate Co. {See next below.)

Virginia Highlands, Va. Virginia Highlands Real Estate
Co.

It was the original intention to develop a cooperative suburb,

but the actual development has been conducted along real estate

lines. All the houses here built have been of concrete (Milton

Dana Morrill system). The floor plans of many of the houses

are good and the architecture of most of them is pleasing.

Walpole, Mass. {See Neponset Garden Village.)

Waltham, Mass. American Waltham Watch Co. Pop., 27,834.

The company does not at the present time build houses. Some
years ago the company owned and rented houses to its employees,

but these houses have now been sold.

Washington, D. C. Washington Sanitary Improvement Co.

Pop., 321,069.

An Improved Housing Association which began work in 1897

with a caj)ital of $500,000. $944,059 have been invested in hous-

ing, on which the dividend is limited to 5 per cent on the capital.

This company has built single and two-flat row houses which

rent from $7.50 to $18 a month. Some of the earlier houses have

dark rooms, but the later houses have good floor plans, although

but slight consideration has been paid to architectural appearance.

real estate company.

1895, and put in all

water, etc.
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'J'his company has been very successful financially, and is

often used as a model for other improved housing enterprises.

Alleys have been converted into minor streets, and have thus

enabled a larger portion of the land to be built upon without

the objection that comes from alley houses. (See also Archi-
tectural Review for January, 1917, pages 39-41, incl.)

Washington, D. C\ Washington Sanitary Housing Co.

An Improved Housing Association, begun in 1905, after all the

stock of the Washington Sanitary Improvement Company had
been sold. The purpose of the Housing Company is similar to

that of the Improvement Company, except that it supplies

houses for a poorer class of tenants.

The capital is $146,600, value of property, $185,268, and the

dividend is limited to 5 per cent on the capital. Two-flat row
houses, with good floor plans, have been built. The monotony
of regular repetition has been slightly relieved by grouping of

units and varying the roof line. (See also Architectural
Review for January, 191 7, pages 39-41, incl.)

Washington, D. C. Ellen Wilson Homes.
A combined Improved Housing Association and Social Settle-

ment. The company is capitahzed at $500,000, and dividends are

limited to 5 per cent. The stock is divided into shares of $100
each, and subscriptions to smaller amounts are accepted as gifts.

The floor plans are very good, embodying some new ideas in

small row house planning, and consideration has been given to

their architectural appearance. Money is now being raised for

this company.
Schenck & Mead, Architects, New York City.

Fig. 39. Five-Room House, The Ellen Wilson

Homes, Washington, D. C.

Schenck & Mead. ArchilecLs

Washington Sanitary
Housing Co. (See

Washinglon, D. C.)

Washington Sanitary
Improvement Co.

{See Washington,

D. C.)

Westerly Gardens, Inc. (See Bound Brook, N. J.)

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. {See next below.)

WiLMERDiNG, Pa. Westinghouse Air Brake Co. Pop., 6,133.

Built by employer for employees. The company has built

single and two-family frame and brick houses and also two-flat

brick row houses. Many of the houses have been sold on the in-

stalment plan. The floor plans of most of the houses are good, and

consideration has been given to their architectural appearance.

Wilmington, Del. Woodlawn Company. Begun 1903.

Twenty rows of houses have been built, each row containing

four six-room, four four-room, and six two-faniily houses. There
is a total of 270 houses, with accommtKiations for 390 families,
representing an investment of $583,000, which has yielded an
average net profit of about 5 per cent.

These houses are not sold, but are rented by the Wixxllawn
Company. The six-room house has cost $1,775, ^^ four-room
house, $1,425, and the two-family house, $2,475; the first floor of
the latter rents for $1 1.50 and the second for $1 2. The houses
are built with slate and slag roofs; have sewer connections, city
water and gas, and rent for $16 and $13.50.
Witherbee, Sherman & Co. Mineville. N. Y. Mining town.

Built by employer for employees. The company has built

283 single, two-family, and row dwellings of cement blocks, at
rents that vary from $5 to $12 a month, but little -~ if any —
consideration has been given to architectural apjx;arance, some
quite terrible structures of cast cement blocks having recently

been built at about 10 per cent advance over cost in wood. The
plan is quite as bad as the exterior.

Woodbourne, Forest Hills, Mass. (See Forest Hills, L. I.)

Woodlawn Co. (See Wilmington, Del.)

Woodlawn, Pa. Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.
Built by employer for employees, through a subsidiary real

estate company. The town was laid out in 1910, and the com-
pany has built about a thousand single, two-family, and row
dwellings which are rented or sold. The rents vary from $13 to

$30 a month. Some consideration has been given to their archi-

tectural appearance.
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Fig. 41. General Plan, Indian Hill Development, Worcester, Mass.

Worcester, Mass. Indian Hill Development. The Norton
Grinding Co.

Another development by an employer for employees, the prop-

erty being sold to their working-men for a 10 per cent first pay-

ment and the mortgage held by the company.

Thirty-two houses were erected in 1915 and 26 new houses

were planned for construction in 191 6. Houses of seven rooms

and bath were to sell for $3,700, five-room houses for $2,800;

and regular monthly payments, to the amount of $14.00 per

month on $2,800 property, and $17.25 per month on $3,700

property, take care of all interest, taxes, insurance, etc.

The cost of house and land to the company, without profit.

establishes the purchase price. A house costing $3,851 includes

6,850 feet of land, that, with improvements, amounts to $685.

Fig. 40. Houses Built by the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Wilmerding, Pa. Fig.'42. House on Indian Hill, Worcester, Mass , lor Norton ( .rinding Co.

Gfosvenof Alleiljuiv, Aichilecl
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The Civic Building Company's Development

At Flint, Michigan

By H. L. Davis

THE housing problem which the Ci^•ic Building Company
of Flint is undertaking to solve is probably the most Amer-
ican in character of any that have yet been tried.

The company, so called, is the child of the Flint Board of

Trade, and was created for the purpose of facilitating the con-

struction of homes on a large scale to accommodate the families

of the men who are

engaged in the vaii-

ous business activi-

ties of their rapidly

growing city. The
houses are to be sold

to individual owners

at cost on an easy

payment-rental basis.

In spit, of the fact

that some fifteen hun-

dred houses had been

constructed by vari-

ous individuals or

speculative building

concerns during the

past year, the natural

growth of a number
of the manufacturing

plants was lieing re-

tarded for lack of

homes to accommo-
date the additional

employees required.

The relief for this

condition was, there-

fore, forced upon the

Board of Trade, and
so the accompanying
illustrations show the

first steps that are be-

ing taken. After a

general survey of the

situation, it was soon

found that practically

all of the available

land within the city

limits had been taken

up and plotted by in-

numerable more or

less professional pro-

moters, so that, to

PROPERTY or
CIVIC BUILDWe A650CIATEdN/

WILLllAM PITRIN JK.
LAND^SCAPE ARCHITECT
ROCHE5TE1R NY-

Fig. 1. General Layout of New Suburb, Flint, Mich.

Reproduced at the scale of 1.20(1 feet to the inch

carry out the extensive work they had in mind, , it would be
necessary cither to buy up parcels in various localities (and at

considerably advanced prices over that of farm lands) or go out-

side the city. It was, therefore, verj- wiseh' decided to make an
entirely fresh start, and a four-hundred-acre tract of land out-

side but immediately adjoining the city line was purchased.

^^^_^^^^^^^^^^_^^^_^^____^^^^^^__^^^^^^_ The work of la}ing

out the property was
placed in the hands
of Mr. William Pit-

kin, Jr., Landscape
Architect, with in-

structions to take ad-

vantage of every nat-

ural feature and pro-

vide as many home
sites as possible, em-
I)loying a minimum
lot size of 50 feet by
1 00 feet. The layout of

the streets was to be
made to conform with

all existing or pro-

posed thoroughfares

on adjoining prop-

erty, so that in the

future it would form
an integral part of

the larger city of

Mint. One of the

natural features of

the property was a

twenty-two acre

woodland, which was
preserved by being

set apart for park
purposes; and after

providing free sites

for a branch liljrary,

three churches, an
amusement building,

and an ideal school

lot, about fifteen

hundred lots for

houses were laid out.

Two blocks were also

reserved for stores

and Inisiness build-

EAJT yiPE OF BLOCK 29 «»•»» "B'^TILEET *••"' WE.yT SIDE O f BLOCK N° 21
kf'CALt I'Mi men ifooT

Fig. 2. Grouping of Houses on Both Sides of B Street (see above)
Keprodiircd at the iicale of 48 feet to the inch
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ings. Other than the prin-

cipal wooded section, which

was set aside for park pur-

poses, the land to be de-

veloped was comparatively

level and without natural

features of any ])articu!ar

character or beauty outside

a few individual and scattered

clumps of trees.

In view of the immediate
need for houses, however,

many imjiortant problems

were temjiorarily given sec-

ond place in order to get the

first two hundred foundations

started before winter set in.

This left scant time

for such work as

street grading, sew-

ers, water-supply,

etc., so that it be-

came necessary to

adopt the localities

to be developed to

those which could

most readih' be pro-

vided with sewers,

surface water drain-

age, and water. This,

and the fact that the

houses had to be

erected in the winter

months, dictated the

decision to limit the

first group of houses

to frame construction

of minimum cost

dwellings.

The problem that

confronted the archi-

tects, then, was to

design single houses

for each lot, provi-

ding for from five to

eight rooms and bath,

and to range in cost

of construction from
$1,500 to $2,000,

seventy-five per cent
of the houses to be
of the five and six

room sizes.

The plans finally

Fig. 3. Grouping of Houses at Olher E.nds of B Street (see Rft, I)

Reproduced at llie staJc of -W feet to Uic inch

FRONT ELEVATION
SCALE K INCH . 1 FOOT

adopted vary from
an area of 459 square
feet to 648 square
feet, and are of the

following dimensions:
Kami Slariri

i7'x27' 5 •i
22' X 22'

5 •i
22' X 24' 6
24' X 24' 6
24' X 24'

7

22' X 27'
7

22' X 29' 8 2

24' X 27' 8 2

FIRST FUOOR PLAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Fig. 4. Plans of House No. 1 6.

Davis, McOath & Kie&slin^. Architects

Reproduced at tlie scale of 12 feet to the inch

Each house is pro-

vided with a living-

room, dining-room,

kitchen, and bath-

room, and furnished

with a hot-air furnace

with a watcrback. a

hot-water boiler, a

kitchen sink, and
three bath-room fix-

tures. The drainage

system of each house

is also to be connected

with the sewer.

The exterior treat-

ment adopted is. gen-

erally sjjcaking. of the

old New England \nl-

lage type, with the

simplest possililc nwf
lines, close eaves,

small-paned w indows.

,....,^4 p^^

EAST yiDE OF BLOCK N<? 9 «««.• 'X ST HE t T -""' M £ 3 T .fJpFOFBLOCKfW?.

Fig. 5. Houses Grouped on Both Sides of Block on A Street

Reproduced at the scale of 48 feet to the inch
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Houses Grouped on Both Sides of Block on B Street

Reproduced at the scale of 48 feet to tfie Incli

and blinds. Simple lattice work is intriKiuced

here and there to relieve the bald spots, and
flower-boxes are used under windows and on
the sides of the porches to provide other simple

additional elements of individuality.

While, for reasons of construction economy,
the effort has been to use a minimum variety

of plans, it has also been the endeavor to ob-

tain the maximum possible \ariety of effect.

As a result, twenty-nine exterior designs have
been developed, and further variations are

obtained by the use of 24-inch shingles 10

inches to the weather. 16-inch shingles 6 inches

to the weather, lo-inch siding and 6-inch

siding. These materials are still further

varied in effect, in the color-schemes to be

used, as follows: Shingle houses to be tinted

white with green bUnds and red brick chim-

neys, white with brown blinds and gray brick

chimneys, cream with brown blinds and gray

brick chimneys, gray with green blinds and
red brick chimneys, gray with white blinds

and red brick chimneys. Clapboard houses to

be painted white, cream, and gray, with

blinds and chimneys to harmonize. The roofs

throughout
are to be of

a uniform
weathered
color.

WTiere the

grades will

permit a fall

of level from
the front to

rear of the
lots, the
houses will

be set low
to theground,

ha\ing only

two steps in

front, with 22

Detail, Plan of School Site

Fig. 8, Houses Grouped on Both Sides of Block on B Street
Reproduced at tfie scale of 48 feet to tile incfi

inches of foundation exposed in the rear, thus

providing ample grade for cellar windows w ith-

out requiring the expense of sunken areas. In

other cases terraces will be formed across the

front of houses to provide a low effect; and in

still others, the 22 inches of foundation will

show on all four sides.

As is shown by the small block elevations

reproduced at the top and bottom of these

pages, each block has been studied as a whole

in order to obtain a composition of roof lines

that would be individual to itself, the sugges-

tion of grouping among many of the houses

being obtained by various means such as are

suggested in these illustrations — the group

character being further emphasized by har-

mony of material and color-scheme. The set-

backs from the street line vary from 20 feet

to 30 feet, and certain groups of three or five

houses are emphasized by being set back,

while the rest of the houses in that same block

are set forward. Other variations are ob-

tained by the use of different types of blinds,

and also by using groups of windows differ-

ently arranged, with and without blinds.

Each plot

is to have its

grounds prop-

erly graded,

walks are to

be provided,

and the neces-

sary amount
of vines and

shrubbery to

make the set-

t i n g c o m-
plete is to be

provided by
the company
to conform to

an harmoni-

ous scheme.

FiJ. 9. Grouping of Houses on Another Block on B Street
Reproduced at the »cale of 48 feet to the inch
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Rtproductd at Iht scale of twelrr feet to Ike iniM

HOUSE NUMBER 8 (528 SQ. FEET). FLINT. MICH.

(Exlerions of Hou,ses Number.^ 9 and 1 1 . shown abovp. are \arialton!i of Ihe same flooi plan a5 NuniUr 8i

DAVIS. McGRATH & KILSSLING. ARCHITf-CTS
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HOU5L NUMBLR 25

FRONT ELEVATION
ftCALC H INCH - 1 roOT

I

«
1

^. ! ,

I

nnST FLOOR PLAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Riprodu€€d at the scalt of Iwiht feit to ike ind'

HOUSE. NUMBF-R 14 (576 SQ. FELT). FLINT. MICH.
(E-xteriors o( Houses Numbers 15 and 25. shown above, are variations of the same floor pleat as Number H)

DAVLS. McGRATH & KIE.S5L1NG. ARCHITECTS
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FLOOR PLANS AND ELE.VATION5

SINGLE-FAMILY HOU5L (630 5Q. FLLT) AT KOHLLR. WIS.

BRU.ST & PHILIPP. ARCHITECTS
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FLOOR PLANS AND E.LE.VATION5
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Reprtulnced a: Ikt Halt of iwrht fttt to llit imk

PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE (759 SQ. FEET) AT FRAMINGHAM. MASS.

ADDEN Si PARKER AND GEORGE F. MARLOWE. ARCHITECTS
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PlATtXXIV
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PLANS AND E.LLVATIONS

SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE. (612 SQ. FLLT) AT FRAMINGHAM. MASS.

ADDLN & PARKER AND GtORGE. F. MARLOWE. ARCHITECTS

Reproduced at Ike uale oftitelte feet Ic Ike imek

Rtpnduced at the scale of Iwrtre feel lo IA« iiuk

PLANS AND ELEVATIONS

HOUSL WITH GARAGL (681 SQ. FLLT) AT COHAS5LT. MASS.

.ADDEN & PARKER AND GEORGE F. MARLOWE. ARCHITECTS
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PR0P05LD HOUSES FOR, THL SOUTHLRN ALUMINIUM CO.. WHITNEY, N. C

T. H. PIE.RSON. ARCHITLCT
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BRICK COTTAGE (809 SQ. FELT) AT LINCOLN. MASS.

FRANK CHOUTEAU BROWN, ARCHITECT
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The Problem of the Low-Cost Dwelling

Contributions by Ldward T. Sanderson, Architect, and Edward T. Hartman, Housing Expert

To the Editor of The Architectural Review :

The communication from Mr. Austin W. Lord published in

your Januar\- Housinj? Xumlier, in which he discussed the evi-

dent hick of judf^ment, good taste, and efficiency exercised in

the construction of low-cost homes, opens a most vital and in-

teresting subject: vital, because of the greatly increased cost of

all kinds of building material and labor, for in the future more
than in the ])ast it will become necessary to conserve building

material to tbe utmost, making the smallest possible amount of

material do the greatest amount of structural work; interesting,

because there are such vast possibilities open for the improvement
of our suburban and rural architecture from the viewpoint of

appearance and utility.

To me the matter appears to be one largely of education, and
if this be true it may be necessary for a generation or more of

citizens to pass before we can hope to see any great realization

of our dreams. I say "dreams" for the reason that the average
country carpenter ckisses all architects as "dreamers," and the

country carpenter is still the master mechanic to whom a large

majority of the residents in rural communities turn for advice,

and to whom the educational campaign must be partly addressed.

It must also be extended to the general public. I am of the

opinion that the so-called professional journals cannot reach the

pubHc in sufficient numbers to make any impression upon
them, and that the popular journals which are read by the masses
do the cause of architecture little good, if not even harm.

If the property owner and prospective home maker cannot
be reached through the medium of the excellent architectural

journals of the present day, and if the so-called popular journals

fail in this mission, there still remains the daily press; and to

me it is clear that opportunity lies therein. Just such serial ad-

vertising as has been conducted of late in the daily papers by
a large manufacturer of radiators may be responsible for doing
much good, for the concern plainly advises those about to build

to first employ a competent architect.

Architects by grouped action could ask other large concerns

to place similar overtures before the public in the space they are

already paying for. This having been done, the editor could be

prevailed upon to give more prominence to the architectural

side in their discussion of new structures, thus placing the archi-

tect in his rightful position as the one who conceived the beauty
and convenience of the structure.

Furthermore, the American Institute of Architects should

take immediate steps to prepare a syllabus to be spread broad-

cast for use in the public schools Ihrougbout the country. This
could be done in a few months, and should embrace a live series

of topics which could be made of m.uch-interest to children, espe-

cially those in the higher grades. The syllabus could be followed

. later by a simple text-book on architecture; this shoulil be un-

tcchnical and short, but so arranged as to instruct in knowl-

edge of the good, differentiated from the bad,.in building design.

Again, this could be followed by courses of lectures, perhaps
prepared under the direction of committees from the several

Cbapters of the Institute, to be given in high schools and colleges.

All of this publicity would tend to imjirove the jjublic mind
relative to design and utility in architecture; and while it would
doubtless be a slow process, it might prove to be a sure one.

Yours very truly,

Edw.\rd T. S.\nderson.

To the Editor:

Every time I see or hear of a housing or town planning exhibi-

tion I am impressed with their general ineffectiveness. We could

with great j^rofit follow tbe example of England in such matters.

You probably know about them, but many others do not. In

1907, for example, the International Housing Congress was
shown such exhibitions. They did not consist of photographs

and plans of imaginary things; but of buildings actually con-.
structed under competition on planned areas. The competition
was classified according to the cost of the houses. In this tountr>'
we would perhaps have to have one group for houses from $1 .500
to $2,000, another from $2,000 to $3,000, etc.— or it might be more
closely divided. The possibility of faking was remove<l because
the man who jjut up a house under the competition for a given
sum, and received the award, was thereby under contract to
build from twenty to thirty houses of the same type, at the same
price, in the same locality.

The Congress was taken to see a number of these exhibits. I
remember particularly the ones in Sheffield and Garden City.
These were both just at that time ojx;n for original inspection
by the public. We were able to see the design of the buildings,
their materials and equipment, their location on the bnd. the
lay-out of the streets, to ascertain the price, and. in short, to get
all information necessary for one interested in housing, or for a
prospective builder.

I have mentioned lay-out of the land, which I think an impor-
tant element, particularly in connection with inexpensive homes.
Such homes ought not to be built on broad and exi^nsive streets.

Narrow ways, of cheaper construction, are better. They are less

noisy, more cool and attractive, and, of course, less ex]x?n.sive.

With a proper building line such a street can be at any time
widened if the development of the community happens' to re-

quire it. In the meantime comfortable homes can be as,surcd at a
moderate expense. We are going to have to use every possible
device for keeping down the cost and for increasing the comforts
and effectiveness of such houses if we are to build them under
American conditions.

In connection with keeping down the cost. I am convinced
that the question of taxation is important, and that the simplest
form of justice requires that we impose a smaller tax on improve-
ments and a heavier tax on land values; that is. community
created values. I know there is much misunderstanding on this

subject, but this does not destroy fundamental principles. At
present, all our town planning efforts accrue to the benefit of the

land holder, mainly of idle land, and to the disadvantage of the

actual developer and the occupant.

Another question in which I am interested is that of design.

I have photographs of some houses put up by the D. L. and W.
Road. These are quite a little praised, but they seem to me very

indifferent. They accomplish cold-blooded efficiency perhaps,

but I see no crime in having a working-man's home attractive. I

believe it can be made attractive with no additional expense.

The English cottage developments are attractive, and not essen-

tially monotonous. I think we do not want their fussy style of

architecture. I am more inclined to the Colonial style as perhaps

better suited to American tastes. The lines are simple, efficient,

and can be made very beautiful. Slight modifications through

the arrangement of porches, entries, windows, etc., will tend to

break the monotony, and this can in addition be very effectively

accomplished by proper planning.

I am taking the liberty of mentioning these points, as it

seems to me they are too generally ignored. Our cities are ugly,

and so expensive to the occupant that we have to run from them
to avoid nervous prostration. It is high time for us to consider

both cost and design. Mr. Hamlin, in the "Enjoyment of Archi-

tecture," speaking of the man with ideals on this subject, says:

"To him a city is no gray prison, shutting him in from G<k1 and

Nature; it is rather a great book on which is written large the

history of the aspirations, the struggles, and the constant striving

for beauty of all mankind." We shall never reach this goal until

we give thought to beauty in the construction of all of our homes;

those for the less well-to-do as for those of the rich.

Edward T. Hartman.
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IN
providing adequate housing for the laboring man and his

family, it is important to understand the practical conditions

that must be reaUzed. These are: first, that in order to pro-

vide a possible and successful .solution, the needs of the working-

man with an income of not over $15 a week must be met. This

means that the rental value of most of these houses cannot exceed

S15 or $18 per month, at (lie most.

Certain important factors are now, at last, coming gradually

to be recognized as tending to reduce the expense of this tjpe of

building development. These factors are: first, the elimination

of excessive real-estate profits— especially those based upon in-

flated public valuation caused by the development itself, by which
persons assisting the improvement by building and leasing houses

should be the ones to benefit, rather than the individual specu-

lator; second, the study of economy in the arrangement and
architectural design of the houses— which also implies taking

advantage of the economies possible from semi-detached houses

and their grouping into rows or terraces; third, the arrangement
— through cooperation — for a more economical basis of con-

structing and building the individual houses than is yet compre-
hended in America. These economies can be obtained through
two principal channels: first, the standardization of parts of

houses, which makes it possible to obtain the benefits of ordering

in quantity; and second, the elimination of the uncertainties of

profits in connection with the construction, and the distribution

of profits over a number of buildings, constructed at the same
time and under the same supervision as would be necessary to

construct one dwelling. Some part of this saving should be at

once re-invested in a more permanent and durable construction.

Finally, — though really part of the primary real-estate develop-
ment.— the road construction, sewer, water, gas, and electric

installations must be restricted to the minimum number of feet

possible to serve the greatest number of occupants.

A
LOT of comparativeh' narrow width is equally capable of

being successfully developed with a two-story tenement
or a semi-dctachcti or row house. The group of three to

seven houses, arranged in terraces or lows, that is so character-

istic of these "Garden City" developments abroad, forms indeed

the very basis both of the attraction of these communities and
their initial economy of construction; while it is this very group-
ing of houses that can also be depended upon to make for the

quiet and seclusion of the inclosed garden space inside the blocks,

which provides opportunity for recreation for the households,

equally with retired and safe playgrounds for their children. In-

deed, the most strictly scientific and efficient housing develop-
ments generally provide for the location of the public schools,

gymnasiums, baths, etc., in these same interior blocks, partly for

the additional safety thus provided the children, and partly for

the additional saving in the construction of adjoining streets and
utility instalments thereby effected.

In fact, the saving in cost of construction introduced by the

building of houses in rows is not only inherent in the develop-

nient of all foreign Garden City communities, where not only are

the houses comprising a row built at one time by the contractor,

but he is at the same time building from forty to one hundred
houses sufliciently near the same general type to make stand-

ardized details for doors, windows, closets, shelving, pantries,

etc., possible — thus enabling him to obtain his materials in

greater quantities, of uniform dimensions, and at very consider-

able saving in initial cost, as well as effect a further labor saving

in the speed and rapidity of their installation.

The matter of the real-estate development of foreign suburbs
is a most important element in reducing the item of cost. Under
foreign conditions, as they are managed by beneficent govern-
ment in Germany, or by corporations governing the control and
building of these cities in England, adjoining land is bought or

controlled in such quantities, and placed under such restrictions,

that any great increase in value benefiting only a single individual

becomes quite impossible. The result is that those building or

constructing these houses— and, of course, those eventually

owning them !
— are able thus to obtain the utmost of actual

value for the least possible total of investment, with no loss of

added increment ; which should belong to the group development
rather than be appropriated by any one individual who might
desire unwarrantably to boost the price of adjoining land and
thus unduly increase the total cost of the housing development.

THE present is perhaps not a convenient moment to at-

tempt to analyze the factors that should govern the real-

estate developer in laying out a new section along up-to-

date lines. It is to be noted, however, that, whereas the division

of the plot of land into the greatest possible number of lots

means— in case all are sold within a reasonable time — a greater

total income from the property, the developer hag still to offset

against this sum a far greater development expense associated

with the building of roads, sidewalks, and installation of public

utilities, along with a greater expense in selling the lots and —
no unimportant matter — a considerable further loss in interest

on the invested property value, because of the greater length of

time necessary to carry the project while making a sale of the

final units in the j)lot! This delay often introduces an element

of expense that makes for an actual loss on the entire develop-

ment that would more than offset the handling of the same piece

of j)r()perty, divided more intelligently into lots of greater area,

with a correspondingly smaller amount of road surface to con-

struct and utilities to install - along with the proportionately

greater ease and rapidity in the disposal of the land thus made
available for development purposes. It is important for those

contemjjlating any such developments as are here advocated to

fully compare these two methods, and so realize that the differ-

ence between them is generally sufficient to make the former end

with a deficit for the investor,— figuring his time and the interest

on his required money investment,- - while the latter can pro-

duce, on even the most careful analysis, a net profit that is actu-

ally larger in proportion, .setting quite aside any comparison of

its better esthetic and community values!
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Problems of Mausoleum Construction

By Ferdinand Prochazka

EURIPIDES says:

"Who knows bul thai this hfe is really death,

And whether death is not what men call life?"

Memorials have been built ever since human races have be-

come humanized and conscious of their relation to divinity. The
preservation of the body has been attempted and known since

historical and prehistorical times, and sepulchral chapels have
been erected since the

beginning of history.

The human body has

been enclosed in stone,

metal, or wood, pro-

tected from the ravages

of time, climate, and
other agencies, for relig-

ious reasons and reasons

of sentiment. To ac-

complish preservation, it

was necessary to keep
the body in a dry place,

free from moisture of

any kind; yet it is rather

surprising how little

study has been given
to the minutia; of con-

struction of the exclu-

sively developed stone

structure to accomplish
what is a fundamental
condition of the building

used for this purpose.

The principles are sim-

ple, but the architect

too often attempts to

create beautiful designs

with absolute disregard

of the consequences in-

evitable from their ex-

posure to the elements.
Handsome structures

have been erected with-
out a thought as to how
they should be made
waterproof and lasting;

others have been erected
that have only met this

question half way.
The first principle to

follow is to avoid up-
right joints in the pro-
jecting mouldings and
roof of the mausoleum.
Stones in top courses
which are placed butting
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Figs. 1 -4. Detail^ Showing the Construction of Roofs and Cornices of Various Mausoleums

against each other are called "upright jointed." To accomplish
the protection of these exposed joints, they must lap, or other
stones should cover the exposed joint. Stones expand in summer
and contract in the winter months, thereby naturally opening up
the joints so that water, snow, and ice will enter, to the eventual
destruction of the building. Under these circumstances, the ar-

chitect's ingenuity is put to a test to find a combination of con-

struction which will take

form, be in accord with

the classical. Gothic, or

any other style of archi-

tecture, and yet possess

the necessary durable

and lasting features.

To keep the interior

dry, condensation must
be carried otT from the

vault or chapel. Ventila-

tion insures circulation

of air. and with it par-

tial dryness. Closed

windows and doors all

must be provided with

ventilation and drainage

appropriate for their dif-

ferent locations, (jran-

ite and marble lining

must have air spaces be-

tween the different con-

structions to insure dry-

ness, and also so that

condensation can be re-

duced to the smallest

possible amount. To
keep the interior at a

lower temperature in

summer and higher tem-

perature in winter also

requires painstaking

study. These problems

of keeping out water and

condensation arc more
intensified for the larger

than the smaller mauso-

leum, and when reach-

ing a certain size often

become absolutely in-

surmountable if a pre-

conceived notion of style

and form enters into the

plan. The accompany-

ing photographs (Figs.

1-4) of some of these

large structures show

Copyriiffi, JQI7, by The Architectural Reviep Company
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this weakness.

Con St rue ted
with any unpro-

tected upright

joints in the

stone roof, wa-
ter will enter al-

most as quickly

as if no cover

is placed on the

top. The sub-

terfuge of plac-

ing a copper roof

under a stone

roof is a sham;
a sham that

should never be

tolerated. An en-

tire bronze roof,

such as is on the

Armour Mauso-
leum at Wood-
lawn Cemetery,
New York City,

is then prefer-

able to a stone

roof that is only

a make believe;

the roof is at

least honest and
makes no pre-

Rg. 5. Cross Section Through Hays Mausoleum tention. It is

hard for an architect to separate himself from a form which, in

his mind, he thinks of as a perfect outHne form, but which, as

far as construction goes, is likely to become a failure. The lack

of attention to construction to insure safety against the elements
often forces clients to leave architects religiously alone, and
patronize the so-called monument man, who has learned by expe-
rience not to attempt any shape

unless it is absolutely water-

tight, even if not entirely free

from condensation.

The study of condensation
leads to more complex problems,

not so easily overcome, espe-

cially when a line colored or

white marble, which is apt to

get watersoaked and shows dis-

coloration, lines the interior of

the mausoleum. Some construc-

tors have hit upon the expedient
of opening up the whole interior

through ventilating openings so

large that the air can circulate

freely. This also leads to trouble,

for when air is moist outside,

the interior will also be satu-

rated with the maximum of

moisture. On the other hand, if

the ventilators are kept small
and the ventilation sluggish, the
strata of dry air in the air spaces
will then operate to keep the in-

terior comparatively free of mois-
ture. Double windows in bronze
frames will keep the glass free

from ice, if circulation is estab-
lishefj on a slow system, and will

keep the windows cool and warm
according to seasons.

To effect the safest masonry
construction, large stones must
be used and their joints carefully

overlapped. The
idea is that the

water will then

be shed off, even
though the bond
of the cement is

partly broken,

or that it will be

sufficiently pro-

tected so that

little harm will

be done till it

can l>e taken

care of later.

In the upright

joint, the dam-
age is inflicted

immediately—
the moisture is

admitted into

the mau!-oleum,

and no amount
of cement will

make the joint

proof against

moisture; in ac-

tual fact the ce-

ment is likely to

act as a wedge
and so serve to

force the stones

further apart. F'§. 6. Plan of Hays Mausoleum

Granite has offered the safest material, next is Tennessee
marble, and finally, within certain sizes, limestone.

The Mausoleum Plan. In laying out the building of a mauso-
leum, the first problem which confronts the architect is the loca-

tion and arrangement of the receptacles for the bodies, classified

as catacombs and sarcophagi. The popular arrangement is just

as many shelves as catacombs,

arranged in a visible pigeonhole

form; a narrow nave, with door

and window, as in Figs. 5 and 6,

then completes the whole inte-

rior arrangement.

It is very hard to persuade

people to disregard this rooted

arrangement, on account of sen-

timent and also economic spac-

ing, dcs{)ite the fact that it is

more difficult to produce an ar-

tistic and iniprcssi\c interior

under such conditions. The
arrangement, then, truly speak-

ing, is left to the client, which is

an incorrect way of starting; but
in most cases under considera-

tion the architect is forced to

make the best of a l)ad arrange-

ment.

The usual size of catacombs
is 3'-o" wide, 7'- 8" long, and
2'-2" high. These units are

large and cumbersome to ar-

range and locate around a spa-

cious chapel. In the first place,

they must be so located as to

j)ermit placing the casket easily

and with ceremonious formality.

To l)e able to turn the casket

inside the chapel requires at

least seven feet in width, so this

extra size would put the expense

of building beyond reach in
Plan of Thalmann Mausoleum, Woodlawn Cemetery

ISee also Figs. 25 and 2ii)
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Fig. 8. Cross Section Through Fisher Mausoleum

many cases. The narrow chapel, with the
catacombs arranged lengthwise, as shown
in Fig. 6, reduces the size of the building

to the smallest unit. This also accomplishes
the adjustment of the catacombs so that
when caskets are carried into the building

lengthwise they can be placed either to

right or left without interrupting the cere-

mony.
Yet there are some persons who desire

arrangements more susceptible of an artis-

tic development, and so the plan of the

Thalmann Mausoleum at Woodlawn (Fig.

7) shows a large, round cornered chapel
with a double sarcophagus placed under
the window, facing the door. Other inter-

ments are to be
placed in cata-

combs on either

side of the door.

The interior is

treated in an
architecturally

simple and ar-

tistic manner.
The plan of

the Hegeman
Mausoleum
(Fig. 13), Wood-
lawn Cemetery,
shows the cata-

combs lined on
either side of the

door, with win-

dows breaking
the long sides.

Catacombs are

also placed un-
der the window-
in the rear, fac-

ing the entrance,

the whole de-

veloping into a
plan suggesting

Fig. I I . Detail, Construction Catacomb Slab

VII vy Of- OOR,MEI»

Fig. 12. Internal Corner, Showing Air Space

rLOOO-PUAA-

Fig. 13. Floor Plan of Hegeman Mausoleum, Woodlawn Cemeteiy

Fig. 9. Longitudinal Section of Fisher Mausoleum

a cross-like t>-pe of plan formation.
Another arrangement has catacombs

placed under the floor, permitting inter-

ment through the floor of a chapel contain-
ing an altar or- seatings. These catacombs
can then be arranged much as they are

shown in the Fisher Mausoleum in Prin'

-

ton, N. J. (Figs. 8, 9, and 10.)

Construction of Catacombs and Sarcopnagi.

The catacomb or sarcophagus is lined with
slate entirely, or partly slate, or brick,

—

hollow brick,— all materials to keep the

inner space free from moisture. A marble,

bronze, or granite slab for the inscription is

then generallyslipped into the front(Fig. 11)

and thus finishes the entire structural unit.

The sarcoph-

agus can be
made out of one
block of solid

stone, or of slabs

from six up to

twelve inches

thick, grooved,

anchored, and
doweled firmly

together. Either

the cover of the

sarcophagus is

removable, or

one of the sides

is so shaped as

to permit its re-

moval. After

catacombs and
sarcophagi
have been ar-

ranged in their

several loca-

tions, they must
be so combined
in their loca-

tion around the

chapel that they
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Fig. 14. Detail Showing the Lapping of Stones at Joints

do not come into contact with outside walls, or that

they touch them as slightly as can possibi}- be devised.

They must be surrounded by an air space, so moisture can easily

be removed by drainage and ventilation. These air spaces are

connected with the outside air by small openings that create a
moderate circulation (Fig. 12). It is feasible to line the cata-

combs with hollow tile, and then with slate, with excellent re-

sults, so far as even temperature and dryness are concerned.

The drawback of this double hning is that the cost of the stone-

work rises ver>- rapidly with the necessary extra width or length

of the plan. This is generally the reason that most mausoleums
are simply lined with slate, which is grooved at the ends into a

granite or brick wall, so the joints lap and can be cemented
(Fig. 25). This assures a dry building.

When sarcophagi and catacombs are placed so that they are

entirely isolated from the walls, the next step is to seal them and
also place the temporary tablets in location. These tablets are

usually slipped into

slots, as shown in Fig.

1 1 , the total opening be-

ing a little larger than

the tablets, so that they

may be slif^ed out.

After the interment, the

catacomb front is her-

metically sealed, to keep

the interior free from
moisture, by a brick

lining in front of which
are placed marble or

bronze tablets, provided

with handles or rosettes.

In some cases they are

left without any fixtures

for removal.

Windows and Openings.

The next problem is to

get light. Most of the

mausoleums contain no
light, with the intention

of obtaining a certain

effect of mystery upon
the beholder, which also

makes the ventilation

very incomplete, not to

say impossible. Light,

and especially sunlight,

should be introduced,

either through the door

or one or more windows.
My own conviction is

that these places of re-

membrance should not

be made gruesome. The
sun can also ordinarily

be depended upon to

perfoim its essential

function of heating.

Appended is a tabic

of temperature differ-

ence in the winter 1912-

Fig. 15. Section Showing

Good and Bad Jointing

Fig. 16. Detail Showing Overlapping Stone Joint in Cornice

igi3 in the Thalmann Mausoleum, which is entirely

dependent on two windows, the rear one facing north

:

Time Ins de Outside Time Insi de Outside
HiKh Low High Low

Dec. b-13 9 A.M. 4,S 40 40 Jan. 5-14 9 A.M. 32 27 34
iJec. S-13 8 A.M. 45 40 30 Jan. 12- 14 10 A.M. 34 26 35
IJec. «-i3 10 A.M. 45 37 30 Jan. 14- 14 II A.M. 30 18 8
IJec. 9-13 4 P.M. 41 39 3(> Jan. 19- 14 9.30 A.M. 28 20 32
Uec. 10-13 10 A.M. 48 37 32 Jan. 21- 14 3 PM- 30 24 3t>

Uec. 11-13 lO A.M. 41 39 32 Jan. 2O- 14 9 A.M. 27 24 28
Dec. 12-13 10 A.M. 42 32 32 Feb. 2- 14 9 A.M. 38 26 3b
Dec. 13-13 9 A.M. 36 33 44 t'eb. 9- 14 9.30 A.M. 3« 27 34
Dec. 15-13 3 P.M. 3Q 34 44 Feb. 16- 14 10 A.M. 3H 18 b

Dec. 18-13 3 PM. 40 36 44 Feb. 25- 14 8.30 A.M. 32 16 12

Dec. 19-13 9 A.M. 40 34 28 Mar. 2- 14 9 A.M. 28 20 32
Dec. 20-13 9.30 A.M. 3« 34 40 Mar. 9- 14 9 A.M. 34 24 30
Dec. 22-13 9.30 A.M. 3« 33 42 Mar. 16- 14 A.M. 35 26 40
Dec. 23-13 1.30 P.M. 42 39 44 Mar. 30- 14 A.M. 3b 2A 40
Dec. 24-13 9 A.M. 40 37 44 .Apr. b- 14 9 A.M. 43 37 42
Dec. 26-13 3 PM- 42 36 32 Apr. 1,1- 14 9 A.M. 48 42 42
Dec. 27-13 A.M. 3« 32 24 Apr. 20- 14 10 A.M. 50 40 60
Dec. 29-13 3 P.M. 3(> 29 32 ,'\pr. 27- 14 10 A.M. 42 3b 50
Dec. 31-13 9 A.M. 3(f 28 32 May 4- 14 10 A.M. 4b 34 60

Mav 1
1- 14 10 A.M. 48 3« 58

Mausoleum

The Thalmann Mau-
soleum also contains

three jardinieres for

plants,— ferns andpalms
are used for summer and
evergreens for winter.

For three seasons they
have been kept in good
condition, and the tem-
perature has been such
that they did not de-

teriorate.

The idea of keeping
these places of remem-
brance clean and bright,

symbolical of the idea of

future light and bright-

ness, seems to me the

most apjiropriate idea,

and I cannot give up
the thought that all

things should be done
lo make a mausoleum a

shrine of reflection, with

everything symbolical of

the sweetness of remem-
brance of thosewho have
passed away forever.

Permanency of Construc-

tion. The next point of

discussion would be how
to put the various units

for the whole mauso-
leum together so that

the ever-present wear
and tear should be ma-
terially lessened. The
units ciinnot but assume
cuhica! formation, as the

Ijcaring on bed joints

and upright joints is the

sim])lest form of con-

struction. Horizontal
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beds and upright joints le-

quire the setting of the units,

which must be phiced in the
very best of cement mortar
and bedded so that lifting

the stones would disclose an
al)solute covering bed of mor-
tar, that, if deficient, can be
then made complete. Upright

quired), or otherwise a cemcnl
joint is worked into the crev-
ice inside as far as possible
and [Mjrmitted to assume a
partial .set. The grout is then
])oured between oakum and
cement joint and stirred up
until absolute assurance is

given that joints are corn-

Fig. 19. Section Through Bronze

Window-Sill

joints, for possible reasons of ex-

ecution, must be grouted, and
gravity can be depended upon
entirely to fill them. All care

must be taken to fill these joints

and deteimine if they are well

protected, and to leave no air

spaces to cause trouble in the

future. The usual manner of

execution is as follows: Oakum
is placed on the outside of the

joints (also inside if l| I

a finished wall is re-
' ""^

Top. a-roH •^-(O-. ,.*•-

#

V-rr I'-Ui

Fig. 20. Sections a( Jamb and
Mullion o( Double Window

pletcly and well filled. The units of
the stonework should be fmely jointed,
with granite, up to two inches, and
the balance evenly bedded, and no
spawls larger than one half inch should
be permitted either out of beds or
joints (Fig. 15). The backs should,
under all circumstances, be evenly
trimmed, to per-

mit the conden-
sation to dis-

charge easily

Fig. 21. Sketch Showing Large Stone Construction of

Glazier-Bemheimer Mausoleum

Fig. 22. Sections Through Door

: -JmTi

1

Fig. 23. Exterior View of Glazier-Bernheinier Mausoleum Fig. 24. Section Through Window
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from all surfaces. No uneven thickness of cubical units

should be permitted, nor uneven beds and joints. Uneven
beds make reservoirs for moisture: the same also holds true

of the joints. Marble and sandstone should, under all cir-

cumstanc^es, have tubbcti beds and joints.

.\nchors are used to be placed at con-

venient intervals, for the sake of preserving

the actual sizes and formation. Anchors
should he bedded in lead, so that they ma>-

give with e.vpansion and contraction. After

all joints and beds are filled with cement.

they can be raked out one-half inch fiom

the front face and pointed

with an elastic material made
up of colorless varnish, dry

white lead, granite, marble,

or limestone dust. This will

give an elastic pointed joint

and betl. ami usually j^ermits

the same to be waterproofed.

Wedge lead is of no value. I

have seen wedge lead come
out of beds and joints in

cemeteries near Boston for

the whole length of the mau-
.soleum. I think the simplest

form of masonr}- is still the

best. The cohesion between

cement mortar and the

stone units gives the

greatest safety, while an

abstilutely perpendicular
p

wall formation offers no

difficulties to keeping

the cement mortar in

position and shedding

the water.

Platforms and cornices Pig. 25. Sectional Drawing Through Thalmann Mausoleum, Showing

aoOQH

Construction

cause greater difficulties, and a

different way of jointing must
then be adopted. Xo elastic

cement will hold permanently.

As soon as the units of stone aie

forced apart by climatic condi-

tions, the mortar units are re-

leased and fall out, which causes

upright joints to open up and be

subjected to the deterioration

inevitably resulting

from their exposure to

atmospheric condi-

tions. I have tried the

lapping of stones (Fig.

14), such as is shown,
on terrace and plat-

forms, on several oc-

casions, with success.

Here the space is

made as small as is

compatible with the

strength of material;

and I have had suc-

cess on one building

that has been in ex-

istence for nearly

twenty years without

repointing. The quan-
tit}' of cement above

the tenon is rather small, and is

so tightly wedged that it cannot
escape. Should it be released,

the inner tenon in the mortise

will still prevent the moisture

from entering too far. Outside

pointing must be periodically

renewed. The life of cement

Fig. 26. I \lerior View of Thalmann Mausoleum
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Fig. 27. Construction of Gable Roof

pointing seems to be about fciir

years; that of elastic pointing,

about six years.

'I'he jjopular notion that niau-

soieums rec^uire no care what-
ever should be dispelled. They
need care, but they shouhl re-

(juire a minimum of care, and be

so constructed that whatever
gives way can be replaced easily,

and does not require reconstruc-

tion (Figs. 17, 18). Cornices and
belt mouldings can only be made
safe by being constructed of

stone units that overlap, and
should be mortised and tenoned
so that pointing must remain in

the stones. A double mortise

might answer to form a key
between the joints and prevent

the pointing from drojjjiing out

entirel}'. I have shown in Fig. 16

an e.xaggerated form, but a

rather shallow, yet square, mor-
tise will keep pointing in place.

The expense of these several

suggestions in construction raises

the i)rice of building materially,
• but final results in the long run
warrant the expenditure. The old saying, "One stitch in time
saves nine," is applicable to all carefully planned construction.

The more study devoted to perfecting these details, the better

in the long run. The square form of mausoleum might be con-

structed so as to be more water-proof if larger units were used
and lap joints, as is shown in Fig. 25.

Every one of these various problems requires special treat-

ment. In F'ig. 21 I show the construction of the Glazier-Bern-

heimcr Mausoleum (Fig. 23), which, on a ground plan, shows
no upright open joints whatsoever. The temple form, in either

the Greek or Roman style, offers the safest construction. The
steps ex[)ose the only open joints, as no other joints need be left

open to the weather. The remedies
otTered are shown in F'igs. 14 and 16

and Fig. 5.

Another style of exterior stone con-

struction is offered in the Thalmann
Mausoleum (Fig. 26), when the small-

est possible number of upright joints

are exposed to the weather on the

platforms, and none whatever on the

roof. The steps are made up as fol-

lows: First step, 21-6" x 3-8" x
I'-ii"; second step, i8'-6" x 3-0" x
i'-2"; third step, i8'-6" x i-2" x
i'-2". Length of side stone, i9'-3"

between buttresses; length of cornice,

2o'-3". In the roof the sizes of the

stone units are: The three top stones,

9'-o" X 26'~o" X I -6"; one side stone,

7'-o" X 26'-o" X i'6"; and two side

stones, 4'-o" x 26'-o" x I'-o". This
mausoleum I would call absolutely
safe stone construction, with very
little consideration for any precon-
ceived notion of architecture.

Interior Requirements. Having shown
the various methods of construction
which arc successful anrl not success-
lul, as far as the exteriors are con-
cerned, I will now refer to the inte-

rior, and it will be noticed that in the
cross-sections of the various tlrawings
an air space has been left entirely

PcB/PtCTlvt View- Or

• nr.ar.MANMAvyoLtvM
"OXiLAVrt i.t«rrt»v/l v.:

interior <if ilw m.-ni-

and Keystones, Hegeman Mausoleum

tion. In the interiors of th

around thr

wjlcum.

Some I i>ii-iiu( (<ir- niainiain
that thi.s space should receive
the largest |x»ssible vent ojHrn-

ings, and also maintain that the
interior of the chapel should lit

ventilated promiscuously. I re-

fer to the table of tcmin-ralurc
of the Thalmann Mausoleum a.s

entirely refuting this theory.
The inner chajx-l of this mauso-
leum has been ventilatwl s|)ar-

ingly, thiough the d<K»r and
winrlows and an o|-ening in the
leiling. The windows offered
Ionsiderable trtuble in concfen-

sjition, which has been relieve*!

by gutters Ix-irig placed under
these, and in turn ct)nnecled with
small oj)ening to the exterior.

1 he condensation on glass anrl

bronze I have not l)ccn aliie to

remove, except by leading the

accumulation outside the mau-
soleum (Figs. 19, 20). The
marble, being kept dry and
insulated from outside influence,

remains fairly free of condensa-
ose mausoleums whose diwrs arc

Fig. 28. Showing Design of Bronze Roof Construction

kept wide ojjcn. the marble which usually forms the lining gets
an oppoitunity to absorb moisture which, when the doors arc
closed, is released and comes down as condensation. Most care-
takers will not agree to this fact, but I have found, where care-
takers have followed my instructions, that families have kept
carpets and furniture in these mausoleums without any trouble
of mould or swelling. The ideal formation may yet have to be
devised, but, as far as my experience goes, I believe that the
simplest mode of ventilation, small ventilators with hoods and
l)rovision against entering rain, will give goixl results.

The roofs of mausoleums condense considerable moisture on

the top of the ceilings, and I have
found a g(Kd method to keep the ceil-

ing free from condensation to be by
placing a very thin sheet of lead across

the same — the largest width which
may be procured without joints. This

will make an interior condensation

l^roof ; or the marble ceiling slabs may
be so regulated as to diain such mois-

ture away from them to the air

chambers, where, through circulation,

the moisture gradually evajwratcs or

is ilrained olT to the res[)ective ojien-

ings left for that purpose.

Doors and Windows. Doors of mau-
soleums should always o|>en outward,

for the sake of making them water-

tight. Doors hung to open inward

will always admit water, as the wind

storms force a slight ojH'ning. Doors

opening outward are forced tighter

and closer by the action of the wind

and storm (Figs. 22. 24). Dfx)rs mu.st

have ventilating shutters for the ad-

mission of air on very hot days, when
flowers are kept inside, and they

should al.so be kept closed in ci;ld and

rainy days. (One of my clients placed

carnations in his mausoleum on Eas-

ter Day and, with no change of water,

the flowers were intact two weeks

after, showing equable temperature.)
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The most difficult problem is the removal of condensation from

glass and bronze. I have de\-ised a double window which admits

air moderately and drains itself of moisture (Figs. 20, 24). Re-

mo\ing this moisture prevents the freezing of the windows in

winter, which reacts upon the connections between bronze and

glass, finally loosening them. The connection between bronze

and stone I accomplish without cement, leaving an air space.

which acts as the best insulation. This siime melhcd is used on

doors (Figs. 20. 22).

The Setting of Roof Stones. There are several consliuc-

tions of stone roofs which have proved successful. Some
originally claimetl patent rights. The three roof stone

ccnstruction is shown in Fig. 27.

As previously mentioned, the stones should be set in

a bed of cement mortar, which means they must be

lifted in order to make sure they are thoroughly bedded.

As a rule, roof stones are grouted, which does not

exclude the possibility of a leak. Large roof

stones with projecting mouldings are set by
clamps, on which Mr. Mat Haley has a patent

(Fig. 29). This permits lifting the stone to secure

a perfect bedding. The Bradley

Mausoleum, which has a stone

38 feet long. 1 foot 6 inches

thick, and 10 feet

wide, was set by the

Haley clamp method.

Flat platforms and

flat roofs without pro-

jections are difficult

to bed. These stones

should be cut with

projections, which can

then, after setting, be

removed.

The lower courses

in many mausoleums
show the capillary ac-

tion of moisture. It

may be caused by an

uneven bed or the

lack of exact bedding.

or by the stone forma-

tion: it is probably of-

ten due to both these

suggested causes.

The only bronze

roof construction
which I have seen is

at Wootilawn (Fig.

30). I also show a

bronze roof construc-

tion which I have

evolved for a verj"

large mausoleum (Fig.

28).

Materials. The most
desirable materials
used in the execution

of mausoleums are

granites, and they are

herewith classified in

order, according to

their beauty and du-

rability: Westerly and
Connecticut White;
Barre; Southern Pink

;

Milford, Mass.. Pink;

Milford, New Hamp-
shire; Green's Land-
ing; Stony Creek;
Quincy; Wwxibury &
Mt. Airy; Beth-el

Fig. 29. Showing Patented Arrangement for Setting Roof Stones

Fig. 30. Detail of Bronze Roof on a Mausoleum at Woodlawn

White; Hallowell; New Hampshire, and a number of others.

Westerly and Connecticut White are the densest materials, run-

ning to more uneven shades in their units. The best and most
uniform in color and texture is Barrc Granite, from Barre, Vt.

The size is limited only by limitations of railroad transportation.

Foi beauty of effect it has no rival, and keeps its color almost
forever if not touched by acid washing.

Quincy is a fine even stone; it wears well, Ijut is somber in

color. Woodbury is similar to Quincy, but not so dark, and
wears without cleaning longer than any other granite. I

constructed one mausoleum of this stone that has never

been cleaned, but keeps its color well and ages uniformly.

Bcth-el While, Hallowell, New Hampshire, permit very

ine carving but soil very quickly. Mt. Airy is a clear

while granite, rather haul and somewhat brittle, that dis-

colors very badly,

especially near trees

and vegetation, and
shows stronger water-

marks than any other

granite.

Stony Creek Pink
Granite wears finely

and needs no clean-

ing, but most people

object to its strong

marking, which is ex-

ceedingly beautiful.

The marbles most
used are White Ver-

mont, Sutherland

Falls, Tennessee, and
Georgia Marble. Of
these, there are sev-

eral beautiful exam-
ples to be found in

Woodlawn Cemetery.

The length and sizes

of cubics are limited,

and upright joints are

quite prevalent in

these buildings.

An exceedingly
beautiful and desir-

able material is Ten-

nessee light pink mar-

ble, which works up
both aitistically and
handsomely. The
sizes are large, but not

large enough, and open

perpendicular joints

are seen frequently in

the roofs, to the detri-

ment of the construc-

tion. An exceedingly

beautiful mausoleum
(the Lorillard) of pink

and blue Georgia
Marble is in Wood-
lawn Cemetery.

Limestone mauso-

leums are not popular,

but their wear is not

inferior to white mar-

ble.

Cemetery corpora-

tions, as a rule, prefer

to limit materials to

be used to granite, as

the care and expense

involved in its main-

tenance are less.

V/"^

/.«'.
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GENERAL VIEW

HOU5L AT ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

PORD. BUTLER & OLIVER. ARCHITECTS

mcHHEnuRAii

GENERAL VIEW

HOU.SF. FOR MRS. G. M. HIPPKI.. DE,5 MOINL5. IOWA

SAVv-YER & WATROUS. ARCHITF-CTS
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STABLt tNTRANCE.

HOUSE AND STABLE FOR WM. H. MINOTT. ESQ.. ST. JAMES, L. 1.

FORD. BUTLE.R & OL1VE.R. ARCHITE.CTS

PLATE XCI
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DINING-ROOM

HRCHTIEaURAb

LIVING-ROOM

HOUSE FOR WM. H. MINOTT, L5Q., ST. JAME.5. L. I.

FORD, BUTLE.R & OLIVLR. ARCHITtCTS

PLATL XCII
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VltW OF LNTRANCE FRONT

LRCHTIEnORAU

VILW ALONG FRONT TOWARD GARAGE AND STABLE

HOUSE OF J. AUSTIN AMORY, ESQ.. NELDHAM. MASS.

COOLIDGE & 5HATTUCK. ARCHITF.CTS

PLATL XCIII
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VIE.W OF SERVICE. tND

mcHnmtjRAb

LIVING ROOM
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COOLIDGE. & SHATTUCK. ARCHITE.CT5
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AMERICAN COUNTRY HOME.S

GENERAL VIEW

HOUSE FOR WALLACE. R. ANDICT, E^Q.. LVANSTON. ILL

TALLMADGE & WATSON. ARCHITECTS

fr-kcHTTFnrjRAIr

GENERAL VIEW

HOUSE FOR PERCY.ANDREWS, ESQ., WILEMETTE. ILL.

PLATE XCVI
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THORN HOUSL CUPBOARD, DATING FROM SOON AITLR 17 17 CUPBOARD IN THE. MANSt. ABOUT 1768. POiSIBLY ALTtRtD LATER
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JONES HOUSE. CUPBOARD. ABOUT 17.50 WILLIAMS HOUSE CUPBOARD. ABOUT 1707

FOUR. OLD CUPBOARDS FROM HOUSES AT OLD DE.ERFILLD, MASS.
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"Business as Usual"— or Better?

A Discussion of the Lffect upon Building Conditions of Our Entrance into the World War

Presenting 5ome of the New Problems Requiring Especial 5tudy at This Time

By Allen L. Beals

Tkf AmrridiH anhiled is confronted hy a nriu fotlor. of uhidi most of those in the profession have as yet had no experience, that must no-.c he taken into

ttecimmt vhm aJrisiiig -uilh clients on tentative building construction. Because of the censorship exercised by our allies, he is slouly, hut only partly, coming
inlo ^ssessioH of Ihrfacis that have affecird his profession and the building trades in those countries actually at -tear. For his own reputation he cannot afford

(« advise utobj/v during these coming months, when building expendilures must be considered 'with particular care. Neither does he u'ish to add. by one futile

skmg, to any merely "psychological" condition. The time requires a careful study of basic factors, and their searching analysis and comprehension.

.is ofnilue in directing attention to these new conditions, ue publish the following conlribulion by Mr. .lllcn E. Beals (publisher of Dov Service Daily

Building Reports), for what interest, value, and timeliness il may possess. We will be glad to find space in future issues for conlribulions from those of our

readers who may late issue with, or desire other information on, the statements contained in this article. .-Is some of these communications may touch upon vital

and personal fjcls. xce will omil the writer's name when requested.

WEDGED in the apex of an inverted triangle, a cartoon-

ist might draw the extremities of a thrifty Ameiican

property owner, his head and abdomen flattened out

like a ribbon of tooth-paste into a question-mark. If he labeled

the three sides of the triangle "Building Supply," "Cost," and
" Demand," placed the whole in a giant baler bearing the words

"Liberty Loan" and "Conscription," and pictured the archi-

tects of the country rushing before an oncoming gloom cloud

armed with life-gi\-ing pulmotors, a fairly accurate perspective

would be given of the conditions governing national construc-

tion to-day.

The first principle in building is to trust the architect. Suc-

cessful builders invariably follow this precept. The architect,

like the physician and the lawyer, is a keen student of current

pmgress in his profession. The depth of his knowledge of un-

toward conditions affecting adversely the welfare of his client

is one measure of his success in his profession. The architect,

however, has to delve deeper and study longer than other pro-

fessional men, because not only must he be the master of the vast

subject of architecture, but he must be conversant, as well, with

matters relating to finance, kind, texture, and cost of every one

of the 3,700 items that can enter into the assembling of a modern
building. Besides, he has to understand and analyze not only

business conditions in general, but the underlying causes of pros-

jierity or retroaction creating or checking the demand for new
construction.

It is this supplementary study that has been commanding the

attention of the architectural profession particularly during the

last four months. [It is May 7th as I write this.] Clients by the

thousand must have called upon architects with the question,

"Shall I build now or wait?" If the answer has been to proceed,

the client may have been astounded at the sharp shifts in

building-material prices. Should he have decided, however, to

I)ostpone operations, the client may have looked back one year,

to the time when his thoughts first were directed toward the

po5>sibility of turning over his realty investment for a profit, and
noted mentally the profits he would have taken had he then

had a little more confidence in his project, and could have looked
into the future with the trained eye of his counsellor. He also

has little trouble even to-day in remembering the quick transi-

tion from national over-production to a condition rapidly ap-

proaching national under-construction.

Demand for New Building Construction Accelerated
Vvill Liberty Loan of 1917 Cause a New High Mark?

Brookmeier's Chart shows that building prosj)erity comes and
goes in ten-year cycles. Even the embattlement of Europe failed

to upset this truth. It is this prosperity, this nation-wide demand
for commercial, indu.^trial, and institutional development and ex-

pansion, that is making the demand for building-materials what
it is to-day. It is not the mere fact of this demand, however,
that is the retarding element in the minds of their clients for

architects to remove, for every realty owner knows that the real-

estate market and the building movement are both on the ui>-

tum. The disquieting tremor is produced by the possible effect

the Liberty Loan of $7,000,000,000 to our allies and to our own

people will have upon that demand, and how the conscription

laws will operate upon building-material prices and labor-costs.

Building-material prices are leased upon Demand, Cost, and
Supply. Demand is created by business expansion. Commercial
expansion, in turn, is made necessary by wider fields of trade.

More factory facilities are required to produce goods to sell to

new territories. Vast shifting of labor and clerical help results.

This requires more houses of all kinds. It also makes necessary

more office space to handle the larger forces and the bigger busi-

ness. Greater shipments from mills require more warehouses to

handle the goods awaiting ships to take the products overseas

or to hold them for seasonal requirement. At the present time

the demand for warehguse space is accentuated by the higher

demurrage rates charged shippers and consignees by the rail-

roads to offset the car shortage.

As to the permanence of the demand for new building construc-

tion, and incidentally the conditions making for high cost of

building-materials, it is apparent to the student of economics

that if the larger portion of the world has to be maintained by
the United States for any length of time, even the record-breaking

building operations of 191 6 are inadequate to meet the expansion

demanded by our newly acquired world commerce.

National building construction jumped from $882,255,652 in

1914 to $1,125,356,045 last year. And in the first quarter of 1917,

with all sorts of disquieting rumors afloat, with this country

hourly facing entrance into the great conflict, with the menace
to shipping and the high cost of materials at home, national

construction from 165 cities showed an increase of 100 new
building operations over the same period last year with a value

of $87,134,797, or a loss of only six-tenths of one per cent. Even
. that figure shows an increase of 9.7 per cent over the same period

in 1915. In absorbing these statistics it should be remembered

that in a large section of the country the actual ])uilding season

does not begin until the second quarter is at least thirty days old.

This progress represents the power of the first credit loan to

the allies of $500,000,000. To-day the country not only pro-

poses to sextuple that amount, but, in addition, to e.xpend four

billions of dollars right in the very same channels that made the

vast prosperity of last year, namely, in American manufacturing

establishments. If a mere half a billion credit extension can

advance the demand for new building construction more than

$300,000,000 in a single year, it is easy to see that with twenty

times that amount ready to be expended here, even the present

contemplated building construction will be wholly inadequate

to take care of the demand.

Conscription Will Enforce National Lfficiency

There are those who beheve that the conscription laws will so

Clippie building-material production that a point will be reached

where cost will so seriously outweigh the possible earning power

of a structure that it will not be jirofitable for building con-

struction to proceed. Less than a month ago the chief doubt

in the American building investor's mind was that regarding the

elTect a seven billion dollar loan would have upon the financial

resources of the country. When he realized that the total wealth

of the United States was $200,000,000,000, making it possible
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for the country safely to make credit commitments to the extent

of forty billions of dollars if necessary, he turned with trepidation

to the conscription laws and the effect they would have upon
the available labor supply.

The real purpose of the conscription laws is not to place every
male in the country in brass buttons and send him to the front.

These laws are designed to put the country on an enforced

efficiency basis. There arc husky men to-day operating elevators

that any young girl can handle. There are thousands of street-

car contiuctors that could be supplanted by women. There are

thousands of bell hops, waiters, chauffeurs, and cab drivers who
could be turned into kilns, lumber-yards, quarries, and cement
mills, to facilitate the war. Seven men have to stay at home
to maintain a single individual at the front, and this mainte-

nance means shelter and business housing just as much as it

means food and clothing, not only for the men at the front, but
for the non-combatants who are being defended.

Furthermore, England's cause is our cause. Therefore her

])risoners are our prisoners. If thousands upon thousands of

prisoners are being sent to Canada to till the soil and operate the

factories and build new buildings, it would be a very simple

matter to bind some more thousands of these prisoners over to

American contractors to help in supplying houses to shelter

factory workers, buildings to house the mill products awaiting

ships to carry them abroad, and new ofitice buildings to carry on
the work of expediting shipments.

Heretofore only forty-six per cent of the total productive

capacity of all the factories and mills in the United States has

been consumed by our own jx'ople. The remainder either have

been absorbed in moderate exports or only parts of the mills

have been operated. When the war began, for instance, only

about thirty-eight per cent of all the furnaces in the country's

steel industry were employed. To-day practically eighty-seven

per cent arc in operation and more are being blown in every

week.

There never has been a maximum production of steel, because

there never has been a demand for it. The same is true of lum-

ber, cement, brick, lime, stones, asbestos, gypsum, or slate. We
are speaking of maximum production. Demand always precedes

sujjply. No manufacturer will provide maximum production

without maximum demand; conversely, demand will create its

own suppl}-. For instance, the total productive capacity of Amer-
ican Fortland cement mills is approximately 148,000,000 bar-

rels a year. The greatest amount ever produced was in 191 6,

when it reached a total of 93,000,000 barrels; and despite the

great demand in the first quarter of 1917, the prospects are that

barely 98,000,000 barrels of cement will be manufactured this

year. In the matter of common brick the Hudson River district

at New York, probably the largest common brick producing

center in the world, has a maximum capacity of about 1,500,000,-

000 brick in 119 plants; but the highest quantity ever produced

was 1,200,000,000, and in 191 6, which was a good average build-

ing year in the East, only about 700,000,000 were manufactured

in 87 plants.

If government requisitions on steel, cement, and similar basic

building j)ioducls prove long continued, it may be necessary to

revert to lime mortar and brick construction and small unit

operations until such times as greater steel capacity can be pro-

cured. The length of that interval will depend upon when the

ships are made available to feed, clothe, and shelter pAirope,

.Africa, and parts of Asia.

In the final analysis the crux of the building situation centers

in the single element of available Man Power. The prison camps

of England, France, and Italy, and our own conscription laws,

solve that problem.

Increased Cost Matched by Increased Demand for Space

Better Buildings Make a Profitable " Big Man's" Market

As applied to building construction in the immediate fiiture,

the larger cities show, as a rule, vast expansion in business,

ab.sorbing to an extent perhaps never known before the avail-

able rentable space. As to the higher cost of materials, these

up-shifts have been due to the primary causes. One of these has

been the increased cost of raw materials, notably coal and
chemicals. Another has been the scarcity of labor, and th<

'
•

and perhaps the dominating reason, has been the conlinu...
sistent demand, reflecting the wonderful absuquiun of residen-
tial, industrial, and commercial space.

It has been shown that structural steel has advanced 100 \kt
cent over prices ruling one year ago. Complaint is n '

under such prices it is not jws.siblc to erect a prolitab
story apartment-house. Hut big men are constructing them and
taking line profits. In tenement hou.ses of the walk-up variety,
rooms that formerly rented for $5 a month each now brinj? $7. so.
Sic, and Si 2 in the same neighborhootl comin-ting with In <

that were built when common brick was $0 a thousand, wi,

sale, instead of Sio, when Portland cement could !)c bought at
sixty-five cents, mill, instead of S1.50 a barrel, and .steel was sell-

ing at S30 per ton instead of $80 [ler ton.

The $5 tenement is in new hands now. The old owners sold it

to far-sighted men who foresaw what was coming and altered
the structure, putting in enameled bathtubs, installing electric

dumb-waiters, and perhaps putting an elevator in the .stair well.

and then boosted the price to $7.50 and $10 a room to tind, not
only that the new marble vestibule attracted as many tenants
as the new building, but that the free rent concession could be
waived and a waiting list prepared. American wage-earners
have been earning more money, and the American love of luxury
and the desire to live as well as the next-door neighbor have
made it pos.sible for the real-estate owner to cover himself on
the higher cost of materials.

Buildings erected under present conditions are made of Ix'tter

materials than tho.se put up under shcxldy conditions when prices

were low and everybody was building. To-day it docs not jwiy

building-material manufacturers to produce inferior materials.

Labor is too high to make anything but the best pnKlucts. There-
fore tho.se who build now are not confronted with such heavy
depreciating charges, which makes a better proposition for the

ultimate investor.

Builders To-day Protected Against " Shoestringers

"

Basic Factors Point to Building Prosperity

Conditions like those prevailing to-day establish a big man's
market. In every business enterprise it is the man with fore-

sight, who acts upon sound advice, who takes the big profits.

With the production of building-materials restricted, first by
labor shortage and second, perhaps, by future government requi-

sition, only well-worked-out operations are likely to go ahead.

If, however, as the building-material trade confidently ex|>ects,

there should develop a foreign demand for American building-

materials, like steel, Portland cement, glass, hardware, building

lumber, wire or metal lath, gjpsum blocks, fireproofing materials,

and paints, within the next year or two, the investments in new
building operations made to-day by well-advised property-

owners on operations suggested and approval by architects

who have studied the requirements of their respective territories

with an eye to America's further position as the mainstay of the

world will be sure to pay well. If for no other reason, they will

pay well because these operations will be protected for man\-

years to come against the '"Shoestringer." who always in the

past has been depended upon to undermine all profits in a neigh-

borhood or district by over-doing the development. That factor

will be put out of the market for at least half a decade.

The basic factors indicate a iierirnl of building prosperity.

Building material manufacturers know only one law, that of

supply and demand. They ha\ e had their fingers on the pulse of

the American market for generations, in some cases. They know
their markets, and when building demand is bad they never

advance prices. Material costs generally move up only when

there is a market so strong and sure of running into the

future that they have to protect their supply. Manufacturers

have foreseen for some time what was coming to pass, and they

have been counselling their friends, the architects, to advise their

clients to get into the market early. Those who are given an in-

side intimation of what is going to hajipen can pass it on to the

few who are now in a position to take advantage of it.
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IS
it possible— and especially just at this time — fully to

analyze the reasons controlling the increased costs of building?

In part, they result from the steady upward trend of labor

prices that regularly exerts new pressure for increases in the

spring of every year. This is at least a periodic tendency, to which
even the greatest optimist has not yet presumed to establish any
limit. This trend not only means an increase in the actual

labor cost of the trades employed on the building, but it also

means an extra labor cost to be added to the production price

of all the manufactured building material also required in carry-

ing on the construction work. - i» ^V»M^
There is, further, a now widely recognized factor— especially

apparent in certain lines — where the slowly developing scarcity

of material, or the greater expense consequent upon its being
more difficult of being procured, or requiring to be transported
to greater distances, is equally to be felt. This, also, represents

a slow but certain accretion to the cost of building, which must
be taken into account in all estimates of construction problems.
There exist other natural increases, too, such as have to be

charged against delay, or cost of transportation, or scarcity of

fuel. These may be occasioned by any one of a number of rea-

sons,- congestion of transportation or strikes on transporting
lines; at the mines or at the transfer terminals; or an inadequacy
or absolute lack of conveyance facilities. At present, of course,

large sections of the country are suffering from a combination
of two or more of these difficulties,— generally complicated by
the inefficient cooperation of our railroad systems, -^ but just

at present largely resulting from the great demand for war trans-
port, which has placed a premium upon marine Vjottoms. This
has naturally diverted them from their regular employments of

canning coal or commercial products to coastal cities, to the

transport of metals, food, and other materials, either along sim-

ilar routes or, where possible so to do, directly to European
ports. This latter condition — primarily apparently a temporary
one; as the result of Germany's boldly calculated effort to render

her control of ocean traffic supreme after the war, even at the

cost of sinking all other commerce-carrying craft, neutral as well

as belligerent— has now begun to be realized as of grave and
considerable prominence, and so is rather to be considered as

of a potentially more permanent character. The only ray of opti-

mism to be discerned in tliis direction is that this situation will end
in finally forcing this country to a full realization of its suicidal

policy of the last few years, which has forced us from our one-

time proud location at the head of the commerce-carrying nations

of the world to such an humiliating position as we occupy at

present! The moral is now made indisputably plain to all, and it

may prove efficacious as a permanent corrective of our former
policy of taxing out of existence our merchant marine.

TO these causes there is also to be added those unnatural and
unhealthy increases in the costs of all metals and related

products, brought about by the demand for these materials

in warfare— a demand that, equally unfortunately, means that

it can be supplied only at the expense of an absolute destruction

and total loss of nearly all the material thus deflected from a con-

structive to serve a destructive purpose. Waste of this grave

economic character, carried on at so tremendous a rate and
hitherto undreamed-of a scale, cannot but result in a serious drain

upon the fundamental vitality and prosperity of the entire

world, and any incidental prosperity resulting from this process

of depreciation and destruction of the world's natural wealth is

bound to be both unhealthy and short-lived. It also means an
inevitable and permanent increase in the cost of these materials,

because of the scarcity that must follow this enormous wastage.

Exactly how far these results are going to be permanently felt,

it is of course impossible to determine at the present time; just as

it is equally impossible to estimate the result of deflecting labor

and material in large quantities into other new directions — such

as will be more or less experienced once the slowly developing

ship-building program of the government, for instance, is really

under way! Along with other factors, this will combine to make
all the more uncertain the one element that is quite impossible

of estimation by the architect in all structural work, an element

especially evident in work of smaller size and cost — and that

element is the mere unequal and arbitrary fluctuations of the per-

sonal equation. This represents the sort of factor that most influ-

ences the individual estimator — who alone is able to know and

fitted to judge of his immediate personal and business conditions.

It is this factor, for instance, that causes the contractor who
is ordinarily a close and steady estimator to increase arbitrarily

the closely figured amount of his estimate, once his organiza-

tion reaches the point where it is carrying all the work that he

thinks it capable of executing satisfactorily without undue strain.

Caring less about securing additional work, he then naturally

imposes an excess tax in the form of an added and unearned profit,

— that he would altogether omit or scale down if he was desirous

of keeping his same organization and plant busy during a time

when prospects of new work seemed light and uncertain.

This same added tax of unearned profit also always follows

naturally upon any uncertainty that is generally felt in building

conditions; just such unknown factors and uncertainties, for in-

stance, as are introduced by the present situation of the country

being at war. In the latter case— especially as regards trans-

portation, materials, and labor— it will militate against the larger

works of construction far more than the small, merely because

of the fact that the proportionate increase, if figured at exactly

the same ratio, will, in the larger contract, total to so considerable

a sum! In the smaller size house, one costing $5,000, for in-

stance, a five per cent increase would amount to only $250 —-a

sum that, of itself, is not so considerable as to absolutely prevent

the work going on, if the prospective owners are clear-sighted

enough to realize that even such an apparently added item would,

after all, not equal the amount they would save in actual rental

by building immediately rather than postponing construction for

even one further year.

4
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Two Unusual Houses at Cohasset, Mass.

No. 1, "Torrebianca," the Residence of George F. Newton, Architect

Illustrated with Photographs by Julian Buckly and the Owner

THE rendered plan shows the present state in the develo]-)-

ment of "Torrebianca," an estate covering an acre of land

on Atlantic Avenue, a southerly continuation of Jenisalem
Road, at Cohasset, Mass. Both house and garden are built on
a wooded ledge overlooking the ocean, and about forty feet above
the avenue, the house being approached by a private road wind-

ing up an incline through wooded slopes to the forecourt gateway.

The garden, which has been conceived and executed as an
architectural extension of the house, is intimately connected

with it by the large vaulted vestibule, from which it forms a

carefully worked-out foreground to the principal view, that ex-

tends through arching foliage over an inland salt-water pond to

Sandy Cove— the whole outlook forming a vista embraced on

either side by richly colored ledges, with a perspective of diminish-

ing islands extending out to the open sea. These rock ledges,

made doubly beautiful where action of the sea has given them
wonderful golden russet tones, are among the distinctive charms
of Cohasset. Yet these very ledges, attractive with warm grays

upon their landward aspects, where they are decorated with

lichens and rock ferns, are the cause of some doubt and an.xiety

(and probable expense !) to the house planner and garden maker.

"Torrebianca" itself is

built upon one of these

characteristic ledges, of ir-

regular contour, that made
the problem of avoiding

undue blasting in preparing

the site for the house a

matter of some difficulty.

The garden, an after-

thought that developed
gradually and without any
previously studied plan,

was designed to utilize the

rock outcroppings as bases

or foundations for its ar-

chitectural features, while

the more beautiful ledges

and trees were carefully

conserved as individual

features, the garden really

being built around them,
thus obtaining an imme-
diate quality of age inmany
of its aspects.

The land being quite

densely wooded with large

oaks, hickory, white pine,

and cedar, it was necessary

to remove those trees that

obstructed the sea view.

The result is a quite re-

markable feeUng of seclu-

sion and privacy — the

land perhaps a little too A Gateway in the Wall

shaded for successful flower growing; but the shade is grateful

enough in summer, and the trees remain in winter as a protection
from the coldest winds.

These rocky slopes, enclosed in woods, with a distant glimpse
of the sea, seemed to present a rare opfwrtunily to recreate an
atmosphere that would recall the terraced gardens and villa

sites of Southern Italy.

Fifteen years of persistent work, mental and physical,— taking
the place of all other exercises, such as tennis and golf,— have
been given to bringing about the results shown in these photo-
graphs; yet this labor has truly been one of love, and the gradual
working out of each detail has undoubtedly stimulated the ar-

tistic sense in an architect's work, and proved to be of no small

educational value. Obsessed with such a hobby, one anticipates

each holiday; to sit and plan what next to undertake, or how
to accomplish a beautiful effect with the least expenditure of

time and money, has been an absorbing enjoyment, a practical

pursuit of the evasive ideal.

After these years of labor,— when pausing, as now, to survey

the work accomplished,^— recalling the aching muscles, the Sab-

baths broken, one wonders whether, after all, this labor was
worth the while. But one
cannot apply ordinary rea-

soning to building a gar-

den! There are worse fol-

lies, leaving one with noth-

ing to show for them. In

the gaiden one thing leads

to another, always one

possesses the satisfaction

of creating something beau-

tiful and permanent, a heri-

tage for years, and this it

is that entices one to con-

tinue to further labors.

Then, too, when the

signora loves the garden

and tends the flower-beds,

and the signorita, with her

nymphs, graces the ter-

races, what can one do but

lay out more flower-l>eds

for the signora and build

other terraces for the

nymphs? Fountains and

pools must be there, al

Ilaliano; and a pergola, all

enclosed with walls; and

Italian walls are white, of

concrete, solid and frost-

proof — something of an

undertaking!

The Villa — as Tony,

our faithful and interested

Italian helper, concrete

Copyright, igi7, by The Architectural Renew Company
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View Down the Pergola

mixer, and gardener, calls it — extends

north and south. The wnng of the house

toward the southwest was added later,

on a line of ledges above grade, dis-

covered to be at just the right angle to

permit the forecourt to be developed as

it is here drawn, and giving a much-

needed sp>ace underneath the library for

a winter-plant room. The ledges on the

opposite side of the court were almost as

obliging in pro\iding foundations for the

concrete enclosing wall. All these walls

are built of solid concrete, resting upon

the ledge, cast in wood fomrs from 4
inches to 6 inches in thickness, reinforced

with steel rods, and surfaced with lime

and cement mortar, smooth and white.

The columns arc m.onoliths, also

poured in forms and surfaced with brush

coats of lime and cement wash. Quan-
tities of stone were fortunately avail-

able for filling terraces and walks, and

building walls — the former, nsarer

the house, are paved with brick, all

the garden terraces being finally sur-

faced with a topping of fine white Long Island gravel.

The five pools, or fountain basins, where goldfish sport, were

constructed where ledges gave read}- foundations for the con-

crete, and are supplied by water entering at the highest foundation

of the pergola wall enclosure and flowing through each succes-

sive pool to the fountain of the lion's head on the sen {circular

terrace. Each, however, has also

its own supply.

The \nne-clad pergola crowns
the highest level in the garden,

and terminates in a tile-roofed

tea-house with mosaic pavement,
forming also a shrine for a Greek
Bacchante, advancing from a

semicircular background niche of

aged cedars of thick growth.

A bronze satyr and infant Bac-
chus, against a background of

Moorish tiles in the white wall,

form the motive for the pergola,

basin, and fountain. Ascending
the broad steps leading into the

pergola.— bearing actinidia,

woodbine, wistaria, sweet honey-
suckle, purple clematis, and
grape-xines,— we come to the

seatsand balustrades overlooking ^'s* of Doorway and End of the Pergola

a panorama of the garden, a place to

linger and rest by the climbing gloire de
Dijon rose crowning the adjacent column.
Below the seats is an arched vault with
a background of sea-lions done in green
felspar, from which a fan-shaped spray
plays over the moss-covered ledge into
the pool below.

The triple fountain at the entrance
to the pergola is of blue-green majolica,
and to complete the top above the bird
bath, the signorita has modeled three ex-

quisite children bearing a shell.

On the round terrace a rollicking satyr
banishes serious cares, but caryatides,

in a secluded arbor, bearing the inscrip-

tion,

"This kozie Benche with goode ronde
Moone speedeth trew Lovirs."

inspire a more serious frame of mind.
Having built the garden without any

preconceived idea of the result, it has
been amusing to measure and draw it

out — to see how it appears on paper,
quite reversing the accepted and usually

safer principle of accurate contour plan and knowledge of wha't
one is getting into. Had this garden been designed in this cal-
culating way, it never would have arrived. The amount of labor
and expense foreseen would have deterred the builder from even
attempting a start toWard it.

As each feature was completed it seemed enough. The garden
will terminate here, with this

last effort, was the constant
thought. But always the advent
of another spring brought the
irresistible desire, which could
not be suppressed, to add some-
thing else, a new and refining

touch, so that its gradual creep-

ing to the northward, over ledges

and between the trees, continued
year after year.

The need of a garage and
work-shop fortunately afforded

a definite stop to further exten-

sion. A square white pavilion,

with its central balcony, and an
iron railing on its eastern end,

forms an admirable termination

for the long terrace, and with the

red-tile roof of the lower portion

seen throuoh the foliage, it

The Bacchante at the Pergola Lnd Pergola Pool and Fountain
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readily became another feature of the

whole.

The iiiantinn; scheme, while preserving

the most effective trees, subordinating

the architecture to them, led to the selec-

tion of masses of rhododendrons, moun-
tain laurel, and azaleas near the house

and walls as a gradual transition into the

undisturbed syh'an character of the

woods.

Winter residence led to the generous

use of evergreens, even in the garden,

which, with the lingering leaves of red

oak and scarlet barberry, give a color

effect quite in harmony with white walls,

blue shadows on snow, and walks sup-

posed to be white in summer. Blue gar-

den doors, weather-beaten trellises, red-

tile roofs, and, above all, the wintry sea,

sometimes crisp azure, viewed over

golden salt meadows, and again gray and

angry, dashing upon the distant ledges,

—

these, with a coastwise steamer, or fisher-

men standing off on the horizon, all give

winter its compensations. Then it be-

comes a good season to cast balusters, or form a vase ready for

setting in the spring.

The two large vases, 30 inches in diameter, showing in one of

the photographs, were made in the house vestibule. A 4 by 4

wood horizontal, with iron pins driven into the ends, turning on
posts, was wound with twisted coils of long marsh grass to form a

core. The upper third of this core was plastered with a 2-inch

layer of Portland cement and sand. The following evening this

was sufficiently set to permit the core to be turned for the second

third to be plastered. The third evening completed the rough

shape. It was then wound with telegraph wire. A silhouette of

desired shape was cut out of thick paper and hung above the

center, and, as the object revolved, Puzzolin cement and beach

sand were put on carefully to fit the paper drawing. When
sufficiently set, the surface was rubbed over with a rough board.

The moulded base was spun in place around a 2-inch pipe e.\-

tending well down into the terrace wall and up into the vase,

A Glimpse of

weighing about 700 [wjunds each. Tliese

vases could not Ix; picked u[) casually and
set in position, but were ratsod on shifting

sand to a sled ; an iced plank furnished a
track in the vestibule, and the snow car-

ried th-jm to the terrace wall. In the

spring, with cradle, shears, and derrick,

the vases were hoisted and finally low-

ered to just the right position to meet a

profMjr curve ujxm the base.

The flower-betls, rather small in area,

were formed as the letiges ix-rmitted, and
bound together by the architectural fea-

tures, to furnish a background of ever-

changing blue shadows on while walls,

niultiplie<l by reflection in numerou?
water surfaces. The scale of all gives the

luxurious sense of a furnished out-of-

doors enclosure, nestled among tall trees,

ojK-n to the sky and birds, with resting-

places where cool shadows may Ix* found.

There is perpetual bloom in the gar-

den, arranged with all due deference to

the signora's fastidious color sen.sc.

the Garden Front tJroups of flowering plants in weather-
beaten earthen pots, huge cacti brought from Bermuda years ago,

are constant reminders of a wonderful holiday in that land of

sumrrer skies.

In the forecourt there is an attempt at some formality of plant-

ing, but for the most part old-fashioned garden flowers, many of

them adapted to partial shade, find a home here as they did in

our ancestors' gardens.

In the spring golden daffodils spring from a tile-bordered bed
of blue periwinkle, close to the pool where blue field irises, cat-

tails, and marsh marigolds grow. Just beyond is the bed of white

narcissus, followed later by the delicate forget-me-nots. On
rocks and in crevices, the wild columbine nods gaily in company
with the delicate sweet arabis, Solomon's seal, sedums, and count-

less other old-time flowers. Two clumps of brilliant cherry phlox,

great masses of blossom, the gayest in the whole garden, rein-

force the two large vases of the central terrace, heightened in

color by large potted plants. And here, too, in June, bloom white

Three Different Aspects of the Vaulted Vestibule
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foxgIo^-es, and sweet-

william of deep red

hue. Broad-leaved,

fragrant day lilies and
blue funkias fringe

the large pool, and,

back of these, still by
the pool, lovely Japanese irises, white

and lavender, grow. Across the gravel

walk, canterbury-bells, gay hollyhocks,

and rose-pink mallow bloom against a

background of gleaming white walls, and
above, in the pergola beds, stately white

Madonna lilies breathe out fragrance on
the summer air, and pink rubrums or

JajKincse lilies, shaded by the grape-vine,

retain their deep shade of pink, blooming

late into October days.

Essentially a part of the garden is the

house, frankly confessing the terraced

house of Southern Italy as its prototj-pe. The
roof terraces are so thoroughly enjoyed in sum-
mer that one wonders why more houses in Amer-
ica are not built in this way; while the screened

tower loggia is a favorite retreat, commanding an exten-

sive \iew over woods and sea.

The surfaces of the garden front of the house are

more broken— in better scale with the smaller forms of

the garden than the bolder west front would have been.

Below the overhanging tile roof are two panels of gray
on smooth white plaster, and, in a segment of dull orange, a
Delia Robbia forms the motif above the tower stair window. On
both sides of the balcony window are arabesques drawn in dull

orange, blue, and gray,

while the soflit panels of

roof overhang are colored

dull tones of vermilion and
blue, and the blinds painted
a faded yellow green.

The French window of

the living-room opens on
the south terrace, its four

white columns bearing a

trellis covered with wis-

taria, pendulous showers of

purple fragrance; and from this

entrancing spot, closely em-
bowered in beautiful cedars, one
looks down over ledges into

wooded depths, or toward the

garden, with the blue sea be-

yond, glistening between tall

trees.

The link between forecourt

and garden is the vaulted, stone-

flagged vestibule, with open doors beck-

oning friends and wayfarers to the hospi-

tality of the garden beyond. Plaster casts of

Assyrian reliefs and of the archaic Greek period

are built into the walls, and surfaced with Caen
stone coating — with antique tables, Roman
chairs, and potted plants its simple furnishings.

Upori entering one sees, through the glass doors

beyond, a brick-paved terrace strewn with plants in terra-

cotta pots against a gray stone parapet, and above this the eye
is lost in the depths of cool tree-tops.

Dr 1 V r vw OkV

Floor Plans

.Scale of thtrly-tu'o feel to the inch

Plot Plan of " Torrebianca/' Cohasset, Mass.
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Three Old Deerfield Fireplaces
Belonging to the Later Half of the Eighteenth Century

Photographs by Frances and Mary Allen

IT
is ])n)bablc

that the next

few years will

see an added inter-

est in the simpler

and more direct

work that ha? come
down to us from

the earlier Colonial

times. Local en-

deavors to pre-

serve, by photo-

graphs or measured
drawings, instances

of this older and
mere primitive pe-

riod will therefore

be of great assist-

ance in providing

a future basis for

study.

In Deerfield, the

Misses Frances and
Mary Allen have
made a series of un-

usual photographs

that preserve the Cochran Dining-Room, 1790

best of the details

«)f the older houses

in that historic

town, whose inter-

est has unfortu-

nately l>ecn much
injured for the ac-

tual visitor by cu-

rious amendments
andalt. ihat

have b( d in

less restrained and
tasteful times.

These two inte-

riors have both

been restored, but

with such consid-

eration that their

simple and naive

character has not

been injured. Mr.
Bragdon 's drawing,

published sepa-

rately, as a plate,

possesseseven more
exact an architec-

tural value.

Wetherald Kitchen, about 1750
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Life and Works of Baldassare Peruzzi

Including a Check List of the Architectural Works Attributed to the Designer

Part 111

By W. W. Kent

PERUZZI went through the awful

sack of Rome in 1527. suffering

heartbreaking indignities at the

hands of the German and Spanish troops,

but finally escaped and found help and

refuge in Siena, where he was always wel-

come and appreciated, and on his return to

Rome, about 1528-29. began the Massimi

and Altemps, and other palaces, besides the

Caprarola.

Among the many interesting works of

Peruzzi 's in and about Rome, Caprarola

is now listed, which many sketches in Flor-

ence. Siena, and Vienna proclaim his de-

sign; and the palaces Ossoli, Altemps, and

many smaller but extremely interesting

dwellings; Santo Spirito in Sassia Church,

and the doorways of S. M. della Pace, and

minor works of decoration and archi-

tecture; but his masterpiece is the

Roman palace of the Massimi family,

where may be seen what originality, what
modernity, what refinement, and yet

vigorous treatment, the tireless brain of

Peruzzi could and did accomplish. These

adjoining houses are. in themselves alone,

an entire school of architecture, and by
those who know them best, including the

Roman public, are greatly admired.

Signor GnoU, in "Have Roma." pro-

nounces them "the last original work

of the Renaissance."

One beautiful little design for a villa

at Salone near Rome is now in the Uffizi

at Florence, and the remains of the villa,

with certain frescoes, still exist at Salone

on the way to Tivoli. and may be noted

from the car window. It should be re-

stored as the sketch shows it, for it is

simple and beautiful in idea.

Peruzzi died at Rome in 1536, and was
buried not far from his friend and helper

(and helped) Raphael, who we know
went security for Peruzzi on the re-

pairs of a house which the latter

rented with his brother Pietro

(unknown to Milanesi). His death

was supposed to have been due to

poison, and Vasari gives these and
other details, and the Latin epitaph,

which was later destroyed— by a

jealous rival, perhaps.

There is no career more inter-

esting in the annals of the Golden
Age of the Renaissance than Pe-

ruzzi's, for his aim was high; his

preparation extensive, comprehen-
sive, and continuous; his courage

and ability undismayed by con-

stant misfortune; and all his work
— with its Greek refinement and
its logical bearing on the problem
in hand — reveals the constant joy

he took in it, the incomparable joy

of the one who invents and creates

nobly, the artist.

Plan, San Giuseppe, Siena

Lxterior, San Giuseppe, Siena

Plan of Villa at Salone for Cardinal Trivulzi

From Petuzzi's Sketch in ttie Uffizi

[Note.— Peruzzi 's rank as the greatest

architect produced by the Renaissance (if

not of all time) is asserted by such writers

as Vasari, Milanesi, Lanzi (who places him
above Bramante), Eugene Miintz, D.
Gnoli, and Reginald Blomfield.

The drawings by him that have been pre-

served in the Uffizi will be found extremely
valuable for architectural study, both in

the fertility of ideas and excellence of

draughtsmanship displayed, and many of

the most valuable were specially photo-
graphed by Mr, Kent, with the permission

of the Uihzi authorities, in order to be in-

cluded in his completed work, Mr. Law-
rence Giant White and other Americans
have also loaned Mr. Kent valuable draw-
ings of Peruzzi 's for reproduction, some of

which are signed — while others possess

his known and easily recognizable char-

acteristics of drawing, style, etc.

There follows a check list of the archi-

tectural works known or attributed to

Peruzzi, arranged according to their loca-

tion.]

Architectural works in and near

Siena
Chapel outside the Porta Camellia.

(C. W.)*
Fonte di Pescaia. Early work of brick.

Chapel of San Giovanni in the Duomo.
(Matas.)

Church of San Sebastiano in Via Valle-

piatta. (Preliminary sketch in the

Uffizi.) (Matas.)

Parts of the city walls and gates, Pispina,

Laterina, San Prospero, and CamoUia,
and the famous Bastion. 1523-29.

(C. W.)
Cloister of the Osservanza, opposite the

city. (Burckhardt.)

Cloister of the Carmine Church and
tower. (Sketch in Uffizi.) (C. W.)

Cloister of San Martino. (C. W.)
Cloister of the House of St. Cath-

erine and Court. (C. W.)
Organ case and a ceiling in the

Church of the Ospedale (Hospi-

tal) of S. M. della Scala. (Vasari.)

High altar, 1532, and apse decora-

tion of pilasters in the Duomo. and
steps to pulpit of Pisano and
main doors of Duomo. (Original

design in Palazzo Reale, Turin.)

Church of San Giuseppe. (Riccio.)

Church of the Servi. Interior.

Church of San Spirito, front and
doorway, for Bishop Girolamo
Piccolomini of Pienza. 15 19.

Palace Pollini or Celsi. 1523-24.

(Milanesi.)

Palace Mocenni or Francesconi,

Via Cavour near the Lizza. (Plan

in Uffizi.) 1523-24.

Palace Turchi or Diavolo. (Bed-

ford.)

*Tbe letters " C. W." = character of the work proclaims it Peruzzi's
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Ol.t> PALACE

(Ma-

Mocenni or Francesconi Palaces, Via

Cavour, near the Lizza. Siena (one building)

House No. 24 Via Baldassare Peruzzi.

Church at Ancaiano, seven and one half miles from Siena

riani and C. W.)
Church at \'alli. close to Siena, beyond Porta Romana.
Martirio of San Anselmo at San Ansano a Dofana, five and one

half miles from Siena. (C. W.)
At Torre Bibbiana, fifteen miles from Siena, a villa for Cardinal

Petnicci.

At Cerreto-Ciampoli, five miles from Siena, a gateway and a

chapel, etc. 1528. (Delia Valle.)

Restoration of Ponte all' Orcia at Bagni dei Vignoni, and fortifi-

cations of Asciano, Chianciano, Sartiano, Chiusi, Bridge of

Buonconvento. etc. 1529. (Delia Valle.)

Villa Belcaro. (C. W.)
Villa MieU. (C. W.)
Villa Saracini. Interior. (C. W.)
Podere delle Loggia, near Villa Nerucci. (Mariani and C. W.)
Villa Vicobello. (C. W.)
Villa Santa Colomba. (C. W.)
Villa Celsa. (Burckhardt.)

Church tower between S. Colomba and Celsa. (Bedford.)

Monte Sansovino
Made a plan of Church of San Agostino.

MONTEPULCIANO
Palace Contucci or del Monte, begun by A. San Gallo the cider

and finished by Peruzzi. (C. W.)
Designs for Palace Ricci, and another. 1519. (Uffizi.)

Porto Ercole
Planned Casemates. 1531.

Carpi
Design for La Rotonda. 151 1. (Taken down in seventeenth

century.)

Church of San Niccolo (from B. P.'s model). 1513-20. (Cam-
pori, Semper.)

Church at Carpi. "Duomo Nuovo." (Built for

Alberto Pio from B. P.'s model.) 1514. (Vasari,

Semper.)

Front of Oratory della"Sagra." 1515. (Semper.)

TODI
The five-domed Church of S. M. della Conso-

lazione is attributed to Peruzzi's influence.

Uffizi sketches also suggest it. (Fletcher.)

Bologna
Designs for San Petronio, now in the sacristy.

1522-23. (Vasari, Gaye.)
Lambertini Palace. 1522. (Now destroyed.)

(Malaguzzi Valeri.)

Fioresi Palace. (Pietro Lamo.)
Albergati Palace. 1540-84, 1612. (Partly by

Plans of the Massimi Palace, Rome (Angelo's Palace at the Left,

Pietro's at the Right)

Mocenni or Francesconi Palaces, Via

Cavour, near the Lizza, Siena (one building)

Serlio, from Peruzzi's designs.) 1522. (Pietro Lamo.)
Buoncompagni (now Benelli) Palace court-yard and entrance

doorway from street. 1543-44. (Bedford.)

Large window of ground floor in Palazzo Publico, with columns
and eagles. 1522. (C. W.)

of the court-yard of the

engineering, etc., in

(See Milanesi's Cata-

1 3-

(i

\ 'i-

Central doorway under the"'loggiato'

Palazzo Publico. 1522. (C. W.)
In San Domenico, the brick chapel Ghisilardi (later Malvasia)
on left of front, Corinthian columns holding a vaulted ceiling,

little arches closed on sides. 1522. (Many writers.)

Traces of his work in Church of Madonna Galliera. Door on left

of front. 1522. (C. W.)
At San Michele in Bosco, near Bologna. A doorway, and signs

of his influence, at least, in court-yard, porch of church, tower,

and decorations of pilasters of apse. Interior. 1522. (Vasari

and others.)

Florence
Many designs of architecture, ornament,

Uffizi Gallery (Galleria dei Disegni).

logue.)

Ferrara
Palace Sacrati and doorway. (Lanzi.)

VlTERBO
Panteone di Ponte Tremoli (Santa Elisabetta). (Bedford.)

Buildings (probably non-extant) at Ferentum near-by. Pos-

sibly those Vasari mentions as "built on the road leading to

Viterbo, for the Orsini."

Caprarola
Original designs for the pentagonal Farnesc Villa, finished by
San Gallo and Vignola. 1528-^p. (Milanesi.)

Apui.ia

Some plans for unidentified buildings which Vasari states were
" to be constructed in Apulia."

Rome
Part of Church of Santa Rocca-a-Ripa. 1503-09.

Farnesina Villa in Trastevere.

Casino in Vatican for Pope Julius II. (Now de-

stroyed.)

Portico of Santa Maria in Domnica. (Uffizi

sketches.)

Church of San Eligio near the Tiber.

Little palace in Strada del Borgo Vecchio. Four

windows, ground floor, and groined circular

arched doorway. Three stories high, with

groirs at corners of building and square attic

windows. (Percier and Fontaine.)

House in Strada de Chiavari, Piazza dei Satiri;

belonged once to Church of San Carlo dei

Catenari, near-by. (Percier and Fontaine.)
1 omi), by Pcni//i

feom the Uffizi Collection
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Pretty little court-yard with ancient bas-reliefs

in walls. Originally two stories high. Inter-

esting staircase. (Letarouilly.)

Palace in \'ia Giulia near Church of S. Giovanni

dei Fiorentini. and ne.vt to former Collegio

Banderelli. (Front now altered.) Details like

smaller of Massimi Palaces. A Greek door in

the loggia with bas-relief above. Used here is

the motive which antedates Palladio's. falsely

called "Palladian motive." (Letarouilly and

.•Vnderson, Percier and Fontaine.)

Palace Silvestre or Linotta or Regis (near Can-

cellaria). attributed by many to San Gallo.

but court-yard is ven.- like Peruzzi's work, as

are windows above £rst storj*. Possibly a

joint work of the two men. (Letarouilly, An-

derson. Bedford.)

Ossoli Palace, at comer of Vicolo dei Balestrari

and Piazza Spada, and opposite Spada Palace.

Much like Massimo (Pietro) Palace in detail.

One of his best palaces. Rusticated arch en-

trance, bas-relief over door. Doric and Ionic

orders in second and third stories, court

arcaded on three sides only. (Many writers and

C. W.)
Palace Costa, attributed by Mr. Worthington to

San Gallo, but a sketch of it is in the Uffizi,

drawn by "Ciro Feiri. from Peruzzi," that

would seem to prove it Peruzzi's design, pos-

sibly with San Gallo. Rusticated basement,

and flat arches over shop windows and doors

at each side of entrance. (Letarouilly.)

Tomb of Adrian VI in S. M. della Anima, and also the three en-

trance doors of this church. 1529. (Vasari.)

Chigi Chapel in Church of S. M. del Popolo. With Raphael.

House No. 7 Via Parione, arcaded court-yard, and vaulted loggia

above. (Letarouill).)

Palace Altieri, Via Delfini XL (See Gruner.) (Letarouilly.)

^_C?av.i^l

Advance >tLiil\ I. ". M. I

Church, Rome, Made b\ I'eri

Possibly when with Biamante

Study for a Domical Church,
Peruzzi

From the Uffizi Collection

Palace .\ltenips in Piazza Fiametta, finished by
Martino Lunghi. 1534-36.

; Palace Orsini in ancient Theater of Marcellus.

, Now an apartment house. Doorway and court

tJ (altered) are Peruzzi's. and many of present
'.'•' ceilings in interior probably also his. (Serlio.)

Doorway of a house in Via Montserrato. VIII-6
Motto on frieze " Trahit Sua Quemque Volup-
tas," and probably the entire house also.

(Letarouilly.)

Possibly, Casino of Villa Lanti in Passegeria

Margherita. Three arch motive on rear, over-

looking Rome. Resembles somewhat Villa Vi-
cobello near Siena in treatment of exterior

walls. Could this have been for the family
owning the Palace Lante on the Via Mon-
terone and the Httle palace adjoining that?

(C. W. only.)

Vigna di Papa Giulia on Via Flaminia, unfinished.

(Worthington.)

Church of Santo Spirito in Sassia, Trastevere.

House next to Palace Lante. Fine rusticated

doorway and quoins. Proportions and details

of ground floor windows and entrance like

Peruzzi's Palace Ossoli. (Le Monnier's edition

of Vasari, Worthington.)

Palace Lante, next it on Piazza Capratari, has
been attributed to Peruzzi, but Letarouilly

thinks it by Sansovino. It is in his "Peruzzi
manner." ->

Palazetto Spada in Via di Capo di Ferro. (Burck-
hardt and others.)

Villa Trivulzi. At Salone, on railway line to Tivoli, seven and
one half miles from Rome. Brick "podra," or villa, seen from
station. A loggia. A round arched door. (Sketch in Uffizi.)

Vienna
Design in Court Library for Caprarola Villa of the Farnese, in a

square form. Others at Siena and Florence. (Uffizi.)

by

Ceiling, Private Room, Palace of Pietro Massimi, Rome
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Advertising in Relation to Architecture

Two Anonymous Contributions

We have thus fur published on this page a num-
ber of signed letters contributed by different mem-
bers of the arehiteclural profession. In this num-
ber we publish one or tu'o of a f,roup of equally in-
teresting contributions that — for one oMous rea-

son or another— could as U'cll, or better, appear
more or less anonymously. We, at the same lime,
vouch for the authenticity of those tlius issued, and
ac'd this additional explanatory comment.

The first of these letters, for instance, is received

from the editor of one of the best-kno-wn publica-
tions serving the public generally interested in ar-

chitecture and building. It is published here to

show the architect that there exist many "adver-
tising" opporlunilics already provided by the so-

called "class magazines" Ihut are — and have
been — open to those able and willing to coUpcrate!

This communication betrays the bewilderment
of one who — desiring to print examples of good
architecture in a popular and attractive form —
would normally expect to receive the assistance of
the profession that •would most directly benefit from
his endeavors to establish belter standards of ap-
preciation in the public from whom their clients

are drawn!

CONTRA

CRAFTsnANlsassoRs

SawsFiledlShafpened
FOjeNITURE REPAlRINfr^

A contributor sends us the accompanying photograph as proof and
evidence of one instance of "architectural advertising" thai

—

strangely enough — is not <i product of the WeU or Middle Wfsl,
but was taken in one of our oldest staid, and more conservative {f),
Eastern StatesI

This particular Inslttnce occurred u-Uh am arcU-
Itft of n (dite Wku*
polity •"• 'ifunHonetl.
and is n- i

point ol

of an extreme indtridualiim. In
comtnon-smsr term), hirwrver, it i

and shorl-sighted. It placet Ih

ridual at a disadvantage in s:

from thi
i

. .
. ,

.

ing a\ .

an archiu. .. .. ^
and the reason — ]i '

architect to some r.

principles of modern 'advrrliiinn '! It li Irut
architect should rtrrritr /Hirriminalirm He r,

not prop
'

ance in

must UHii'. w

standards, as .

neither his repii ..^^
tion vUl m ch be benejitedl

the

an-

To the Editor of The Architectural Review:
I have been reading your recent articles on the subject of

architects' advertising, and it recalled a matter that I believe

is worthy of consideration on the part of architects, namely, a

decent regard for the legitimate publicity offered by the class

magazines.

Let me tell vou of two experiences of magazines here in New
York.

The editor of one reputable and first-class magazine procured
from a reliable architectural photographer photographs of the

work of a certain well-known New York architect. The editor,

wishing to assemble proper information for correct titles to the

illustrations, sent a representative to the architect's office, after

having made an appointment for that purpose. When the repre-

sentative arrived, the architect took the photographs, tore them
in bits, threw the bits into the wastebasket, and showed the man
out, saying that he did not care to have any of his work published.

Another instance is that of an architectural firm which took

occasion to criticize a certain magazine because of an alleged in-

accuracy. When it came to a show-down, it was the architect

who was mistaken. However, to assure them of his good inten-

tions, the editor made a special effort to submit proofs of the

next publication of their work. It required exactly one week to

get inside to the man who had done the criticizing, and entailed

seven personal calls at his office, eight by telephone, and one by
letter.

This is the sort of cooperation some of us get from some of

.

the architectural profession.

I do not mean that these experiences apply to every archi-

tect, but there are some who entirely fall to grasp what the

general magazines are doing for their practices and for the cul-

tivation of good taste in architecture in America. If the archi-

tects were to pay the class magazine for the free advertising thus

given them, it would amount per magazine to over S2,cxx) a

month, figured on the basis of the rates for those who do payl

I believe it about time that a decent appreciation of these

matters was brought to the attention of the profession at large.

Yours very truly,

Dear Sir:

Exactly what is "architectural advertising"? Of course 1

assume that it means advertising the purposes and abilities of

the profession itself, either individually or for the profession as a

whole. (Of the question of advertising materials and other things

of presumable interest to architects, there would be a great deal

quite worthy of being said, but, as I understand it, that is at

present aside from the subject under discussion!)

The point seems to have been made by many contributors to

your discussion of this topic that advertising for which they pay
nothing is acceptable and above reproach; while it is quite defi-

nitely implied that advertising for which they pay money out-
right is — for some reason or other — to be condemned I To me
it seems that the ethical point involved is not clear; that a
dangerous confusion of point of view is here pos.sible.

How far are the two to be distinguished? What is the difTer-

ence, for instance, between the architectural exhibition, for

which the architects themselves are sup|X)sed to pay (but which,
as a matter of fact, is generally paid for by the advertisers in the
catalogue), and the smaller exhibition of works of architects that
is regularly being conducted in a portion of the Countr>- Life

Department on an upper floor in the Grand Central Station in

New York, where the work of a small number of architects is

hung upon the walls — for which privilege I have been told they
pay $25 a month apiece I (Parenthetically, there is, of course, a
difference in the value of the exhibition to the architect, in that
the Architectural Club Exhibition is sporadic, uncertain, and
customarily temporary, rarely extending over a week in length —
while this exhibition can be as permanent as the architect him-
self deems desirable.) I believe that the management of the
Country Life Exposition also transmits to the architects whose
work is there shown the names and addresses of inquirers, or

other presumably interested visitors — another possible advan-
tage over the Club exhibition.

I presume the latter mode of exhibition would nevertheless

be quite definitely condemned as ''undesirable advertising" by
these same somewhat vague and nebulous ethics of the pro-

fession! But if so, one is moved to inquire why? Is it merely be-

cause the architect himself pays, in actual money, for the privi-

lege; rather than adopting the chea[)er and more questionable

method of flimflamming the producer of architectural material

--which the architect is resjwnsible for using, or advising for

use, for his clients! — to support the temporary exhibition by
paying for space to advertise his particular prtxluct in the cata-

logue?

The latter method has even itself been condemned as unethical,

I think, by certain carping purists — themselves not altogether

without taint! It would be of interest to have some authorita-

tive statement on the subject — at least some definite idea of

why the Institute refuses to permit the subject even being dis-

cussed at its conventions, despite the action of the convention

itself a year ago requesting that privilege! Is it not time for the

profession to be treated as sufficiently "grown up" to be given

an opportunity to think of and discuss, and even perhaps to

decide, theories of such importance and interest to themselves?

Some of us are, at least, no longer children!

Yours very truly,
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THE occasional and unexpected interruptions of Fate in

what seems to be the due and ordinary course of events

have generally a necessary basis for their origin. Even if

they sometimes seem to serve no other useful purpose, they in-

variably possess their own definite values as correctives, intro-

ducing, as they do, new elements into apparently old and accus-

tomed problems, that therefore force the observer to undertake

a new alignment of facts — thus often discovering defects, more
or less grave, in what had previously been accepted by him as

due and properly successful and satisfactory analyses of these

problems.

Such has come to be the case, for instance, with the ordinary

business and professional methods that have been practised in

this countr>'; and the advent of the war — long anticipated, but

only half seriously regarded as a real possibility !
— must mean a

readjustment and new reckoning of assets, material or otherwise,

in nearly every trade and profession. It is unquestionably true,

in the light of recent events, that the United States— along with

some other nations — has too thoroughly excluded the element

of war as a probability in its calculations; with the inevitable

consequence that we are now placed at a grave disadvantage,

when confronted with this age-old interruption to civilization

and progress, as it has finally been forced upon us by a nation

that has consistently and always maintained this element as one

of the principal factors in its educational and governmental
scheme of conduct, for successive generations — regarding con-

quest as a final and cuhninating objective toward which the en-

tire energies and education of its people- should be directed.

It is, of course, natural that in any of the more highly developed
American professions, the modern tendency toward a more in-

tensively limited and speciaUzed training has dangerously ap-
proached — even if it has not already passed — the point where
these constantly narrowing outlines have trenched upon that
breadth of outlook which is essential to the comprehension of

any of the larger business problems of to-day. It was therefore

perhaps natural to us that the comparatively remote possibility

of anything other than the peaceful and uninterrupted contin-

uance of our present occupations .should have been utterly
ignored — with the necessity of our now effecting basically im-
portant readjustments in the revision of many business equations
that are at last finally forced upon the attention of individuals
all over this great country.

IN
the professions of architecture and engineering, for instance,

any analysis of the training necessary to lit the individual for

these professions would show that their members should

possess certain specialized knowledge that should combine to

make their service in war-time of special value to their country

in particular and definite ways. The architectural profession —
at the least — should possess the especial virtues of its training;

available both for purposes of peace and war.

As a profession it has lost its one-time leadership in the com-

I^anion-science of military engineering, through the sjiccializa-

tion of training and employment that has been brought about

by the progress of civilization. It still possesses, nevertheless,

much of the foundation of training necessary for the far-sighted

analysis and control of construction problems that are valuable

as well in war as in peace. Much of the foundation of information

that is constantly and urgently needed in the quartermasters'

and engineers' departments, in aerial reconnoissance, in topog-

raph}', in much of the equipment of the modern military range

finder (so necessary to make the artillery arm of the service

effective), while in general vision and far-sightedness this train-

ing should be valuable to supplement that of the military or civil

engineer in analyzing the broader bases of the many new prob-

lems of attack and defense which will confront us under these

new and untried conditions on every hand.

A
CONTRIBUTION published on another page raises an

interesting and unusual point. The question as to how
long the architect should control publicity for one of his

designs is asked; and reference made to an instance where,

when photographs of a certain piece of work, taken by one of

the best architectural photographers, with planting fully devel-

oped and the architecture showing to excellent advantage, had
been given the approval of the owner, who had expressed in

writing his willingness to have the house published — at the very

last moment, the architect stepped in and refused to permit its

publication!

This inquiry raises a still more interesting and uncertain ques-

tion, as to how much and for how long the architect can main-

tain control over his designs, regarding them more exclusively as

pieces of his own property? How soon is it allowable, for in-

stance, for the owner — after completing his original building

contracts and paying his final architect's fees — to begin making
those changes and alterations that the architect has perhaps re-

fused to permit or approve while work was going on under his di-

rection? And what is— or might be! — the resulting damage to

the architect's reputation for this sort of maltreatment of work
of which he is the supposititious author, and what means of con-

trol has he over the owner, or what rights or means of redress

has he available?

This latter question has been little considered or established,

legally, in American practice. We know that— once employed

by the owner— the French architect becomes a supreme auto-

crat, not only for the period during which actual construction

from his plans is going on, but for a further legal period of ten or

a dozen years after the structure's completion in addition, during

which time he also remains accountable both to the owner and
state for any defects in workmanship or design that may result

for which he may be proved responsible.

But in America the case is quite different. Here the architect

often sells his plans outright, when the owner certainly has no

obligation to build by them or from them. Then he certainly

cannot be held accountable by the architect for any variation in

execution that may result. But when the architect is employed

to completely superintend the work, is there not then established

a mutual responsibility that is legal as well as ethical? Other-

wise, the work once finished, has the architect even the right to

photograph it, whether for publication or not? Or has the owner

any right to prevent him from photographing it, or from pub-

lishing those photographs? — although his desire to avoid such

publication is often expressed, and respected. This is, of course,

quite aside from whether it is good business judgment on the

part of the architect to antagonize a client by contending for his

"rights," without his approval and cooperation!
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'Vizcaya," the Villa and Grounds

A House at Miami, Florida

F. Burrall Hoffman, Jr., and Paul Chalfin, Associate Architects

Illustrations from Photographs by Mallle Edwards Hewitt

A
SPECIAL interest attaches to the house presented in the

accompanying pages as illustrating several of the neglected

architectural manners of Italy, reproducing the sentiment

of originals later than the Renaissance. One might even venture

to claim for this creation a real heritage of Venetian magniiicence,

a partial evocation of the city of Tiepolo, careless, pompous, and

gay; preoccupied with its final grandeurs and, even while dying,

living in the realization of chimerical dreams of grandiose villas

along the Brenta and on the hills of Bassano.

Great building and garden projects are essentially not of the

aspiring periods of art. They succeed and serve leisure; they en-

hance individuals and dynasties; they embody the turning of

strong wills upon pleasures too large for a man or a generation

to appropriate; they call into collusion

elements as fundamental as dawn, dis-

tances, and the seasons. They are de-

manded, and remain, as monuments to

avowed dreams of pleasure and bienetre.

In consequence of the appropriation

of the sentiment which inspired the orig-

inals of this villa, words all out of date

and extraneous to our sympathies must
be found if it is to be described. Words
like prodigality and pomp and ostenta-

tion are fit to express its indifference to

directions we accept as elevating, its

preference for loose forms and theatric

dispositions, and even for fun rather

than for compunction; yes,— frankly,

—

words to express human preferences we
have not grown up to like.

What opportunities for error might
occur in going back to these elusive

sources! Even to initiate such a project

was to step outside the guidance of cur-

rent tastes, as a traveler passing beyond
the lights of a city leaves be-
hind its named streets and or-

derly extensions. It has re-

quired an instinct vigilant in

esthetic darkness to go forward
with it — capable not alone of

inculcating life into an ancient

matter, and the right life into the

right matter, but of digesting new
problems through old formula,
and of giving to the work itself

the energy and first-hand enter-

prise that a Vignola would have
contributed to a Cardinal Gam-
bara.

At least, one feels the con-
viction that something identical

with the noble ordonnance of the

Gates at the Main House tntrance

rlwlographca from an aeroplane by Hnhara o. liott

General View of the Estate

Showing House. Island, and Sea Terraces, and tonstruetion-tt-ork on Garden site beyond.

The Hoat-House is off tlie picture at the left. The Farm Buildings are being built

beyond the public avenue, at the extreme nght of the picture

past, something of those laws of logic and intelligence which

governed the prompt imagination of an earlier day. has been here

uj)permost. The same type of mind, by the favor of climate and

site, has brought about that impression, up to now unachieved

in the new world, of a house and garden that date from a proud

and vigorous past.

Hence throughout this great and princely ensemble of ter-

races and fountains, parterres and per.sj^ctives.we feel a lead which

has had few convinced adherents since the eighteenth century

in France and Italy — a lead of logic always to be kept in mind

lest the large and theatric ornament of the elements here appear

as disordered, and be swept aside as baroque and impertinent.

But this logic is a presence. It governs impressively; it is never out

of touch with classic architectural law,

with the tried resources of perspective,

and with the enduring forms of beauty

man can achieve in cooperating with

Nature, in dominating her, yet neither

too brusquely nor too boldly.

Oftenest before such modem attempts

we usually recognize that some pro-

found sentimental impulse is lacking,

that the elements present are not the

ones to bring life to an artistic project.

We feel that the projector has not. after

all, given the relation of the rest of things

to his plan, the relation of the ambient,

the sky. the landscape, in which the

house or the garden itself is but a detail.

At Vizcaya one is conscious of no fail-

ure of this sort. There were difficulties in

the site; unusual semi-tropical elements

have forced on the imagination an evo-

cation acknowledgedly singular. The

property itself, almost entirely covered

with forests, and with the open sea be-

fore it, gives, through these ele-

ments alone, an illusion of dis-

tance from a world that one

knows, and from its things. One
feels in the presence of a se-

cluded and secret magnificence

of forest and sea. There are not,

to be sure, mountains, or the

Adriatic would have no more to

offer than this shore. There are

high, sunny pine lands behind

the forest, and beside the shore

there were once long stretches

of black marsh, alternating with

woods. Upon these are now

radiating the stately parterres

of box and colored sands and

clipped trees with which the

Copyright, 1917, by The Architeclwal Review Company
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seventeenth centurv- loved to

counteract its beforested and too

primitive countr>'side. With

such elements — sea, forest, and

plain — meeting upon this site,

the architects have been forced

either to be completely adequate

to the opporttmity or completely

to ignore it; to lord over it v^-ith a

palace, or to hide a country-house

within it! They chose the

former; they accepted its con-

sequences and embodied them

in the plan that accompanies

this text.

The house occupies the upper

of two terraces dominating the

Bay of Biscayne and the sea,

looking toward the Bahamas.

The lower of these terraces is

prolonged in two sjTnmetrically

curved arms of stone, one termi-

nating in a yacht-landing and

the other in a small IreiUage

Casino touched by trees. A
breakwater, stretching between

these arms, gives a harbor to

small craft, into which the stone

steps of the terrace descend. In

this breakwater there is more

than a suggested resemblance to a great barge, ornamented with

monumental sculpture, with fountains and verdure, tall pyra-

mids, and Ughts by night. From the house the glare of the tropic

sea is broken by its enriched and complicated profile. This is one

of the several singular elements which have been brought into the

plan of Vizcaya.

The higher terrace, about twelve feet above the mean tide,

leads one on the south to a point overlooking the gardens. It is

here that the greatest problem of the site must be met. Here,

were the academic code of Italian gardens to be followed, the

land would be developed in a

descent to the moderately dis-

tant lake, which supplants the

primitive marsh at the south;

but the site imposes the opposite

treatment •— by no means un-

classic, but as yet undeveloped

in America. The house then, in-

stead of looking down upon a

lake, looks uphill to its garden

center — as the Pitti looks up to

the hill of San Giorgio, as the

Aldobrandini looks upward to its

waterfalls; most of all, as the

Lancellotti looks out across its

parterres toward the nearby
wooded eminence. Since par-

terres and their architecture must
be enjoyed in peace, and since,

with a tropic sun standing day-

long over the lake, no moment
of visual ease could ever be ob-

tained from the house, the high

terrace was originated, to be sur-

mounted by great trees which will

screen the house from the lake.

It will be of interest to north-

em builders to add that the

whole system of terraces and
adjacent gardens is also con-

tained in an encienle, almost like

a fortress thrown out against the

The Lntrance Court, towards the Norlh Woods

occasional mad rise of hurricane view of Garden Side of the House, from the Tea-House on the 5ea-WaIl

tides. This platform, nowhere
less than four feet above the

normal high tide, is a veritable

bastion.

On the western facade of the

house the wide triple allce of the

drive takes one straight through

the woods up a gentle slope and
out towards the gates in less

formal curves. On the north a

long tapis en gazon bordered by
trees leads out past statues to

the winding of an under-wood
promenade.
Turning now specifically to

the house on which these gar-

dens and waterways and prom-
enades center, how may one bet-

ter present its salient feature

than in describing it as of Ital-

ian fortress plan? Corner pavil-

ions are united by curtain-walls,

within which the residence, some-
what like an afterthought, de-

fends a high and private inner

court,— arcade below, gallery

above,— all the primitive donne
of a Sforza stronghold, in fact.

It is true that, in instituting

^ the Rezzonico Villa at Bassano

as its prototype, a remade fortress had necessarily to be accepted

as governing the plan. Climate here, on the other hand, has

compelling force; and this court-yard, open on three' sides in large

bays upon the fagade and within, is ventilated in the most un-

failing fashion. Neither during construction nor since has any
one found the tropic heat oppressive within the structure of

Vizcaya.

Just as in some Venetian court-yards, the flooring of the cen-

ter lies above, not below, the level of its encircling arcade; and as

in Tuscan work of the fifteenth century, this is arcade below and
gallery above, wide eaves plung-

ing the lean-to gallery in a con-

stant shade. Stone quoins, win-

dow, and door trim, string

courses and cornices, reinforce

the conventional Italian stucco

surfaces. There is almost no
steel in the vertical structure.

The stone is largely that of the

region, quarried by the builders.

It is a porous coralline, some-

what too friable for responsible

loads,- - which are throughout

carried on a germane stone from

Cuba,— but admirably respon-

sive to the chisel, capable of

great refinement if chosen care-

fully, and of robust and aged

effect if used at random — a

stone, however, for large con-

tour generally and vigorous sim-

plicity. It is creamy and pitted,

like Travertine, but retains in

age a warm pallor. It will prob-

ably, however, never attain the

warm violet of St. I'eter's or the

Gesu.

In the court-yard, and in dis-

tant views of the house, the roof-

tile are an important element,

successful both in scale and color.

These tile— along with the tile

used in the floors of the court ar-
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cades — were secured and brought from
Cuba, and their warm and varied reds,

browns, and yellows give the color con-

trast needed with the walls.

With the court-yard and the salient

corner pavilions the feeling of tho fif-

teenth-century work purposely ends. It

has not been overlooked that Italian

prototypes are often the growth, out-

wardly, of several centuries; thus the

garden front shows early sixteenth-

century details, while the north front is

influenced by the types of Longhena, and
the eastern facade by the work of Juvara
and Piedmontese, and the bold rolling

volutes and the gallicized upper loggia to

the east derive from the eighteenth cen-

tury. There is everywhere in the stone-

work an abstention from ornament,

which chronologically accompanied the

rise of large and pompous composition.

It is thus fundamentally by its simplic-

ity that the house proclaims its inspira-

tion as Baroque. Within, stucco and
color and cool painted marbles have

Figure Group on South Prow oi the island

A. Stirling Calder, Sculptor

The Gardens at "Vizcaya"

Paul Chalfin, Architect

been allowed their ancient prerogative —
their not, too precious role of large-limbed

gaiety. There arc fine and calculated

effects too of the Rococo, and there is also

am[)le measure of the ctxjlest and most
disi)assionate of manners, - the Empire;
but this has here been dealt with as if in

emenrlation of still earlier, less luxurious,

quarters.

By a vigorous treatment of colored

marbles, the gorgeous effect of the floors

of late Venetian palaces have been
brought into the service of the o|)en-air

rooms, while the cooler, yet equally serv-

iceable, /crrasco largely rules inside. There
is little wood employed in the construc-

tion anjAvhere. It is also characteristic

of this hcuse that hardly a modern door

exists throughout it; not one new fire-

place; hardly a piece of contempora-

neous furniture has found a place in any
of its rooms; nor a single commercial
lighting fixture; not a material has been

purchased from a dealer's stock, not a

fringe, not a tassel.

AN effort has been made to adapt spaces in the thick forest

lying near the house on three sides to form the outer hmits

of the gardens. The terraces, lateral to the parterres be-

tween the house and the high mound towards the lake, stand out

against the existing trees of this forest. Leaving the arches of

the southern Loggia, from which the fan-like vistas of the gar-

den radiate, one descends by a series of wide steps towards the

level of the parterres extending to the Mound. Near at hand a

door to the left gives access to a secret sunken garden, surrounded

by walls and stairs and high foliage, and devoted to orchids,

where water, dripping in small grottos, brings coolness to the

visitor.

Following the main axis, beyond, the waters of a great pool

ornamented with pyramids and stone vases surround an island

lawn, connected by two bridges with the adjacent gardens; fur-

ther, a Roman cascade, flanked by steps, ascends to the higher

level of the terrace. Heroic figures guard access to deep grot-

tos on either side of

the cascade, and these

shadowed openings

are reflected directly

upon the water at the

extreme end of the

great pool.

Still on the same
axis, at the top of the

terrace, the view is

bounded by the three-

arched loggia of the

Casino, forming, be-

tween the two masses
of trees crowning the

terrace, the final mo-
tive of the perspec-

tive. Nothing more
charming than this Pa-

viHon, a delightfully

typical expression of

seventeenth- century

extravagance, wluch,

like that in the gar-

den of Caprarola,

might have sheltered

the frivolous amuse- Fountain Terrace and Rock Grotto, Looking trom tlie Island towaid the Prow

ments or " galanteries " of the court of a great prelate! An open

loggia in the center, with a ceiling of the school of Tiepolo, opens

directly on the lake and a low far line of shore. On two sides

small cabinets, decorated in the taste of the eighteenth century,

offer a refuge from the tropical day. Two curvefi staircases, de-

scending towards the lower level of the garden and the landing

on the lake, embrace a grotto occupying the vaulted space be-

neath the Pavilion. Shells, pebbles, and moss cover vaults and

walls, and grotesque masks pour water into fountains, to give a

contrast of coolness with the sun glittering outside upon the

water.

The four extensive groups of clipped trees on the upper ter-

race hide oval clearings on which lie fountains and water-jets;

and radiating {)aths will open interesting vistas in every direc-

tion, while shaded terraces and, on a lower level, long lawn per-

spectives extend parallel to either side of the Mound, and ramps

descend to right and left of the oval lawn between the top of the

Cascade and the Pa-

vilion. The ramp on

the left leads directly

to the Rose Garden,

designed in the shape

of a vast hemicycle,

and ornamented at

the center with a

fountain, which in the

past reared its monu-
mental sculpture and
its Baroque basins

above the piazza of a
town in the territory

of Viterbo.

A system of canals

flush with the ground,

for the growth of

aquatic plants, forms a

contrast of color with

the roses in the many
surrounding box-
edged plots. Second-

ary fountains silhou-

ette their sculpture

against the high

hedges epclosing the
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half circle of the garden.

An interruption in this

wall of verdure, with

piers and iron grilles,

opens a vista towards a

Causeway, traversing

the property beyond the

lake. This latter vista

follows one of the axes

radiating from the cen-

ter of the southern

facade of the house.

Tennis-courts o{)en on

either side, and a marine

garden is jilaced upon
its axe.

'{'he ramp opposite

leads to the lateral entrance of the gardens

and the drives through the forests towards

the main gates of the property. At the

foot of the ramp across the lawn, two mon-
umental grilles stop pul)Iic approach and
give a far-away glimpse of the gardens near

the house, as at the Villa Doria in Rome.
In the parterres which occupy the space

on either side of the great pool, for the first

time in America, an effort has been made
to revive the style of plantation which, in

the past, made a primary element of in-

terest in the gardens of Italy and, later, in

France. These great designs unfold them-

selves before one like a vast carpet. Their

borders of clipped box, alternating with

flowers on backgrounds of colored sands,

constitute an element of great decorative

value; and at Vizcaya these seem in direct

consonance with the ar-

chitectural surround-

ings. Water, which gar-

deners of the past em-
ployed to give anima-

tion to their scheme,

plays an important part

in this garden. Jets in

the pools, water rippling

down the cascades, and
calm basins add life to

the other purely

decorative ef-

fects.

A rustic thea-

ter; a maze;
open spaces in

the middle of

the forest; ave-

nues and piaz-

zas; meandering
canals, complete

this remarkal)le scheme,

where the architect util-

izes all the advantages
of the site, has overcome
its diflicultics, and rc-

spccterl Nature.

The luxuriant flora

adds its beauty to the

ensemble, and while

.s<jme tro[>ical trees give

an exotic note, they will

I.e as but traces left on
the scheme by successive

generations; just as a

treasured palm brought

^ , ,,.
I)V some ancestor is

General View of Model, Looking down upon Garden from House found imprisoned in

sheltered gardens as far north as Versailles.

If some corner of this layout reminds us

of Villa Corsini or Villa Albani; if sujier-

posed terraces make us think of Isola Bella;

or (Janiberaia will come to our minds with

its long vistas of grass — still, we seek in

vain a servile imitation. We have at best

a translation of the spirit of those sites.

Some day moss and ivy will cover the

walls, the jjaving, and the ornaments,
carved in that beautiful native stone,

which, with its soft yellow texture, suggests

Roman Travertine, and will impart to this

garden the last charm of older ones.

While you reflect on the means which
have succeeded in creating this vision of

beauty; while you regard the silent pal-

ace, mirroring the whiteness of its walls,

towers, and terraces in the clear water, as

a Venetian palace would
be mirrored in the la-

goon, it is not difiicult

to imagine a Longhi fig-

ure, clad in somber dra-

|;cry. descending stone

stei>s and embarking
towards the Keys; and
if, in the distance, the

tall and slender sil-

houette of a campanile

should stand
against the sky.

the illusion of

the Venetian
"Lidi." which
limited towards

the Adriatic the

dominions of the

Sercnissime Re-

publiquc. would
be completed.

Detail of Model. Entrance to Grotio umltr ^UhiikI

Sectional View of Garden Model, Taken tfirough Mound

Model. Looking toward Casino and Mound from Garden Side

Model of Casino and Mound, from Lake beyond Garden
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THL LAST FACADL, SHOWING TLA-HOUSL ON THL SLA-WALL AND SOUTH PROW OF THL ISLAND

LAST FACADL, FROM THL BAY OF BISCAYNL
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IHL LATTrCED TE.A-HOU5L ON THE SEA-WALL

LOWLK TLRRACt. bOAI-LANDING, AND ISLAND, FROM ENFRANCL TO THL ORCHID GAKDL^
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THL ISLAND— WIND AND MOTION

THL ISLAND— LIGHT AND SHADOW
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THL GONDOLA LANDING ON THL ISLAND

THL TLA-HOUSt ON THL ISLAND
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THE BOAT-HOU5L AND THL ISLAND TEA-HOUSE
Figure sculpture by A. Stirling Caider

^^

NORTH CASCADES AND ISLAND TEA-HOUSE
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DISTANT VIE.W OF tNTRANCL TO HOUSE, DOWN DRIVtWAY APPROACH FROM PIAZZA

LNTRANCL ARCADt, LOOKING ACROSS THE POOL IN THL FORECOURT
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SOUTH 5IDL. GRA55 5TLP5 LEADING DOWN TO THL FORMAL GARDLN

SOUTH SIDL. 5LRV1CL GATEWAY TO THL GARDLN, SHOWING TWO OF THE FOUR SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY

STATUES OF THE SEASONS
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LNTRANCE TO THE ORCHID GARDEN FROM LOWER TERRACE
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The Interiors at "Vizcaya"

A Description of Their Color and Style

Paul Chalfin, Architect

TO leave skies filled with a

gray winter struggling

against a vain sun, and
after but a day and night to in-

habit a villa whose towers and
walls majestically absorb and
reflect a briUiant tropic heaven;

to realize that one is still in the

America one left behind with

winter;— this experience is, save

for the majesty, usual enough
to overlook on all journeys south.

To have found beauty or gran-

deur at the final moment, how-
ever, threw this particular ex-

perience into a unique relief.

One followed an ailee, with its

low-voiced waterways hidden

under the Ilex trees, and sud-

denly stood before a creation of

great art,— the thing one trav-

els to see all over the world, ex-

cept in our own country, and
which one expects to find in

America only among the scant

remains of the earlier Spanish

or the later Eastern buildings of our Colonial days.

Only the sense of the infinite outdoors, deftly shut away,

brings one into the house — so gradual is the transit within

through the iron grilles and open arcades of the first loggia. The
luxurious green from out-of-doors forms curtains at the arches,

through which sunlight falls upon many flowers grouped on a

marble pavement. There are sounds, remote and nearby, of

dropping water, and of falling water, brokenly rushing water in

fountains; and above the plantation, catching glimpses of a gal-

lery beneath broad overhanging roofs, you realize the court-

yard in the plan at once.

You enter a hallway of a reticent Empire coolness, gray and
learned grisaille,

emerald green, with

dusty blacks on
walls, and with rich

blacks mingling on
the creamy marble
floors! It is all

touched with the

French measure
here. You catch

at the windows the

uncompromising
yellow and ruby
of the Empire.
The library next is

pale, too, with grays

and clear Adam
yellow, vivified
with a breath of

orange. One end
towers up with

books, and there

are cool, light-col-

ored sofas every-

where, which invite

leisurely reading.

You next pass,

with a sense of

something darkly

The Clients' Room, for Business Callers

The Swiimiing-Pool, from Inside the Archways

Ceiling modeled and decorated by Robert Chanlcr

gleaminK, into the obscurity <»f

the adjoining reception-room.

Old murky mirrors, high .silken

wails, are here a rippling of

ornament over the ceiling, and
faded black and grtid, black and
silver, and high Irumcuux filled

with obscure painted flowers.

'Ihe palm trees of the silk rise

at intervals high in a silvery

green sky from a little ledge-like

golden base. Their fronds are

garlanded with fabulous flowers

from the Tropics of Paul et

Virginie, and strange large but-

terflies and lonely birds are bal-

anced between the trees in

flight. Precious gay i)orcelain-

framed mirrors from Venice hang
below these birds, reflecting

dimly the light of outdtwrs in

a silken darkness.

You cross a vaulted passage

of stone, carved and vermicu-

lated, through the half-outdoors

so characteristic of many parts

of this house, into the great living-room — you touch here upon
the Renaissance, with its grave and high textured sort of beauty,

its closely ornate tapestries, the grandeur of its velvet and em-
broideries. The solemnity of this room, with its one wall of un-

interrupted textiles, is emphasized by tall columns of Cippolino,

of Fleur dc Pcche, and of Xumidian marble, bearing bronze

candelabra — baskets holding fruit trees. Through an eastern

window that faces the sea you hear waves lapping softly, lazily,

ceaselessly, on the long stone steps of the lower terrace.

Afterwards crossing an open loggia, where severe and cool

forms on the walls and vaults are enlivened by the gaiety of a

summer's cushions, and of bright informal willow furniture, dis-

posed among Ro-
m.an marbles, be-

hind a sturdy sys-

tem of great awn-
ings and curtains

of Venetian blue

and yellow, you
penetrate the lights

and the shadows
thrown into the

shaded music-room

beyond. A frivo-

lous sort of gran-

deur pervades this

room, with its ex-

otic bits of coral

and rinceaux and
garlands on a fab-

ulously gay painted

cchajiiudage. Smi-

ling busts of cupids

look down on con-

scious groups of

listening chairs,

ranged in a stately

lorn ality, — the

most elaborate

Bruslulon sort of

chairs. Some one
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seems to lurk here,

wearing old creamy

satin, looking into

dim mirrors at

strings of pearls

and corals upon a

narrow and cor-

seted bosom, ready

with facile musical

sighs.

Beyond lies an-

other grave room,
— the large dining-

room, glorified with

tapestries of the

most minute mille

fiatretU. The walls

are painted in the

simplest water-

color, the vast cur-

tains are the sim-

plest linen, with

gay silks darned in

an open band of

bright colors; every

sort of plainness

throws into relief

the rich chairs, the

antique sculptured

mantel, the lordly

Florentine beauty

of the sideboard,

and the severely

wrought ceiling.

You pass through
Famous Iron Gates from Pisani Palace, Venice

narrow gilded dwrs to an enchanted room. Its high walls are

sj>aced with rhapsodic painted architecture, in such cool colors,

such grays and rusty darks, such apricot pinks and watery greens

and marbly whites,— its faintly tinged flood of sunlight gathered

in the magical crystal vase at the center of the pattern of the

floor. Often one sees this vase from across the whole house,

brimming with gathered sunlight and burning like a luminary.

All the furniture is

frail and white and
gold, and covered

with faint gay old

stripes,— yellow,

black, blue, rose,

—

a masterly room
indeed, in which
the sunlight is lord.

To mount any
of the staircases of

this house is an ad-

venture. Follow the

noble out-of-door

stairs from sun-

light to sunlight, in

its marble width,

its absolutely bare

beauty of propor-

tion; or slip up the

dainty spiral one,

with its gray-green

panels of smiling

ornament, its shad-

owed landings and
flattish vaults in-

viting the hand to

delicate detail. Or
take a magical lit-

tle room of pearly

arabesques, and,

benefiting by Mr.

Otis' electric help,

make an ascent by
this way to more

domestic charms. Pass the gilded gates to the open-air breakfast-

room, with its serious painted ships on the walls, often shut

away behind white, lustrous, thin Genoese plushes, with faded

souvenirs of rose and blue and yellow arabesques paneling them,

and you are immersed in a golden Venetian tone reflected from the

red and yellow marbles of the floor, the tall scarlet chairs, the

shadow-searched black and gold around mantel and door. You

Couit Gallery, toward Breakfast-Room Gates

Old Italian Sacristy Uoors
(y'teU in Dintag'Koom

Old Plaster Celling in Receptlon-Room, from the Palazzo Rossi, Venice, 1750

Decorated in gray, sray-green, and golden yellow

Cedar Doors and Marble Casing

From Palazzo Torlonia
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look out over the great parterres of

the garden down endless leagues of

green coast — floating apparently

upon the sea — and into long,

heavy tropic sunsets.

The bedrooms are on this floor.

One, all flowery with lacquer from

Venice, has a great bed canopied

with curtains of blue, held high

upon mounting palm-branches.

And another bed is a dream of

a Chinese couch as Venice saw it,

all parasols and bells and lattice

work, carved and lacquered and
draped over coralline red, lined with

golden yellow, from ostrich plumes
of another faded red. Ne.xt you
find a cool, demure room hung with

grayish silk, a lank wooden bed

with dimly purplish hangings

striped with coral, severe narrow

curtains softening sharp angles and
flat ornament. The Weimar of

Goethe, the Milan of the Countess

Belgiojoso and Stendhal, found these

forms and colors distinguished.

There is a large and formal salon

embodying the inventions of Al- Fireplace and Red Lacquered Doors in the Bedroom called Caravel

hcrtolli's classic mood, covered with

a restful old lampasse, its friezes

and borders of pale blue, black, and
gold. White and gold Irumeaux,

with their consoles, form the archi-

tectural disposition of this room,
with mantel by Flaxman. A neigh-

boring room is in the Empire of

Malmaison, with stately chenille

borders ofTassinari on watery green
satin. A small bedroom in the

tower has a naive iron bed, hung
with primrose and creamy satin,

touched with magenta and green.

Descending into the court, of a

late afternoon, a fast deepening
yellow light falling on the old tiled

roof, as heavy storm-clouds pass

majestically behind a tower flushed

by the sun, you ask. Is this a dream
made real, or a reality greater than
a dream? — this house where no
uniform style is worn by the sweet

and human objects within, but
where a garment of beauty is

spread over the things of centuries

by the understanding of a single

creative mind.

The Interior of the Music-Room
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LLKiKINO lOWARD THL LNTKA.XCL Al;c..^._ IKOM Illl. HAIX
['uriiicurc and frames of Italian workmanship in the black and gold of Dirrcloire period

E.NTRANCL-HALL, LOOKING INTO LOGGIA
French erisaille wall-paper, Directoire peiiod. gray on emerald-green ground
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DLTAIL, WE.ST WALL OF THL RLCLPTION-ROOM
Woodwork aod paneling from old Palermo rooms of Louis XV period, with gold and painted decoration. Old wool-work carpet from Southern France,

with a blue ground and polychrome decoration. Old plaster ceilins, 1750, from the Palazzo Ro.ssi, Venice
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THt 5LVLNTE.LNTH-CLNTURY LIVING-ROOM FIRE.PLACE.. FROM THP. CHATLAU RLGNEVILLE, FRANCE
Ti.., earn >,one manUl wa. made for the unfinished wing of Chenonceaux. The door-fran.cs are made of portions of an old si^teenth-century Italian sacristy screen
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THL OPEN LOGGIA. OVERLOOKING THE BAY

Done in the -Torloma " style of the Roman Empire, the period of Cardinal Albani^ The ™"'>'<^,,'|°°; ''
S^^-l '™"

\™m X7al«° o'TorioTa
'"''' ""'""

A Cippolino Marble table and four gray-blue marble frames and cedar doors, encrusted with bronzes, from the falaizo torloma
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VILW OF THE. DINING-ROOM. SHOWING ONL OF IT5 FOUR GOTHIC TAPF-S1RIF_5 FROM ASOLO
PSetra 5»rrefia mant«l, with gilded details, similar to one in Palazzo Gondi. Florence, by Dcsidcrio di SettiRnano. Ei«ht Seravczza Italian L-olumns carrying bronze

mortars filled with iron branches provide liKhting of this room. A piece of real Gothic arraS of late sixteenth century hanjis on wall, with the Ferrarese
tapestries, 1460, from Browning's villa at Asolo. The ceiling from Mantua. The rug, embroidered wool-work of Portuguese or Spanish manufacture
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SMOKING-ROOM, OFF CARD-ROOM, IN BASEMLNT
Sixteenth-century Venetian mantel of Istrian Marble. Picture by Salvator Rosa

THE. LARGE MANTEL OF THE SMOKING-ROOM
The walls are hung with old cartoons for tapestries, painted on bagging
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THE SMALL ui.NLN.O-KOUM, OVLKLOOKING THL GARDE.N
Louis XV Milanese gates of Rildetl iron. Wall paintinRS made by Carl Vcrnct for billiard-room of Prince Ruspoli

Loiii"! W -•(..rii.i •.•.-! v.!'! Wiiftian chnirs. Old Snnnish rue

THL SMALL DINING-ROOM. WITH CURTAINS DRAWN FOR DINNLR
The curtains are of old Genoese plush, with printed design in color. Old Italian iron painted fixtures
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THE. CHINESE CHIPPENDALE HREPLACE IN THE SMALL DINING-ROOM, BLACK AND GILT

Lower mantel by Chippendale, in black and gold, with lacquer insertions

The over-mantel designed in plaster and colored to accord
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THE OWNLR'5 BEDROOM
The Empire bed from Palace of Malmaison formerly belonged to Maria Louisa. Aubusaon Empire rug. Doors in white and gold

Walls, pale green old satin. Canopy cloth of silver, with old white grosgrain lining
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THL 5ALON CALLLD GALLLON. MANTEL AND WARDROBLi
Done in the Pisanese style. George 11 wood mantel covered with gesso. Old painted Venetian commodes used to open into closets

IN THL SALON CALLLD GALLLON
WalU painted in imitation of marble panels. Furniture all of Venetian Louis XV period. Old Louis XV Savonnerie rug
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THL BOAT-HOU5L

THE TILED ROOF OF THE BOAT-HOUSE
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THE architectural profession must occupy a negative rather

than a positive position in assisting the country's prepara-

tion for the unusual business situation that will obtain

when peace again will be won for the world. A nation of individ-

ualists, it is difficult for Americans to realize the essential need of

the greatest possible ultimate organization and cooperation of

the nations' resources and industries in order to win the war;

or be able to maintain their economic position and resist the new
difficulties of national and business administration which will

be disclosed at the war's end. For this reason alone — if no

better one existed!— our very salvation depended upon our active

participation in this war. And participation not merely as a

matter of theorj',— as at present,— but bj' each person making
the war his first, most constant, and urgent thought. By that

means only can America, and Americans, benefit by the strict

reorganization of industries — as well as of government — which

all nations have been forced to undertake to render their partici-

pation effective and to maintain their very existences ! It is by
now obvious that only some cataclysm will make America really

efficient, arouse Americans from their sloth of wasteful indulgence,

and restore them to their birthright of national honor and inde-

pendence— terms that have now come to have meanings that

would have been strange in the beginning of our national life I

And that this cataclysm has not yet occurred to the American
nation is also obvious! In what shape it will fmally come to us

it is still impossible to prophesy. It came to Belgium in unmerited
r^ine and unjust conquest, aimed at the inhuman and calcu-

lated destruction of a whole nation. It came to England in the

form of Zeppelin attacks upon the innocent women and children

of that country. To France it came most terribly in the form
of a treacherous and brutally destructive invasion, with the de-

spoliation of its industries and the desecration of its churches.

EVIDENTLY America has yet to endure some huge and mag-
nificent injustice, some great national sorrow; for our gov-
ernment and people remained so long supine and submissive

beneath insult and contumely, that even the Lusilania massacre
was not sufficient of an affront to make us realize the extent of

this contemptuous insult to our individual rights and national

honor. No indignity has yet been sufficient to cause reaction

and effect! Time passes, and the nation remains inert and in-

efficient. The American people enlist neither for the army nor the
loan. The resort to conscription advertises our failure to rise to

this duty— just as the most strenuous and superhuman efforts to

float a mere third of our first war-loan barely sufficed to prevent
its total failure. And to secure even these proper results required
the heaviest beating on the drum of patriotism, the calculated
effort of arousing interest by the tour of the French and English
Commissions — and finally, even the partial unmuzzling of the
press to give us our first real glimpse of the immense danger, of

the very real crisis, confronting both England and France.

Such efforts as these leave little more for us to do in future

crises, when the need of men and money will both be more ter-

ribly urgent. But perhaps by that time the thought of the

nation will be no longer obfuscated by false logicians and the

shallow and easy sophistry of our press. By then we may have

come to reahze the true relation between our war-loan and the

staggering war-loans carried by France and England; between
our war-taxes and the war-taxes borne by all continental nations;

between our present enlistment records and the records in our

war for independence and against slavery! Few have vision

enough to realize this war is more important than both,— as it

includes both within its objects! — for Germany has already

shown her position all too plainly by her treatment of Belgium
and the Belgians within those districts she now occupies!

TO win this war, America must get into the harness, united

in will and purpose. The government has finally begun to

realize the size of the problem, and it is at last striving to

undo the results of its own leadership in spineless supineness.

Meanwhile the needed catastrophe still lingers. It needs the

beginning of the returning string of American wounded; the

winning by our troops of some large battle,— or their failure to

win because of lack of training or incomplete equipment !
— a

massacre by submarines of our transports; the bombardment of

New York City or Washington, to cause the American people

to realize that this war is their war — and not merely a remote

"state of mind!"
Meanwhile is there the greatest need for all possible wise ex-

penditure, in both public and private construction, of useful and
needed buildings of all kinds. Meanwhile is there the greatest

possible .need of the curtailment of all wasteful or extravagant

expenditures — on building, as well as in other directions. Mean-
while is there the greatest possible need to eUminate all waste

in building, and for the greatest possible conservation of the

material and human, as well as the economic and financial, re-

sources of our country. Meanwhile is there also the greatest

need possible for inaugurating some board of control of the con-

duct of the war that shall have the experience, authority, and
confidence of the people — sufficient to make it really effective

in organizing, and far-seeing in preparing us for the happenings

and results necessary to the conduct of this war to a successful

and early conclusion! We should at least be able so to benefit

from the experience of our allies as to know that such efficiency

cannot be expected from political bureaucrats, and that it can

best and easiest be secured by properly selected separate organi-

zation to maintain the conduct of the war — and after!

THE real problem confronting America is to obtain some
sort of scientific governmental control of industry, suffi-

ciently practical, far-sighted, and inclusive to work out a

complete and authoritative program to make possible this gigan-

tic alteration of the business customs of an entire nation, on a

scale to successfully turn a peaceful nation of productive voca-

tions into a resourceful nation of war efficiency — and to accom-

plish this economic upheaval by withdrawing workmen only where

they can safest and easiest be spared for those positions where

they can be most effective and are most needed. The services of

this Board of National Industrial Control will be even more nec-

essary during that period of reconstruction which must follow

the war, when all nations will be going through the same period

of business depression, that will necessitate the utmost possible

creative energy and efficiency to win through to national and

business prosperity.

At present there can be no doubt but that Germany is far

better prepared than any other nation to wrest the banner of

business supremacy from the world at the conclusion of the

present world war. At present there can be no doubt that

America is less well prepared than any other nation to meet the

unstable conditions that will follow the present cataclasmic con-

flict. Our entrance into the war may — and, so far as can now
be foreseen, it is the only event that could!— bring about a reor-

ganization that will make us at least a worthy foe to Germany
during the war, as well as in competing with her for that future

commercial world supremacy in which she has most feared our

resources, training, and abilities!
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Minor Colonial Details

I. Some Old "Summer Houses," from Eastern Massachusetts Gardens

THE latticed garden house is perhaps the most ephemeral

of all possible minor architectural details. This is the case

both because of its essentially temporary character - in

relation to a garden, the plan arrangement of which is likely to

be changed, without much consideration, from year to year —
and also because of its essentially light and simple construction.

Indeed, the real difficulty of its use in the Colonial garden lies

in combining all its essential elements of simplicity and refine-

ment with the delicacy of scale and lightness of touch and con-

struction necessary to the best results.

There are at least two different types of garden house. One,

the garden house proper, intended for a sheltered retiring-place,

where one can sit looking out over the garden, fully protected

from inclemencies of sun and weather, in which case it is set at

the center or opposite end of the garden from the house, often

on an elevated mound or knoll. In old times this mound some-
times provided a cool underground storehouse — as on the
Royall estate in Medford. In the second case, the garden house
more resembles the open "arbor" in type of construction, being
sometimes without any roof other than the interlacing latticed

patterns — and it then is most frequently found at the inter-

section of paths or at the entrance to the garden. Only occa-
sionally did it partake of a more elaborate tyix;, where it might be
considered to verge upon the separate Belvedere or Casino, so

important as structures in continental gartlens.

Some may, indeed, be inclined to question whether the garden
house is strictly to be considered as an architectural product,

worthy of the consideration we are now beginning to bestow
upon our early dwelling architecture of the same period. But
where these garden houses have adequately served their purpose,

Arbor in Garden of Dr, Nason Arched Arbor on Estate of Mr. J. Osgood

Copyright, lyiy, by The Archikclural Review Company
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where they still appear to be

successful and pleasing in form

and detail, there would seem to

be no reason why they should

not be given the consideration

due to a more serious t)-pe —
especially when it is taken into

account that, because of their

ver>' informality, and the un-

usual nature of the problem in

this simple form, they are among
the most difficult of all things

for the ordinary later-day archi-

tect to undertake and accom-

plish with equal skill and success.

Indeed, to judge from the ob-

^•ious similarity of design ap-

parent in a -.group of garden

houses from the same locality.

—

as it appears in those of this

group drawn from Newbury-
port. for instance.— they would

appear to have either, in the

lirst place, been the product of

local carpenters working out

their own ideas, or possibly the

lirst of the series was by the de-

signer of one of the better houses

in the \icinity, this model then

being followed, with certain in-

dividual modifications, by the

local builders, in answer to the

fashion thus inaugurated.

The majority of these garden

houses were found in Newbury-
port, along the row of gardens

extending down back of the Garden House on Lstate of Mr. C. Thurlow

houses that front on the princi-

pal street; yet a few of the most
important were discovered else-

where,— one in the garden built,

along with the house, for a mem-
ber of the Wheaton family, at

Norton, Mass., about 1829, and
another in a little, long-forgot-

ten, and overlooked box garden
beside a house in Danvcrs,
dating, as nearly as can now be
told, from between 1830 and
1835. While this appears to be-

long to rather a late period, yet
l)oth the house and the fence

surrounding the garden betray
a quite unusual feeling for deli-

cate and beautiful detail in their

design,— detail more harmoni-
ous with the Colonial spirit

than with the cruder Greek
work, elsewhere so prevalent at

about this time,— as will per-

haps be evident when the de-

tails of the fence itself will ap-
pear in a later group of illustra-

tions to be devoted to that sub-

ject. Of still later date is the

even more pretentious garden
house at Framingham, left as

almost the sole remnant of a

pretentious estate, now cut up
and partly rebuilt with newer
structures, where it would al-

most seem that some attempt at

reproducing Chinese models had
been in the mind of its designer.

Summer House Belonging to Mr. Burke I lluu„'- of Mr. G. W. Richardson
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iummer House in Garden of Mr. Kinsman Sunimer House in Cfir'tiTi of Dr. Nason

Arbor on Grounds of Dr. Noyes Summer House [belonging to Mrs. Shephard
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A "Colonial" Lodge Building

At Aurora, New York

With Measured Drawings by Benjamin F. Betts

THE Scipio Lodge Building was designed for lodge purposes

and built in 1819. the corner-stone being laid by Governor

Dewitt Clinton. For ninety-eight years it has been used

as a masonic meeting-place. Little of its history has been pre-

served, and neither the designer nor builder can be ascertained.

The building nevertheless forms an interesting and unusual

note in the early architecture of New York State. The solid

roof balustrade and central motive of the front hide the roof

gable and pile up in an unusual manner. The front shuttered

wimiows are " fakes," be-

ing boarded up inside.

The facade shows an in-

teresting use of clap-

boards and flat matched
boards. The first story

is now used for storage,

and the second storj-

for the lodge (Blue

Lodge). The passage ex-

tending entirely around

the lodge-room was un-

doubtedly intended for

secrecy, and provided an

effective foil to "peep-

ers" and enemies.

The lodge-room itself

has been materially in-

jured by unfortunate

and dangerous heating

arrangements and by Front of Lodge Building

the injudicious location of electric lights. The ceiling, cornice, and
woodwork are painted white, with certain ornaments and mould-

ings picked out in gold. The walls are blue, with seats and backs

upholstered in blue cloth. The present heating is so temporary

in character that one wonders what method was employed in

the earlier days, no lire-place having been provided.

Faded, curious, almost crude, oil paintings, shown in the photo-

graphs, adorn walls and desks. The three principal stations have
been emphasized by the desks,— that in the east having three

arches, to the west two,

and at the south one.

The appropriate decora-

tion of the desk arches
— three groups of three

"bars" each side of the

key, the east emphasized
by the wall arch behind

the Master's station,

the law of trinity be-

ing recalled in the three

west arches of the Se-

nior Warden's station,

and^the division of the

north and south sides

into three parts by the

columns — cannot have
been unintentional. The
entire building shows
the consistent use of

this "rule of three."

End of Lodge-Room, Opposite Entrance
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AT AUROR.A NEW YOR.K - DATE 1819

MEASURED AMD DRAWN DY DENJ. f. DETT^
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(''iR.CHITEntJRALi

CHANCf L LNU

ST. JAMES CHAPIU . CATHLDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE. DIVINE.. NEW YORK CITY

THF- LATE. HF.NRY VAUGHAN. ARCHITF.CT
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RLCLNT AMERICAN CHURCHF.S

(iRCHITEnURAlj

DE.TAIL OF CHANCEL AND RLRLD05

ST. JAMES CHAPEL. CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE. NEW YORK CIll

THE LATE HENRY VAUGHAN. ARCHITECT

PLATE XX III
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f-mCffllEnDRAb

THE INTF.RIOR AND BISHOP POTTE.R TOMB

ST. JAMI 5 CHAPLL. CATHEDRAL OF 5T. JOHN THE DIVINE. NEW YORK CITY

THK l-ATF- HFNRY VALIGHAN. ARCHITECT

PLATE XXIV
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(iRCHlIKIURAli

VltW INTO CHAPtL THROUGH E.NTRANCE. 5CRLE.N

ST. BONIFACr:. CHAPEL. CATHEDRAL OF ST. JOHN THE DIVINE. NEW YORK CITY

THE LATt Hf.NRY VAUGHAN. ARCHITECT

PLATE XXV





MODLRN SCHOOL ARCHITLCTURL

LXTLRIOR

CORLLTT SCHOOL. CLLVELAND. OHIO

fiR.CHITEatJRAIi

ART ROOM

. EMPIRE SCHOOL, CLEVELAND. OHIO

W. R. McCORNACK. ARCHITECT, CLLVE.LAND BOARD OF EDUCATION

PLATE XIX





MODERN SCHOOL ARCHITLCTURt

E.XTER10R V ( KGARTLN AND tNTRANCL5

EMPIRE SCHOOL. CLEVELAND, OHIO

W. R. McCORNACK. ARCHITECT, CLLVE.LAND BOARD OF EDUCATION

PLATE XX
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GliNERAL VlfLW

flRCHIIEaiJRALi

DLTAIL, hRONr LNIKANCE.

HOU5L FOR ED50N F. ADAMS, L5Q.. PIEDMONT. CALIFORNIA

CHARLES PF.TE.R WF.F-KS. ARCHITF-CT

PU\TL CIX
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AM.LRICAN COUNTRY HOML5

GARDLN FRONT

LOOKING DOWN ACROiS THE GARDLN

HOUSE FOR f.DSON F. ADAMS. ESQ.. PIEDMONT, CALIFORNIA

CHARLES PETER WEEKS. ARCHITECT

PLATE CXI
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NF.W F.NGLAND COLONIAL CHURCHLS

HRCHIIEntJRAb

(P'lE^

GI.N1.RAL VII W

UNIVERSALIS! CHURCH AT NORTHBOROUGH. MASSACHUSLTTS

BUILT ABOUT 1 808

PLATE LIV
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IRCHTlEaURAb

DETAIL OF FRONT
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BUILT ABOUT 1808

PLATE LV
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LITHOGRAPHIC STUDY OF FINIAL. SOUTH SAGE HALL. PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BY CHARLES Z. KLAUDF.R
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Some Architectural Drawings and Office Studies

by Charles Z. Klauder

Part II. Illustrating the Preliminary Study of Architectural Design in Perspective

IN
selecting the drawings to be com-

prised in this second group of sketches

by Mr. Klauder, all for work of

which Mr. Frank Miles Day and Mr.

Klauder are the architects, it has seemed

best here to include three distinct and

different groups of architectural work,

which also illustrate two kinds of proc-

esses for studying their architectural

design.

The first group, comprised in Figs. 1

1

to 1 6, inclusive, consists of studies for

some buildings at Cornell University.

F"or the residential halls, Fig. 1 1 shows a

rapid, off-hand study of the massing of

the central tower in charcoal, the wall

tints made with the flat stick, the other

side being more exactly worked out

in the complete water-color perspective

shown in Fig. 12. Figures 13 and 14

illustrate two quite rapidly drawn, soft

pencil elevation studies of the dining-

halls, and Fig. 1 5 is a more carefully laid

out perspective of the same fagade as

the elevation shown in Fig. 14 — Fig. 16

being in its turn a perspective study of

the center of the elevation shown in

Fig. 1 1 . Preliminary Charcoal Study, Baker Tower,
from Court Side, Residential Halls, Cornell

University, lthaca,ftTM. Y., 1912

Fig. 13, taken from the lower level. By
these means Mr. Klauder is able to thor-

oughly study and "check up" his design

during the early processes of its forma-

tion in his mind, so as fully to assure

himself that its final appearance from

the different points of view that may
exist on the actual site will be exactly

as is desired.

The second group, Figs. 17 to 22, in-

clusive, shows portions of the large con-

geries of buildings at Princeton, N. J.,

of which Holder Tower — most care-

fully studied in Figs. 19 and 20 — is the

dominating feature. Two of the.se draw-

ings have already been exhibited on sev-

eral occasions; but they are so important

in illustrating the finish of detail and
treatment, of which this "sketchy"
handling is susceptible, that it seemed

necessary to include them here. On the

other hand. Fig. 22 is a sketch of a por-

tion of this group possessing the more
intimate domestic scale, while, rendered

more freely and easily, and at a larger

scale, it better shows both the rough

grain of the paper and the preliminary

Fig. 12. Finished Water-Color Perspective, Showing Opposite Side of Residential Halls, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., 1912
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pencil layout cf the ar-

chitectural detail that

underlies the applied

color float. This sketch

equally shows the in-

formal possibilities of

this type of study so

clearly that it requires

little imagination to

supply the added Values

of the color lacking in

its reproduction here.

The more finished

perspectives in these

two groups are ren-

dered in water-color

tints, laid on over the

most precisely ' drawn
pencil outline perspec-

tive drawings, the color

maintaining generally a subdued
range of the palette, and being

easily and quickly brushed on,

mainly with the idea of clearly

distinguishing between the ma-
terials by means of somewhat
arbitrary color-schemes — the

whole controlled by the desire of

the artist not to lose the light

and luminous quality so effective

in the original renderings.

The accompanying dates on

the drawings aid clearly to show
the .development, in Mr. Klau-

der's work of this type of tech-

nic, up to almost the last of the

drawings he has chosen to exe-

cute in these mediums. Beyond
that point there is included the

,third group, of later studies, car-

ried out in lithograph crayon, in

which the same methods of

study shown in the earlier ren-

derings in a different medium
continue to be carried along.

Figure 23 is another of those

personal and suggestive sketches

made while the designer is " feel-

ing out" the more interesting

possibilities of outline contour

Fig. 16. Water-Color Sketch, DIning-Halls, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.

'*'-'-.•.
'H
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lii;. 17. \\dtor-Color Sketch, End Gable, llamillon Hall Dormitory,

Princeton University, Princeton, N. J., 1910

and grouping of fenes-

tration; just as Fig. 24

shows a more finished

study in crayon dc satv-

jiuine but n(;w in the

most definitely laid out

perspective - of a group

of picturesque units, fol-

lowing Colonial prece-

dent in their suggestion

and detail; while Figs.

27 and 28 are but the

further progressed and

more precise carrying

along of the sort of ele-

vation study shown in

its preliminary stages in

Fig. 23. These studies

are the result of sketches

rrade on sheets of tra-

cing-paper, placed one over the

other, each developing more

definite outlines and detail as

the studies progress, until they

reach as definite a form as is

shown in Fig. 27, for instance,

when they are practically ready

to become th^ basis for the final

inked-in scale elevations.

In the original, by the way,

Fig. 28 also illustrates the occa-

sional happy accident to which

is due a particular quality —
caused, in this case, by the study

(drawn on tracing-paper in lith-

ograph crayon) happening to

have been left over-night on a

radiator, which was turned on,

with the result that in the morn-

ing the black crayon lines had

turned to a rich brown sepia,

that gave the sketch an excep-

tionally happy and accidental

added quality and interest

!

Figures 25 and 26, taken in as-

sociation with Plate LX, how-

ever, show the full values of Mr,

Klauder's method of work in its

application to architectural de-

sign. The plate, reproduced

Fi$. 18. Water-Color Perspective, Hamilton Hall from Southwest, Princeton University, 1909
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fig. 1 9. Water-Color Perspective, Holder Tower, Princeton University, 1908 Fig. 20. Water-Color Perspective. Holder Tower, Princeton University, 1908

.k

"^'^•'^"^

Fig. 21. Water-Color Sketch, Cuyler Hall. Princeton University, Ptinutcjn, IN. J., I'JIW
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from the original

litliograph, — it-

self also the result

of a number of

studies made on

thin tracing-pai)er,

carefully building

up the modeling

and outline of the

problem for which

the artist was
searching for the

acceptable and sat-

isfactory solution,

— was brought to

the state here

shown before any

attempt was made
to work out its ex-

act shape in archi-

tectural plan and Fig. 22. WaUr-Color ^.kctch, l^ortioii ol Hainillon llcili cimi Uniins-I lall. Princelon University, 1909

elevation. Also,

while no scale was
employed in mak-
ing this drawing,

by extending ail

the horizontal lines

through to the in-

tersecting center

line, and then util-

izing this center

line for the meas-

urement of propor-

tions of widths and
heights (applying

any arbitrary scale

that would be sub-

divided to meet
the already pre-

determined width

of the feature, for

instance), it be-

,1

fe.

**•.. ,,JVT

W'^yHl-M
i fk % M vn n

. V

Fig. 23. Sketch. Study Llevation. Drawn in Lithographic Crayon, for One of a Group of I',u,Wini;s in llu- C orgian Style, 1911.

lig. .^4. Perspective, Drawn m LithuSi 'l
, . n, for Dormitories of Women's College of Delaware, Newaik, Del., 1916
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signer, in so far as it shows him— from the very start— the acliuil appearance, in per-

spective, of the object the contours of which he is working out in elevation and plan, seen

from a possible human view-point below. Consequently, by properly scaling off his

measurements, he cannot avoid securing the properly stilted heights, in elevation, nec-

essary to produce, in perspective, just that effect of which he is in search!

As to Mr. Klauder's gradual change in the use of the medium employed: the litho-

graphic crayon, as those who have had occasion to work with it well know, possesses a

{^)eculiar and grateful quality to the artist, apparently not to be found in any pencil lead;

a quality quite different from the brittleness of charcoal, nearest akin perhaps to the

soft feel of pastel, but with an even softer, "greasier," quality. It is, at the same time,

capable of being used with far more precision, with greater pressure and definition — per-

mitting the more forceful emphasis and telling delineation of important parts of the draw-

ing. It is also still possible to vary the effect of the drawing by the selection and use of

different qualities of paper — just as with any pencil or crayon work. Of course, if one

is drawing for lithographic reproduction, as was the case with the drawing reproduced

on Plate LX, the artist would be compelled to use one of the English lithograph transfer

papers especially manufactured for that purpose — if he did not care to draw directly

upon the lithograph stone itself.

While suggestive of a pencil sketch, the lithograph has yet particular and definite

qualities all its own, including a greater brilliancy in tone and a more suggestive — if

generally less exact — line. It at the same time requires the utmost precision and assur-

ance on the part of the person who presumes to employ it, as, while alterations are not

impossible, yet, once the drawing is begun, they become difficult, and are inclined to

smudge and detract from the limpid quality otherwise attainable in this medium. Other

of its advantages and difficulties of employment, along with the particular reasons that

caused Mr. Klauder to adopt this medium, may be more definitely expressed in another
— and final— instalment, where the majority of the illustrations— showing the new
academic group from Wellesley College, fully explained by accompanying preliminary

studies and some final working drawings — will be reproductions from the lithographic

originals.

/m«/b4^>' maujo »al, a'

k«»>/*»Vl>ww MU, -'
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R^. 25. WorkiniJ Drawing of Upper Part of Pinnacle, South
Sage Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

Repioduced at one-lialf inch scale

came merely a matter of detail to lay out, first the

plan, and, from the plan, the large scale elevation —
which is itself shown, repnxluced to an half-inch scale,

in Fig. 25, beside the photograph of the finished prod-
uct, taken as nearly as possible from the point of view
used for the study in Plate lx.

It is Mr. Klauder's personal conviction and belief

that it is physically impossible successfully to work
out. in the elevation and plan alone, detail of such
Gothic inspiration as this — and get the best possible

results I In tracing the progression here indicated, a
close and searching analysis will partly disclose how
these methfxls have helped in gradually improving the
design. The lithographic perspective, for instance.

developed in Mr. Klauder the conviction that he was
working with stone of too small a unit-size to have the
pinnacle properly "scale in" with his whole elevation
— and consequently the working drawing and the
photograph of the finished result show how the stone
sizes have been materially increased.

Used in this way, the perspective study serves even
more than a mere check upon the architectural de-

Fig. 26. Photograph of Pinnacle as Lxecuted, South Sage Hall, Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J. (see Plate LX)
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lig. 27. study Llevalioii, D.awn in Lilhograpliic Crayon, for Proposed Fraternity House, Cornell University, Itluita, N. V., I'JI)
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rig. 28. study Llevation, Drawn in Liltiographic Crayon, lor Proposed Irateinity House, Cornell Lm\ci5ity, Ithaca. .\. V, lyU.
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WHAT processes of reasoning and action should be fol-

lowed by any effective government organization faced

with the necessity of immediately helping its associ-

ates in a situation such as is known now exists in Europe?
First and foremost, of course, would be extensions of credits to

these associates— which we know to have been promptly under-

taken by our government, although many believe they could

easily have been achieved more effectively, with less loss of time,

and in a more inteUigent manner than has thus far been the case.

Second, the immediate speeding up and improvement of all

methods of transportation, both rail and water; and especially

the construction of ships for transporting the much-needed
necessities of war and livelihood over to Europe,— a function

vital both to the present conduct of the war and to the very

commercial existence of the United States of America itself at

the war's end. This need has been recognized, but so far — be-

tween Congress, President Wilson, Denman, and Goethals— it

has been sadiy bungled and needed progress much obstructed.

It is true that only our short-sighted, popular form of demo-
cratic government could have permitted our ever stumbling into

the present absurd situation, that has gradually yet steadily re-

moved the United States from the commanding position it once
occupied in the shipping and commerce of the world to a location

that is now well below even those held by nations of the fourth

and fifth rank in the ownership and control of ships bottoms.
Therefore every discernible consideration should now point
toward the most expeditious possible construction of the required
and necessar)- shipping, along the best and mosl permanent lines.

Third, once undertaking to join in the task, every endeavor
immediately should have been made to find the most effective

means of assisting our allies in their actual battUng on the
Western — and possibly alsfj on the Eastern— Front. Granting
the pressing necessity for engineering assistance, our strength in

this line and our inability for some time to obtain or mobilize
any considerableAmerican army of trained fighting men,we should

yet be able to organize from our present commercial resources such

effective engineering units of different sorts as would be needed

upon the Eastern as well as the Western Fronts, and they should

now be in process of transport to European battlefields, along with

the necessary materials, rails, rolling stock, motors, tractors,

conveyors, etc., necessary to supplant or complete the worn-out

or broken equipment already hampering the prosecution of the

war by our allies.

Finally,— and most unfortunately! — in analyzing our crim-

inal and indefensible weakness in advance preparation for such a

war as our government at Washington has long known to have

been inevitable, it must have been apparent to any trained ob-

server, that while our weakness in men and training would make
it necessary for a long time to elapse before we could render any

appreciable assistance by mere trained participants in the war,

our boasted strength in mechanical and material resources should

have been sufficient at least to have been easily and quickly

availed of to supplement by mechanical equipment what we were

unprepared to provide in trained fighting man power.

THE answer to the question of what mechanical equipment

is most needed in the battle-line has never been so clear in

any war as in the present. The need is— principally —
twofold: first, artillery and munitions; second, airplanes.

It is further true that both require trained men to use them,

but yet these men are, comparatively speaking, few in number,

and American civil life could easily provide many already par-

tially trained, mechanically, to service in both these directions.

In other words, taking into account the known difiiculties,

and our vital lack of adequate transportation facilities, the

United States could in no other way have performed such an

amount of service so quickly, easily, and completely as by send-

ing over to Europe huge quantities of new field-guns, and ammu-
nition to serve them, along with fleets of quickly assembled fly-

ing-machines— and the proportionately small number of men
required to work them. This sort of assistance, with the need of

a proportionately small amount of personal equipment and ra-

tions, with a corresponding opportunity to forward largely in-

creased shipments of munitions and other much needed me-
chanical equipment and war supplies, was the one type of as-

sistance that was most preeminently suited to our allies' needs

and our own lack of other preparation and equipment.

It is true that the need of airplanes and men trained to man
them has been realized; and work in building training machines

and equipping and training men has been undertaken. As yet,

however, we are forced to acknowledge that we have not been

able to manufacture, in this country, any fighting-machines capa-

ble of taking part in actual aerial warfare that are the equal —
in speed, reliability, or endurance — of the French, English, or

German scout or battle-planes!

It is in regard to artillery, however, that we have thus far made
the sorriest of all records! If ever there was an "artillery war,"

this war is acceptedly of that type. And our national army has

long been acknowledgedly the weakest of all in this important

branch,— weakest both in the proportionate size of that arm and
also in its equipment,— which is obsolete both in numbers and
type of design, and weakest because entirely lacking in any suf-

ficient reserve supply of ammunition.

While the new army-organization provides for a larger number of

machine-gun units in relation to infantry than was previously

our custom, these units are not yet suflkient in numbers to ac-

cord with the standard adopted by our allies after three years' ex-

perience in war, and those army machine-guns now in use are old

fashioned and of varying types, many the kind that gave so

much trouble on the Border. Some new artillery regiments have
recently been recruited, and several cavalry regiments are being

turned into artillery, in the endeavor to enlarge this arm of the

service to the proportion it now bears to the infantry on the

Western Front. But our army has not, as yet, either the new
quick-firing, smaller diameter cannon, such as have made the

French supreme in the mobility of its artillery arm in the field,

nor the larger, heavier-bore pieces with which the Germans were

so well equipped, and both of these types are imperative, in great

numbers, for our effective occupancy of any part of the battle-line

!
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A Competition for a Detached Residence of Indiana Limestone

The Report of the Jury of Award

Messrs. Franklin Abbott, J. L. R. Carpenter. Ralph Adams Cram, Charles Z. Klauder, and Richard L. Schmidt

Announcing the Results of the Competition, Accompanied by a Reproduction of

Twenty-four Prize, Mention, and Selected Designs

A Summary of the Program

THE program required a design for a detached residence,|

suitable to the requirements of an ordinary American
family, with the outer walls faced with 4 inch ashlar

Indiana Limestone, the whole reasonably possible of being built
at a cost approximating $12,000.

The location was an inside lot having a frontage of 100 feet

and a depth of 150 feet, with a restriction set-back of 30 feet
from the street and 10 feet from each side lot line,- beyond
which restricted area, however, the porches could approach
toward the street line. The lot had a slight pitch along the street
frontage, and the land rose about 10 feet gradually towards the
rear, which faced a little west of north, leaving the front towards
the street as south, southeast.

The required drawings included a perspective; first and sec-

ond floor plans; two elevations; a cross section; and a detailed
drawing of the entrance-door, a typical bay or porch, with a
detail of a Umestone fireplace and a choice of profile sections. The
competitors were also required to use hmestone on the staircase
hall and vestibule floors, and indicate the scheme for its employ-
ment on the floor plan. In order to keep the house within pos-

>- sible limits of cost, the floor area was set at 1,300 square feet,

allowing an additional 100 square feet for an enclosed porch or

200 feet additional for an open porch, while the height from
basement floor to attic floor was not to exceed 27 feet.

The Jury was composed of Messrs. Franklin Abbott, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; J. E. R. Carpenter, of New York City; Ralph Adams
Cram, of Boston; Charles Z. Klauder, of Philadelphia (who
kindly consented to take Mr. Albert Kahn's place, as Mr. Kahn
was, at the last moment, prevented by camp construction work
in the vicinity of Detroit from attending the session of the Jury
on the date selected); and Richard E. Schmidt, of Chicago.. III.

The competition closed on July 2, 1917, and after thedrawings
had been opened, numbered, and checked, the Jury met at
Nantucket, Mass., on July 31 and August i, where they con-
sidered all the plans submitted on the basis of the excellence

and originality of the design and its appropriateness to the

chosen material, the convenience and arrangement of the plan,

and the ingenuity shown in the use of the material, and, finally,

the practical possibility of building the house for somewhere
near the established limit of cost.

An Introduction by the Jury

After enjoying the opportunity of examining the designs sub-

mitted in this Competition for a Limestone House, the Jury
cannot help but be both impressed and gratified at the wide geo-

graphic interest shown in the somewhat unusual problem es-

tablished by the program published by The Architectural
Review. After their judgment had been made, the Jury found

that the drawings had come from every part of the United States,

and even from Canada; showing a gratifying general interest in

the problem,— and a more than gratifying ambition, on the part

of both draughtsmen and architects,— to see what they could

do with the problem in design that thus inspiringly differed

from the ordinary run of problems with which most of them
would have to do in their usual practice.

Of the total number of designs submitted, the Jury were able

immediately to sort out some forty or fifty drawings which were
unquestionabh' well above the average of merit disclosed by the

Competition, as being worthy of the most careful analysis, in

order to giv^e them their due consideration for prize position or

mention. Of these, at least thirty designs showed that practi-

cally all their authors understood to a notable degree the nature

of the material involved, and handled it with a surprising and
easily apparent familiarity with its possibilities, artistic, struc-

tural, and mechanical.

If any further explanation is necessary or desirable, it might
be said that the Jury finally a.ssorted, from these thirty or more
designs, a set of twenty; and from these a final set of ten; and
that, while all the premiated designs in this set of ten were — in

the opinion of the Jury — easily superior to those that remained
unmentioned, yet that five or six of the designs ran a very close

race for final premiation, and the four selected were only ob-

tained after thorough and careful consideration, and their long-

continued analysis and discussion by all the members of thejury.

In regard to the six drawings whose authors have received

mention the Jury feel that, while they endeavored to select these

with quite as great care as the prize designs and, as a result of the

considerable amount of talent and ingenuity displayed by a num-
ber of the other competitors and the fact that many of the sec-

ond ten are to all intents and purposes quite as good as some of

those finally selected for ofiicial mention, the Publishers of The
Architectural Review have been requested to include in

their publication of the Competition an assortment from the

twenty designs which did not receive mention or prize, in the

endeavor to show the wide variety of choice from which the

judges made their selection, and also to give the designers who
developed such individual ideas so interestingly at least the rec-

ognition and satisfaction of seeing their work preserved in print.

If any general suggestions are to be made by the Jury, it would

be to encourage the competitors always to study their problem,

and their material, so far as possible with the object of obtaining

a fresh and individual design, of which unusual and refreshing

quality at least two of the prize designs partake in a very suc-

cessful manner. If any of the competitors appeared to disad-

vantage, it was in the case of those who had chosen to develop

a design along some already well known and established type,—

:

Copyright, igi7, by The Architectural Review Company
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such as was pro\nded by English Classical domestic precedent,

for instance,— when, in the mere endeavor to make their selec-

tion with the utmost care, the Jur>- were compelled to consider

such designs as a group, in which case only those that had best

soI\-ed the problem, both in plan and design, in that particular

group, earned their admittance to the final ten designs from

which the prize-winners were finally selected.

The Jur>- also regretted to find so few competitors who had

worked out their problem of the relation of the house to the lot

in any thorough, consistent, or understanding manner. An in-

side lot was piuposely adopted, both because of its being more

[we>-alent under

actual conditions,

aiiKi also because

it offered partic-

ular diflSculties —
as well as oppor-

tunities— for the

more conscientious

and thoughtful de-

signer. A number
of competitors alto-

gether ignored the

opportunity thus to

study the lot as a

part of the plan of

the house. Others

did not give sufii-

cient considera-

tion to the grade re-

lations, and the lo-

cation of the house

in relation to the

points of the com-
pass; while by far

the greater major-

ity altogether ig-

nored the lot plan,

many failing even

to locate the house

in any particular position

upon the site; while others

utilized a plan arrrange-

ment obviously unadapted

to an inside lot, or only

possible on a comer lot

with two entrance front-

ages. The Jur>' believe

that even the most modest
and unpretentious house

should be designed from

the "lot line in,"— as is always the case with the most successful

and individual dwellings! Hence the lot described was intention-

ally given somewhat greater area than is customarily allowed in

the usual real-estate development scheme, on purpose to point

this opportunity both to the quondam designer and — incident-

ally— to the real-estate promoter besides I

Immediately on assembling, the Judges also decided to include

a dozen or more plans which, through the apparent neglect or

inefficienc>' of the various express companies, had arrived the

morning following the date of closing of the Competition; and

No. 67. DESIGN BY ALBERT STURR, WATERTOWN. MASS.

further, in a few cases where the assessor engaged in checking the

area of the houses varied his figures slightly from those submitted,

but yet did not exceed the established limit by more than a few

feet, the Jury decided to admit that design and judge it quite as

though it had met with the exact requirements of the Competi-

tion.

A certain amount of latitude was also permitted in considering

these houses from the point of view of the element of cost, as it

was obvious that, with even the more pretentious designs, the

element of variation of cost because of the outer face of the walls

being made of limestone would not exceed over four or five per-

cent of the total

cost of the build-

ing. So, in the case

of those who did

not too far exceed

the stipulations

of the program,
cither in regard to

area or apparent

cost, the Judges
were glad to con-

sider their designs

on their merits of

architectural plan

and elevation, com-
bined with an intel-

ligent use of the

material.

If any one con-

clusion is evident

or possible of be-

ing deduced from
the results of this

Competition, it

is a rather regret-

-: M^ table feeling that
'7 so many among

these competitors

failed to avail

themselves of the oppor-

tunity to develop their

solutions of this compara-
tively fresh problem with

that originality and dis-

tinction that was clearly

suggested in the program.

It was also rather sur-

prising to find that, with

comparatively few excep-

tions, so many of the com-
petitors failed to employ limestone satisfactorily in their ac-

companying mantel designs, with the desired amount of origi-

nality, interest, and success; while it was especially noticeable

that most of the interiors shown were regrettably commonplace
and uninteresting, besides generally failing to be consistently

harmonious in style with the elements comprising the remainder
of their design. The treatments suggested by the competitors for

the limestone floors in hallways and vestibules, also seldom dis-

play appreciation of the possibilities for efTective treatment

latent in the opportunity thus provided by the program.

An Appreciation of the Prize Designs

The design given first prize, No. 42, the Judges considered as

eaaly expressing the best and most intelligent regard for the

combined decorative and structural employment of limestone.

Certainly this design could not be translated successfully into

any other available building-material. The author is also to be
congratulated on his strict adherence to the program, not the
least part of which was the obvious merit of the design in being
the most economical use possible for the material, limestone,
veneered in this frankly logical fashion upon the face of the
structural wall of a simply arranged parallelogram. The plan

was one of the simplest, most economical, and most livable among
those submitted, with particularly good fenestration, and in

arrangement, design, and detail exhibited a strict consideration

on the part of the competitor of the established limit of cost.

One considerable element of economy would consist in the

fact that practically all the stone required by this house could

be cut and finished at the works, and all the limestone is used

absolutely as "ashlar," i.e., designed in thin slabs facing a solid

wall construction, without imitating a structural relation to the

wall behind — which does not, actually, exist! This competitor
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also employed va-

rying textures in

his stone surface

with great intel-

ligence and origi-

nality. In addi-

tion to the sim-

plicity and dis-

tinction of the de-

sign, the drawings

themselves are to

be regarded as

having been ren-

dered in an ex-

ceptionally beauti-

ful and workman-
like manner.
The next, second

prize, or No. 117,

shows the mate-

rial used legiti-

mately, and in a to-

tally different type

of architectural de-

sign. The composi-

tion is here original
DtSIGN BY P. DONALD HORGAN, NEW YORK CITY

and picturesque. This scheme is verydomestic, and could not pos-

sibly be mistaken for any thing else than a private house. The
scale is also both dehcate and beautiful,- - perhaps somewhat
too small for actual practical development,— as the whole scheme

would undoubtedly appear to considerably better advantage

on a house of somewhat larger size. The style has been handled

with absolute knowledge, syinpathy, and competence, and the

plan is both attractive and intimate, being precisely the sort of

a house one would delight to live in. The drawings are also very

minutely and beautifully drawn, with apparently precise under-

standing and knowledge of the requisite type of detail to ac-

company this general scheme.

The third prize, No. 30, is regarded as one of the most in-

telligent and original plans brought out in the entire competi-

tion. The author has chosen to incorporate a garage — not re-

quired in the program— into his design, and has correspondingly

condensed his floor area in the endeavor to keep the entire struc-

ture down as nearly as possible to the estabUshed limit of cost.

He has further made full use of his garage as an important ele-

ment in the exterior handling of his design, as well as an integral

element in the plan arrangement. The success of the plan comes
largely from the daring disposition of the drive to the garage,

and the brilliant adaptation of the entire plan to a staircase es-

tabUshed at the very back of the building, with the correspond-

ing compactness in the location of the principal rooms across

the front that it was then possible to produce. The second-

story plan is nowhere near as good as the first. Without the

necessity of carrying the staircase to the attic story, it could

easily and obvi-

ously have been
improved.

The exterior is

a fine composition,

with exceptionally

successful fene-

stration, while the

wholeismost strict-

ly to be considered

as a design in the

required material,

although it must
be confessed that

it is not the most
economical use of

limestone, because
of the very consid-

erable amount re-

quired on the walls

inside the porches
and outside the

walls of the garage.

For this reason
only was this design

not allotted the

second prize, for which it was first considered by the Jury. A house
of this sort would undoubtedly appeal most attractively to the

owner, while the architectural eye could not help but notice

the unusual and original treatment of the walls at either end
of the terrace, where the structural end wall of the house has been
accepted — and utilized — by the designer as a valuable ad-

junct extended to bound and enclose the terrace. In this way
he made it possible to grasp and significantly contain the two
pavilions comprising the garage and porch, which otherwise

would be found somewhat too nearly clear of and unrelated to

the small block of the main house. This novel treatment is

original, structurally sound, and artistically significant, while

the drawings are beautifully made and accompanied by admi-
rably rendered and thought-out details.

The fourth prize, No. 64, is perhaps the most domestic in

effect of all those submitted. It is engaging, distinguished,

colloquial, and finished in its composition of voids and solids,

and absolutely independent of unnecessary or extraneous em-
bellishments. It is a beautifully simple and consistent study in

proportion and composition, accompUshed without placing

any reliance on superfluous ornament. Again this is scrupu-

lously considered as a problem in limestone design, and the

result is a most reasonable and practical conception of the whole
problem. The plan is especially personal, intimate, and yet

simple ; while the whole house is presented by the most excellently

rendered drawings, and the most intelligent and competent de-

tails are also consistently employed throughout the handling of

the design.

A Criticism of the Designs given Mention

No. 100 is a truly admirable scheme, very beautifully pre-

sented. The plan is compact and definite, although it would
not make an entirely satisfactory house in which to live, be-

cause it contains only one staircase. While it is sometimes

necessary to eliminate a back staircase, on account of expense

and the consequent necessity of reducing the area to be cov-

ered by the dwelling, it would seem that a back stair arrange-

ment of some sort should be considered almost as an essential

in a house for a family with aspirations towards a limestone

dwelling! While it is true that the third prize design also has

only a single staircase, both from its unusual location and the

exceptional privacy given its service start, this arrangement is

there made as endurable and convenient as is possible. The
entrance arrangement here is both indirect and congested. The
exterior presents an original and beautiful scheme, with per-

fectly rendered and with most intelligently considered details.

although the designer's apparent inability to restrict his artistic

tendencies to a point where he could have maintained a greater

consistency between these very simple plans and the more pre-

tentious exterior design lost him his chance at a higher position,

which the Jury felt it could not, under the circumstances, con-

scientiously allot him. With a simpler and less expensive, but

an equally appropriate, exterior, this design might easily have

won high place among the prize designs. As it is, it should un-

doubtedly be considered as among the five designs which the Jury
believe to be obviously better than all the others submitted.

No. 103 is to be regarded as a most gentlemanly, self-respect-

ing, and refined type of dwelling. Although not necessarily a

design to be carried out in or exclusively appropriate to lime-

stone — (it would, as a matter of fact, be equally good in a brick

or masonry wall, stuccoed, with stone trimmings), the plan is

simple and satisfactory, and the design is shown by a very beau-
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tihil drawing, while

the author expresses

an adequate knowl-

edge of detail, the

mouldings being of

an unusual simplicity

and effectiveness.

No. 89. This de-

sign is, also, not nec-

e^arily to be limited

to execution in lime-

stone. It certainly

could equally well be

carried out with the

central motive built of

stone, with wings of

brickwork, when it

would be quite as

effective as in the

chosen material. It

has also the fault of

being rather e.xpen-

sive in character.

Theplan, too, is rather

careless and unconvincing. The design is extremely personal,

good in proportion, and with successful fenestration. It is per-

haps to be criticised for being a little arbitrary and eccentric,

and lacking in directness and simplicity. The drawings are ex-

cellently presented, but the detail is hardly up to the standard

established by the treatment of the remainder of the design.

No. 3 is an admirable example of the best modern type of

English work. The accessories of gates, posts, etc., are per-

haps somewhat out of scale with the remainder of the design,

making it look rather unfortunately like the gate-house to a

gentleman's jwrk. The plan is strikingly direct, but very de-

fective in its kitchen and service elements — at least so far as

the customs established in the United States arc concerned.

The geometrical balance and distribution of parts throughout

both sheets of drawings is an unusual and interesting element.

The detail is competent, and the whole design is to be regarded

as a fine, vigorous, and effective treatment of its chosen style.

No. 31 is not to be accepted as a very practical scheme for a

$12,000 house in limestone, yet it is so full of brilliant imagina-

No. 96. DE.5IGN BY WIARD B. IHNEN, EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J.

tion and of artistic —
and even of theatric

— qualities that it has

easily earned itself a

place among these

mention designs. Es-

pecially should an ac-

knowledgement be
made of its use of

limestone with unex-

pected originality and
thoughtfulness. The
combination of stone

with half timber is a

perfectly legitimate

— if most unusual —
method of utilizing

the material. The
whole is an exquisite

piece of draughts-

manship, with de-

tails displaying orig-

inality, color, and
distinction.

No. 55 is particularly to be commended for its beauties of

composition and draughtsmanship, the whole making as beauti-

ful and satisfactory drawings as have been submitted in the

competition. The drawings show a perfectly reasonable use of

limestone, and although the author indicates by the variety

and texture of the material on his perspective that he under-

stands its possibilities, yet it must be acknowledged that the

design would be equally good and effective if built of frame with

the walls surfaced in stucco. The house plan has been injured

by apparently deliberate affectations of manner, which are

the more surprising in view of the fine simplicity of the exte-

rior. It was a gratification to the Jury to see, and have an op-

portunity to appreciate, such exceptional understanding of the

psychological value of the suggestive use of the composition of

lines in adding effectiveness to the perspective. This design

should also be highly recommended for the simplicity of its ex-

terior treatment. While the Jury realized its possibilities for cer-

tain sites, they still do not feel it to be of as general or practical

use as most of the other plans obtained in this competition.

Brief Comment on the Other Piiblished Designs

No. 67 — represented by the perspective and plans on page

182 — as a design is not essentially expressive of a private house.

It might quite as well be a small Ubrary. a fraternity house, or

some other structure of similar sort. It is nevertheless an inter-

esting adaptation of a beautiful and little used architectural

style, although not conspicuously suggestive of American sur-

rotmdings or customs at the present time.

No. 14 — similarly shown on page 185 — would also have

had a higher rating but for the fact that it exceeded the pre-

scribed area limit, while plans and elevations failed also to agree.

It is sufficiently effective, however, to win reproduction in these

text pages, which provides an opportunity to recognize and

commend its very effective plan. The perspective shows a fine

exterior composition, but the details are sadly lacking in recog-

nition of the importance of scale, and any selective knowledge of

the best work to be used as precedent.

No. q6 has a conventional plan (with the central hall extend-

ing through the building) and an interesting exterior of English

Georgian type. And once again the wall surface might as well

be of brick, with quoins, central door and window feature, and

belt course of stone!

No. 142. Outside the over-large and somewhat pretentious

porch motive, this house presents an essentially simple treat-

ment of the material, after an evidently inexpensive fashion;

though one perhaps rather more suggestive of granite than lime-

stone, however. Sloping ceilings would also occur in the second

story, but the plan is well arranged and thought out. The gable

and dormer treatment at the rear is, perhaps, even more pleas-

ing than the exact triple duplication of the dormer feature that

occurs upon the front.

No. 47 combines exterior architecture in a form which does

considerable violence to the arrangement of the plan. The
design is perhaps better adapted to a small library or fraternity

house, being hardly domestic in style. Unquestionably a^ stone

design, of a type requiring careful handling in scale and detail,

in order to be convincing and successful.

No. 86. One of the most agreeable and pleasing of the de-

signs incorporating French characteristics, with especially in-

teresting fenestration on even the rear and sides, and a carefully

handled entrance motive. The plan is somewhat weakened by
the recess at the back, although it provides the designer the op-

portunity for consistently treating his roof as he evidently

desired. The cornice indicates a simple and inexpensive, yet

effective, stone treatment.

No. 141. 'I'his designer apparently started with a really fine

idea. The elevations are ingenious and interesting in scheme,

and distinctly ajjpropriate to construction in limestone. The
plans, however, are incompletely thought out. The competi-

tor too evidently went through the process of adapting his rooms

to a i)rec()nceived exterior idea, with the result that he has wholly

disregarded expressing the chimneys on his plans, where they

appear most conspicuously in the perspective! The living-room

chimney does not reapjjcar on the second floor — while no

kitchen flues are shown on eilhrr floor plan! This method of
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working back from an exterior conception to the plan is one to

be condemned. The general scheme earns pubhcation, and
this mention, however, through its effectiveness, accompanied

by an admonition to the author in future to think rather more
as an architect and somewhat less as a painter.

No. 76. is based upon an economical, if somewhat crowded,

plan. The exterior is of effective proportions, and excellent

workmanship and feeling are evidenced in the careful relationship

established between voids and solids. However, it is again not

to be considered as exclusively a design for limestone, while

the perspective certainly does not do justice to the excellent

proportions and architectural quaUty apparent in the elevations.

No. 12 indicates an endeavor to combine "too much archi-

tecture" for the plan and bulk of the building. The result re-

sembles a one-story house with the best rooms ])laced in the roof,

and therefore, while economical of limestone, introduces an ele-

ment of second-story sloping ceilings which would not be ap-

preciated by many American families. The problem of support-

ing the stone side walls of the dormers is also a complication

ignored by the author. Outside of the fact that it perhaps rather

too much suggests "a pavilion in a French park," the idea is

engaging and attractive from the element of novelty it contains.

No. 107 seems better calculated for the use of rubble treatment,

rather than of ashlar surface, limestone. The material designated

at the quarry as "odds and ends" could

be employed in this design, and the

treatment is therefore to be approved
as indicating an unusual yet legitimate

use of the chosen material. With the

exception of the minute sizes of the

stone blocks indicated in the perspec-

tive, the scale is nicely domestic and the

composition graceful and satisfactory.

No. 61 consists of a dignified ex-

terior arrangement of voids and sol-

ids, without striking originality in treat-

ment. This is probably also an exi^ensive

type of design, requiring considerable

stone cutting, including the cornice;

while the details lack the fineness notice-

able in some other designs. The plan

is also hardly to be considered as struc-

turally successful or convincing.

No. 129 has a compact, pleasantly arranged and unbalanced plan, with
a consistently informal exterior treatment.

No. 135 shows an unusual first-floor plan, accompanied by a poorly drawn
and ineffective perspective with a somewhat overpowering entrance motive.
The use of columns on
either side and on the

porch is both pretentious

and expensive. The mo-
tor entrance indicated

in plan and section, might
be made a very effective

and convenient feature of

the house, although as here

employed it has only been
obtained at the somewhat

too great cost of very expensive grading and most regrettably

cutting up the entire front portion of the lot! In other words,

while this scheme might be suitable to certain conditions of site

and contour, it is here only incorporated by working against

natural conditions - hardly the practical thing to attempt!
No. 82 consists of a very simple use of the material, capable

at the same time, of being singularly effective if carrietl out
with proper refinement and consideration, especially in the

detailed elements of the design. The plan, however, is care-

less and ineffective, and the remainder of the drawings not suffi-

ciently interesting to earn reproduction here.

No. 81 is a good — if somewhat over large — jjlan, with an
effective exterior, well presented, but with an unfortunate use

of a heavy segmental arch upon the jiorch. insufticiently bal-

anced by a pergola u|)on the opi)()site end, which is entirely out

of key with the whole Knglish cottage scheme of the building.

It might, in conclusion, be said that these designs once more
prove that no architectural solution is right, unless all the condi-

tions comprising that problem are, in the first instance, frankly

accepted and faced by the designer. The plan, allowed to be-

come a logical and direct outcome of its limitations, may at once

suggest that line of treatment which permits an equally frank

and original expression on the exterior. By such standards must
every architectural design attain success— or fail of achieving it.

OT.C.OflB- TL031?i^iA« •

No. 14. DESIGN BY R. HALDANL DOUGLAS, PITTSBURGH, PA.
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No. 42. FIRST PRIiL DE.SIGN. ALFRLD FE.LLHLIMLR & STEWARD WAGNER, NEW YORK CITY
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No. ICX). FIRST ME.NTION DESIGN. O. R. LGGERS, NEW YORK CITY
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No. 86. DL5IGN SUBMITTED BY DANIEL NEILINGLR, NEW YORK CITY
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No. 141. DESIGN SUBMITTED BY VERNA COOK & E.. A. SALOMONSKY, NEW YORK CITY
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No. 76. DLSIGN 5UBMITTLD BY JLRAULD DAHLER, NLW YORK CITY
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VQfif^n foraDetacfiea Rejtaence ofIndiana Limestone
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THE problem of increasing our shipping facilities that is

now being faced by the United States is not a simple or

easy one to solve, and its solution directly affects the pro-

fession of architecture through its close relation to the business

of building. While it is somewhat late in the day to point out
the causes for the present dearth of American built and owned
shipping; as these causes have affected the present situation,

it is yet no more than an act of sane foresight to indicate that, so

far as their effect upon the future is concerned, a great deal may
now be learned from a study of those acts which have in the past

helped to bring about the rapid decline of the United States

from its one-time proud position at the head of the maritime
nations of the world.

Our present sadly belated efforts to repair this deficiency

have taken two. more or less, practical forms. So far as the

building of wooden ships is concerned, it normally consumes
from seven to ten months to build the wooden vessel of 8oo to

a.coo tons, a time that need not be much exceeded for larger

ship-building, provided only the yards are conveniently situated,

have the projx;r machinery and labor facilities, and are not
otherwise delayed by unu.sual conditions! The processes of

building cannot, however, be very much shortened — five to

six months for the smaller craft being perhaps the shortest time
commercially practical for such construction.

The building of a wooden ship also requires not only a great
amount of timber, of large sizes and unusual shapes, for the frame,
knees, and planking; but it further utilizes a considerable amount
of labor, some of it, at least, demanding especial training,

experience, and skill in getting out of this available material
all the odd-shaped pieces required for much of the framework.
Also, a considerable amount of hardware and metal for special

purposes is needed to put the frame together, as well as in

the final ballasting and bottoming of the hull.

For permanent construction, the best of material and a cer-

tain amount of skilled labor is absolutely essential. Ships of
simpler, squarer build, and less refined lines, mean necessarily
less durable, speedy, and satisfactory results than can be con-
fidently expected from the more conventionally designed hulls
(and. to successfully meet the present emergency and defeat the
principal danger of the present hour — the submarine — a cer-
tain limit of speed is a prime essential!). In any event, an at-
tempt to build at one time anywhere near the number of wooden
diips contemplated in the government program as originally
announced, would mean a tremendous drain on the lumber-
yards and forests where such material is to be obtained, as well
as on the labor available for such construction; a drain that.
taken in connection with the huge amounts of lumber and labor
that are also being suddenly required for training-camps and
hospital construction, could n<jt help but seriously affect and
unsettle normal labor and material conditions in the building in-
dustry aU over the country.

OF course, the proposed extensive ship-building program
of the government cannot fail in some measure to affect

the entire building situation for the coming year. Not
onh- does the amount of material needed for building the train-

ing and army camps mean the depreciation and near exhaustion

of available local supplies of building lumber for the ensuing

few months, but— unless the building industry the country over

stagnates enough to counterbalance this loss of material — it

also means a correspondingly large increase in the cut of stand-

ing timber this winter, in order to replace the reser\-e called upon
to meet this unexpected draft, as well as supply the regular an-

ticipated demands of next spring. Of course, the construction

of these camps is also accompanied by a corresponding forced

demand for labor, as well as of ail the other incidental and nec-

essary materials,— plumbing, liardware, etc.,— but the peak
of demand for tliese will soon have passed.

This is not the case with the extra labor that will be required

in carrying along the ship-building program. This demand is

practically a steady one that will continue so long that it will

undoubtedly shorten the available supply of metal workers and
carpenters, in certain sections, for a very considerable period of

time. The amount of fabricated steel required in the building

of the more permanent t\pe of shipping, once the government
program is really under way, will obvioush- also be so consider-

able as to be felt in larger building developments. It will prob-

ably show its immediate effects both in the higher cost of that

material and in a corresponding slowness in its deUvery. The
latter factor is, of course, already a critical one throughout the

country, because of the general disintegration and disorganiza-

tion of our railroads and other means of transportation, that,

while they have served to meet the ordinary needs of the Amer-
ican people, have, in this general upheaval, proved either in-

adequate or too inflexible to meet the sudden and unexpected
changes in demand which have now been brought about by our
suddenly altered and still rapidly fluctuating trade routes.

ALL these factors point the necessity for the architect to

exercise the most rigorous economy in the study and lay-

out of his structural specifications and plans, especially so

far as regards calling for material and labor along these already
stressed and overburdened lines. Where it is possible, by ju-

dicious forethought, to substitute other materials and other
types of labor, the results will make both for the patriotic sup-
port of the government program, and the more economical
handling of his client's business.

Whereas the architect of staiiding and reputation has, in the
past, very generally striven to meet his implied obligations to

his client along these Hues, by endeavoring to discover and de-.
velop the most economical and practical means of actually real-

izing the needs of his clientele, this obligation has now become
all the more important and essential. And where he has often
in the past been content to leave the determination of what may
have seemed to be comparatively unimportant structural de-
tails to his subordinates or associates, the changes in our economic
balance aiid distribution of trade that have now combined to
make these details once again of the first importance are such
as to again require him to give them his personal and rigorous
inspection. And this renewed inspection can hardly fail but
better the grasp of his organization on the practical proljlems
of architecture, both for the present as well as the immediate
future of his jiractice. It may even very probably result, as
well, in some new and unexpected development in the field of

economic and practical construction that might easily other-
wise not have been suspected or secured.

By some such unexpected means as these have past advances
occurred, and by some such reshuffling of the regular constituents
of our every day processes of living and of thought may new ad-
vances now be made. A whole j^ear's supply of building lumber
cannot be absorbed by a new demand in a few months without
somewhat affecting the market. At the least, it points to tempo-
rary advances in the cost of lumber, and of steel, so that the ar-

chitect should try to use local materials and labor, both to save
expense as well as relieve our already overburdened railroads.
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A New York Fifth Avenue Apartment Building

5tarrett & Van VIeck, Architects

THE location of this

apartment building,

at the northeast cor-

ner of Fifth Avenue and

63d Street, a neighbor-

hood of costly and splen-

didly appointed private

dwellings, made unusual

demands upon the archi-

tects and builders as to

planning and equipment.

The building covers a

corner lot— roughly 100
feet square— and aver-

ages one apartment on
each of its twelve princi-

pal stories, the first and
second floors being di-

vided into two duplex

units. The apartments are

consequently of unusual

size, the largest contain-

ing twenty-three rooms
and eight baths. Each
apartment offers in its re-

ception and living rooms,

and large bedroom suites,

the equivalent of the aver-

age Fifth Avenue private

residence. The service re-

quirements are quite as

exacting as those of a

private dwelling, and an
unusual number of rooms
are provided for servants

of both sexes and of vari-

ous grades, both in the

apartments, and separately

in a roof story— one
apartment having ten
servants' bedrooms with
three servants' baths.

The street and avenue
facades of the building

are entirely faced with a

selected Indiana limestone,

the lower stories with a

picked finish, the upper
stories being crandalled.

The modified Roman
Renaissance design of the

exterior has been contin-

ued through the entrance-

hall, which is faced with a

warm bufl^ Kasota stone,

having a texture showing
the detail of the carved

cornice to good advan-
tage. A floor of a modi-

.3LC0ND FLOOR. PLAN

•QROUNP FLOOR.

Copyright, igiy, by The Architectural Review Company

fied Cosmati design, in

Ser|)entine and Sienna
marbles, a vaulted ceiling

painted in antique Cinque-

Cento decoration, painted

wrought-iron Italian light-

ing standards, and bronze

doors of the chain grille

type strengthen the Italian

impression while main-

taining the functions of an
American reception-hall.

From the entrance-hall

two elevators, with cars

paneled in teak and rose-

wood, lead to the simi-

larly paneled entrance-

vestibules of the various

apartments, from which
large galleries walled with

stone open to the living

and reception rooms along

the Fifth Avenue front.

The galleries are lighted

by a double system, —
indirect cornice lighting

for daylight efl^ect, with

simple Italian chandeliers

for direct night lighting.

The sequence of the

principal rooms received

careful attention. An east-

ward - facing breakfast -

room opens off the dining-

room, which is en suite

with a large living-room

and library or study. The
bedrooms are grouped
along the south or street

front of the building, and
are reached from btMh the

main gallery and the ser-

\ice quarters in the rear.

An unusual feature of

these apartments is the

general use of American
walnut for floors. A fig-

ured gim-stock material

was used, laid herring-

lx)ne pattern, with striking

results. Walnut was also

largely used for finish of

living-rooms and libraries.

An unusual height was
given to alternate floors in

order to permit of sj^ecial

period decorations which,

in several cases, have Ijeen

installed bv the tenants.
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Each ai«rtnient is pro-

vided with separate laun-

dries on the roof, having

both steain driers and out-

tloor dry-yards, and both

gas and electricity sei>a-

rately metered for iron-

ing. Extensive storage

rooms are provided in the

l:asement. and large wine

vaults in a sub-cellar.

As the tenants are in

residence only a few-

months during the year,

it was decided not to in-

stall a refrigerating-plant.

The use of manufactured

ice was found to be

cleaner and more eco-

nomical, and is furnished

to the tenants w i t li o u t

charge, along with vacuum
and window cleaning ser-

vices. On account of the

diffiadty of eliminating

odors, the incinerating

plant was omittetl. but all

garbage is refrigerated in

the l>asement daily, the

^T^^'l/Zl^^Z' • TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
5", 4'", 5", (S^",7'",8''''-

CLOSCT3 ANP fcATX ROOMJ
RCAI.TCBCP TO 301T TENANTS
WITHIN THE JTRUCTORAL. LIM
TATIONSOr THE PLAN

receptacles scalded and re-

turned to the tenants.

An interesting feature

are the vent Hues for one
of the two service baths

(5n each floor, which is

located away from the

outside walls. These flues

were the first to be con-

structed in accorchmcewitli

the new law requirements,

and have proved an un-

qualified success, although

the required construction

of reinforced tile had up
to that time been consid-

ered by the authorities to

be impracticable.

Kitchens and pantries

of unusual size, equi]>])ed

with large L>ench ranges,

charcoal broilers, special

sinks for all purposes,

electric plate-warmers, sil-

ver safes, ani])le storage

closets, and extensive

dressers com])are favor-

ably with neigliboring

Fifth Avenue residences.

..>.i...5 lypivul Service ,\.ioi .lent?, Apartments at 820 Fifth Avenue, New York City, Slarretl & Van VIeck, Architects

Ground Floor Plan First Floor Plan

Floor Plans, 242 East Walton Place, Chicago, 111., William Ernest Walker, Architect
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Two Western Apartment Houses

Chicago,

THE Chicago type of apartment house is, as might l)e

expected, radically different, botli in arrangement and

equipment, from the customs that maintain in New
York City. The two apartments selected for illustration have

rentals varying from $2,500 to $6,000 per annum. The street

floor is in the first case given over to janitor service, heat-

ing, living-rooms for valets, etc., leaving the rooms for the

maids on the individual floors of the apartments. The build-

ings are fireproof, ecjuipped with filtered water, individual

laundries and
garages, fire-

places arranged

for the burning

of wood, vapor-

heating appara-

tus, with gar-

bage chutes
from kitchen to

incinerator, and
plumbing a n d

kitchen appoint-

ments of the

highest quality.

The plan of

No. 242 East

Walton Place is

typical of an ar-

rangement that

divides the floor

area into clearly

separate por-

tions. All to

the left of the

entrance-hall is

' Directory to A partments of the Better Class"

The Chesterfield Apai

given to the master's l}edr<K)ms, entirely separated from the

rest of the floor by a wall, broken only by a dfxjr connecting

with the reception-hall. The portion on the front of the eleva-

tor and staircase is given to living-rooms and dining-room.

and the ])ortion behind the staircases is given to servants'

rooms, kitchen, and service, with service stairs.

The "Chesterfield Apartments" are of a more general type,

so far as the arrangement of the individual dwellings is con-

cerned. They incorporate the new feature, "the sun parlor,"

— that present

a p a r t m e n t

house combina-

tion - substitute

I or i)oth living

a n (1 sleeping

porch,—and the

plan has been

rather ingen-

iously devised

in the shape of

a letter S in

order to obtain

the utmost
amount of out-

look and sun

exposure from

a plot of ground
100 by 190 feet.

These plans are

representative

of western
work. The for-

CopyrighlbyA.J. Partridge 6* Harold Bradley nier of ChicagO

tments, Chicago, III. custom.

Typical Floor Plan of the Chesterfield Apartments, Chicago,
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A House in Newtonville, Mass.

Fisher, Ripley & Le Boutillier, Architects

RESIDENTL\L N-illages pos-

sess a character var>-ing in ac-

cordance with their climatic

situation, or with the economical

status of their inhabitants, their

tastes and fantasies. The strongest

factor influencing the desi^ of a house

is always proN-ided by its natural sur-

roundings. The level expanses of

certain suburbs, particularly when laid

out on the gridiron plan, almost in-

variably produce houses sj-mmetrical

in arrangement and tending toward
monotony in aspect; while a more
irregular and hilly landscape, with

winding roads, trees, and shrubbery,

naturally offers an opportunity more
Ukdy to stimulate the creative im-

agination.

These conditions imparted a partic-

ular interest to this house design,

which was unusually complicated by
the topography of the small suburban
lot, situated between two streets, the

one at a considerable elevation above
the other. The problem presented

an unusual opportunity, and at the

same time a prospect not unfraught

with difficulties.

On account of the lot restrictions,

and for other reasons of approach,

the main entrance had to be on the

upper street. This street is approxi-

mately level in grade, nineteen feet

above the lower street at one end of

the lot and thirty-five feet above it

at the other. The lot sloped, at first

sharply, and then gradually, to the

south and southeast. These factors

determined the location of the prin-

cipal rooms.— the entrance hall on
the northwest and the living-room

with full southern exposure. The
principal bedrooms also face south,

east, and west.

Ironl Lntrance

The Oyster Shell

In treating the two main elevations,

it seemed necessary, on account of

the site, to handle them in two dis-

tinct ways. The north elevation is of

the restrained local or vernacular
type. The arcaded entrance-porch is

flanked by high posts, surmounted
by two of Mr. Soderholtz' urns of

Cretan pattern; and Mr. Kirchmayer
has designed an individual little wall-

panel in cast concrete over the center

arch, portraying the "Challenge," in

plastic figurines, upholding the
owner's monogram.
The south elevation was consid-

ered — and consciously attempted —
as something more androgynous in

character, and the ruder stone walls

and parallel lines of the terraces seem
to correct this tendency, and, when
sufficiently aged and covered with
climbing vines, should cause that
harmonious blending with the land-

scape which time alone can produce.
Entering the house from the street,

the main hall opens from the drive-

way level, with six steps leading down
to the living-room. By keeping the

rooms above on a level, a considerable

height is thus procured for the living-

room, the proportions of which worked
out in a manner unusual for a house
of this size. From the living-room,

terraces with steps of varying flights

gradually take up the inequalities of

the lot, and at the same time provide
places for grape-arbor, rock garden,
flowers, and tea-lawn — flanked on
the wall side with ramblers and
pleached pear trees, and on the other

with an herbaceous border of peren-

nials. During the summer months
these should produce a riot of color

|that will serve as a sort of kaleido-
I scopic stylob ate for the house.

The L.aundry Gate The Grape-Arbor View In Lower Garden
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APARTMENT HOU5L, 820 FIFTH AVLNUE, NEW YORK CITY
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DINING ROOM

APARTMENT HOUSE. 820 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

5TARRETT & VAN VLLCK. ARCHITECTS
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APARTMLNT HOUSE., 405 PARK AVE.NUL. NEW YORK CITY

(Given A. I. A. Gold Medal, 1915. for Tall Apartment Buildings)

CROSS & CROSS. ARCH1TE.CT5
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APARTMENT HOUSE, 45 EAST 62ND STREET, NEW YORK CITY

(Given A. I. A. Gold Medal, 1916, for Tall Apartment Buildings)

ROUSE & GOLDSTONE, ARCHITECTS
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RECEPTION ROOM

flRCHTlEntJR^

LIVING ROOM

HOU5L OF LUCIUS W. MAYER, E5Q.. WHITL PLAINS. N.Y.

FRANK E. NEWMAN. ARCHITECT
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HOU5L AT NLWTONVILLL, MASS.
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to swell or warp, and the beamed ceilings are somewhat reminis-

cent of certain Flemish interiors. All interior plaster walls are

rough hand scoured, with here and thej^ a bit of groined arch

showing.

An abundance of sunlight and air pervades every room in

the house, full advantage of this being had through casement

windows which admit the southwestern breezes of summer, and
in winter give the slanting rays of the February sun.

View from the Southwest

The garden layout and planting are by Mr. Henry Vincent

Hubbard, who worked sympathetically with the architects, and

whose suggestions were extremely helpful and inspiring.

The house is built of concrete, a little stonework, and terra-

cotta tile with slate roof, and is heavily timbered, having a mod-

icum of tile and brick floors. AH the exterior woodwork is weath-

ered oak, the hall and living-room having plain oak finish. The
living-room fireplace is of generous proportions, the floor of wide

oak boards, pegged with maple dowels, which have thus far failed The Terrace Steps

Terraced Rear of House, from the Southeast
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AS it is alwa\-s in the

more isolated sections
— where life in the

smaller Nillage. from the mere
remoteness of its location, has

stagnated — that we can ex-

pect to find the greatest

arootmt of early architectural

material in any country, it so

happens that we occasionally

stumble across some small hill-

town or remote valley hamlet
abroad that best preser\'es

for us the aspect of a bygone
period of continental civiliz;i-

tion. Such has been the case

with Assissi and Orvieto, and
only just escaped being the

case with Perugia.

But these cities are. after

all. places of comparative size and im-

portance — rather too accessible and
well known to the traveler to have been
preserved in the most complete unsophis-

tication. To recapture the full picturesque

backgrounds of the medieval times, we
have to go to some still smaller, even
more remote, place, and so we have
gone to Castiglione-Olona. a small town
between Milan and the Italian Lakes, to

find preser\'ed examples of that rare and
evanescent period when the particular

t>pe of Gothic architecture that grew a

slight yet graceful shoot in North Italy

was fading beneath the first strong rays

of the fast oncoming Renaissance. For
it was during a part of the fifteenth

ccnturj- that the rise of the Castigiione

family made Olona, for a brief period, a

place of importance — in grateful mem-
ory of which the names of the family and

Castiglione-Olona

A North Italian Hill Town

By F. A. Josselyn

Panorama of Castigiione, from Monteruzzo

Cdimptinile and Apse of tfie Church of the Collegiata

the town were combined for

all future time.

A quiet little town it is —
located between the post road

to Varese and the little River

Olona — of a plan so simple

that it is shown with fair

completeness in the general

view, taken from Monteruzzo
over the roofs of the village

climbing its little valley hill-

side to the Collegiate Church
that tops the height. Fromthis

point qf view Olona appears

perhaps no more character-

istic than many another Ital-

ian town, their tiled roofs and
plaster tinted walls always

combining to make an har-

monious cluster of units on
the plain or rising hillside. Even the

principal object of architectural interest,

the unusual village church, is in this view
— because of its simple roof — hardly

distinguishable from the village houses,

and so its proximate location is marked
only by its rising campanile near-by.

Time has dealt so kindly with this

little village that the two or three resi-

dences of the Castigiione family (built at

so nearly the same time that we find the

same terra-cotta moulds used upon them
all!) have been preserved with a perfec-

tion only slightly spoiled, by a passing

effort at redecoration during the seven-

teenth century, when one of their de-

scendants married a wealthy Italian

lady, who apparently attempted to re-

vise some of her most-used living-rooms

in the then current and fashionable

"mode."

Chapel o( the Madonna of ttie Countryside Where Country Koad Turns to Villiiii_ House of Marchese Magenia, Piazza del Scholastica
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Court-Yard Side, the House of Castiglione di Monteruzzo

As the traveler climbs the hillside,

among walled farms and roughly but-

tressed gardens, and enters through the

western gateway, between crudely built

walls of rustic stonework, into the midst

of the first old group of houses, he rnay

fully obtain the impression of entering

into the life of a medieval ItaHan forti-

fied borough. Walking the principal

street of the town, he almost immedi-

ately passes some stone arched doorways,

simply yet beautifully tinted, and carved

with the coats of arms that denote their

former occupants. A few steps beyond,

and he catches his first glimpse of one or

two of the terra-cotta windows, remi-

niscent of the best work of Bologna, now

among the village's most interesting

architectural remains. While if he ven-

tures aside into some of the court-yards

seen through these arched doorways, he

will find at the back and sides of the

houses occasional even more alluring

remnants of former architectural beauty.

Many of these dignified doorways and Terra-Cottn Window in the House of the Castiglioni

Palace of the Cardinal Branda Castiglione

once brick and now plastered walls are

further decorated with unusual painted

details and fragments of mural decora-

tions, some of them attributed to Maso-

lino himself — along with a few more

local, if equally unusual, types of sgraffito

work.

One of these palace doorways is wor-

thy of special mention, for it is a well-

preserved example representative of the

later period of Olona's greatness, and,

with its painted Gothic soffit and the ar-

chitectural mouldings, mottoes, and coats

of arms that mark it as an ancient habi-

tation of the Castiglione family, it would

at once direct any one's attention to the

house,— an attention that would be well

rewarded by a discovery of the terra-

cotta framed windows that still grace

the inner faces of the building. Yet

while these windows may seem to be or-

dinary native combinations of fifteenth-

century terra-cotta work, the moulds are

quite as elegant and delicate as can be

found in any of the best smaller palazzi

Window Ornamented with Terra Cotta

House of Castiglione di Monteruzzo

Window with Terra-Cotta Architrave, in

.Palazzo Branda Castiglione

Window Ornamented with Terra-CoUu

House of Castiglione di Monteruzzo
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Court-Yard anil liranda Castiglione

or country houses of the best period that

can be found in the ver}- neighborhood of

Milan itseh'.

Outade of these old Castiglione resi-

dences, the \illage houses are of that rustic

simplicity of t)pe that occasionally appears

in these views. Indeed, for simple pictur-

csquencss and informality of architecture,

Castiglione-Olona is as charming as any of

its North Italian neighbors, while its walls

are more often faced with old and faded

frescoes or simple sgraffito ornament that,

in the hollows of archway re\eals, beneath

o\'erfaanging balconies and cornices, or on
the more sheltered north wall of an occa-

sional court-j-ard, yet preserves something

of their pristine beauty of design and color.

Another house, that has since suffered the

defacement of a more modem stucco front

on the side toward the principal square of Delail ol Window with :>grallito Decoration

Court-Yard of House with Sgralfito Decorations

the village, yet betrays enough traces of its

proper age and period in the walled-up win-

dow opening and its decorated archway to

arouse the suspicion of the architecturally

trained passerby. This house, of the same
general style as the other Castiglione pal-

aces, was occupied by Cardinal Branda Cas-

tiglione himself — to whom the town owed
most of its one-time prosperity and later

fam.e and importance — when he died, in

1443, at the ripe old age of ninety-three

years. Its interior still fortunately contains

the Cardinal's room, happily preserved in-

tact as one of those rare interiors that illus-

trate the homely surroundings and customs
of its time in decoration, architecture, and
even in the very furniture itself, sparse

though the latter is! It is true, that, in the

Grand Salon on the principal story, one or

two of the rooms have been redecorated, in

ine i-nieso della Villa" in Ihe Hnncipal iquare Vasca Baptistery, with Frescoes by Masolino da Panicale
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Capital from the Court-Yard of

Palazzo Magenta

whole or in part. The room of the

Cardinal Branda, however, has

been kept in its original condi-

tion, and here the decoration was

considered so important that

the fireplace, being a matter of

necessity, was yet introduced as

unostentatiously as possible, so

to as little as might be break

up the wall surface, which had

evidently been promised to the

fashionable painter-decorator of

the day! Hence the fireplace

becomes a most unusual model,

possessing an innate elegance of

proportion, even without pro-

jection from the wall, while the

star-shaped carved wooden pan-

els in the window-shutter indi-

cate it was no sparsity of mone}-

that prevented a more preten-

tious treatment of the bedroom

or over-mantel.

This room has

exactly repro-

duced for us the

true aspect of

domestic ItaHan

life of the first

half of the fif-

teenth century.

The decoration,

similar to some
rooms in the

Borromeo Pal-

ace at Milan, is

by Masolino da
Panicale, who
was brought to

Olona by the

Cardinal, who,
besides having

him decorate the

new baptistery,

is also supposed

to have had him
do various and
miscellaneous
work elsewhere

throughout the

community.
One of the ter-

ra-cotta framed

windows illus-

VVcllI 5al^ of Guido Castiglione,

The Sarcophagus of Cardinal Branda Castiglione

l'.rc)ii/<- l_amp. High Allnr of the
Collegiata

trated is taken from the second

story of this same palazzo.

Another picturesque and an-

tique house, near the square of

the Scolastica, belonged to the

Marchese Magenta. The house

itself is unusual, in that it is built

on both sides of the street, and
bridges the road to the hilltop

church, with a court-yard in one
part, in which is found the very

simple, yet beautifully propor-

tioned. Renaissance column cap-

ital that is reproduced above

upon this page.

But the town's principal claim

to architectural interest proba-

bly lies in the Chieso della Villa,

which faces the largest square

and is one of the most precious

models preserving the first be-

ginnings of the Tuscan Renais-

sance. Its plan,

geometrically
square, and sur-

mounted by a

circular drum
covered with a

tiled cupola, is

so unusual —
suggesting only

the Pazzi Chapel

in Florence, by
Brunelleschi —
that its date,

being definitely

placed between

1422 and 1443.

gives it an added
supposititious
interest, espe-

cially as the in-

terior in some
ways also sug-

gests Brunelles-

chi's treat-

ment of the sac-

risty of San Lo-
renzo and the

new chapel in

Santa Croce.

Unfortunately,

no satisfactory

interior view of
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IT
is possible that tlie architect may not yet realize his

opportunities— and resix)nsibilities— to aid in the Hoover
conscnation campaign. While it is true that architects

and draughtsmen can, as individuals only, perform their part

in the campaign of strict food economy to which this nation

is now pledged in order to ensure winning the war, they should

yet, both as individuals and as directors of the building indus-

tries, realize their greater responsibilities and opportunities.

When once they comprehend that the whole of our threatened

f<xxl famine is fundamentally caused by the sudden break-

down and disorganization of the transport facilities of the

world, many ways should Ijecome obvious in which the archi-

tect can help this needed process of conservation. Working
under the impetus of the slogan "A car saved is a car gained,"

both architect and draughtsman can materially help in saving

unnecessary waste in our transjK)rtation resources.

It should, for instance, be quite within the province of the

architect to point out to all contractors employed on work of
which he is in charge how they can make a considerable sav-

ing for them.selves, while at the same time performing a
needetl patriotic duty, by placing their orders for materials in

the most economical ways. Dire experience and delays will,

of course, soon show the necessity of placing orders well in

advance of their anticipated need; but experience and fore-

sight both will l)e necessary before the contractor will realize

Iu>w he can place his orders in such amounts as will cause his

cars to be loaded to their maximum capacity,— which often
exceeds by more than ten \ytr cent the car's officially labelled

rate. To realize the margin available here it is necessary
only to state that, whereas the minimum car-load consists of
210 barrels, a 30-ton car has a tnaximum capacity of 300
l»arrels. or about 30 per cent surplus ; and whereas the mini-
mum car-load of cement is 457 87^ -pound sacks, a 30-ton
car will hold 754 sacks, and a 40-ton car, 1 ,074 sacks

!

Therefore it should be obvious that some practical knowl-
edge on the part of the contractor of the maximum as well

as the minimum car-load -possible in the shipment of the vari-

ous building materials will result in material savings in delay

and some considerable cost saving in the conduct of his opera-

tions. He should also be urged to expedite unloading as

much as possible, so freeing the car for immediate return and

use for other purposes. Furthermore, he should always plan

far enough ahead in ordering his supplies to allow the rail-

roads a safe leeway of margin for transporting his materia!

to the site. It requires but Httle business foresight to accom-

plish these results, which, under existing unusual conditions,

will save vexatious delays and labor losses in all construction.

BUT the architect has an even more direct responsibility

than this. In selecting and specifying his materials, he

should so conscientiously study the situation as to call

for that make of brick, terra cotta, or cement, for instance,

that can be supplied from locally manufactured stock, where

possible; or, if especially shipped, he should select the mate-

rial manufactured at the nearest available transportation site

capable of fulfilling his practical and esthetic requirements,

thus saving long car trips and unnecessary delays. Sometimes

he has less to consider the mere matter of geographical re-

moteness than he has to understand how important is the

location of the factory on those railroad lines having tlie most

direct transportation connection between the point of manu-
facture and the point of delivery. If it is possible, for in-

stance, to get brick which can be shipped only over one road,

even if the haul on that road is considerably longer and ajjpar-

ently less direct than for brick manufactured at a nearer

point but which would have to be consigned from one road

to another, or even travel over three or four different roads

in order to get to the point of delivery, the expense of trans-

portation and saving in delay will both be materially cut.

In still more direct ways the architect becomes an important

and responsible party in this form of conservation. In the

use, for instance, of so common an article of construction as

the wooden joist, that is utilized in practically all our dwell-

ing and apartment house construction, and in many commer-
cial buildings besides, he should — in advance of preparing

his specifications or framing plans— inform himself as to the

conditions of his local market. This investigation might dis-

close, for instance, that a very considerable economy is possi-

l>le from the use of yellow pine frame, with its proportionately

longer floor span, and use of lighter stock or wider spacing

of the timbers, that is in this way made possible. Such a

change might mean a very considerable reduction in the num-
ber of car-loads of frame required for shipment, and vet tiiis

.sort of analysis is very seldom made or comprehended bv the

architect, in spite of the fact that therein resides a consider-

able possibility for saving in contract cost for his client, for

which he should consider himself to be directly responsible.

SIMILARLY, it may be found desiraljle during this

period of transportation congestion to make use, for

both advantages of immediate delivery and economy of

cost, of forms of fireproof floor construction, for example,

that will require less railroad transportation. This can be

accomplished by utilizing a greater proportion of material

manufactured or available in the locality or on the site,— just

such a substitution as might be made of cement for a terra

cotta floor construction, for instance, saving the shipment of

many cars of terra-cotta tile. By utilizing cement floor con-

struction, requiring a comparatively small amount of iron

reinforcement and cement shipments, combined with a far

larger projxjrtion of local cinders, sand, and gravel, the num-
ber of cars required could perhaps be cut to less than hal f

.

In other words, the whole problem of building— and its

present cost values— has now l>een changed by conditions to

the point that, w^hereas in the past cement has been used only

when sand and gravel have been discovered immediatelv upon
the site, such construction may now be found desirable even

though the materials will have to l)e teamed for considerable

distances, l)ecause of the definite savings in requisitioning

cars, with the accompanying lessened burden on the railroads

for transportation at a time when their every resource is

l>eing demanded for the movement of troops, munition, and
food supplies, or even such vital human necessities as coal and
foodstuffs.
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Conditions of Architectural Practice Thirty Years

and More Ago
As Recalled by Robert D. Andrews

THE Editor of The Review has asked me to give some
idea of the conditions of architectural practice when in

Boston, in 1874, I entered the office of Peabody &
Stearns as office boy. As he has encouraged me to I)e frankly

personal in my story, I will make no apology for writing in

the first person.

I first saw Boston in 1872, a few weeks l>efore the great

fire. At that time, as I recall it, Hotel Vendome was the last

building on the south side of Commonwealth Avenue,

although along Beacon Street and Marlboro Street the houses

extended farther out. The Milldam still retained its distinc-

tive character of a causeway across marsh lands, and the

Back Bay Park, or Fenway, was wholly non-existent. There

was no Huntington Avenue then, and where the Library now
stands was a row of cheap, marble-faced houses such as are

still found near by on Columbus Avenue. The Arlington

Street Church was built, and the new Providence Station was
building ; but the day of Trinity, the new Old South, and the

church on the corner of Clarendon Street and Commonwealth
A\enue had not arrived.

Across the Common lay the old town, with its brick resi-

dences and granite warehouses. Two or three of the great

Paddock elms yet stood in front of the Granary Burying-

ground, opposite which the horse-cars had their terminal ; and
great was the bustle at busy hours as the teams were unhitched

and led round to be hitched anew on the other end of each

car. To get to Brookline by street car. one had to go by way
of Tremont Street and Roxbury Crossing. In winter, sleighs

were put on, the floor covered deep with straw to keep the

feet warm. Kerosene lamps supplied light.

The great fire of 1872 swept clear an irregular area from
Washington Street to the harbor, scorching the Post-office on
the nc^rth and reaching southerly to Essex Street. The re-

building of this wide district offered the architects of the da\-

great oppftrtunities, and in this work Peabody & Stearns iiad

a large share. Prominent among the architects of 1874 were
Messrs. Cabot & Chandler, Ware & Van Brunt, Cummings &
Sears, Sturgis & Brigham, Carl Fehmer, William Emerson,
Bradlee & Winslow, afterward Winslow & Wetherell, with

others whose names were hardly less widely known. Mr.
H. H. Richardson had taken up his residence in Brookline

after winning the competition for Trinity Church, in 1873,

but was rarely seen at the meetings of the Boston Society.

Office hours then were from half past eight until half past

five, with an hour out at noon. My work as office boy
involved clearing off all the tables, and putting away the draw-
ings and account books in the large vault at night, and taking

them out in the morning; running out with drawings and
notes to contractors' shops, and copying letters and full sizes.

The latter had to be done by laying a sheet of detail pa])er

under the drawing and pricking through all the lines, when
the original was taken up and the pin-points traced in pencil

and connected. As for the letters and bills, l^ecause there

were no typing nuachines they were written by hand in ink.

and copied by pressing them, in a screw press, against

moistened sheets of thin paper bound up in books made for

the purpose. The writing was legible through the paper.

Co])ies of specifications were all written b}' hand, and had to

be carefully com])ared with the original to prevent mistakes.

There was no "economy" paper, nor any blueprints : all copy-

ing involved as much manual labor as the original. There

were no elevators then, and our office was three flights up;

and as there were no telephones, the office lx)y had to take

their place as best he could, and his legs often ached at the

day's end. But I learned my way about Old Boston.

Apart from the physical inventions which have added so

A view of the " Back Bay" district in Boston, looicing over Charles Street and the Public Garden, and showing Arlington Street. Con-morweellh Avenue,

and Boylston Street, the Rogers Building and the Peace Jubilee Building, as they appeared at the time Mr. Andrews first came to Boston

From a rare photograph taken in 1 872

Copyright, igiy, by The Architectural Review Company
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much to the ease and convenience of

modem lite, the emergence of the

general contractor constitutes the

nKJSt significant change in profes-

sional practice from the times we
are considering. For then a city

house demanded the drawing of

from ten to twenty different con-

tracts, a separate one being made
for each trade employed. The archi-

tect had to correlate the working of

all these trailes. and it required

iniKh tact and firmness to settle the

incessant questions of responsibility

arising under the.se conditions. Tlie

>eparate items of contract might be

:

1. piling: 2. block granite founda-

tions : 3. brickwork ; 4, cut granite

;

5, freestone (sandstone or lime-

stone); 6. bluestone; 7, carpenter;

8. tinsmith; 9, coppersmith; 10.

ironsmith: 11. plumbing; 12. heat-

ing; 13. |>ainting: 14. Wis and

s|)eaking-tubes ; 15. gas-piping; 16.

chandeliers, etc. This list might

easily be extended, as roofer, plas-

terer, tile layer, marble worker,

decorator. Mr. O. W. Norcross

was one of the earliest of our local builders to take general

contracts. The advantages of the system were so obvious

that the practice spread rapidly, and the earlier methods soon

liecame obsolete.

When Trinity Church was approaching completion, there

stood near by on a vacant lot a wooden shop where John

Evans, the car^•er. made his models for tiie work on the

church. One cannot review Boston's architecture and ignore

the part Mr. Evans has so creditably taken in it. and still is

taking. Nor can I refrain from emphasizing here the fact.

after>vard told me by Mr. Richardson, that to John La Farge

was due the suggestion to make the tower of the old Cathe-

dral of Salamanca, then unknown to Mr. Richardson, the

prototj-pe of the tower of Trinity. And since it was Stanford

W'hite to whom, as Mr. Richardson's draughtsman, is due the

exquisite translation of the old into the new design, Trinity

Church stands an unrivaled monument to the genius of three

of .America's greatest artists.

To my thinking, among the most interesting buildings of

the time we are celebrating were those designed liy Mr.
Charles A. Cummings in tlie earlier part of his career. Hardly
one of these has escaped serious mutilation or complete

destruction. Mr. Cummings was a devoted student of the

architecture of Northern Italy, and used its arched forms and
color variations with a singular propriety and a wonder fi'l

The Mason & Hamlin Building, Tremont Street, 1870

Cummings & Seats. Afchilecis

sense of scale. It is among the

penalties paid for the introduction

of rolled steel that the Hotel Boyl-

ston is wholly lost and the beautiful

arcades of buildings on Washington
and Tremont Streets have been since

replaced by girders and sheets of

plate glass. As illustration of the

"march of progress," by the way, I

have twice seen the buildings on tlie

site of the present Shawmut Bank
pulled down and replaced by newer
structures, confirming, in that case

at least, the saying that the average

life of an American city building

does not exceed twenty-five years,

of the truth of which the Provi-

dence Station was another illustra-

tion and example.

In those days it was easier than it

is now to recognize the work of

each architect. The offices were
smaller and the personal tastes of

the chiefs counted for more. Also

it was a period of greater eclecti-

cism. The profession and public

alike were passing through a stage

of experiment. And though we are

still experimenting to-da)^ the element of training and con-

\ention plays a more pronounced part in architectural design

than it did thirty to forty years ago, and renders the person-

ality of the designer less evident. If there is less self-con-

fidence and apparent spontaneity to-day, there is a more culti-

\'ated sense of form, color, and texture, and a greater attention

to accessory details alike in city and country work. As
wealth has increased, sculpture and mural painting have been
added to the means at the architect's command, while in the

suburbs every house has its well-considered approaches and
garden.

It is safe to say that the next thirty or forty years will

l)ring no such radical changes as have occurred in the similar

])eriod of time that is now ending. The work of the pioneer

and explorer is now largely done, in architecture, as in

everything else. The architecture of the world has, by now,
become a common possession. Our next advances would
seem to be most prolmbly in the application of the lessons

already learned, upon a larger scale and throughout a wider
field. In this forward movement the per.sonal element, as

well as all the qualities of individual expression, ought to be
most carefully safeguarded, because the odds will continue to

be increasingly against them: at least, this will be the case if

the trend of the experience of the past few years is to be re-

garded as contributing anv evidence toward this fact.

^^^w^==^=^^5|A
Hjtii- HLii^i^Mll^iltti

^^^^^^^^^^BUS- IF nflitlJIwmD
A View Alon$ Tremont Street. Showing Old Tremont House, About 1870 Looking Down Park Street, Showing Ticknor House Before Alteration
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Richard M. Hunt, Master Architect and Man

5ome Personal Reminiscences by Frank E.. Wallis

Richard
(From a rare

IX
the matter of general culture

and ordinary attainments, we
architects stand on common

ground, one now and then falling

like a shooting star into the depths

of common drudgery, and anon,

some other climbing to a level raised

somewhat above his fellows— except

when, on some rare occasion, a king

api>ears, and attains the heights ol

Olympus. Such a man was Richard

.\1. Hunt, the great architect and
humanitarian, than whom we have

had no greater since the beginning

of the nineteenth century. Certainly

no other of our early architects,

great as some of them were, was to

be compared with Hunt, who was
at once thoroughly trained in the

science of composition; trained also

in style and the fitness of things, and

withal a distinctly human character

and democratic to the nth degree.

In singling out Richartl M. Hunt
for individual mention in an issue

given to celebrating the thirty years'

existence of an architectural period-

ical of the character of The Architectlr.\l Review, it is

perhaps necessary— for the benefit of several younger genera-

tions in the profession — to mention that, at the exact time

of the founding of this publication, he stood preeminent as

the dean of the architectural profession in this country. Not

only as an individual architect, but as an instructor and source

of inspiration to other architects, he occupied a position that

has never since been filled by any other person. And this

preeminence was not to be attributed alone to his professional

training and abilities, but principally rested upon the unusually

\ital and human quality of the man himself; a quality so

essential to any true understanding of his character that it

can perhaps best— and only— be gauged by means of per-

sonal anecdotes that, from their very intimacy, have never

l)efore been published.

In no other review of Richard Hunt or his works have I

ever seen proper stress given to this side of his character,

and so I trust I may now be forgiven for giving to those

who are— after all— his brother-professionals some glimpse

of the human side of his personality, so that they may share

with me some part of the respect and regard that all the

profession should feel for Richard M. Hunt, the man— as

well as the architect.

Richard Hunt's biography has never been written; I doubt

if it could be successfully done except by that other genius

who now sits with Hunt among the gods. Hopkinson Smith

once told me that his story of the man who removed his shoes

on entering the house of God, praj'ed his prayers as the ritual

demanded, and, finishing, stood upon his hind legs and lot)ked

God in the eye, was his interpretation of Hunt— the incom-

parable, kindly, pungent, and sensitive Hunt.

It was a fortunate day for me when "Pop" W'are sent me
to see Richard Hunt ; and my good fortune continued for

more than eight years, while I worked under the eye and
hand of the big chief. I have sat in conference with him, I

have listened to his masterly and brilliant criticisms, and I

have many times seen him cut truly Gordian knots with his

"short cut" sword of efficiency and knowledge. Hunt was

known in the profession as a pun-

gent "cusser. " He was known by
his intimates as a sympathetic and
helpful man— and by those who
were cl(jse to him as a man with

tender sentiments equal to those of

any girl.

He was truly the father of the

profession in this country; in fact,

he it was who put the profession of

architecture "on the map," and, aid-

ing it in its struggle for a resurrec-

tion, retarded by the blast of Civil

War, finally restored it to life, after

its long burial under the blight of

the Victorian influence. Hunt al-

ways stood for the importance of

his art, and he demanded from the

[Hiblic the respect and recognition

which the resixinsibilities of the pro-

fession required.

Architecture has had no such

champion in the battle-fields of

endeavor for many years. Other
men worked for personal pride,

M. Hunt while of course accomplishing good
photocraph) results; but the chief fought for

the profession at large, with no tliought wasted on selfish or

personal recognition. I believe that he had acquired this

habit and thought from his experience in Paris at the Ecole

des Beaux Arts, and as assistant architect on the Louvre
during the reign of Napoleon III, when the practice of archi-

tecture held a high place antl architects w'ere recognized as

men of standing, and not regarded as mere builders and
underlings.

The Architectural Review was born at about the same
time as our world was awakening to the fact that the art of

designing and the trade of building were distinct—if impor-

tantly related— functions. This was a distinction for which

Hunt had always stood, boldly and unequivocally. It is a

standard that, unfortunately, has been lowered in the years

that have since elapsed— for the lack of just such a dominat-

ing personality to uphold and maintain it until to-day.

On one occasion, I remember returning to the office, smok-

ing a cigar, on a Saturday afternoon, when the old gentleman

caught me playfully, conducted me to his private office, and

ordered me to "throw away that damn'd stevadora, take off

your coat, and smoke a real cigar." He had the habit of

keeping one of the side drawers of his flat-top desk filled full

of loose, large, black cigars. Holding me by the shoulder,

he rammed the end of one in my mouth, struck a match, and

was applying the light to the cigar when George Vanderbilt

quietly entered. The old gentleman shouted. "Stay outside,

damn it! Stay out until I get this cigar going. Wallis

is so damned particular about his smokes."

His reason for asking me to stay that day was that he

had a new job. He frequently would come near the entrance

to the draughting-room, whistle, to attract my attention, and

then beckon to me with his middle finger. Upon my respond-

ing to his call, he would lean over, simulating a sleuth, with

his finger on his lips, and lead me inside his own room, when

he would lock the door with an air of tremendous secrecy,

lean close to my ear. and stage whisper, "I have a new job.

Vou damn rascal, come over here and h^ok at this." Then,

such wonderful conferences would follow, such brilliant,
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niasterlv criticism and exposition of his theories, as I have

never known from books or men, before nor since.

1 have spent many days in his office alone with huii,

working mider his criticism. It was during these intimate

•lays tliat 1 was able to see his delicate side, and observe his

clever wit and kindlv consideration for others. For e-xample

:

on one occasion, a German, looking for work, happened to get

by the guard in the outer office, and came up to the desk

where the chief was busilv engaged in cleaning up a huge

mass of business papers. (The first greeting which 1 got

from him when 1 called by appointment was, •Well! What

m hell do vou want?") In this case, however, his responsive

nature seemed to feel the distress of the poor de\il, who

could speak no English and who was in dire need of a job.

He smiled kindly, talked in Gemian to the man, left his desk

for the outer office, where, after having first expressed his

sorrow that he had no position open, he looked up a list of

architects and wrote name after name of possible positions,

and, giving advice to the forlorn draughtsman, walked with

him to the outer door, wishing him luck. On my remarking

tliat such treatment was what made people like him, he

replied, with his jovial bluntness, "Damn it! Can't 1 do a

decent thing once in a while without nailing a flag on it?"

The boys in the office had the common habit of filling the

ice-water cooler with claret, sugar, and lemon, which made

rather a mild, refreshing drink. On one occasion the chief

ambled, with his characteristic walk, toward the cooler, his

mind concentrated on some other subject, filled his glass,

and observing the dark-colored liquid threw it in the cuspidor

and tried again. He looked at it, tasted it, and with a chuckle

of satisfaction said, "Damn it, that's bully," and, disregard-

ing the entire office, with his mind on other matters, swal-

lowed glass after glass of it absolutely alone, till he turned

and ambled off again to his pri\ate office.

Mr. Hunt had a jolly way of playing with his lucky number,

which, I think, was sixty-seven. He used this figure for

heights of ceiHngs and for rooms, with great glee, whenever

he could put it over. On our inspection trips, he would match

coins, and such trips as I have had, when we have pretended

that we both had sneaked out of the office without the knowl-

edge of the boss. In the plaster mo<leling, he would stop at

a piece of work— whether his own or that of some other

architect— and, chatting with the workman, criticize the effect

with the brilliance and supreme knowledge that was character-

istic of him.

Mr. Hunt in his relation to the late Karl Bitter was partic-

ularly considerate. I had the interior of the Ogden Goelet

house in Newport to carry out, and the plaster modelers,

Kllin & Kitson, were in despair for a modeler who could trans-

late properly the style of the design. Bitter came to their

studio immediately after his arrival from Europe,— speaking

no Engli.sh,— but with the mark of a man expressed in his

bearing and in his photographs of his work. The foreman

turned him down, and old man Ellin stopped him on his way
out and set him to work on the caryatids for the Goelet hall.

These were so cleverly done that, on my reporting to Hunt,

he said, "Thank God, there is some one who can model
properly. I'll go with you the next visit." From this meeting,

Mr. Hunt took such an interest in Bitter that his place was
established, and this Bitter confirmed in later days.

When the project for building the doors for Trinity Church
was presented to the chief he expressed the desire to me that

Bitter have the entire commission ; but as this seemed too

great, he instigated a competition between six of the well-

known sculptors, with the panel of .^dam and Eve as the

«ubject. Bitter did the main doorway on the east, with Rhind
and Mehan as sculptors for the other two. However, the

chief requested that I go to the church to see these panels,

and on my report that Dr. Dix thought it somewhat unseemly
that a naked woman should be exhibited on Broadway, request-

ing that Mr. Hunt pray over it carefully, the chief shouted in

great glee. His boyish shriek and his pungent comments
unforttinately cannot go into print. He insisted that I report

back tliat he was on his way to Newport. "Hire a sialcrooni

and make him prayee. He d be gog-tlanined if he would.
'

As a proof of his greatness, 1 recall in two instances when

he insisted that this man or that in his office has designed sonic

sjjecial thing. The first instance hapi^ened when Vandeibilt

expressed a compliment to him on a table which he had

designed for H. G. Magund. "Hell," he said, "1 did n't do

that. Wallis, you damn cuss, do you hear that compliment?"

In the other case, 1 had been his first assistant in the Woild's

Fair Building, and diplomas had been given by Congress to

all of the assistants of the Fair. Some architects refused to

acknowledge that other than themselves had worked on their

buildings, but not Hunt. No, indeed ! When I declined the

honor, the scrap of paper was literally forced upon me by

the chief.

Lawrence, who carried out Biltmore, will remember the old

gentleman coining to the office with the entire scheme of that

great palace completely laid out on the back of an old

envelope; and I think Dick Hunt will recall the scheme for

the Administration Building at the Chicago Fair, each laid out

in the same manner on an old envelope. I don't believe that

any architectj except possibly Wren, or Da Vinci, or Michael

Angelo, had such a complete control of mass and of a problem

as a whole as did Hunt.

Richardson created huge compositions, but they were huge

simply because his units were huge; while Hunt, in his palace-

building era, conceived the thing as a whole, and the minor

parts and details came out proi>erly as the scheme was devel-

oped. He remarked one day, in my hearing, to a draughtsman

whom he was criticizing because the man had failed to grasp

the fact that Hunt wanted a big moulding, "God damn it, man,

if I asked you to get me a huge animal, would you give me
a big rat or an elephant?"

The most distasteful thing which a draughtsman must do

is the lettering of competition plans. On the occasion when
I was completing the twenty or so sheets in the St. John's

Cathedral competition, I had tacked the entire twenty sheets,

overlapping so that the lower border only was exposed, and

in the French fashion, with a tee-square, I was completing

this most distasteful task, when, hearing a chuckle behind me,

I turned and saw the chief laughing and cussing to himself

in his own manner. I was a little startled, and not wanting to

be interrupted while this thing stared me in the face, asked

if he wanted me. Whereupon he ceased laughing and, walk-

ing around the table, swore at me and walked of¥. This being

one of my first experiences with him, it somewhat perturbed

me, until I discovered later that he also hated those monot-

onous processes which must be done

!

I cannot resist telling one final story— the more especially

as it impinges on a moot problem of the present day. I had

an agreement with him that allowed me to practise outside

of office hours. One of my clients, a charming gray-haired

lady of sixty or so, called at the office to see me and inad-

vertently ran into the chief on his way to the draughting-room.

He stopped at the rail, and she said, "Is this Mr. Wallis?"

To which he replied, "Oh, no, madam, I 'm only Mr. Hunt."

Chuckling, and enjoying his retort hugely, he must himself

come all the way up to my room on the next story and, before

sending me down, tell me the beautiful joke.

When his son Joe sailed for Paris, the chief came in and,

hunching himself in his desk chair, sad and lonely, with tears

and an absent expression in his eyes, to my question, he

replied, "Wallis, my boy Joe is gone, and I may never see

him again." Strange to say, lie never did see his boy again.

I have often thought of his last days in Newport, and liis

strange cry for a sight of Joe, who could not return in time

to see his old Dad. These occurrences showed me the close

relationship between his delicate sweetness and his powerful,

masterly manhood, and they explain somewhat why his per-

sonality so dominated the profession, for I have seen, several

years after his death, at a great dinner, when his name was

mentioned by the si^eaker, the entire body of two hundred

men on their feet, shouting, "Hunt — Hunt— Hunt!"
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The Development of American Dwelling Architecture

During the Last Thirty Years

I

HAVE your letter of

the twenty-second in-

stant, and I shall make
my answer from the basis

of the article for which you
ask.

I entered tlie office of

James P. Sims about 1866
or 1868.

Mr. Sims was a brother

of Henry Sims, quite a

well-known architect of his

day in Philadelphia. He was
English, by descent, and
was one of the men who fol-

lowed John Nottman, and
carried the English tradi-

tions into his designs. Nott-

man did all the best work in

Philadelphia in the early

and middle part of the nine-

teenth century; in fact, it

might be said that his work
was by far the best in this

country. In my opinion, it

has not yet been surpassed

by any one.

Saint Clement's Church,
Saint Clark's, Holy Trinity.

The Atheneum, and other

examples stand to-day as

unrivaled. When they were
Iniilt, they marked an ex-

traordinary exception to the

arciiitectural de-

basement of the

time. Georgian, or

Colonial, architec-

ture was at its

decline, and there

w a s nothing t o

take its place, or

that did take its

place, except the

few individual

By Wilson Lyre

Original itudy lor ci house <

William Rulph Lnieison.

t bi'Vfily,

Arcliilcct

Mass.

House at Mamaroneck, N. Y.

McKim. Mead & White, Architects

Sketch for a Country House, by John Calvin Stevens, Architect

achievements by men such

as Nottman, and later by
Richardson, who revived
Romanesque. Then came
McKim, and after that

many young men of talent,

who are forming the far

Ijetter average work of the

day.

You say that I was a

pioneer and have had a host

of followers.

Alas! I fear it is true,

and that I have led many
into the paths of my first

eccentricities. I hojje I have

since atoned to some extent.

Had I Ijeen trained eight or

ten years later, I would have

avoided many of the pitfalls

into which I fell.

On the death of James
Sims, I was put in charge

of his office. I was a mere
boy, and having cut short

my full course at the ,Mas-

sachu.setts Institute of Tech-

nology, I was insufficiently

trained, and tried to be

original at the expense of

e\erything technical. There
was no particular standard

)r style at the time, and that

s why so many misguided

youths followed

my lead.

When I started

practising, Rich-

ardson and Mc-
Kim were the
leaders of the

profession. Rich-

ardson, a rare
genius, especially

in a style that.

A Suburban House
H. H. Richardson, Architect

A City House
H. H. Richardson, Architect
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howe\er, tliil ik>i >iir\i\c

McKim, although beginning to

revive the more classic perio<ls,

was then doing his early and less

satisfactory work, such as the

\ew|x}rt Casino, and later, the

better studied and very pictur-

esque Casino at Xarragansett.

His country- houses were follow-

ing the sanie lines, and one or

two photographs of his houses at

that time will show this pictur-

esque tendency of which 1 am
speaking. After that, there came
a succession of wonderful cre-

ations that continued throughout
his career. He had many
able men associated with

him, including Stanford
White, who was, more than

anjthing else, a great artist

in decoration, interior ar-

rangements, and sense of
color.

It is needless to mention
names of the noted archi-

tects of the present day; a
few will suffice. Piatt, Car-
rere and Hastings, Albro
and Lindeberg, and many
others, have lent their quota
to the advance in our art.

There may not now be as

many men that stand out
above the crowd— but that

is partly because the aver-
age has so greatly im-
proved, and is contin-

uing to do so more
each year. This is due,
of course, to better
technical education; to

a greater number of
young architects enter-

ing the field; to the

greater knowledge of
work in other coun-
tries, through libraries

and schools, greater
travel, etc. ; and also to

a circulation of high-
class magazines, o f

which yours is one of
the f>ioneers, which
have placed I>efore the

profession anrl the pu1>-

lic examples of the best

buildings in this coun-

House at Marblehead Neck, Mass.
Ailhui Lillle, Architect

him.

Lclinund M. WheelwriSht, Architect

House at Newport. R. I.

McKim. Mead & While. Architects

Residence of William Edgar. Esq., Newport. R. I.

McKim. Mead & While. Architects

Early House at Germantown, Pa.
Wilson Lyre, Architect

try, as well as photographs aiui

drawings of work in European
countries.

At the time I began to practise,

and for some years afterwards,
there were very few men who
were doing domestic work, espe-

cially country houses, the quality

of which could be called even
passable. McKim and Richard-
son, 1 have mentioned ; then tliere

were also the lirni of Peabody &
Stearns, Luce, Emerson, Bates,

Arthur Little, Calvin Stevens,

and later, Coije & Stewardson,
Frank Miles Day, and many

others. Of course, I am not

attempting to include all the

names of those who have
led in these various steps

forward. I am giving only

a sketch, as you suggest. I

should have mentioned Rich-

ard Hunt as one of the big

men of his tiine. He was
the father of the school
which had a thorough train-

ing, both here and abroad.

Whatever one may think in-

dividually of his work, he
remains one of the land-

marks of our profession.

I am sending you some
photographs of examples of

country houses at various

])eriods, which you can in-

sert as best suits your
arrangement of this
article. I have illus-

trated the progress of

the last twenty or

thirty years in my own
case by sending you
two photographs o f

one example. One pho-

togTa])h .shows a small

F.nglish type of coun-

try house, one of the

very first I designed
in tlie neighborhood of

Philadelpliia. This was
torn down and rebuilt

about eighteen years
later, and I am send-

ing a photograph of

this new house also, to

show the comparison—
and advance, I Iiope—
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in design. I

am also includ-

ing another
photograph of

one of my ear-

lier attempts as

an example of

the early tend-

ency to sacri-

Ike too much
t o originality

a n d eccentric-

ity.

\V h e r e a s

some of the ar-

chitects' earlier

work of this period had
a fresher originality,

that may have Ijeen

lacking in the more
studied work of the

present i)eriod, there is

no ([uestion that the

tendency has been for

a very great improve-

ment, and tliat the ar-

chitects of -America to-

day are doing splendid

work, especially in do-

mestic architecture.

In fact, it is gener-

ally considered to be

second to no coun-
try— with the sin-

gle e.xception, per-

haps, of England.

We have, of course,

been chaotic, and
have used a little of

every style and pe-

riod, but our condi-

tions, as a nation,

and our rapid devel-

opment have per-

hai)s made this un-

avoidable. A new
and independent na-

tion of "globe trot-

ters," we were bound
to try everything.

.\t present I think

we are settling down

An n.xceptional Example of Ihe Quality of Mr. Hazlilt's Work

' Fairacres " as Originally Built by Mr. Eyre

' Fairacres ! tiill. 5een from the Garden Side

\vhjon Lyre, Aichitecl

gradually to a

few styles that

seem best to

suit the various

l)arts of our

varied country.

California
lias, of course,

its distinctive

style to suit its

climate and nat-

ural scenery;
the Middle
West is still

experimental

;

and we here in

the East are continuing

tt) concentrate on a few
styles, such as the Eng-
lish manor house and
the smaller I-'rench cha-

teaux, but especially

the English.

Tiie people in Eng-
land live more nearly

the kind of life we
lead, having made the

most thorough study,

and having the greater

knowledge of com-
fort and b e a u t y ,

combined in country

living. We may not

\et have developed a

distinctive American
style of our own,
but we have so
adapted and changed
the existing forms
of older countries to

suit our own needs

as to make them di f

-

ferent from the orig-

inals.

Our landscape and
formal garden work
h a s made eve n

greater strides, and
with Mr. Piatt lead-

ing in this direction

a wonderful showing
has been made.

House of Jay Cooke. L,si|.. Chcsltuit Hill, Pa. House for Walter M. Jeffords. Lsq.. Near Media. Pa.

Two Recent Examples of Country House Design

Wilson Lyre. Architect
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The Sunken Garden Proposed for the Lower Reservoir Basin in

Central Park, New York City

Showing Some of the European Precedents on Which This Treatment Is Based

IX
publishing these drawings,

showing the treatment proposed

by Carrere & Hastings for the

old Lower Resenoir in Central

Park in New York City, we are at

the same time taking advantage of

an unusual opportunity to illus-

trate some of the sources that in-

spired details of the development

undertaken in this design. In part

these same illustrations also apply

to the text of Mr. Hastings' article,

elsewhere published in this same
issue. They illustrate the breadth

of scale, the simplicity of motive,

and the emphasis obtained by the

embellishment of a few import-

antly placed and carefully related

details, that so successfully

marked the "grand manner" as it

finally "arrived" in three Euro-

pean countries, Spain, France, and
Italy. It is therefore the more in-

teresting to be able to relate the

motives derived from these three

separate countries to the treat-

ment for the Reservoir, shown on
Plates Lxvin and lxix.

As we are unfortunately com-
pelled to show both the section

and the perspective view at too

small a size to give any full idea

of their details, or of the remark-
able and unusually interesting ren-

dering given by the draughtsman
to the imposing original drawings.

we are here reproducing a detailed

perspective study that—with the

section on Plate lxviii— will

more clearly show the locations

where these various motives have
been utilized in the new design.

First of all, credit shoulrl be
given for the original conception.

It was perhaps obvious to retain

some of the old Reservoir as a
water-basin. That determined.
hf>wever. it was a genuine

Study of MacMonnies' Fountain in Its New Location at

of Basin in the Proposed Central Park Garden

Head

in- Villa Torlona, Frascati, Italy

spiratioii to think of utilizing

I'rederick MacMonnies' fountain,

designed for the Court of Honor
in the Chicago World's Fair of

1893, tlie models for wliich are

fortunately still in existence, as

the principal sculptural feature at

the liead of the basin. Tlie cliange

in tlie scale made it desirable to

add some such treatment as the

aquatic horses that appear both

in the Carpeaux b'ountain in

Paris and in the San Ildefonso

Gardens near Aladrid. The latter

also suggests the simple curtain

wall, as well as the stepped

waterfall, which has been based in

detail upon the cascade in the

Garden of the Villa Torlona.

The wall backing the larger group
has perhaps even been influenced

l\v the terrace wall lielow the

Italian cascade : while the plant-

ing has evidently been studied

from both these French and
Spanish precedents.

At the opposite end of the la-

goon it is planned to have a large

open-air arena, suitable for the

performance of both pageants and
masques, and, aided by the nat-

ural gradients provided by the

site, there would seem no reason

here to fall into the verv general

error (which has again been per-

petuated in W^ashington in the

open-air Government theater) of

basing sight and seating lines on
indoor precedent ! A seven per

cent pitch—the proportion used in

Washington—is, of course, much
too flat for comfortable seating

conditions in the open air. or to

suit the important technical differ-

ences in the form of the outdoor

from the indoor perfonnances for

which tiiese amphitheaters are. os-

tensibly, planned.

OeUil ', j-U-n of San Ildefonso, Near Madrid, Spain The Carpeaux Fountain, Paris, France
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PLATL LXVIII

~- _-._ Jj.

FREDERICK MAC MONNIES' FOUNTAIN FROM THE. WORLD FAIR AT CHICAGO
SJiinvn in a iie-Lvly proposed setting. From the rendering by Jides G:ieriu

PLAN on RE.5ERVOIR GARDE.N

PROPOSED NEW RESERVOIR GARDEN DEVELOPMENT AT CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK CITY

CARrLrE. & HASTINGS. ARCHITLCT5
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Our Semi-Public Buildings

And Their Development in the Last Thirty Years

By Lgerton Swartwout

THIRTY years is an extremely awkward length of time.
It 's too long ago to remem1)er things distinctly and not
long enough ago for tliose tilings to have been written

about; it is not modern, and yet it is not ancient: it 's a sort
of moyen age— and so when the Editor of The Review
came to my office and asked me to write on the development
of the libraries and l)anks. and so on, for the last thirty years,
I did not realize until after he had gone that, as a matter of
fact, I did n't know much about the semi-public buildings of
thirty years ago. I suppose they must have had them, but
what did thev look like? I had a general idea that the semi-
public as well as the public buildings of the '80s were things
of horror, a cross l>etween the Mullet post-office and a Queen
Anne cottage.

I remembered monstrosities that I had seen in the Middle
West, usually of red pressed brick with galvanized iron cor-
nices, and one in par-

ticular, which was
graced with a brick

niche. On the circu-

lar wall of this niche

was painted a figure

of Justice, so I sup-

]5ose it must have
been a court-house,

and the figure of

Justice being crooked
w a s symbolical o f

w hat happened in-

side. .Anyway, I

know it was built in

the '80s. because I

remember when they

built it. It had a

white niarlile tablet

with fat black letters

on it, .\.Y). 1885,

and inside there was
a lot of very heavy
shin y trim, door-

casings with great

brackets crowned
with a heterogeneous

mass of mouldings,

none of which mitred
or lined up with anything else — just sort of cut of¥ square

and stuck up there. The doors themselves were always as

tall as the windows, and the windows had yellow inside

blinds, with slats so gummed up with varnish that they would
not work. I 've looked at these buildings since and won-
dered how they did it, and what a wonderful, if depraved,

imagination the architect or builder must ha\e had, and how
he hated simplicity, especially in plan. None of the obvious

square rooms and straight corridors for him— he wanted
variety and lots of it, and the more angles and corners he

could make, the l^etter chance there was of displaying his

skill at comi)licated construction and of giving the owner the

most for his money.
Tlie bank, too, was a sad-looking affair, quite as often as

n(jt with a dash of Gothic to render it more somber and to

give an excuse for having the windows so narrow that the gas

\vas always lighted, as it should be. Some of the banks were
;i little newer or had been remodeled, and they were apt to

have counter-screens of glazed brick of sickly yellows and
greens, topped with a sort of fretwork in flat brass bars.

Columbia College Library, New York City

McKim, Mead & White, Architects

which generally made the teller vaguely resemble a canary.
The library was quite a new thing, if I remember, usually

lioused in temjxjrary and inconvenient quarters— some old
house remodeled, with modern stacks and a picture of George
Washington and some big signs with "Silence" on them, and
C(X-oa matting on the floors.

.Altogether, as I viewed it, the total was artistically and
architecturally nil. There was unquestionably room for im-
l)rovement and need for development, and the cheerful little

Carnegie libraries and the smug little banks of ten years ago
seemed a vast step in advance. The thing looked hopeful. I

got down some scrap-books and looked up the records we had,
and consulted the files of the architectural magazines for

thirty years back, and the more I looked and the more I

thought, the less sure I was that there had been that develop-

ment and that improvement that we had a right to expect.

The '80s were bad
and the '70s were
worse, and the mid-
century was Victo-

rian, and so on ; but
i f you go back to the

early nineteenth cen-

tury or to the pre-

ceding one, can it be

said that the work
then done has been

improved upon ? I

doubt it ; certainly

the improvement, if

any, can be found
until recently only in

isolated cases.

Richardson was a

genius, but along
new and. for others,

untraceable paths:
Hunt was the first

preeminent example
of the combination
of American ideas

and French instruc-

tion; McKim had
started his wonder-
ful faqade of the

Boston Public Librar)-, and was to follow it with the one at

Columbia ; and it seemed certain that the tide of American
architecture was rising anew, and that the buildings of the

next decade would eclipse the Colonial in charm and appro-

])riateness, as well as in power. The tide indeed turned flood,

and at the start rose well and quickly, and then— stagnated.

We did not appreciate it at the time— we thought there was
great progress ; but now looking back some ten to twenty

years the stagnation is clearly evident. What caused it?

Was it that architectural ability in the United States was
limited only to a few? Or was it because the rise of the tide

had no great controlling force back of it, and that our archi-

tecture had no general and safe foundation? Certainly not

the former, with all due deference to those great men of the

early times, but it was most assuredly the latter.

The virile and picturesque architecture of Richardson was
fine, but it was not appropriate to this country or age, nor in

most cases to the individual requirements. Italian and French
precedents, even when adapted with such consummate skill

that they exceeded the original in beauty, were not. and never
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Library at Great Barrington, Mass.

Blanchaid & Barnes, Architects

coald be, the foundations

of an architecture dis-

tinctively American; the

youthful Beaux-Arts

graduates, fresh from the

schools, could see nothing

good but the most rabid

of Modem French. Tt>

increase this confusion

there was an imprece-

dented era of building:

architects had much more
work to do than they

could possibly h a n ti 1 e

themselves, a hurried
scheme was sketched out

and ever>-thing else left

to a hurriedly gathered

and improperly sui)ervise<l

set of subordinates; and

then, piling Pelion on

Ossa. came the so-called

efficiency expert— and
the greatest of all these evils was the efticiency expert!

It must be understood that here I am referring to the semi-

public buildings, libraries and banks— and those not of the

largest t>-pe. Houses and churches had yet escaped the blight

of efficiency, and the larger libraries presented problems a

little too monumental for the single-track intellect of the

expert. He would have liked to interfere, but he was a little

awed ; he did his best, but he could not ruin it completely—
but in the smaller libraries and banks he ran riot, and the

worst of it was that he was not always a he; more often

than not, especially in the country, it was a she, a lady

librarian.

A grand thing is efficiency. A rustic community would jog

along quite comfortably for years in an old house with

carpenter made shelves, not stacks, with some books in the

attic and some in the cellar. It was inconvenient and gen-

erally ugly, but it was comfortable some wav and inviting.

and you were accustomed to it and you liked it— a bit dark

in some comers majbe, and not over clean, but it had a certain

homely charm, nevertheless. Suddenly one morning a wealthy
but not particularly respected citizen dies, and although he
was never known to read a book in his life, he leaves his

money in tmst to build a Library— of course stipulating

that a modest bronze tablet ten feet square commemorating
his virtues should be placed in the vestibule. Sometimes there

was a bust that the family, for obvious reasons, wanted to get

rid of. and it was to

be placed in a niche.

Nobody was partic-

ularly grateful or

enthusiastic b»it the

ladv librarian. She
was inspired ; at the

mention of the se-

lection of an archi-

tect her fare lighted

up with that glad
look of unholy joy
that is wom by the

enterprising cat who
has successfully
stalked the innocent

but annoyinecanary

:

her day had come.
Not since she had
soent six months of

her voung life study-

ing how to be a li-

brarian had she had ^^^^^ union league Club, New York City. 1 881
an opportunity to tell Peabodv & steams, ArchitecU

all she knew. She would
liuilil that library, and she

would show not only the

architect but the whole
Board of Trustees, and
would have evei"y unnec-

essary and expensive de-

\ice known to any of tlie

steel furniture salesmen,

;ind incorporate every new-

idea she iiad ever heard of

—and what's more, she did

!

The net result was a

rnuig little building that

looked like a section or a

wing of some Palace for

the Reception of Sover-

eigns of France; at a very

reduced scale, to be sure,

like looking" through the

wrong end of an opera

glass. The motif was
there, but a man to be in

scale must be about tiiree feet high. It would have been

better, of course, if the cornice had not been tin; but there

was a cornerstone, and some columns and quoins, lots of

them, all different. It usually had a sort of a Mansard
roof— not a real Mansard, but a feeble little flat one that

had apparently sagged and slipped down into the building

under the weight of a heavily moulded copper cresting. On
each side of the door were two near-bronze candelabra,

heavily antiqued, supporting a large, round, ground-glass ball.

It was unmistakable. It did n't look as a library should look,

and yet you instinctively knew it was a library. Inside there

was a vestibule which, with its white marble, might have
looked like a Turkish bath,— if it had not been for the

tablet aforesaid,— and beyond the vestibule— efficiency : no
partitions, for they would interfere with the view of the lady

librarian or one of her satellites. It should be noted that

although there were no more books than there were in the

little old house, and although the librarian had always previ-

ously gotten on well enough by herself, she now had to have

an assistant and a children's special librarian, and a cataloguer

and a rest room, and steel book stacks, 7' 2" (or is it 7' 4"

per stack story of seven shelves?) high, and eight books to a

running front, and little slittv windows at the end of each

stack, and book-lifts and little rubber-tired wagons, and a

card catalogue that was proof against any efforts to under-

stand it, being worse than a Maine time-table or the Macs in

a telephone book

!

All these things

were harmless, ex-

cept, ])erhaps, the
catalogue ; but the

deadly thing was
that ^all architecture

was taboo ; rooms of

varying sizes and
shapes clustered

around a central hall,

usually lit from
above; no partitions

allowed; if allowed,

then glass ones ; the

rooms inostly over-

lighted, glaring, bare,

a n d uncompromis-
ing; a generally
chilling and depress-

ing atmosphere : no
invitation to take

Libraiy.UniversilyCliil.. New Vo.k C il\, l')03
down a book and

McKim. Mead &i While. A.chitecti read ; UO OUC iu tllC

(From Monograph of Work of McKim, Mead & Wliitc)
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made to mean to tliose who love

rooms hut noisy scliool-

cliiklrcn and a few
elderly chair warmers;
and what, with its leak-

injj radiators and the

.t^lue of the hooks and
the |)ersonai hahits of

some of the readers,

t h e atmosphere w a s

reminiscent of that an-

cient structure in Cen-
tral l\irk called the

monkey-house.
The w hole thint;

was wrong, radically

wrong— wrong in the

smugness of the exte-

rior: wrong in the bare

cheap look of efficienc\

inside ; wrong in thf

suppression of all that

is beautiful and in the

lack of appreciation of

what books really are

and what they can be
them.

Compare with this the beautiful old libraries abroad, some
highly ornate, some quaint and simple, but all artistic, per-

sonal, loving, — libraries that invite you, that you enter with

l)leasure and leave with regret, that are quiet and restful, softly

lighted, that impress you with that sense of appropriateness

that you feel in the nave of a great cathedral. These are the

things we want, everybody wants ; that is, everybody but the

librarian and the steel furniture man : and this is what w^e

would have had if the artistic perception of the architect had
not been stifled by efficiency. Fortunately, we do have them,
only occasionally, it is true, but still we do have them. The
great hall under the dome of Columbia is one instance, the

library of the University Club of New York is another.

Others there are that are good — but these are fine.

There is, too, in the later smaller work a most praise-

worthy attempt to design a country library as a country
library, not as a piece cut off a bigger building. There have
licen some charming little libraries built in the last few years

which are distinctly typical and appropriate, such as the little

library at Great Barrington. Some of these little libraries

show a well-studied appreciation of the use of materials, and
are in singular contrast

to some of their more
a m b i t i o u s brothers,

which effectively retain

the slender wooden
proportions of columns
a n d entablature, s o

typical of our Colonial

work, but incongruous-

Iv turn these wooden
forms into marble.

This blighting influ-

ence of efficiency—
although T suppose
efficiency is rather a

misnomer, because
mostly it is not effi-

ciency at all — has
fallen upon the banks

as well as the libraries,

but in a rather differ-

ent wav. Banks have
not, and probably could

not, have the intimate

feeling that should be

so much a part of the

Interior, Bank of Montreal

McKim, Mead & While. Architects

Interior. National City Bank, New York Cit\

MvKim. Mead & White. Architects

library. A bank build-

ing is a petrified cor-

])oration, cold and busi-

nesslike ; .stately and
dignified enough in

many of the modern
instances, but too

often uninspired, and
ill some cases simply

stupid. Limited prac-

tically, however, to one
big room, there is less

chance of harm from
the exjjcrt. There is,

to be sure, the question

of lighting, which often

results, in one story

banks, in over-lighting

and the introduction of

hideous and unneces-

sary skylights; but in

the main the expert

ideas are fully ex-

pounded in the arrange-
ment of the cages and tlie type of tlie vault. This is always on
the supposition that the efficiency ideas are more or less under
architectural control. There are some cases, unfortunately a
great many, where the entire proposition is handled directly

by the expert, in which case the result is appalling— but

these cases need not be considered, as they certainly cannot
come under the head of architecture. Although, therefore,

there is usually no direct interference with the design, there

is often a very strong indirect influence. There is, in many
cases, a sort of auto intoxication on the part of the architect.

If he has done many banks, he is too often hampered in

design by the experiences he has gained in former eflforts.

If new at the job, he reads too many technical articles, and
asks and takes too much advice— and so becomes so intent on
doing something practical that he generally forgets to put in

any real architecture.

All this that I have said about efficiency and experts must
not be taken to mean a condemnation of all things practical.

It is not so intended. Any building— library, bank, or what
not— must, to be good architecture, be suited to the practical

requirements for which it is built. That has always been.

from Classic times up to the present day. The Parthenon

was undoubtedly extremely well fitted to the rituals of the

Greeks, but the majesty
of the exterior was not

allowed to be inter-

fered with by the
whims of some newly
appointed priest. The
practical side had been

thoroughly studied and
the structure built up
around it: it was an

integral part of it: but

in this union of the

practical and the artis-

tic there was. and must
always be. a compro-
mise on both sides:

everything practical

that has been proved
absolutely essential
mu.st remain, and any
extravagant architec-

tural fancy that runs

counter to these essen-

tials must be elimi-

nated— but the archi-

tecfur? must be
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sopreme; othenvise it is

not arxAitccture but mere
mechanical engineering.

This union of the prac-

tical and the artistic is

always to be found in the

great examples of his-

tor>': the Greek temples;

the Roman baths; the

Coliseum; the great ca-

thedrals.— all were prac-

tical as well as artistic:

but, and this is the inijxjr-

tant point, by which of

the two are they best
known? Do we think of

the Parthenon as a per-

fectly practical solution of

the Greek ritual or as a

work of art? Does the

casual N-isitor to the Uni-
versity Qub Library ask if it is suited to the practical storage

of books ? Does the man who goes into the Bank of Montreal

wonder if the cages are in just the correct juxtaposition?

Emphatically, he does not. He does n't give a tinker's dam
about that end of it. Architecture is a fine art, and it is the

results that count, and unfortunately that is too often for-

gotten. Opportunism is rife. It is easier to yield to imprac-

tical practical ideas of

the client than to con-

vince him that these

ideas will ruin his

building; and the result

is a building which is

just what the owner
wanted, but which,

after he has seen it.

seems to him somehow
wanting in something.

He compares it with
a more architectural

neighbor; he is dissat-

isfied and. forgetting

his own share in the

creation, blames his ar-

chitect— and he is

right.

But I don't want this

article to appear too

Ames Library Building. North Easton, Mass, 1877

H..H. Richaidson. Archilecl

Danbury Savings Banlc

Parker Morse Hooper, Architect

pessimistic. All the semi-

public buildings done in

the last thirty years are

not bad or stupid; there

are hundreds or perhaps
thousands that are really

good, that have been con-

ceived with the greatest

care and been executed

with ability ; and the gen-

eral standard is high and
growing still higher, and
there is a distinct indica-

tion that there will be, if

not a national style, still

a unity of effort in the

right direction, a return

from the often too close

following of precedent in

the earlier days and from
the extravagances of the

modern French of ten years ago, to the sane adoption of that

free Classic which is our distinct national inheritance. In

l)ortions of the Capitol and other buildings at Washington,

in the City Hall in New York, in Boston and in Philadelphia,

we have examples of what can be done in this type of archi-

tecture, a type which is not only pleasing but eminently well

adapted to our modern needs and methods of building. We
are now rapidly ap-

proaching—^even if we
have not already ar-

rived at— a point
where mere slavish
copies of these so-called

"Georgian" or "Colo-

nial" precedents will no
longer be acceptable to

our masters, the pub-

lic; we are getting be-

yond all that; we must
|irogress; our architec-

tural education, our
opportunities, and our

methods of building

are now lieyond what
tlie Colonial architects

possessed — and the
fault will be entirely

our own if we fail.

Ipswich Library

Andrew*. Jacquei 5c Rantoul, Architects
New Haven Savings bank

Henry Bacon. Architect

(From *' The.Hogfison Magazine ")
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The Progress of Commercial and Industrial Architecture in the

United States During Thirty Years

By Albert Kahn

NO form of building has wit-

nessed a more radical change
during the past thirty years than

our commercial and industrial construc-

tion. Eurnham & Root, Jenney & Otis

(later, Alundiej, and Adler & Sullivan

were the pioneers, indicating the way
even thirty years ago. To-day's fully

developed and highly organized type is

but the result of continued advance in

tlie program.
The modern skyscraper is our one

triumph— our one real contribution

to the held of architecture. Irrespec-

tive of arguments pro and con as to

the beauty and architectural merit of

these skyscrapers, it has been the one
American problem; and whether or

not the matter of an American archi-

tecture be of particular moment (and
personally I do not think it is), our
skyscraper is the nearest approach to

an indigenous architecture. The his-

tory of the past thirty years is the

history of the skyscraper, and is famil-

iar to all. Agreement is general that

no one originally solved the problem
better than Mr. Sullivan. We may not
all subscribe to his exuberance of de-

tail or to his idiosyncrasies, but we
must all recognize his straightforward

e.Kpression of the organism of the

structure. That his solution was right

is evidenced fully by the almost uni-

form failure where attempts based on
(jther motifs have been made. Com-
pare the recent Western Union Build-
ing on Broadway with Sullivan's

(Guarantee Building at Buffalo. The
treatment of the former is incompre-
hensible. To pile up, not two or three, but ten or twelve
buildings on top of each other is inexplicable of a designer
capable of producing the very rational and none the less

monumental buildings for the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

The successful examples based upon Sullivan's solution are
numerous— fewer are those departing therefrom. Among
the latter, Carrere & Hastings' Blair Building in the Wail
Street district is particularly notable, nor has tiie passing of
years since its construction in the least lessened general ad-
miration for it. What a step in advance this structure was,
compared with their earlier Mail and Express Building, done
just about thirty years ago! Of their United States Rubber
liuilding the same is hardly to Ije said. It lacks the directness

of their Blair Building.

York & Sawyer's recently completed skyscraper on Fifdi

Avenue and 43rd Street strikes me as a most creditable and
individual solution of the problem, and therein it is no excep-
tion to the uniformly excellent work of this firm.

Mr. Cass Gilbert's widely known W'oolwortli Piuilding is

one of the important milestones of the past thirty years.

Whether or not we believe it over-elaborated, it is a beautiful

creation, and must stand as one of our national monuments.
The basis of successful treatment in all of these structures

is directness, straightforwardness, and common sense— thev
display no tendency toward beating about the bush.

Postal Life Building. New York City

York & 5awver. Aichitects

While in the external appearance of

the structure the advance has been
marked, in the internal arrangement
and improved equipment of these

buildings the advance has been even
greater. In this the late D. H. Burn-
ham and his Chicago confreres accom-
plished the lion's share and developed

what, in itself, is a notable achieve-

ment; namely, the establishment of

organizations capable of handling in

a businesslike, expeditious manner the

complicated problems involving pro-

motion, financing, planning and de-

signing, engineering, and actually the

operating of large undertakings. It is

a far cry from the easy-going office of

thirty years ago, when India ink had
still to be ground in the dish (did n't I

spend hours contemplating a labor-

saving device to do it?), to Higgins
ink and an organization composed of

iumdreds of draughtsmen, financiers,

efficiency men, mechanical and struc-

tural engineers. This is a truly

.\merican achievement for us to be

proud of.

In the line of commercial buildings

housing salesrooms, we have accom-
plished much less of note. Indeed, we
have produced very little even worthy
of comparison with some of the for-

eign work. What is the matter with

our store buildings? A uniform me-
diocrity has prevailed. The Gorham
Building is a distinguished structure,

but it would serve equally well for an
office building (as is proven by the

new Union Pacific Building in San
Francisco) or a club house. The Tif-

fany store might as well be a modern addition to the palaces of

the Grand Canal. Is the new Altman structure a real store

building? Wouldn't it do just as well for J. P. Morgan's
banking establishment? The Lord & Taylor Building is a

very attractive structure, and yet would it not make an equally

good first-class hotel building? Some of Codman & Despra-

delle's Boston buildings, a store by Jarvis Hunt in Pittsburgh.

and some of the Middle W'estern structures are infinitely

better store buildings. We certainly have not as yet "found
ourselves" in this particular field.

In the line of industrial building, more has been accom-
plished in this country, though in this as well we have not

attained the highest standards abroad. We have, neverthe-

less, many creditable attempts, which at least have helped in

removing the stigma of ugliness from the factory building.

Compare the factory of to-day with that of even fifteen years

ago— to say nothing of thirty years ago. I was office boy

just about then, and as such had iny hand in several ! Not-

withstanding their not being fireproof, they still exist to

frown at me. Factory work then was largely delegated t<j

the office boy. How utterly wrong, from every point of

view! The construction of the factory building meant the

decrease in surrounding property values— it was a structure

to be shunned by the neighborhood. And yet here was the

one agent to exert a more beneficial influence on the masses—
physical as well as esthetic— than almost any other. Daylight,
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ihe one God-given thing, the

most necessan" of all require-

ments, was actually barreti.

and heavy masonn- walls ap-

pear to liave been the dcsid-

t-ratuin. Why, no one can

explain. The earlier mill con-

struction in the Eastern States

was a marked advance. With
its isolated pier system, large

areas ot glass became possible,

and a generally better charac-

ter of exterior was aimed at.

A number of verj- creditable

industrial buildings by men
like Howard Shaw, Pond &
Pond, and others, began to

make their appearance some
twenty years ago, though tliese

were preceded by the very

remarkable De Vinne Press

Building of Babb, Cook &
Willard in Xew York.

It was. however, the advent

of reinforced concrete, and the

equally important introduction

of the steel window-sash, which
marked the greatest advance
in industrial building in this country. The mere struc-

tural concrete frame, with only the steel sasli and curtain
walls inserted, produced an individual note quickly recognized
by a number of architects. Since then there has been a con-
tinued development based upon the earlier examples, and good
factory buildings are now quite the usual thing and not the
exception. E.xcellent articles have been written on the subject
by men like \\'allis and
Fellows, who have dis-

t nguished themselves no
less by their actual work.
There is no need of re-

I>eating what they have
said so well.

The modern factory

building, with its attempt
at making the purely
utilitarian good to look

at, has proven itself. To-
day's manufacturer rec-

ognizes the advantages of

an attractive, as well as a

properly planned, build-

ing. He has statistics to

prove the influence of

such, as well as of their

external surround-
ings. — lawns,
shrubs, flowers,

etc., — on the
work of his em-
ployees. He has
learned that by
these means h i s

product is im
prOT'ed, that he
can manufacturi
more efficientl\

and more eco
iiomically. Then-
fore the time ha
now come when
argument is no
longer necessary

to convince him
rif thf- real value

woll-dositjned

'.niiHPli: • i llliiiin niiiii

Buililin^ for the De Vinne Press, New York City

Babb, Cook & Willaid, Architects

of a modern,
factory.

On the other hand, a greuer
interest in the problem lias

been taken by tlie architectural

profession, and factory \\uv]<

is not shunneil, as of old, hm
sougiit by the practitioner.

Factory plan is a mailer nf

experience. The aim must con-

tinually be for greater aiul

greater simplicity; for nearer

approach to uniformity of ar-

rangement, which will allow

for change in the occupation

of respective spaces. A simi)lo

unit system is the all-desireil

end. In the design of the ex-

terior it is no less so. -Sim-

plicity must be the keynotr.

The danger of modern factory

design lies in attempts at elab-

oration. I fully recognize tiie

<lifference between engineering

and architecture, and do not

for a moment mean to infer

that piers and lintels and glass

make good architecture ; but

nine-tenths of tlie buildings consisting of only the al)ove ele-

ments are better factory architecture than those structures

which, in an attempt at beautifying, destroy the very purpose
for which they are built. A great restraint must mark all

good factory building, and an implicit, imerring fidelity to

the practical requirements of the proljlem. Straightforward-
ness, directness, common sense, are prime fundamentals in all

factory design.

I have alread\- men-
tioned the names of

Howard Shaw, William
K. Fellows, and Frank F.

Wallis in this connection.

There are any number of

other men also now doing
excellent and commend-
able work in the field of

industrial building in the

I'.ast, as well as the Mid-
dle West and West. With
the industrial development
of this country bound to

continue to grow steadily

larger and larger, — and

Portion first Built and Occupied, Lakeside Press Building, Chicago, III.

that

g<.)0(l

I

"m^^
study for C (/m| liwilding. Lakeside Press Building, Chicago,

Howard Shaw, Architect

is surely one of the

results we feel cer-

tain will c o m e

from the full par-

ticipation of the

United States in

the war,— it will

well behoove all

architects to give

t)f their very best

resources and a1)il-

ities to the .study

and mastering of

this constantly

growing and im-

portant subject of

industrial build-

ing. In that di-

rection, we can I)e

certain, a demand
will persist for

sotne time to come.
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Church Architecture in the United States

Thirty Years Ago and To-Day

By Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue

KMPORA MUTANTUR," — and in thirty years we
certainly have changed with them, — which is particu-

larly true of church architecture. Looking back to my
own first timid appearance in New York, — my hall bedroom,
liglited l)y a skylight only; my luncheons, taken without liquid

support, on the sloping cellar door of Trinity Church; and my
Italian table-d'hote dinners in Union Square,— 1 am disposed

to be optimistic.

In those days— rather over than under thirty years ago,

alas!— the great names with which we were wont to conjure

were Upjohn, Congdon, Halsey Wood, and my own "chief,"

James Renwick; and even though things move rapidly here

in the United States, there are thoroughly excellent buildings

still standing designed by each and all of these men.
Following down the years, I mind me of the names of

Potter and Haight, both able architects. It was only when
I went to Boston, I think, that I first heard of Henry
Vaughan— in Gothic, at any rate, a very much greater man
than any of those I have named. Of all these none is now
alive, and who shall say that they were not the "oaks" and
we moderns the "birches." Certainly our opportunities are

vastly greater than theirs in so far as the magnitude of our
various operations and the amounts spent upon them are con-

cerned
;

yet Old Trinity and St. Patrick's Cathedral remain,

according to American standards, churches of the very first

class ; and I observe with interest that St. Patrick's is finished,

which is more than can be said of certain other projects.

It should be remembered that the difficulties under which
these men labored were enormous. Long ago, while passing

Grace Church, Mr. Renwick told the lad trudging along beside

him — that was I — that the crockets and finials of the front

had been carved by prison labor, taught by himself. To-day.

we have Labor Unions— more efficient, no doubt, but vastly

more expensive, and
perhaps no more ar-

tistic. In those days

the gospels— for

those of us who cared

for church architec-

ture— were Pugin's

various books, and

as a sort of thor-

oughly credible
Apocrypha, the

works of VioUet-le-

Duc. Pugin was, of

course, merely a re-

corder of the old

;

Viollet-le-Duc some-

thing more; but
these were all we had
in the way of au-

thorities to which to

turn — these and the

occasional reproduc-

tions of English and
'

Continental w o r k

that floated over to

us, things like But-

terfield's St. Albans,

H o 1 b o r n and All

Saints, Margaret

Street, or the some-
Study for a Chapel (made about 1887)

Henry Vaufthan. Aichitect

what earlier— and rather different— Votiv-Kirche at Vienna.
Rome does not change, but the other denominations (1 am

treading on dangerous ground, and am not sure "denomina-
tions" is the proper word to use) have changed such a very

great deal that Canterbury, or at any rate its American
manifestation, spends to-day even more money than Rome;
while the various other denominations apparently arc only to<j

ready to follow the lead of, if not to rival, Canterbury, until

Congregational churches have become so very, very Gothic,

so dight with color and gold, as would make the Pilgrim

Fathers— could they now return to earth— turn in horror

at what they would very probably assume to be the visible

manifestation of the very "Scarlet Woman" herself.

Skipping the intervening years and coming directly to the

present, I believe that we can claim to have made distinct

progress in many different directions. New materials have

been devised of the greatest artistic and practical value, and
we— each and all of us— have seized upon such avidly.

The standard of craftsmanship in minor matters is a wholly

different thing from what it was thirty years ago— so differ-

ent that it is only in the ecclesiastical furnishing shops that

anything remotely resembling the eucharistic vessels, candle-

sticks, monstrances, and the like, of the post-Centennial

Period can now be found. Unfortunately, this is true only of

the mure artistic crafts. Masonry and plain joinery are, I

am sorry to say, worse rather than better— just as thirty

years ago they were worse rather than better than fifty years

before. As to the reason for this state of affairs, I have only

my own suspicions to follow, and these are too vague to be

put into type. Probably the chief reason of all is our modern
industrial system, which seems to have made the Chinese

standard ours.

In 1825 the underpinning of every New England barn was,

as it still remains,

exactly right ; the
stones, no matter
how "random" the

masonry may have

been, selected and
placed with proper

care. To-day all

"random" masonry
is a sham, in that

with infinite pains

the draughtsman
supplies the "ran-

domness," where-
upon each stone in

iiis drawing is diag-

onalled and cut to

size by the masons.

T h i r t )' years ago
they would not have
(lone this, though to

be sure this meant
that they invariably

used either brick or

stone of uniform
size.

I am disposed to

think that what is

true of "random"
masonry is true of
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all our efforts to obtain quality. One

sees — indeed, niay confess himselt

soiiKwhat responsible lor— beauti-

ful slate roofs of thick, irreg\ilar.

and graduated slate, but tlie irregu-

larity is proiluced on the dravving-

Uiard, and the slate man thro\\>

away every slate from which a cor-

ner has been chipped, unless other-

wise instructed.

There is not so much architcc

lural •sham," at any rate on a large

scale, as there was— the fabrics

are more honest and the third di-

mension more in evidence. Plaster

used to be lined off and jwinted to

simulate stone — a cheap process at

the best. To-day it is called "Caen-

stone," and has its joints scratched

Ixick from the surface witli some

sort of an instmment.

Certainly ecclesiastical "shams"

are still with us, and we have the

|iaradox of a very modem and "ui>-

ti>-date" use,— rare, to be sure, and

as flagrantly at variance in viola-

tion of the decrees of the Sacred

Congress of Rights as it can possi-

bly be, — to wit, the use of electric

hulbs atop the six canonical "candles" (^"Judases," of

course) ; likewise even in the sanctuary lamp tlic suhstitutioii

of an electric bulb for the ancient, historic, and legally estal)-

lished olive oil and wick. All this, jierhaps, is gloomier than

need be, and may be charged to the natural querulousness of

the elderly— so let us go on to brighter tilings.

Whether the Gothic style is, should be, or should not be

the projjcr one in which to make architecturally manifest the

Miaring spiritual aspirations of our time is an oiien question.

There can be no doubt, however, but that it is tlic fashionable

one. Thirty years ago we were witnessing the rather dingy

sunset glories of Mr. Richardson, as manifested by the work
of his followers-from-afar. To-day I venture the statement

that St. Patrick's Cathedral. Grace Church, ami Trinity

Church are better known and Ijetter liked than they were
when this magazine made its initial appearance. In this inter-

val we have seen the rise and fall of other styles as well as

other sects. For a time (not a very long one) it seemed as

though Paris was to set our styles in churches as well as in

lingerie— the l)est example of this period that comes to mind
l»eing Messrs. Carrere & Hastings' First Church of Christ,

Scientist, on Cen-
tral Park West,
a Christopher
Wren-ish struc-
ture that, like the

great majority of
the churches of
this sect, possesses

distinct leanings

toward Pagan, as

well as toward
Christian, Science

;

while in dozens of
New England vil-

lages Congrega-
tional ministers

ascend modern,
but plausible,
"three-decker"
pulpits to preach

sermons of a sort

that would have
caused Jonathan

Baptist Cluircli, Newton, Mass., 1885
H. H. Rktioidson. Aichitocl

Oesi^n for b Church To Be Built in Berkshire County. 1888
Cmm St Wonlwnrth. Aictiit«cls

I'lilwards to call for the nearest

constable; and rabbis present their

llocks with doctrine to which C'han-

ning could take no exception, in

synagogues the spiritual quality of

which would have delighted his soul.

Hut 1 fancy I am digressing, and
that what the Editor of The Ai<-

i iiiTKCTUKAL REVIEW uieaut wheu
lie s[K)ke of "Ecclesiastical Archi-

tecture" was Roman and Episcopal
cliurclies. Here we certainly have a

"vast cloud of witnesses," and all

working in the same, or almost the

same, direction. To be sure one
practitioner may tend toward the

long-drawn aisles, dim, religious,

ami incense-laden atmosphere of, let

us say, the Thirteenth Century;
while another is accused of throw-
ing wide open the doors of his

( iolhic churches not only to the

pious and iienitent, but to the world,

the tlesh, and the devil as well. Be-

tween these two extremes one may
pick and choose at will, the stand-

ard, so far as tiie architect alone is

concerned, being a constantly better-

ing one ; always, that is, accepting the

major premise of Gothic. Walls are thicker than they used
to be. Tracery is, as a rule, of stone, and not of sanded wood.
Vaults are, if not of stone, at any rate not of plaster; while

in stained glass we have a dozen or more artists— all of

theni artistic, if none of the first magnitude. Certain dangers
that threatened us in this direction seem to have been very

effectively disjxjsed of, and it is only now and again that one
finds clerics or building committees demanding of their archi-

tects polished brass lecterns and pulpits, or shiny, dark brown
woodwork, after the fashion once .so popular in the days of

black walnut, a material now, fortunately, quite as extinct as

the dodo.

Of course there are four or five letter-known names among
church designers of to-day, hut one has only to look through

a few numbers of the architectural and ecclesiastical periodi-

cals to find little churches — built and dotted all over the

country— of whose very existence one has known nothing,

yet w^hich are, or appear to he in the reproductions, wholly

charming and successful, even when designed by little known,
or wholly unknown, architects. This is perhaps the most
hopeful sign of all, for it indicates that there is arising in the

l)rofession a new,
infinitely better,

and infinitely more
widely distributed

feeling for such

g o o d things, as

well as the knowl-

edge of how to

produce them. It

is to such younger
men as these that

we, the "octogen-

arians" of thirty

\- ears ago, now
turn, with more
assurance than we
once possessed, to

pass along, from
our t r e m h I i n g
hand, the torcli

that we h a V e

striven to keep
alight.
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Monumental Architecture in the United States

By Thomas Hastings

WHEN asked to design

a memorial monu-
ment, a purely dec-

orative feature for a city or

park, the practising architect

who has always had problems

to solve more or less utilitarian

in character, finds himself, as

it were, adrift in a boat with-

out a rudder, not knowing
where to go, or what to do,

in order to establish a definite

point of departure.

In this type of prolilem there

generally exists no definite or

guiding program, and there are

such an infinite variety of solu-

tions to be considered that

oftentimes the designer's mind
merely runs riot. He is nat-

urally able tq cling only to a

few things — such as may ex-

ist in regard to physical or

topographical conditions ; and
in order to concentrate upon
some one scheme to study and
develop, he may even be in-

clined, perhaps, to accept liter-

ally, and without sufficient

consideration or analysis, tlie

suggestions or stipulations of

Iiis client.

There can be no doubt but

that, in tlie rapid evolution of

our great American cities, too

little attention has been given The Washington ^lonument in Ml. Vernon Square, Baltimore,

Robert Mills. Architect

1812

to the decorative side of their

development. It is, indeed, an
a.spect that, in the rush of their

practical physical growth, has
very often been entirely neg-

lected or ignored. Our pul)!ic

squares liave almost invariably

been treated like diminutive
])arks in residential sections,

even although they are actually

situated in the very heart of a

great city. Sometimes, when
correctly treated to suit their

original surnnindings, huge
business buildings have since

super.seded dwellings, with the

result that these parked enclo-

sures have by now become en-

tirely out of scale with and
unrelated to their towering
boundaries.

Nearly every American city

needs a Trafalgar Square or a
Place de la Concorde. Many
of our more important cities

already— through some hajv

py accident !— possess unde-
veloped sites at present crying
aloud for just such treatments
as can be recalled in foreign

cities of half or quarter their

size. Winding paths, betweeti

formal .structural lines of

buildings, as we find them in

-Madison Square Park or in

Washington Square, belong to

Paul Jones Monument, Washington, D. C.
Catrere & Hasting. Arctiitects

5tatue of Gov. Norborn Berkeley. Williamsburg. Va.

Architect unknown
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the period of the high

brown stoop, and to-

day all these squares

should be restudied and

jiiade niore nionnnien-

tal in character to bet-

ter conform to their

new surroundings.

We tra\el in Europe

and are there far more

attracted by these ver>

features in the layout

of the cities, whicli

combine to product
a really impressive

and beautiful atmos-

|)here, than we are

by the contents of the

niost famous picture

galleries, or in any i)os-

sible combination or

grouping of individual

buildings.

.\ great avenue, with

a well studied and

properly relatetl monu-

ment at its enil, at once

supplies us with tlie

needed touch of scale

and beauty, as well as

providing something t<>

walk toward and to

think about. In all

well - developed Eu-

ropean cities, custom

and tradition have

established the plac-

ing of all statues and

architectural monu-
ments rather in the

|tul)lic s<|uares and

in the city avenues

and streets than in

the larger parks,

which are now rec-

ognized to be better

adapted to be given

a rural and natural-

istic character than

a monumental treat-

ment.

In designing a city

sr|uare, one of the

most difficult prob-

lems is to establish

an<l maintain the
proper "scale" of the

features there to be

intrrj<luced. .Almost

any inf>nument will

fall in scale— and
should therefore be

exaggeratedly largt-

— when |)laced with

in an fjpen space sur-

rounded by monu-
mental buildings. It

slunild also always
lie rememl»ere<l that

the center of such a

Mjuare should inva-

riably Ix: kept lower

than its sides, and

y

McKinley Memorial, BuHalo, N. Y.

Canere & Hastings, Architects

ikyanl Monument, Back of the Public Library, New York City

Canere & Hastings, Architects

ex)nsequently that all

surface drainage should

be taken toward the

center. A failure to

understand or recognize

this necessity is a mis-

take frequently made
in this country.

The "City of Monu-
ments" is the capital

city of our country. In

i t s decorative embel-

lishment in this direc-

tion Washington i s

becoming more a ii tl

more interesting every

year. It is, however,

in ray opinion, advis-

able that until our cities

are more fully and con-

sistently decorated, the

memorial monument
should be given pref-

erably an architectural

rather than a purely

sculptural adornment.

We especially need to

produce imposing and

monumental squares
and park centers as

dignified foci for civic

functions, and thus

provide our cities
with formal squares

of sufficient archi-

tectural value to be

remembered by our

visitors, far more
than we yet need to

commemorate indi-

viduals by portrait

statues. The need
for these will come
in time, and we will

then be better able

to find a place for

them. Those more
important decora-
tive features that we
now most need, how-
ever, should provide

endless interesting

and novel problems

for the sculptor,

working hand in

hand with his archi-

tectural collaborator.

Together they can

add to our Ameri-

can cities the dignity

and grandeur that

they now do lack.

Nothing else can do

so much to impress

the new-coming im-

migrant or the visit-

ing stranger with a

sense of the power

and character of the

nnmicipality, or give

to our American cit-

ies an individuality

all their own.
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The "Inside 5tory" of the Founding of "The Architectural Review"

By Henry D. Bates

TOM KLMLJALL had the opportunity of writing this

account of tlie estahhshnient of the Review. ]n the

beginning he was ahnost as guilty as 1, while later his

record became as much blacker as his energy was greater.

Every publication is of course established "to fill a long- felt

need;" in this case, let me acknowledge right here, that the

"need" was money, — money to live on, and perhaps a little

extra to spend carelessly. I had lost my "job" as librarian of

the Department of Architecture, which job had paid my
tuition the year before. The little money I had borrowed
from an aunt to start with was nearly gone. I had begun
calculating on the maximum elasticity (see Lanza's "Applied

Mechanics") of my landlady's good nature. This condition

helped bring to a focus the rather indefinite ideas of the stu-

dents in the department, of elevating .Vnierican architecture,

by giving to the world the masterpieces in the shape of

Exedras, Bridges in Gardens, Summer Houses, and later

Casinos and Opera Houses, which were each month cut off

our boards, and exposed to a public consisting of the two or

diree judges from the Boston Society of Architects. We felt

sure, judging by the actual professional performances of these

judges, that they were not profiting by their opportunities.

Therefore, we (1 am speaking of the Architectural Society

now) had approached Mr. Ware with the suggestion that he

improve the standard of The American Architect by publish-

ing some of our work. He very kindly, but none the less

firmly, declined our offer. This was a squelcher, but the idea

of l)enefiting the profession was persistent, and a committee
was appointed to consider issuing a paper.

As the only one with previous publishing experience (I had
edited, printed, solicited advertising for, and sold the score-

cards for horse races in a small western city), it was natural

that I should be appointed chairman of this committee. A:
little investigation showed that reproductive process.es neces-

sary to the presentation of our masterpieces of design and
draughtsmanship ran into "big money," wliile cheap printing

and illustrating would defeat our purpose. The Architec-

tural Society, which usually owed its treasurer for expenses

advanced out of his personal funds, — we were always careful

in our selection of this official, — had no basis on which to

assume financial responsibility. It was then that the jiersonal

need of funds on my own part was most pressing, and I saw-

that whoever might take the risk could probably take the

])rofits—and tliat there would be profits I felt sure.

Kimball had finished his course the year 1)efore, and was
then working for n Boston architect, who, through some
mysterious pull, was to eventually place him in the office of

McKini, Mead & White. 1 wanted a "live wire" for a part-

ner, and 1 was already old and wise enough to know, if

action were wanted, it was best to go to a man alreatiy well

loaded up. Besides, "Kim" was one of our particular crowd,

and we had hitched up with each other from the first year in

mechanical drawing. He already had a few activities; Ijc-

sides his full day in the office, he was drawing from life

evenings, water-color sketching Sundays (except the evening

when he always "dolled up" and mysteriously disappeared I

.

he kept the books of a Wyoming ranch, and, as a side fine,

wore fourteen, or was it seventeen, black eyes that winter.

for boxing was one of his hobbies, and he would take lessons

of professionals, quick to resent the "wallop" their pupil had.

1 put the proposition up to him. We were both long on
assurance if we were short on funds. The first move was t<>

clinch the matter by offering the Architectural Society to

get out its "organ," assuming all expenses if we could have

all profits. This was readily agreed to, and we began work.

Our next and wisest move was to get an advisory editorial

l)oard, and it was the real thing, not— to use a word then

unknown— mere camouflage.

We aimed high, — Mr. Hunt, Mr. McKim, Mr. Post, and

Mn Peabody. Always accessible, always interested, always

encouraging, how much of our initial sitccess was due to their

advice ! I shall never forget my first call on Mr.'Hunt. From
his letters I had pictured him as a sweet, nifild mannered,

rather smallish old gentleman, with snowy white hair and

beard— perhaps wearing a stock. Imagine my surprise,

when a thick-set, virile, very much alive man, working in his

shirt-sleeves, glanced at my card, removed a large black "dry

smoke" from his mouth, and held out his hand - with the

remark, "So this is Technology Bates ; well , what
. can I do for you?" Much more could I tell to show the char-

acter of that remarkable man, but Wallis will te'H it better.

Our next step was to prepare an opening announcement
;uul a circular soliciting advertising. For these we got trusted.

My available coin— all of it due my landlady— was pooled

with Kimball's and we bought stamps. In the corridor of

"Rogers" we had put up a mail-box, and I do not think 1

have ever been so elated over an advertising contract as when,

the- second morning after mailing our circulars, I found in

the box an order for a half-page from The Clinton Wire
Cloth Company. Other orders, but none so large, followed

in close succession ;— truly, publishing seemed easy.

Most of our work was done in Kimball's room in a South

End boarding-house. It had to be done after midnight, for

earlier in the evening, when Kimball was not at life class,
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the iMg square of canN-as in the middle of the floor was likely

to be in use for training some aspirant for boxing honors;

or there would be a few Uvely "mills," to the delight of the

bunch who never seemed to have any serious night work.

Other evenings. Professor Letang would drop in, and on those

evenings we absorbed more real architectural knowledge than

wc ever got during school hours.

When left alone, we made for the Thomdike, if not too

late, or some Washington Street all-night restaurant, for a

quick supper, then back to work on tlie Review. The text

^two pages) and advertisements were bound and trimmed,

but the plates were inserted loose, and we collated them.

Many, manv miles did we tramp along a bench made with

leaves from' the landlady's dining-room table, taking a plate

from each pile and inserting in the printed leaves at the end.

How slowly the piles diminished, and how often I resolved

to quit at the end of the row only to find that Kimball had

begim again and was close behind me. Only the knowledge

that he would say nothing, but that I would find the job all

finished the next morning, kept me from showing "yellow."

We also did all the other work, such as addressing envelopes,

putting up the copies, and toting them to the post-office. That

winter I knew all the milk-men who made their early morning

deliveries in the South End, for I roomed some blocks away.

After I left, Kimball probably did his ranch book-keeping and

correspondence and practised his sleight-of-hand tricks.

One evening early in June, 1888, Kimball, who had been

silently figuring for over an hour, looked up and said, "Guess

how much we have made."

"Nothing; at least, that's what I have," I answered.

"Well, you and I have equally divided $2,000 this winter."

Both of us, of course, had Paris as our objective, to study

"at," if not "in," the Beaux-Arts. We tried disposing of the

Review, but without success. We felt it was too valuable a

property to drop; furthermore, $10 a month to start with

seemed to be all I could earn in a good architectural office,

and I could n't get in without starting. It was agreed that

Kimball, being the older and having some means of his own,

should go abroad at once, and we inveigled Irving T. Guild

into joining the firm, which became Bates, Kimball & Guild,

and shortly moved from the boarding-house into an upper

room of one of the old houses on Tremont Place. After a

short time there, we realized the height of our ambitions by

moving to Beacon Street (on which Boston, Mass., is situ-

ated), No. 6,— tlie first "architects' building" in this country,

— where were the offices of Andrews & Jacques, Wheelwright

& Haven, Chamberlin & Austin, Longfellow, Alden & Harlow,

C. Howard Walker, and Arthur Everett.

Upon Kimball's return from Paris and entry to practise in

Omalia he withdrew from the firm. Shortly after that I had

an idea— it was a good one, though Guild was not of the

same mind. I started The Brickbuilder as a side issue, and

published it alone for a year—and then came the panic of 1893.

The years passed uneventfully. Once in a while w^ had some

new idea, and have since been flattered by seeing every one

of these ideas adopted by some other paper. We had our ups

and downs, but no real catastrophe until 1910, when the entire

top of the building burned. Every proof, photograph, draw-

ing, and plate for future publication was destroyed, and tlie

Review went down and out until, through incorporating it as

a separate business, its publication could again be financed. A
duplicate mailing list gave all expiration dates, and great care

was taken, when publication was resumed, to advance those

dates so that every subscriber should receive as many numbers

as he had paid for.

This happens to be the first time I have had the opportunity

to write for the Review. Originally, "Kim" did what little

writing was necessary on our part. That 's why I wanted

him to write this. Since then, the standard impressed upon

the several editors has made them cautious, until now, upon

its thirtieth birthday, the present editor "took a chance" —
and now I fear I shall never have another opportunity!

THL ARCHITECTURAL SoeiL: IHL MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE Ol ILCMNOLOGY, 1887-ltt«8
Lyman A. Ford Vernon A. Wright G.C. Kaufman A. W. LaRose Frank A. Moore Edw. A. Crane George \V. Stone
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« Competitions" and the Royal Institute of British Architects

Thirty-5even Years Ago
Thirty-seven years ago Mr. Thomas Porter, F. R. I. B. A., sent a copy of the letter reprinted in full upon this and

the following page to all the Fellows and Associates of the Royal Institute of British Architects:

AS the

approai

our In

the season is

approaching when
Institute will

again meet for its ses-

sional deliberations, I in-

tend at an opportune mo-
ment (if I can rely upon
the support of the 'Fel-

lows' generally) to call

the attention of the Coun-
cil to the subject of 'Com-
petitions,' with a view to

some practical steps being

taken to minimize the

evils arising from the

competition system, as at

present practiced.

"Believing that the In-

stitute is the only body
that can with any hope of

success deal with this sub-

ject, I venture to hope

that the time may have
arrived when the 'Fellows'

(about 350 in number),
as the elders of the Insti-

tute, will by some digni-

fied act take the initiative

and determine from some
given date to refrain

from engaging in any
oi>en competition (or in

an}- limited competition,

where a successful hono-

rarium is not offered to

each competitor), and
will make it incumbent on

every 'Fellow' hereafter

elected to sign a declara-

tion that he will not

engage in any open com-
petition.

"It is not too much to

hope that such a course

of action would ultimately

lead to the discontinuance altogether of the 'competition sys-

tem,' as committees would hesitate before advertising for de-

signs if they felt sure that not a single 'Fellow' of the Institute

would respond to such an appeal ; and it is not unlikely that a

large proportion of the Associates and the members of other

.Vrchitectural Societies would cheerfully follow tlie example

set by the 'Fellows.'

"One of the arguments (and it is a powerful one) at pres-

ent used by those who engage in competitions to justify their

action is that the 'Fellows' of the Institute have not hitherto

discouraged the system — but rather, on the contrary, some of

the most distinguished men are still found ready to engage in

;niv competition of importance.

"Open competition must be a serious loss to the profession

as a body, as it may be taken for granted that few buildings of

anv importance are now erected without some arcliitect being

professionally employed, and consequently the whole expense

of comi)etition drawings and the time expended upon them is

so much money absolutely thrown away, less the premiums

(which are generally small") that may be paid to the successful

A MODEL FOR ANY ARCHITECT'S COPY-BOOK THESE
FORTY YEARS

The following is an extract from a letter, written a little more than
forty years ago, by the Late Edward M. Barry, R. A., which has been
here appended to the copy of Mr. Porter's paper on Competitions, pub-
lished from the Transactions of the Institute (British) of 1879. He wrote:

"I have received your letter, by which I learn that the commit-
tee of (who are strangers to me, and of whose names I

am ignorant) have done me the honour to invite me to submit de-

signs, in competition with five other architects, for a proposed
new building. I do not gather from your letter that any payment
is proposed to be made to the competitors. I have to ask you to

express my best tlianks to the committee for this mark of their

confidence, and, as I am sure that the invitation was intended as a
compliment, I feel it due to them to acknowledge it gratefully.

Considerable experience has lead me, however, to the conviction that

competition is one of the worst modes of obtaining good designs,

and that it is bad for the employer, bad for the architects, and bad
for art generally. It is bad for the employer, inasmuch as, among
other reasons, it prevents that intimate communication of ideas with

the architect, during the preparation of the designs, which is neces-

sary to prevent future disappointment, and even to secure a correct

understanding of what is ultimately proposed. This is one main
reason why so many complaints are heard (when it is too late) that

the convenient use of the building has been sacrificed to mere
showy considerations, such as it is the tendency of competitions to

foster and develop. It is bad for the architects, inasmuch as five

men of eminence are expected to waste their time, labour, and even

money, as no architect can prepare competition designs without in-

curring considerable expense. Nothing of this kind is expected of

other professions, but when advice is required it is sought from
those whose reputations and works before the public constitute a

guarantee of efficiency. No one thinks of asking six eminent lawyers

or six physicians to expend their ability and funds in order that

one among them may receive professional employment. It is bad
for art generally, as it induces the preference for showy drawings

to really good architectural design, and because it generally ends

in disputes and heartburnings."

This letter, written and despatched by an English architect over forty

years ago, is as timely and true in its summing up of the situation still

c.visting to-day as at the time it was written. It is here re-published and
recommended as a "model form" of reply to be followed by those individ-

ual .'Imerican architects ivho may have developed a sufficiently erect spinal

column, when answering cotnmunicdtions of a similar type to that evi-

dently received so long ago by Mr. Barry.

jVould that Zi'c in /hiierica, during these forty years and more, could

l)oasf of having had some spokesman of the American profession possessed

of similar breadth of vision, independence of thought, and facility, clear-

ness and vigor of expression, to have sitnilarly summarized and stated

for us of the profession in America this, the only truly logical, dignified—
and "professional"—point of view in regard to "Competitions."

competitors; and while it

is difficult to estimate

with any degree of accu-

racy the cost of competi-

tion drawings, it can be

no exaggeration to say

that very serious sums
must have been lost in the

several large competitions

that have recently engaged
the attention of the pro-

fession.

"Small competitions are

even more prejudicial to

tlie well-being of the pro-

fession, because the num-
l)er of competitors is often

very numerous and the

premiums small, and not

infrequently the payment
of the premiums is the

end of the matter. I may,
as an instance of this,

mention the Addiscombe
Road Church Competi-
tion, when seventy - five

competitors responded to

the invitation, and the

work was never carried

out, the premium of 50
guineas being the only re-

muneration ever paid.

"Assuming the modest
sum of £10 as the aver-

age cost of each set of

designs (and it would
probably be three times

that amount in many
cases), the loss to the pro-

fession on this competi-

tion alone amounted to

£700—and such instances

are not uncommon, espe-

cially in church competi-

tions. It is clear, there-

fore, that the amount annually lost by the professsion through
the competition system must be very large.

"The total abolition of competitions would, I believe, do at

least three things for the profession:
'1.

"2.

bers.

Increase its dignity.

Materially improve the financial resources of its mem-

"3. Materially benefit the position and increase the remu-
neration paid to the architectural assistants in our offices.

"I may at some future time place before you some impor-

tant statistics relating to competitions; and in the meantime I

shall be greatly obliged if you will favour me with any sug-

gestions that may occur to you on the subject to which I have

directed your notice, and especially inform me whether, in

competitions where you have been successful in gaining the

first premium, the works have been carried into execution with

results wholly satisfactory to you, or whether the reverse has

lieen the case.

"I should also be glad to know that you sympathize with

and would support the movement of the 'Fellows' in the
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action 1 have indicated, that I may regulate my further action

accordingly.

"I remain, dear sir, vours faithfully,

Thomas Porter, F. R. I. B. A.

November 1, 1879.

"P. S.— It mav also be worthy of consideration whether

the Institute might m^t with propriet>- recognize a commission

of 6 per cent instead of 5 per cent as a proper professional

charge for i->llows' to make in future on works carried out

hy them."

Somr Statistics on Architectural Comf'ctitiotis. based on

Pmious Records, compiled and published in iSjQ, in con-

nection unth the publication of Mr. Porter's paper, as printed

abfiY.

The following statistics, deduced from all the advert iseil

competitions in the years 1857, 1858, 1861, and 1862 (1859

and 1860 being omitted, in consequence of imperfect informa-

tion), may interest and be of service to the profession.

.\N.\LVSIS OK THE FoUR YE.ARS TOGETHER

Total number of competitions, of which both

the prize and the outlay are k-nown 35

Total of their proposed, or actual, outlay £291,v388

Total amount of prizes offered £ 5,47*)

.•\mount of prize money to be merged

in the commission, if successful

architect be employed £ 2,036

Premiums £ 3,433

Total amount of commission due the

profession on these proix)sed proj-

ects £ 14,5()^

Gross total of professional receipts .... £ 1 8,008

Outlay on 55 competitions, allowing

an average of 20 competitors in

each, at the very low cost of £15

apiece £13,500

Grand profit derived by the profession

from the 55 competitions, repre-

senting an outlav of £291,388. . . £ 5.508

£18,008

Or an average receipt of £100 apiece, instead of an average

value of commission of £323 each.

Comment seems needless.

T am, sir, yours faitli fully,

December J, iSyg. Augustus Frere, F. R. I. 15. .\.

Architectural Competitions, in America, Thirty-Four Years Ago
By John A. Fox

.1 l>a/>er read by Mr. John A. Fox. F.A.I. A., at the Convention of the American Institute of Architects held in Providence,

R. I., in 18R3. Mr. Fox prefaced his paper with the remark that he had never taken part in a competition, and therefore wonld

^f understood to oppose them simply on general professional grounds. It is now reprinted to illustrate ho7V little progress

professional situation in thirty-four years of time!has occurred in a professional

ALTHOUGH once deemed a professional necessity, the

practice of "architectural comjietition" is destined even-

tually to become the refuge of the incompetent, the

inc-\i>erienced. the indolent, and the imscrupulous. Like the

weeds that are shipped with good seed from abroad, the bad

custom came over so mixed with the good that during our

more dependent and colonial years it was supposed to be a

necessary' element of ordinary practice. Although boldly

denounced in the home of its origin by some of the foremost

architects of the day, including two presidents of the British

".Xrchitectural .\ssociation," and although the great majority

everj'where look upon it as more or less injurious to the best

interests of all concerned, it is still justified and supported by
many as a venerable public and professional necessity ; an

equally venerable method for the discovery and development
of youthful genius; and also on the ground that its acknowl-

edged defects can lie remedied in due time by the united efforts

of the people and the profession.

Mere antiquity claims little consideration unless coupled

with real merit. .Mthough the remote past furnishes the rich-

est materials for the study of art, it is no guide for the archi-

tectural practice of the present. The ancient foreign aspect

of art competition has as little to say to the modern oracti-

tif>ner as the Greek games, or the brutal sports of the Roman
amphitheater. Just as good work was done in the elder days
withfmt the stimulus of strife and speculation. The recluse in

his cloister, the household servant of ixjpe or cardinal, worked
with more than the skill of the public competitor.

In much the greater part of his relations to the world, the

architect of to-day is as free from limiting antecedents as the
promoter of railroads and telegraphs. The half-equipped and
<»n€-5idcd men are the most nearlv allied to the past. The
dreamer of wild and impractical fancies traces his origin to
his mythical monkish brother of medieval days, while the
builder architect travels back to the same .source to find inspira-
tion for his latter-day enormities in his descent from the
brotherhoo<l of "free masons." The well-balanced man, on
the contrary, leaves the dead past to burv its dead architects.

and studies not their methods of practice but their monuments.
^fodem competitions abroad, especially in England, have

little of good to teach us. A volume might be fillerl with their
absurd and often disgraceful record. Our brethren of the

"old home" must be a very testy body of men to judge by tlic

criminations and recriminations of the correspondents of their

professional journals. The melee which follows the announce-

ment of the award of the "assessor" in a "competition"

reminds one more of the prize ring than of any more dignified

calling. To a non-believer in such contests, some of the late

ones seem absurdly funny. Passing by the extended and bit-

ter controversies of the larger tournaments, which would liave

afforded admirable occasion for the work of "congressional

investigating committees," we find a late instance in which

some church building promoters were eagerly offered designs

bv eighty-five architects, who were represented by more than

five hundred drawings, prepared at an estimated cost of

$8,000. Before the award was made it was ascertained that

the projectors of this religious undertaking, in which it was
intended to invest only about $30,000 in all, were not in pos-

session of funds sufficient to commence the work of building.

so that the remote chance of a beggarlv premium was the

high goal for which all this loss was suffered ! .\nd this was
a comi>etition with all modern imnrovements. including a

professional "assessor." Whether the "assessor" knowingh-

lent lu's name to the sharp game of the promoters does not

appear. In another instance, in order to obtain the connnis-

sion for the restoration of a cathedral, an architect in good

standing offered as a bribe a gratuitous design for a reredos.

This offer was .speedily "seen" by a provincial competitor, but

another provincial "went one better" by inducing a friend to

undertake to construct the reredos, providing "his man" was
employed on the restoration ; this offer, of course, carried the

dav, and the man with the heaviest backer won.
These are not extreme examples, and they abound even

after half a century or more of attempted regulation and

reform. In England, certainly, the competition system is

rotten to the core, like some other phases of English practice

that should teach us what to avoid.

The general history of architectural competitions in .Amer-

ica has been to the profession and to the public a record of

humiliation, mortification, and pecuniary loss. Little else could

be expected of a custom founded on the absurd supposition

that a building committee, board of trustees, or an individual

client can secure the best design, construction, and admin-

istration of a building by the emplovment of the architect
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whose name is appended to certain sketclies which are most

admired by variously constituted and more or less qualified

judges. Practices to which the members of no other profes-

sion would stoop come to be encouraged and justified as neces-

sities, and serious work gives way to feverish speculation.

All the evils which hamper the efforts of the regular archi-

tect cluster about, or originate in, competitions,-—• the want
of honorable consideration and respect in some communities

;

the often futile efforts to obtain fair and equitable comjiensa-

tion f(ir painstaking labor: the low standard of acquirement

arising from the prominence given to the chance element in

practice ; and the growing im])ression that hard work is not

so essential to success as influence combined with tricky

design and superficial draughtsmanship. That occasionally a

good building is the result of a com]x'tition is nothing to the

question. It remains none the less true that to the public and

the profession at large the practice has proven injurious. It

is not a bad saying of the French anuy that "every private

soldier carries a field marshal's baton in his knapsack;" but

we press the i>rinci])le too far when we encourage our office-

boys to think that "capitol" and "state-house" commissions

are within their early reach, as the awards of happy accidents

rather than of patient and self-denying toil. The lack of

earnest and faithful workers in the lower ranks may well be

traced to this pernicious teaching, while the standing of the

profession with the public has been seriously lowered by the

blunders of incompetent practitioners brought prematurely to

the front by the competition system.

Do not let us delude ourselves by shifting the responsibilit\'

of these and kindred evils onto the broad shoulders of the

public. The people of America derive much of their informa-

tion on such matters from their architects and their represent-

ative journals. There is ample evidence that the best of our

clientage are willing to pay liberally for what they are led to

believe is the best expert service.

If in the train of mismanaged oublic competitions follow

worse managed private ones, and if from the lessons of these

follow undignified solicitations of employment: if men not

lacking in self respect under ordinarv conditions are con-

strained to fawn and court indignities: if the feeble and inex-

perienced resort to competition in rates of comi>ensation as

well as in merit of design: and if these irregularities some-

times lead to the scamping of both plan and construction, and

finallv even to bribery and corruption, let it be remembered
that we hold to a great extent the position of teachers, and

that a people who take readily to siieculation of all kinds are

apt pupils in these matters. Already the inventive genius of

the West has evolved new phases of competition. Architects

have been invited— and some of the so-called have accepted

invitations— to take part in ventures from which even our

hungry foreign brethren would recoil in dismay. There is, as

yet, no case actually on record where the craft has been in-

duced actually to build state-houses "on approval," but the

practice is fast tending towards such a consummation.

It has been wrongly claimed that the interests of the junior

members of the profession are served by competitions. This,

like many things that hamper us, is an imported mistake. In

a community where only the aid of the sign-painter is requi-

site to constitute an "architect," where every village news-

paper gladly chronicles the most crude and imperfect develo])-

ment of local talent, and where technical education is within

easy reach of all, there is little danger that future Wrens and

Le-Ducs will "be born to blush unseen, and waste their

sweetness" at the carpenter's bench. There is room in Amer-
ica to-day for all the .skilled architects that our schools and

offices can furnish, and the demand is steadily increasing. If

we do not occupy the field with trained men, the engineers and

builders will do so as best they may, and we can have but our-

selves to blame for it.

There is too much of the gambling fever in our national air.

Its infection to-day threatens legitimate business, and we are

not exempt from the losses indirectly entailed by it. Enter-

prises less reputable than gambling are dignified by the name
of .speculation, and short roads are eagerly sought which

sometimes end in fortune, but often in the felon's dock. The

followers of law, of medicine, of religion, and art caniKjt Ix-

too careful to keep clear of popular vices of the day, even

avoiding the appearance of evil. Temporary siiccess can

never justify false methods.

The teachings of public competitions have encouraged the

common fallacy, which has even found believers in our courts

of justice, that architects are solely draughtsmen, and that

drawings are their only products on which a value can be

placed. Following this has naturally come the clrent's claim

to the drawings as the only tangible results of service. The
charm of design, the cleverness and method of plan, the skill

and science of construction, the thousand items of excellence,'

the result of thought, study, and experience, and more than

all, the slow mastery of the combination of all these, the

e\])ensive accumulation of years of arduous toil, liecome as

nothing opposed to the clever picture that has caught the

unreasoning popular fancy. The result is conspicuous failure

;

the ol)vious lesson that an architect should be judged by what
he builds seems to make but little impression on the sufferers.

In the present state of things even the representative picture

may have been bought or stolen. It is a notorious fact that

some of our most successful competitors are not even ordi-

narily competent draughtsmen and designers. It takes but

little wisdom to forecast a professional future in which the

clever designer and the unscrupulous manipulator shall be

encouraged to push themselves to the front.

It is most disheartening to reflect on the time and money
that have been squandered in these unsuccessful and discred-

itable ventures, and of the great benefits that might have
accrued from the proper use of such an amount of labor.

The profession of the architect, with its heavy responsi-

bilities of life and property, is a wearing one at the best; and
it is foolish to add to its embarrassments the anxieties and
disappointments of needless strife. We are brethren laboring

for common ends, and those, worthy ones. The best work is

of slow growth. A great project should be wrought out

calmly. Bustle, hurry, and rivalry of the meaner sort can

only retard its proper development. The intimate and friendly

relations of employer and employed, the thorough knowledge
of uses, means, and materials,— these, and many other things

essential to real success, are daily sacrificed to a professional

craze. The fact that such methods have failed conspicuously

in the arts of painting and sculpture, where their chances of

success should have been tenfold greater, should carry some
weight.

In the extreme West it is said that lawyers advertise, com-
pete in rates, and resort to other disreputable devices to obtain

employment. In advance, and on the outskirts of a profes-

sion, the guerrilla and free-lance figure conspicuously ; but they

have a very demoralizing element when mingled with the main
body. It is less difficult for an employer to make choice of

an architect than of a doctor or lawyer. The acquirements

and abilities of the former are more easily gauged and meas-

ured than those of the latter, whether it be at the beginning

of a career, or in the midst of one. A profession that adopts

methods foreign to those that all the other professions arc

accustomed to r>racti=e will find it hard to maintain a high

standing with the public.

The practice of competitions, borrowed from abroad, has

not as yet taken a very firm hold upon us. A inoderate effort,

made at little sacrifice on the part of our leading men : an

expression of disapproval by the Institute and other societies

;

an abstinence from such ventures by the well-established

members of the profession ; would go very far towards rid-

ding the public and ourselves of such methods altogether—
and the final result would be to place our work on the same

liasis as that of other professions, and to give sterling

merit a fair oi)portunitv to find its full reward in due time

under conditions alike honorable to both architect and client.

Then we could hope that the architect of the future might

claim a better title to the name, and become what another

lias fitly said he should be, "a true artist, a skilful draughts-

man, a mathematician, a person endowed with considerable

scientific knowledge, a mechanician, an arithmetician, a man
of probity, and a gentleman."
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Boston, Mass. (Pl.\ns, Elevations, Sections, and Details)—
R. Clipston Sturgis, Architect.

Plates LXXM—LXXVIII.— Residence for C. Bai Lihme, Esq.,

Watch Hill, R. I. (Plans and Elevations) — Mott B.

Schmidt, Architect.
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ONE among many instances of a more alert and
quickened national progress already beginning to

result from our entrance into world politics is the

Committee appointed by Secretary of War Baker, acting as

Chairman of the Council of National Defense, to study the

hcKtsing needs of war workers, and to recommend steps neces-

sary to better the impossible living-conditions now existing

around many plants engaged in contracts on Government
work. It is perhaps a truthful— although a greatly to be
regretted— commentary on the general lack of interest in this

vitally important and national problem in the architectural
profession itself that no architect is to be found among the
members of this committee, which consists of Mr. Otto N.
FJdIitz, Builder, as Chairman, Mr. William J. Spencer of the
•American Federation of Labor, Mr. Theodore Robinson of
the Illinois Steel Company, and Mrs. Finlay J. Shepard of
New York. Its appointment followed certain hearings by the
Cotmcil of National Defense, at which an appropriation of
r>ne hundred million dollars to provide homes for workers in
munition plants was proposed— along with a permanent Fed-
eral I Ir.using Commission with administrative power.

\\'hile, under the unusual conditions that now exist, there
may be some possibility of Congress appropriating some con-
siderable sums of money ("nowadays, it is the easiest thing it

does!) to better appalling conditions of over-crowding of
working-men, which are now generally realized to exist,
unless the entire policy of our Government at Washington
has already been changed, there is too little likelihood tliat

that sum will be expended to the best advantage; just as,

from past experience, there would seem to be little likelihood

of the Government utilizing in this work those few from the

architectural profession who are especially fitted by training

and experience to assist. For. despite the general lack of

interest in this great problem, there are a few architects who

realizing their professional responsibilities— have chosen

to study housing in its development abroad, and keep track

of what attempts have been made in this country to adapt

foreign results to the quite diflferent conditions existing here.

THERE is also, unfortunately, little likelihood of the

Government undertaking any such altruistic and pa-

ternal work as this, alonjr properly broad and far-

sighted lines, as such a point of view is, apparently, not

consistent with the particular ideals of democracy developed

in the somewhat special brand invoked upon this new conti-

nent! In France or in England it is entirely natural, and

quite in line with long-established precedent, for the Govern-

ment to help to provide livable conditions for the working

classes, as a part of the paternalistic relations naturally in-

herited in those countries from mediaeval times. — when the

state was merelv an enlargement of the feudal familv, and

the serf was a valuable and useful cog in the machine, —
vitally necessary in times of war. if not in peace!

The constitutional organization of these paternalistic de-

mocracies (or liberal monarchies— if you prefer!) also does

not make it impossible for them to aopreciate essentials of taste,

and the possibility of combining efficiency in plans and speed

in construction, with at least a luodiciini of building intelli-

Efence and design! See how. in France, the problems of re-

building portions of that countrv are already being pro]->er1v

and fundamentally based upon local regional principles, aiid

the logical application of styles to materials. See how in

England, at Woolwich, and other hastily constructed "muni-

tion cities." the Government has made use of the best archi-

tectural talent (such as Mr. Raymond TJnwin) and experience

in building to meet these huge new Governmental problems

along lines also calculated to be adaptalile for permanent fu-

ture housing purposes; and that, even in this urgent moment,

do not ignore the artistic equation in architectural design

!

Think for a moment what horrible aberrations wouW
result in America under those same conditions of liastv con-

.struction and, apparently, temporary need as brouirht about

the housing at Woolwich, for instance. It reouires little

imag^ination to visualize the crowded streets and ba'-k vnrds.

closely built with ugly three-decker tenements and boarding-

houses, bearing inevitable traces of their foreordained dentin'-

to become festering slum-sores of tumble-down ierry-built

firetrap construction, in the couple of years of use alone neces-

sary to efface the hastily applied whitewash from these speed-

ily improvised "temporary" accommodations!

WE in America already suffer from the inability of

those in control of our Government to comprehend
how great social problems such as these can be

attacked along actually economic and really efficient lines in

this "land of the free," where every one is the equal— not only

in birth, but also in some God-given heritage of specialized

information and experience— of every one else! Es]>ecially

wliere there exists the need for artistic intuition and feeling,

we find every native-born American believes himself to be an

as yet undiscovered genius in that direction ; and therefore he

rarely, if ever, feels it necessary to turn to a trained artist or

architect for assistance or advice. This i>et foible of the indi-

vidual becomes the deep-rooted conviction ;>nd prejudice of

his governmental representatives, until we find ourselves, in

these times of stress, with cantonment camps and hospitals

wasteful and incomplete, without proper base hospitals in this

country, and entirely lacking over-seas hospitals— which
should total 300,000 beds— abroad ! And only as our troops

entered the trenches was it discovered that no provision for

these thousands of necessary units— or a workable grouping
layout— had been made

!
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Some Considerations in the Design of the Small House
By -Franklin Abbott

The t'rot/rain fur Itiis cniiit^cliluni called for u rcsuicnc for "all the year round occupancv of an American family with an annual
income of $5,000," to he built — outside the shinnies and flasterinc/ —entirely of While Pine. The lot. with 125 feet frontaije and 200 feet
del<th. was on the northeast corner of two rectani/ularly intersectinii streets, the side street connectimj with the railroad station. The exact
number of rooms, their disftosition for practical use, and the architectural style were left to the discretion of the designer, which explains
the interesting z'ariety of arrangements. The total contents, including the porches, tivs restricted to 55.0(X1 cubic feet, assumed as a possible
limit for a house to be built for $12.5fX), for which the architectural character of the design was to be intended. The jur\ consisted of
Messrs. Aymar Embury, 2nd. U'ili-on Eyre, Charles Barton Keen, John Russell J'ope, and .llexander Trowbridge,

TMI'L difficulties confronting tlie designer in the problem
of sniall-liouse design are great, and in some respects

the relative difficulties in the matter of intimate design

as distinguished from monumental design perha])s call f<jr a

larger endowment in the way of talent, architecturally speak-

ing, in the case of a small house than is demanded in designing

a more monumental ty|)e of building. There are several rea-

sons for this, but a very patent one is the fact that the design

of the smaller dwelling is more usually an individual piece of

work, and can best be so handled. It is also possible that the

numberless chances in the matter of exterior and interior to

contribute to a successful whole by painstaking study of detail

are greater here than in

larger work.

There are not. to the

writer's knowledge, a

great number of small

houses, \v h i c h may l)e

properly t e r m e d "de-

signed" houses, w h i c h

can be recommended to

the y o u n g designer as

standards in the matter

of smaller work. Archi-

tectural libraries are full

of books on English and
I'rench cottages, and of

small residences and pa-

vilions, many showing a

great deal of charm and
inspiration, and Mr. Guy
Lowell's splendid book on
"Smaller Italian Villas

and Farm Houses' is

overflowing with well

chosen and inspiring ma-
terial. In order, however.
to cite what might be

called two standard examples for study and inspiration, we
cannot go far wrong when we consider the smaller l)uildings

at Alonnt Vernon, and for a continental example the I'arm

Pmildings built for Marie .Xntoinette in the park at Versailles.

A careful study of these miniature buildings at Versailles will

repay the ambitious designer with interest. Their chief point

of excellence is perhaps their exquisite sense of scale, so per-

fectly arrived at and maintained throughout as to result in a

\eritable fuiir dc force. The little buildings at Mount Vernon
arc equally successful, and in a more normal way; and while

perhaps not so satisfactory from the standjxjint of an exhi-

l)ition of technique, or as an example of the romantic jwssibili-

ties of design, they are of quite equal valueto the architectural

student.

A reallv true sense of fitness is a rare gift, but one that

can just as surely be cultivated in the matter of design as well

No. 220. J. H. Scarff, 5. LaPicrre. and J. F. Yewell. New York City

as in other relations of life. It is, to the writer's mind, the

lack of tlys sense of fitness that in so many cases leads to

disaster in the matter of designing a small house. The aver-

age competition jjrobably contains three times as many inter-

esting conceptions of the problem as ever "arrive," /in a

sufficient sense to justify their really Ijeing seriously consid-

ered by the jury. This is in most cases due largely to the

lack of the (piality above mentioned. The average designer,

fortunate enough to have a well-considered plan and an inter-

esting conce])tion for his elevations, so lets his enthusiasm fur

draughtsmanship run away with him that he rarely resists the

temptation to exhibit his "whole bag of tricks." This gives a

similar impression of fu-=—^=————

—

tility to that created by
the child, who, after very

creditably reciting "Bobo-
link, Bobolink" for the

edification of the assem-

bled companv, clamors to

further exhibit his talent

by mouthing an encore

consisting of "Fagin's
Death," from "Oliver

Twi.st" ! In other words,
our average designer does

not know where or when
to stop.

The question of taste,

which enters largely into

this consideration, is vital

:

but in this discussion may
l^e dismissed with the

comforting thought—
which should buoy us all— that taste, after all,

may be cultivated. The
opinion has been advanced
that if one is fortunate

enough to live among beautiful surroundings, and in a so-

called conducive atmosphere, that taste will "sink in," or

perhaps "take," after the fashion of measles. This is, of

course, obviously untrue, and it may be conservatively held

that the first dcsidcrattim and necessity is a lively interest in

the subject which, proi^erly nourished by conducive surround-

ings. ])lus hard work and an unflagging interest, will somehow
land the asjjirant with his feet well planted on the ladder of

success, so far as being a worth-while architectural designer

is concerned.

It is interesting to siieculate as to the probable attitude of

mind, or view-point of our average designer, in approaching

the problem of designing a house. In all tot) manv cases he

im fortunately allows a ])reconceived solution to influence his

first sketches. .\ certain type of mind is very ai>t to allow the

architectural motive, or motives, upjiermost in his mind at

Cnpyrif,ht, igi~, by The .Architectural /fci'/fic Company
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S ECOMD-FLOOC -PLAN'
No. 132. M. W. Hill, New York City

that particular time to ])rejudice

student of desi^ usually does
problem in hand, whether it I)e a
program, but is inclined to go off

is apt to hit upon
an idea that, for

the moment, seems
|)ertinent and in-

teresting, and
which, the longer

he regards it in

this strain, the

more rapidly de-

V e 1 o p s into an
obsession— so far

as that particular

design is con-

ceme<l. Such tend-

encies may be
obser\'ed among
experienced as

well as inexperi-

his view-point. The averaj^e

not sufficiently consider the

commission or a competition

verv much at half-cock. He

riti7L*cL 2)tDi °i DuiNC toon -

No. 137. Bellows & Aldrich, Boston, Mass,

enced designers, and in the case of the first group is to be

deprecated in that it shows a lack of balance and judgment

which should have arrived with experience.

The average designer very rarely considers the problem as

a w hole, as a

building to be
built, not only on,

but in relation to.

;i piece of land

:

and so develoi^ed

in this sense of re-

lation to the whole

that the result will

be worth while—
both pertinent and
economical.

The following

inquiry therefore

cannot help but

.suggest itself in

this connection

:

Why is it that the
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THE HOUSE FROM THE SOUTH WE5T

FIR5T FLOOR PIAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN
No. 50. Edward F. Maher, Boston, Mass.

average Continental is apt to consider the building of a wall

about his newly acquii^ed property as the first essential? If to

do this requires all his available funds for that year, well and
good; but privacy he must have— the house can wait. .\nd

once the wall is built, his ideas as to

garden, walks, lawn, and shrubbery

take form — in other words, he builds

"from the lot line in." This to some
minds would seem to he the logical pro-

cedure— yet the o])posite is usuall_\-

true in this country. Just why this

should be the case is an interesting

speculation, and might profitably be

considered at greater length at some
future time.

A building im])roperly placed with

relation to the property available is, of

course, unecon(_)mical to the same de-

gree that any other wasteful scheme
in the matter of plan or design is

wasteful. Too little attention is usually

devoted to these basic considerations

of disposition, in relation of house. and
grounds, and the maximum develop-

ment of the proi^erty available.

In this connection it is to be re-

gretted that comparatively few archi-

tectural designers seem to give the

question of landscape design serious

thought in any corresponding degree to that given the house

;

and while it may lie truly argued that landscape architecture is

not, necessarily, within the province of the architectural de-

signer, an intelligently thought out .scheme for landscai)e

development is well within the average
designer's province, and so very im-
portant in affecting the final appear-

ance and the comfort of his home that

the owner would rightly seem to be

entitled to a certain ability in this par-

ticular on the part of his architect.

Among the designs published here-

with are several which are of such

marked individuality and interest that

it may be more interesting and profit-

able to consider them with the fore-

going considerations in mind, rather

than as competition drawings which
should be regarded solely with the re-

quirements of the competition program
conscientiously in view.

The design by J. B. Hays and H. S.

McCrary, pages 298, 299, appears to

be well arranged as to the given prop-

erty and well placed in relation to it.

The plan is well composed, and would
give a practicable, as well as comfort-

able and attractive, house. The eleva-

No. 50.

ENTRANCE
Edward F. Maher, Boston, Mass. tion shows originality and a certain
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No. 149. P. Frederick Genther, Hartford. Conn.

chann, and is well adapted to the wooden construction required.

The low eaves lines prevent the house from seeming too high,

always a difficult matter in a two-story house of small dimen-
sions. The large gambrel dormer over the main stairway is

an original, as well as a sensible, solution of the difficult prob-

lem of getting head room over the stairway when the eaves

are only one story high. The perspective is well presented,

and is a good piece of simply indicated pen and ink work.
Messrs. Bellows and .Aldrich's drawing, page 320, is par-

ticularly commendable in that it is a dignified solution of tiie

problem of the small house. Most of the other designs which
are here commented upon are more picturesque than dignified.

This one, however, shows that dignity, as well as charm, can
l»e fjbtained by sufficient study, even in the problem of the

small house. The simple, straightforward plans of the second
floor and the one story service wing are particularly well

handled— this latter being esjjecially well calculated, by the
lowness of its eaves, to prevent the composition as a whole
from apfjearing high or bulky.

While in no sense an economical plan, the house by Herman
Brookman, pages 292 and 293, tmdoubtedly has qualities of

originality and charm. The utilization of the lot is well

thought out, and tlie ways in which the different levels are

managed, a.s well as the complete separation of the entrance

drive and approach from the garden and living side of the

liouse, are very interesting and to be commended. The char-

acter of the details, and also the general plan and mass of the

house, is well adapted to wooden construction, and has the

fortunate quality of appropriateness to American conditions.

In the design shown on pages 296 and 297, it is obvious

that tlie relation of the house to the property is intelli-

gently and originally thought out, in that the entire arrange-

ment is simple, and the amount of property devoted to garden

or lawn really counts for something, in both size and position,

and has the very obvious advantage in 1)eing secluded, by the

position of the house, from the street. The exterior falls

behind the plans in excellence. The fact that the living-room.,

dining-room, and main bedroom are open on opposite sides to

air and light is fortunate, making it possible to obtain a

through draft in summer, thereby tending to make this a cool

house in hot weather as well as giving the owner a view of

both the street and the garden.
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^tCONU FLOOILPLAN

riRiJT FLOOILPLAN No. 110. Ralph P. Ranft, St. Louis, Mo.

Any comment on Mr. Hardie Phillip's design, pages 312
and 313, should, perhaps, be prefaced by the remark that it

is obviously a country house, and not even to be considered

as possil^ly semi-suburban in character. Built in a certain and
appropriate location in the countr\-, tliere is every chance that

it might develop into a very

successful piece of work. The
conception is undoubtedly

original and very interest-

ing. The feature of the

sunken court, with the grotto

at the end, could be made a

very charming feature of the

design, and the relation of

the dining-room and break-

fast-room to this court is

extremely fortunate as well

as effective. While the plan

itself is extremely broken up.

and in no sense to be re-

garded as economical, it is

fully redeemed by its un-

usual quality of quaintness,

which eliminates to a great

extent the above-mentioned

faults. It might also be noted

in connection with this de-

• DINING ROOM ELEVATION •

No. 1 10. Ralph P. Ranft, St. Louis, Mo.

sign that, while it could be perfectly well constructed in white

pine, it is in no sense a typical frame house, and could be just

as well, or perhaps a little better, built of brick or stone.

Aside from the foregoing considerations, however, the de-

signer of this house shows originality and a rather theatrical

but interesting sense of sil-

houette. Conscientiously re-

studied, this design would
undoubtedly result in a good

and unusually interesting

house.

The value of a competi-

tion — that is, a comjjetition

of the type of which the

above considered drawings

were a part— is great, and

is twofold. In the first

place, that there is the very

tangible benefit derived per-

sonally by the architect or

draughtsman who takes the

necessary time from his

daily routine to submit a

well considered and thor-

oughly developed set of

competitive drawings, is un-

questionable ; and it should
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r I R.5 T F LOOFL P L A A! 5 LC O/N D FLOOR. PLAA
No. 36. Milton Rogers Williams, Highland Paik, Mich.

be remembered that this benefit should not Ije computed in

relation to the virtues or faults of the design itself, or its

position in the list of awards. It is the making of the effort

that counts, and the impartial comparison resulting from such

a competition results automatically in an individual stock-

taking, which is l)eneficial for the conscientious worker— of

no matter what profession.

Going through with a competition of this sort should prove
a n inspiration

to ever)- com-
|)etitor, and if

theproper view-

IMfint on his
part be attained,

such compet-
tive effort
should improve
the work of

such a competi-

tor in the same
way that play-

ing any game
in comfjctition

i s instructive

and inspiring,

especially if

one's opponent

3C.CTIO»4 THt riK-tirLACC 3IDI1 or DINING R.OOM.

No. 205. Francis L. 5. Mayers, New York City

is perhaps an older and more experienced hand. "The life

so shorte, the crafte so longe to learne" aptly sums it up, and

this motto is even more true in our day and generation than

when it was written— for the versatility required of an archi-

tect in the twentieth century is rather greater than that de-

manded in Chaucer's time.

The second obvious value of such a competition is the

educational value which can be derived, directly and indi-

rectly, by the

general public.

An architectu-

rally educated

and interested

public is just
as necessary to

the proper de-

velopment o f

architecture in

this country
as properly
trained de-

signers are
essential to

the future of

American ar-

chitectural de-

sign.
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5LCOND PRIZE. No. 224. JLRAULD DAHLER, New York City
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FOURTH PRIZL. No. 86. 50TAR0 Y. OLITA, New York City
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StCOIiD FLOOR. PLAN ^GM^^^
MLNTION. No. 115. RICHARD M. POWLR5, Boston, Mass.
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MLNTION. No. 195. LOUIS J. FARMER, New York City
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MENTION. No. 241. DANIEL NEILNIGER, New York City
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MENTION. No. 194. BENJAMIN 5CHREYER, New Yofk Cily
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No. 39. DANILL L. SHLA, Springfield, Mass.
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No. 58. C. M BAKE.R and 5. B. PARKE.R. Boston. Mass.
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DESIGN FOR AWHITE PINE HOU5E TO_ COST |12;50a
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No. 58. C. M. BAKE.R and 5. B. PARKER. Boston. Mass.
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No. 240. J. B. HAYS and H. 5. McCRARY. New York City
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No. 81. L. D. ROBB and C. R. PI PL, Boston, Mass.
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DESIGN FOP.AWHITE PINE HOV,
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• No. 206. HARDIE. PHILLIP, New York City
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THE end of this cataclysmic year of our Lord 191

7

presents a moment well calculated for the profession

to pause and cast an eye backward — as well as for-

ward— in order to estimate its present situation and true

responsibilities to world civilization, to our own country, and

to the needs of the current time. In retrospect it is easy to

and material both optimistic and pessimistic in trend.

Perhaps if— as we cast a backward glance over the record

now inscribed by the inexorable finger of Time— we begin to

doubt that we have achieved as much of world progress for

the human race as we had fondly hoped or fervently desired,

we should yet find encouragement sufficient to help us in

future struggles in the times of stress and turmoil yet to come.

So, in turning to look forward over this threshold of the

year 1918, if we find ourselves confronted by storm clouds

presaging an ever quickening struggle during this, the truly

imminent "winter of our discontent," it will nevertheless

possess its own peculiar value as a test of our social and

indi\'idual progress; of the right of our national and profes-

sional ideals of democracy, civilization, and of art— in the

mere necessary struggle of existence— to live; earning that

privilege even as a mere "survival" of the fittest! The
time immediately to come will undoubtedly provide an

acid test, where only that which is most sincere of our civ-

ilization and best of our architecture will endure.

THE closing days of the year are also witnessing an

encouraging, if belated, centering of attention upon
American means and methods of forwarding the war

that should soon produce visible results. We should mean-
while recognize what drastic changes already have come
into our national being by our entrance into world poli-

tics, thus speeding up the public conscience!

A year ago it would have seemed impossible that the

next few months were to see such progress towards super-

democratic ideals as has already been achieved. To indicate

only a few of these changes, already accepted in our national

point of view, we need mention only the inauguration of the

national draft, "selective" or otherwise; the immediate
prospect, and apparent public demand, for universal military

training as an acceptable policy for the United States;

along with the conscription — almost the confiscation!—
of American railways (potentially, perhaps, even a more
drastic act than would be implied by their actual govern-
ment ownership by purchase). In certain directions, it is

true, the methods of democracy have been at least tempo-
rarily abandoned, and we have had to fall back upon the

accepted paternalistic methods of old-world monarchies.
This ext ' rticularly into the new governmental control

of the I. ;> of life, and the production industries.

At the present moment there is even some prospect of

the American Government further extending its paternal-

istic policies along socialistic lines. Already its participation

in financing plants for the production of material much

needed in ordnance and munition equipment, and especially

in the construction of shipping, has been acknowledged.

There is even some prospect of the pressure of events forcing

it reluctantly toward the housing of employees, along some

such really comprehensive and adequate method as is

already in use in England, and the final month of the passing

year lias even witnessed a beginning at. solving the ever-

present "labor problem" by the method of conscripting the

workmen necessary for important government tasks!

Investigations now going on offer some hope of exposing

those governmental departments whose inefficiency has,

thus far, prevented the actual participation of America in

the war. The failure of the Government to undertake

advance preparations to utilize the man-power provided

by the draft has caused aggravated further delays in the

construction of camps, obtaining necessary clothing, equip-

ment, ships, munition, and arms; to that point where we
must now acknowledge that most of the billions thus far

expended on war elTort have proved abortive and wasted.

While it was announced on June 26 that the first American

troops (regulars) had arrived in France, and on October 2,^

we were told of their entrance into the trenches, we are

only now beginning to suspect how pitifully few are the men
ye/ trained, equipped, or transported for service abroad!

Investigations, in these very final days of the year, may
succeed in making Congress, and the Nation, realize the

inadequacy of provision made for the health, arming, and
maintenance of our troops, thus far, and the need for

multiplying our effort by many times if we are to assume—
by even the end of 1918!— the burden awaiting America

in the war, and thus be able, even thus belatedly, to equal

our officially boasted intentions!

ARCHITECTURALLY, the year 19 17 marks the end

of one era and the beginning of another for the pro-

fession in this country. Whatever length of time

may interrupt the normal progress of building, there can

be no doubt but that, when resumed, its resumption will be

upon a new basis; a basis that, on its investment return, at

least, will more nearly represent that ratio which has for

years served in England and on the Continent. The large

profits of the past being eliminated, it will be all the more
necessary to figure closely for small economies, both of con-

struction and maintenance cost.

While the war's termination will turn certain plants

from the product of munitions to the redevelopment of their

peace industries,— which, in some cases, will cause some
immediate reduction from present purchase values of their

products,— this change in conditions cannot fail to be

accompanied by an immediate change in the whole labor

situation, which, whatever its transitory character, so far

as can now be seen, cannot result in much definite reduction

from present labor costs.

The change in production centers of industry, brought
about by war work, will probably not continue in the same
proportion as now; but, on the other hand, the balance will

not for years regain its previous equilibrium. As a result,

some sections will show increased construction in certain

lines, whereas other sections will require years to grow up
to existing— and, at present, unused— facilities.

All these conditions must be recognized if we are ever

to foresee and prepare ourselves for the situation in the

future. As a profession, we can already comprehend that

considerable changes of method and of volume of business

are inevitable— even though we cannot tell when nor how
those changes will occur, nor exactly what they will be.

We should therefore all the more justly prepare ourselves,

during the interim that must elapse, to meet such new
economic conditions, when their final value can be faced

and exactly appreciated.
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